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Abstract
University of Helsinki
Faculty of Arts
Department of Philosophy, History, Culture and Art Studies, Art history
Doctoral dissertation
Author: Minna Tuominen
Title:

The Still Lifes of Edwaert Collier (1642–1708)

Among seventeenth-century Dutch still life painters Edwaert Collier is best known for
his   vanitas   paintings.   He   also   painted   a   considerable   number   of   trompe   l’oeils.   These  
paintings constitute the primary material for my thesis, along with the biographical
records from Breda, Haarlem, Leiden, Amsterdam and London, all places where Collier
lived. This research is an examination of the variety of and changes in Collier’s  
production in his sub-genres and of the intriguing questions that his paintings raise. It
explores how Collier succeeded in widespread art markets with his speciality in still life
painting. This study offers new  information  on  Edwaert  Collier’s  oeuvre, his biography,
the value of his still lifes among buyers and his position as an artist.
I have grouped Collier’s   works   into four different themes: the vanitas
motif of the overturned crown, the world of knowledge referred to by multiple texts,
different modes of self-portraiture and the medium and subjects of   trompe   l’oeil.   The
complementary approaches this study applies include iconology, studies in representing
artist self-awareness, research into the material culture of the seventeenth century, and
research into the seventeenth-century art market and art collecting. Contextualizing the
depiction of the exchange and growth of wealth in a particular socio-historical situation
has been considered as well.
A   large   number   of   Collier’s   preserved   paintings   (ca   180   registered)  
suggest continuous production and his willingness to seek out new pictorial solutions
for his customers. Collier called upon a wide repertoire of themes derived from the
tradition of the vanitas genre in his paintings, but he also managed to create an
identifiable style of his own by using a few recognizable compositions and, over time,
by including items with new connotations into his still lifes. Changes in his style reflect
the trends of his time, which is best seen  in  his  trompe  l’oeils  and  their  connection  to  the  
impact of the English art market. His paintings gained fame among buyers because he
merged traditional elements with contemporary sources from the society of his day in
his works. In his paintings Collier included various sorts of texts, such as books,
newspapers and parliamentary speeches, which together built up a system of citations
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and commentaries on the arts, religion and politics. Collier elevated his artistic status by
representing himself as a learned man and he also signed his paintings in multiple ways.
He incorporated his signature in the elements depicted, such as letters and almanacs,
and he included his own portrait in his still lifes in such a way that it advertised his
talents as a still life painter. Besides himself, Collier portrayed an impressive group of
people, who were depicted in drawings, miniatures or prints which were placed
conspicuously among the other still life objects or set illusionistically within the trompe
l’oeil  representations.  It  was  a conscious way of drawing attention to a certain ideology
or fate which the depicted people represented, and it also positioned the painter himself
as an erudite artist in an artistic continuum stretching from antiquity to the time in
which he lived. This study presents Edwaert Collier as an active painter who captured
various phenomena from his times in his still lifes.
Keywords: Edwaert   Collier,   still   life,   trompe   l’oeil,   Dutch   art,  
seventeenth century
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Preface and Acknowledgements
Baroque art has always been my passion. The conscious and powerful expressions,
narrative structures, elements of surprises, and vivid brushstrokes on the canvases
fascinate me. This study has been born from a long-time research of still-life motifs,
strange compositions of objects which at first sight seem to be irrelevant to each other,
but which eventually finds their place in the context of their genre or in the context of
the oeuvre of a painter. In this study the focus has been on a single person, Edwaert
Collier.
It started little by little after the trip I made to the Netherlands in 2005. I
took my backpack and travelled throughout the country, exploring different cities and
art collections. Since then I have witnessed at first hand numerous seventeenth-century
Dutch paintings, learnt a great deal about cultural history, met wonderful people in
different organizations, learnt some Dutch, and surprised even myself how fruitful study
can be.
During that time the world has become smaller for a researcher though the
digitalizing of materials, but having said, visits to institutions have been the most
fruitful moments in this research. The main source of information is the RKD, and their
professional staff. Still-life specialist Fred Meijer has always been more than helpful
and I would like to thank him and the other members of staff at RKD. I would also like
to thank Celeste Brusati, who was an inspirational source in my studies. I thank coresearchers Debra Pring and Dror Wahrman for sharing information with me but above
all for their enthusiasm for Collier.
While I was researching Collier I have also worked as a chief-curator in
two institutions, first at Järvenpää Art Museum from 2003 to 2010 and since 2010 at
Tuusula Art Museum, and I am grateful to them for the study leaves I was granted.
During these years, it became a habit to travel in our vacations to destinations where
Collier’s  paintings  could  be  found,  the  longest  trips  taking  us  to  Japan  and  Hawaii  
Islands, which were both exciting and memorable trips. One destination of note was a
visit to Vaduz Castle. We made it in one beautiful summer day when the castle looked
as  if  it  was  in  a  fairy  tale.  The  collection  included  some  of  Collier’s  most  beautiful  and  
important paintings for my study but we also enjoyed generous hospitality on our visit. I
thank HSH the Prince and Princess of Liechtenstein and Director Johann Kräftner of the
Princely Collections for the opportunity to see the Collier paintings from private rooms,
the conservators for their detailed information on the paintings and our host Beatrice
Capaul.
I thank the many people from different institutions who has given me their
time  and  information  about  Collier’s  works,  and  special  information  on  that  era:  Susan  
Adam at Gemeentemuseum Haag, Barbro Ahlfort at Göteborgs Konstmuseum, Sjoukje
Atema at Haags Gemeentearchief, Jenny de Bruin at Museum de Lakenhal, Dirk Jan
Biemond and Pieter Roelofs at the Rijksmuseum, Pieter Biesboer and Anna Tummers at
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the Frans Hals Museum, Peter Black at the Hunterian Art Gallery, Henriette de Bruyn
Kops at the National Gallery of Art Washington, Andrea Collins and Martha Mayberry
at the Mint Museum, Patricia Collins and Julia Taylor at the Glasgow Museums, Tracey
Dall at the Art Gallery of South Australia, Susan Elliot at Monteviot House Jedburgh,
Brady Evans at Honolulu Museum of Art, Mark Evans at Victoria and Albert Museum,
Alison Fuller at The National Trust, Ketty Gottardo at the Victoria and Albert Museum,
Esther Harris, Karen Hearn and Rica Jones at the Tate Collection, Ulla Huhtamäki,
Minerva Keltanen and Maija Santala at the Sinebrychoff Art Museum, Andre Jordaan at
Mauritshuis, Ingeborg Krueger at Rheinisches Landesmuseum Bonn, Alastair Laing at
the National Trust, Rachel Laufer at the Israel Museum Jerusalem, Joseph Monteyne at
the State University of New York, Christoph Nicht at Kunstsammlungen und Museen
Augsburg, André van Noort at Regionaal Archief Leiden, Ruud Priem at Museum Het
Valkhof Nijmegen, Barbara Rathburn at the Hyde Collection, Gary Rivett at the
University of Sheffield, Emma Roodhouse at the Colchester and Ipswich Museum
Service, Esmeralda Salinas and Leslie Scattone at the Sarah Campbell Blaffer
Foundation, Eddy Schavemaker at Noortman Master Paintings, Michael Schweller at
the Princely Collections at Liechtenstein, Gero Seelig at the Staatliches Museum
Schwerin, Juliet Simpson at the National Portrait Gallery, Sarah Vargas at Fresno
Metropolitan Museum, Harold Wessels at Stadsarchief Breda, Lloyd DeWitt at the
Philadelphia Museum of Art, Robert Wenley at the Burrell Collection and Liesbeth van
der Zeeuw at Museum Rotterdam.
For the Dutch translations and for friendship I thank Rogier Nieuweboer,
for Greek translations Marjaana Vesterinen, and for English language checking Mark
Schackleton.
I am grateful to my advisor Johanna Vakkari, who read my manuscript
several times during the last few years, and for her encouragement to carry out research
on older art here in Finland even though it is isolated from the centres of Dutch art
research. Advisor Altti Kuusamo read my texts in 2012, for which I thank him. I thank
Kirsi Saarikangas from the Department of Art History who also acted as custos in my
doctoral defence. I also thank colleagues in art history seminars where I took part. I am
most grateful for the comments that I received from my pre-examiners, Elmer Kolfin
and Rudi Ekkart. Their expertise both in details and in the overall history of Dutch
seventeenth-century art helped me in the final steps before publishing my work.
I express my gratitude for the financial support which I received from the
Foundation of Niilo Helander, the travelling grant by The Swedish-Finnish Cultural
Foundation, and the grant by the University of Helsinki, which enabled me to finish my
research. Heartfelt thanks go to a private patron, who would rather remain anonymous,
who helped me at one point to continue.
I would like to thank my closest friends for supportive discussions on the
topics of my studies but most of all for their friendship. I thank all of my close-relatives,
specifically Helena, who has generously used her knowledge of German to help me and
has given much sisterly support over the years.
I lovingly thank my family, husband Manu and now young adult Lotta,
who both have shared so many of the best moments in front of the paintings which I
have been waiting to see, but have also shared with humor the ups and downs of daily
life. The best part of this journey is that it never ends. I still feel the same about Baroque
art, and my research into this fascinating period continues.
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1. Introduction
My research concerns the Dutch still life painter Edwaert Collier (1642–1708), who is
best known today for his vanitas paintings. He also painted a considerable number of
trompe   l’oeil   paintings,   especially   after   he moved to London in the 1690s. A small
fraction of his early paintings are portraits, genre scenes, and still lifes that include
selected ensembles of food and drink, or smoker’s accessories. My focus will be on the
vanitas   and  trompe  l’oeil   paintings,  which   I  have   grouped  by  their  subject   matter  into  
four themes. These are the vanitas motif of the overturned crown, the world of
knowledge referred to by multiple texts, the different modes of self-portraiture and the
medium of trompe   l’oeil   and   its   subjects.   My   research   question   is   how   did   Collier  
manage to succeed as an artist in the changing pre-modern art world and how is this
displayed in his paintings? This has called for a careful study of the variety of and
changes in Collier’s   production in the sub-genres which became his trade marks, and
the intriguing questions that are posed by his paintings.
Collier was a very productive still life painter. His paintings can be found
in various noteworthy public collections around the world as well as in many private
collections, and they are still in great demand. This study originated in my interest in the
paintings in public collections, forty-one that are known at the present time, and it has
since expanded to investigate all those works as a coherent whole that represent the
above-mentioned four themes. Archival sources cite about 140 other paintings that are
owned by private collections or the present locations are not known, and also many of
them are discussed or referred to during the course of this study.
One  of  Collier’s  earliest  paintings  is  Vanitas in Helsinki, which dates back
to 1661, and it belongs to a period connected to the sober tones used in Haarlem (fig. 1).
There are, however, some remarkably large-scale vanitas paintings with an abundance
of objects that also date to the 1660s. These ambiguous and complex compositions were
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clearly developed in Haarlem, where Collier studied and lived during his early years,
and they also demonstrate  Collier’s  talent  as  a  young painter.
Collier spent about twenty years of his mid-carrier in the city of Leiden,
whose reputation as a university town and a vital artistic centre was promoted in the
1620s,  and  this  had  an  impact  on  Collier’s  subject  matter and style. There he continued
the tradition of vanitas subjects as a reminder of the transience of life, incorporating
multiple painted texts into his paintings. His personal style developed in an intellectual
sphere  influenced  by  the  Leiden  “fine  painters”  and  there  he  also  adopted  new  ways  of  
portraying artists themselves.
As a mature artist in the beginning of the 1680s Collier painted two
revealing self-portraits, which represent him in his trade, as a still life painter in his
studio. He moved to Amsterdam, where he was compelled to find new markets for his
art. At that time Amsterdam was still an active centre of the Golden Age of Dutch
painting even though the peak of production in painting had declined since 1670s.
During this period, new data is explored concerning his private life, the archives
showing that four children were born into his family over the next ten years.
A marked turn in Collier’s subject matter occurred in the 1690s when he
moved to London and acquired new clientele. He started to paint letter racks with
trompe   l’oeil   effects   that incorporate various textual documents, most of which are in
English. Painted prints depicting prominent figures also enlarged the narrative of these
compositions. However, from time to time he returned to his homeland and worked for
Dutch clients, though his burial is recorded in London in 1708.
In vanitas still life paintings the painter depicts a number of carefully
chosen and arranged objects which remind the viewer of the transience of life.1 Collier
worked with this basic idea throughout his life, and produced paintings that varied
between simple small-scale vanitas painting and large-scale baroque still lifes. All of
them contained a reminder of death, but he also added to his compositions up-to-date
objects which are recognized as his trademark, creating secondary narratives. This
system of representation Collier transferred   over   to   his   trompe   l’oeil   paintings2 which
formed his oeuvre during his fifties.
Collier has been considered to be somewhat “dry” in his manner of
representation in larger compositions, apart from his admired paintings of the early
1660s.3 His oeuvre as a whole can be described as variable in quality, but the
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The  Latin  term  vanitas  meaning  ‘emptiness’  is  used  to  remind  us  of  mortality,  of  the  ephemeral  nature  
of life, of the emptiness of worldly pleasures and the finality of death which comes to us all. The term
‘vanitas’  derives  from  the  Bible,  where  the  beginning  of  Ecclesiastes  1:2  proclaims:  “...vanity  of  vanities;;  
all  is  vanity”.  This  type  of  painting  was  particularly  favoured  in  the  seventeenth-century Netherlands, but
also appears in Western literature and other representational arts. For the history of vanitas painting and
its different styles, see Chapter 3.
2
The  French  term  trompe   l’oeil  means  to  ‘trick  the  eye’  and  is  used  to  characterize  illusionist  pictures.  
Artists have been known to demonstrate their exceptional skills in painting since ancient times, but in
Renaissance Italy and particularly in seventeenth-century  Dutch  and  Flemish  art  the  trompe  l’oeil  reaches  
new heights. See Chapter 7.
3
Bergström  1983,  181.  “…Colyer  can  be  very  charming,  whereas  his  larger  compositions  suffer  from  a  
certain dryness.”   Liedtke   2007,   131.   “…Collier   has   a   dry,   rather   petty   touch,   which   he   overcomes  
somewhat in the elaborate decorations of the tazza and other reflective surfaces. Even allowing for
condition  problems,  however,  the  pearls  (…),  the  moneybag,  the  oil  lamp  (…),  and  the  books  look  nearly  
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undervaluation his work has received might have certain causes: his production does not
represent sensational and widely copied new inventions; his teachers or studios are not
known; he lacked noted patrons; and, above all, no comprehensive study has been made
of his oeuvre. Yet a general look at the formal characteristics   of   Collier’s   paintings  
reveals his unique approach to the subjects of his still lifes and the way he chose to
arrange his compositions. For instance, his small vanitas painting in The Museum of
Fine Arts, Budapest (fig. 37) with a skull at its centre looks at first rather typical but
further examination reveals intriguing details in the painting. The little portrait of a lady
in an oval medallion hangs at the edge of the table in such a way that it immediately
raises questions of her identity. Furthermore, as an ostensive detail, the blue ribbon of
this medallion is fastened to the mouth of the skull, directly linking her to death.
Collier’s  interests  and  concerns  are  seen  in  multiple  ways  in  his  paintings,  not  only  in  
the delicate compositional choices he made but also in the contemporary textual
messages of his paintings. Judging from documents concerning his private life Collier
had an active temperament, enthusiastically searching for new markets for his work and
taking a great interest in the events of his time. As this study shows, his traditional
approach to composition combines with up-to-date contemporary detail.
The themes that are investigated shed  light  on  Collier’s  working  methods  
as he endeavoured to make his stand as an artist in the art market of his day. Pressures
grew in the changing pre-modern art world during the seventeenth century, and there
were overall changes in the social and cultural context which accelerated the production
of   paintings.   In   this   research,   Collier’s   artistic choices are compared to those of his
contemporaries. Collier followed various traditional themes and techniques in his art,
but he also reformed his own style by including new allusions to the contemporary
world in his representation, which he then kept repeating. In this manner, Collier made
his art recognized by potential buyers. Collier constructed his artistic style gradually,
keenly following the discussion that shaped the new ideals about being an artist. This is
closely   connected   to   Collier’s   self-portraits, as I will show. Illusionism as a painting
technique   but   also   as   a   vehicle   to   show   the   painter’s   knowledge   of   representational  
levels  became  a  trademark  of  Collier’s  paintings  in  his  final  decades.  
This   introduction   discusses   Collier’s   materials,   methodology   and  
historiography. My primary material consists of the paintings themselves but
documentary materials from various sources are also important in this study. I first
explain my methodology which is used to judge Collier’s  position  in   the  changing  art  
market of his time. I then review the existing literature on Collier.
In chapter two I introduce new biographical data on Collier and reexamine
some of the biographical details that previous scholars have discovered. This is done by
examining the historical records of the probate inventories that shed light on Collier as a
person and the circumstances in which he lived. The main focus of chapter three is on
historical background information and the development of still life sub-genres in towns
where Collier worked. The artistic climate of each period in these different cities is
explored, as well as the leading masters of the city, the development of the still life
genre and the possible artistic influences on Collier. Understanding the changes inside
the sub-genres  of  still  life  is  important  in  order  to  appreciate  Collier’s  production  in  its
own particular context.
as   wooden   as   the   violin   and   the   shawm.”   The   latter   comment   refers   to   Vanitas Still Life in the
Metropolitan Art Museum (fig. 19).
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Chapters four, five, six and seven follow the thematic exploration of
Collier´s works according to their subject matter. One objective is to separate the
conventional patterns of the compositions from the creative elements that were chosen
by the artist.   This   is   done   by   selective   comparison   of   Collier’s   paintings   with his
colleagues’  works  and  with the prevailing trends that were outlined in chapter three.
The analysis of specific themes starts in chapter four, from his early
vanitas works in which the composition intriguingly includes a skull, a sceptre and a
crown. Collier used variations of these combinations repeatedly throughout his oeuvre.
Chapter five explores how Collier refers to the world of knowledge by time and again
introducing books and papers into his vanitas still lifes. In this Collier, like other artists
of his time, wishes to be seen as a learned man rather than as a craftsman in a time of
scientific developments and increased rivalry in the art market. Besides the written texts
that were painted into these works, other forms of art are discussed as well.   Collier’s
habit of using texts forms a many-sided interaction that is related to a large number of
contemporary publications. For example, the repetition of the names of towns and cities
in the middle of the pictorial composition draws attention to the places referred to and to
their possible meanings in the life of the artist. However, even if the names of these
places are interpreted as a map of important sites, either for Collier or for his clients,
further examination shows that historical implications are also implied. Contemporary
writings reflect back on ancient texts, and emblematic and Protestant emphases are
explored as well. Chapter six focuses on Collier’s   self-representation inside the still
lifes, which is first compared to the tradition of self-portraiture in general; this leads to
an analysis of the special ways in which Collier used the genre. Self-portraiture is
understood as a way of elevating the   artist’s   personal   status, and the question is then
how does Collier embody himself in these paintings? The concept of the learned artist
and the emphasis on pictorial traditions in Leiden are discussed further. Collier’s   late  
paintings consist of brilliant   trompe   l’oeil   assemblages   of   papers,   combs,   quill   pens,
scissors, watches and other objects tucked into letter boards. These are explored,
identified and interpreted in chapter seven. They repeat nearly the same composition but
they also manage to include references to well-known historical figures and events or
the artist himself. The relation and formation between the vanitas genre and trompe
l’oeil  paintings  is  discussed in the last section.
In chapter eight I return to the specialized art markets which Collier was
involved in. I argue that the genre of still lifes was a particular choice of the artist
because it allowed him to pursue certain themes despite the fact that there was a very
limited niche market for them. In this chapter, I explore what was required for a painter
to be engaged in the trade of art. When the urban middle class became the new clientele
for painters it signified new ways of distributing works of art and new more open art
markets. The concept of a mass market for works of art developed first in Antwerp and
it soon spread to the northern Netherlands. Wealthy members of the middle class started
to decorate their houses and establish private collections, first in the Netherlands and, by
the end of era, in England as well. I will return to the conditions of both of these market
areas and to the few  known  owners  of  Collier’s paintings. Yet another central question
is how did Collier manage to succeed amid increasing rivalry from his competitors. A
case study of one inventory is described here and it provides the reader with an idea of
the average household collections during that time. Open markets meant that painters
had to invent new and more enthralling subjects for their paintings and come up with
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new ways of selling them. This topic, begun in analysing chapters, is further discussed
in chapter eight, particularly   Collier’s   opportunity   for   making   his   paintings   better  
known.
The conclusion discusses   Collier’s   artistry   that   reevaluates   his   position  
among the artists of his time.

Material and Methodology
A fifth of Edwaert Collier’s still life paintings are hung in collections around the world.
In fact, we know only a  few  of  Collier’s  original  clientele  and  we  lack  the knowledge of
the provenance of the majority of his extant paintings. By looking at the secondary
market, it is possible to estimate the number of paintings that Collier produced during
his life time.  Due  to  the  patchiness  of  Collier’s  biography,  we  are  deeply  dependent  on  
the cultural, historical and iconographical interpretation of the stylistic development of
the existing paintings to  determine  Collier’s  past  reputation. In the seventeenth century,
the laws governing the art market were greatly expanded, and this changed the artist’s
position as he moved beyond guild4 regulations and out into the open market. The
concept of the artist was not the same at the end of era as it was at the beginning of the
seventeenth century. Artists were becoming increasingly different from one another and
reputations varied from artist to artist.
Appreciation of the still lifes among the buying public was seen in the
quantities in which they appeared in different collections, as well as in their overall
demand in the art market. At the close of the seventeenth century, markets were
specialized into different fields according to their respective masters and schools, the
most popular being history painting which was followed by landscapes, genre painting,
portraiture and lastly still life. Still lifes also contain features of other genres, elements
of genre painting and portraiture, for example. In addition, still life can be divided into
subgenres such as banquets,   tobacco,   vanitas   and   trompe   l’oeils, which have many
characteristics in common, and these overlaps can be seen throughout   Collier’s  
production. Although the mixture of different genres in Collier’s works do not provide
a continuous narrative context in my analysis but it do   connect   Collier’s   work   with  
historical events, and the time and places of their creation. This mode of the
microhistorical contextualizing is enlarged to include the prevailing trends of the time
and   provide   an   adequate   understanding   of   Collier’s   oeuvre. This research is primarily
based  on  an  examination  of  Collier’s  preserved  paintings,  including the archival sources
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North 1997, 62–81. Haak 2003, 31. Prak 2008, 162. Guilds were established to protect artists as
entrepreneurs against imports, especially from the southern provinces, but that in general came from
abroad, and also to control the local markets in a particular trade. Control was executed, for example, by
setting standards in working hours, in minimum prices, and in quality. Guilds were established in
Amsterdam in 1579, in Gouda and in Rotterdam in 1609, in Delft and in Utrecht in 1611, in Leiden in
(1615) 1648, in Haarlem in 1631, in Alkmaar in 1631 and in Hoorn in 1651. The guilds had their own
sales for their members, but during the seventeenth century many other channels for distributing paintings
were opened up. Many guilds established a sales room for painters where the stock for new paintings was
held. The second main task of the guilds was to provide a thorough training, which was expected from all
members of the guild.
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concerning them, and investigation of the literature and the archival documentation of
comparable  Collier’s  paintings.
At the beginning of my research, my intention was to concentrate on
institutionally owned paintings, where closer examination was possible. Very soon,
however, the number of themes that emerged from this selected group of paintings
clearly showed that my initial restrictions were too limited for a deeper understanding of
Collier’s  production. The transformation that occurred in still life painting at large and
in the subjects that Collier used at the end of the seventeenth century I will research in
greater depth, and these factors have also influenced my decision to include a wider
range of works in my analysis. Finally, the material for analysis was confined to a
selection of works with specified themes, including paintings that are only known
through the archival material, but which, on the other hand, were researchable with the
help of literature and the RKD (Netherlands Institute for Art History). However, I have
not included in my research the series of genre pieces, the portraits (except   Collier’s  
self-portraits), and the early simple still lifes, which often included fruit or tobacco
equipment, because they are so few and they do not fit into the thematic framework of
my study.
I   have   examined   Collier’s   paintings   in   the   following   places:   the
Rijksmuseum in Amsterdam, the Museum of Fine Arts in Budapest, the Burrell
Collection in Glasgow, the Hunterian Art Gallery Collections in Glasgow, Göteborgs
Konstmuseum in Gothenburg, Gemeentemuseum in Den Haag, Koninklijk Kabinet van
Schilderijen Mauritshuis in Den Haag, the Sinebrychoff Art Museum in Helsinki, the
Hyde Collection in Glens Falls, NY, Honolulu Museum of Art in Honolulu, in the
private collection of the Marquis of Lothian in Monteviot House in Jedburgh, Stedelijk
Museum de Lakenhal in Leiden, Museum der Bildenden Künste in Leipzig, under the
courtesy of HSH Princess Marie of Liechtenstein in the Princely Collections in Vaduz
Castle in Liechtenstein, the National Portrait Gallery in London, the Tate Collection in
London, Victoria and Albert Museum in London, the Metropolitan Museum of Art in
New York, Het Valkhof in Nijmegen, the Historisch Museum in Rotterdam, the
Staatliches Museum Schwerin in Schwerin and the National Museum of Western Art in
Tokyo. These visits have been the most important source of knowledge of the paintings,
the brush work, the painted layers, the technique and texture, the level of credibility in
imitative subjects, the colour schemes and, also, the possible damage or loss to the
surfaces which can been observed unaided with the naked eye. Seeing these paintings
oneself is important, because even the best reproductions are unable to convey the
subtleties of the visual experience itself.
Several study visits to the RKD, which has the largest collection of
archival information on Collier’s  paintings, including works sold in auctions, have been
of central importance to my study. Digitising and scholarly processing of  Collier’s  work  
is under away: RKD’s digital database now covers about 70 paintings, double a number
since I began my research. The Visual Documentation of Dutch and Flemish Old
Master Paintings provide both the digitised and manual archives of photographs, and
reproductions   of   Collier’s   paintings   in   Den   Haag.   Collier’s   production   is   found   in  
different categories such as history (predominantly after 1670), genre in general
(subjects not covered in other subcategories), portraits, still lifes in the groups of
general,   vanitas,   trompe   l’oeils,   and   fruit   and/or   vegetables.   Besides the RKD,
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additional   information   concerning   Collier’s   paintings   such   as   purchasing details or
conservator’s reports has been provided by various archives.
The number of paintings dealt with in this study is so large that they
cannot all be reproduced in the appendix. I will refer to many of the paintings in the
notes, providing sufficient information for identification. If I refer only to an image of
the painting, the source of the image is given. If the image is in the RKD database,
which it is in most cases, I refer to it with the art work number given by RKD. If such
an art work is auctioned, the latest known auction place and date is given.
The total number of known Collier paintings varies because of the
ongoing nature of auction  markets,  where  Collier’s  paintings  are repeatedly turning up.
Between 1989 and 2007 120 paintings by Collier were for sale in different auctions.
About 10 of these paintings were auctioned more than once, judging from the title, year
(if available) and size.5 Naturally, paintings may come back into circulation, and, thus
they can be already known and documented, though from time to time, new, previously
unknown paintings may appear.
One thing to consider concerns the quality of the research material. First,
most of the paintings have incomplete records of their provenance. This is not unusual
because appreciation of paintings has changed over the centuries. In the nineteenth
century the interest and demand for seventeenth-century Dutch paintings grew, both
among the buying public and among scholars who uncovered information on many
previously unknown provenances. In this thesis, provenance is not the main focus,
although rare provenances, known from the beginning of eighteenth century, are
mentioned in the notes when particular works are under analysis. Secondly, attribution
problems are inevitable when researching old art. The problem in identifying paintings
by painters who lived nearly four hundred years ago is demonstrated by the way in
which Collier’s   paintings   in   Bonn   and   Philadelphia have been given different
attributions in the scholarly studies at different times.6 On the other hand, Vanitas Still
Life (1662), currently in the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, was bought as the
work of Caesar van Everdingen, and later on, in the 1870s it was attributed to Edwaert
Collier.7 Collier had followers and they are also mentioned in the text or notes in this
study when necessary.8 Even though copying practices were different in the seventeenth
century and it was considered a part of the art market system 9, the originality of each
5

Data gathered by Artprice.com (23 October 2011). 120 paintings by Collier were under two name
variants, Collier Edwaert and Colyer Edwaert. During 1989–2007 there were 57 undated paintings and
the rest were dated between 1662 to 1707. The value of sold paintings fluctuated from USD 1,610 to USD
400,000, while 22 pieces were left unsold. Painting size varied from 12.1 cm x 10.8 cm to 166.4 x 136.5
cm. The subject matter was  other  than  vanitas  or  trompe  l’oeil  still  life  in  11  paintings,  which  included  5  
portraits,   4   genre   paintings   and   2   fruit   still   lifes.   Edwaert   Collier’s   circle   is   not   included   in   the   above  
figures.
6
Vanitas, 113.2 x 99 cm in Rheinisches Landesmuseum, Bonn, and Still Life with a Stoneware Jar and a
Brazier, 64.8 x 48.7 cm in Philadelphia Art Museum, Philadelphia. The latter is currently attributed to Jan
Fris. In both paintings, the attribution is unsure according to RKD scholars and, therefore, I have left them
out of this study.
7
Baertjer 2004, 203.
8
Nowadays  also  listed  in  the  RKD  database  in  the  artist’s  record,  see  
http://www.rkd.nl/rkddb/(S(taqhobclwglyghlvgica3qps))/detail.aspx?parentpriref=
9
Alpers 1988, 100–1. One of the influential factors in the art market was the use of prints and copies for
the purpose of art promotion. Engraved prints, made after paintings, multiplied the awareness of paintings
as they circulated among painters and collectors.
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work must be considered, which in this study is mostly done by stylistic comparison.
Deviations in style are noted in the analysis or in the footnotes when it has affected my
choices concerning the material. Abrasion and over painting during a period of
hundreds of years is normal, and these issues are considered to a lesser degree, although
commented upon where necessary.
The RKD archives include the notes of the art historian Abraham Bredius
(1855–1946), though notes on Collier are not published in a series of Künstler-Inventare
(1915–22), although they are published fully in this study in Appendix II. These notes
have been particularly helpful in contextualising Collier within his time and
environment. The notes show some of Collier’s  business  transactions, such as selling or
owning property, and chronicle certain legal actions with other people. Today, many of
the original legal acts to which the Bredius notes refer are partly digitised, and I have
gone through as many notes as possible, although a full examination of the whole of the
original texts was not possible within the limitations of this study. However, the
complementary data available in Leiden archives have been important in affirming the
times of his movements such as evidence of his dates of departure and arrival first in
Amsterdam and then in London. Furthermore, only the original archives of the
payments  for  the  painters’  guild  of  Leiden show that Collier was resident in the city in
1673. The register even shows that he had problems paying the first fee.
Unexplored materials have been found in other archives, such as those in
Den Haag, Breda and Amsterdam. In Den Haag, I was able to find the papers of the
house that Collier had been renting with his brother-in-law. In Breda, I found important
information   on   Collier’s   birth records and on his family with which he lived in his
youth. In the Amsterdam records, I found a document concerning the children that were
born to Collier and Anna du Bois during their stays in the city. It is unfortunate that
after Collier moved to England in 1693, no comparable records of the artist’s  life  can  be  
found.10
One of my aims has been to reconstruct  of  Collier’s  social  position, which
I have examined on the basis of the going studies by many scholars investigating art
markets, especially those closely connected to archival research on probate inventories.
As Michael North has pointed out, the social status of a painter depended on his wealth
and income. Moreover the level of education, the number of artists in the city and the
attitude of bureaucrats toward artistry were indicators of the  artists’  social  positioning.11
These issues are discussed in order to define the factors that decided  an  artist’s  success  
in   addition   to   close   reading   of   Collier’s   works   as   representations   of   his   own   social  
standing.   In   contextualising   Collier’s   success, I have gathered various kinds of data
including the value of paintings, their selling price, the number of paintings produced,
the income of painters, and the number of paintings owned. These figures can be
compared to some extent to a few known payments which Collier received but these
figures also tell us about artist incomes in general in the seventeenth century.
Many   of   Collier’s   paintings   demonstrate   the   need   to   inquire   into   the  
deeper symbolic nature of the objects depicted. For example, when he made new
pictorial representations in a painting,   he   “copied”   these   inventions   with   slight
modifications into other paintings. This raises the question: how are we to analyse
10
11

This dilemma has been discussed by with Paul Taylor, Karen Hearn and Debra Pring.
North 1997, 73.
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modified paintings without oversimplifying or overloading them with meanings that
they may not have? Furthermore, how intentional were   these   “slight”   changes   and  
choices that the artists made? The only working method for understanding the subtle
changes within the genre was to  compare  Collier’s paintings with reference books and
the works of other painters in addition to the theoretical approaches that were offered by
other scholars. Stylistic comparison with other artist’s has been crucial, not only in
order to verify the previous commentary of the influence  of  Collier’s  colleagues on his
work, but also to analyse the details of these paintings, whenever they appeared to play
a  special  role  in  Collier’s  paintings.  
When   citing   the   work   of   Collier’s   colleagues   or   their role in   Collier’s  
oeuvre, I explore the places and periods where these artistic exchanges took place and
the assumed contents of those exchanges. The artistic background of each painter had its
seeds in the culture of the city and in the quality of its art education, as well as in its
artist communities and trade. Artists’  development   depended  on  these   artistic  clusters.  
However, geographical location was also important for the growing transportation of
both people and items between cities. In this regard, Collier’s place of residence and its
orbit are also relevant for this study.
The large-scale production of still lifes at the end of the seventeenth
century has received a great deal of scholarly attention over the last few decades. The
range of studies has expanded from iconological and epistemological approaches to
contextual studies with their own disciplinary specialisations. My research is based on
archival studies and a contextually sensitive analysis of the paintings in a changing
pictorial tradition. Approaches complementary to each other in this study consist of
research on iconology, of studies representing an artist’s self-awareness, of research into
the material culture of the seventeenth century, into the art market and art collecting and
of contextualising the depiction of the exchange and growth of wealth in a specific
socio-historical situation. The tradition of still life painting and the changes that have
taken place within the genre are part of the historical background of this study. Several
concepts or terms involve an analysis seventeenth-century Dutch art and painting styles,
including vanitas, emblems and the concept of illusionism. Definitions of these terms
will be given in the appropriate chapters. In the following section I will present the
literary sources and previous research concerning still lifes. Particular attention is
directed  towards  studies  which  have  discussed  any  of  Collier’s  output.

Literature Sources and Previous Research
The most cited seventeenth-century art literature consists of Karel van Mander’s
Schilder-boeck (On Painting),   1604,   Philips   Angel’s   oration   Lof der Schilderkonst (In
Praise of the Art of Painting),   1642,   Willem   Goeree’s   texts   on paintings and
draughtsmanship, 1668–1682,12 Samuel van Hoogstraten’s Inleyding tot de hooge
schoole der schilderkonst; anders de zichtbaere werelt (Introduction to the Academy of
Painting; or the Visible World), 1678 and Arnold Houbraken’s   De groote schouburgh
12
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der Nederlantsche konstschilders en schilderessen (The Great Theatre of Dutch
Painters), 1718–21. None of these treatises mentions Edwaert Collier, but they reveal
the attitudes of the time concerning contemporary painters as well as art theoretical
questions, and indicate what kind of art was approved at the time. Overall this literature
followed the canon established in Italian art but it also formed its own theoretical
concepts and conveyed classical views on painting in order to legitimise the new art
genres, like landscapes and still life. Important notions of the meaning of the art of
painting, imitation and illusionism   are  found  in   all  of  these  works,  such  as  in   Angel’s  
speech that the superiority of the art of painting lies in its imitative power to depict all
that is visible in nature, including natural phenomenon. It is termed the capacity to
depict  ‘semblance  without  being’.  Besides  appealing  and  delighting,  the  imitative  power  
of painting can capture the beautiful image of youth and thus give eternal life to the
subject portrayed.13 Van  Hoogstraten’s  Inleyding, for its part, has become an important
source because of its systematic examination of pictorial realism in the contemporary
artists of the time.14 Inleyding’s intention in general is to elevate the status of the art of
the  painting,  and  it  defines  the  aim  of  painting  as  follows:  “Painting  is  a  science  that  can  
represent all the ideas or concepts offered by all of visible nature and which deceives
the eye with contours  and  paint.”  Van  Hoogstraten’s  sentence  “painting  is  like  a  mirror  
of   nature,   which   makes   things   seem   to   be   that   are   not”   continues   Angel’s   and   his  
predecessors   debates   on   the   deceptive   quality   of   paintings.   Van   Hoogstraten’s  
illusionism is demonstrated in some of his paintings which impacted Collier and thus
makes them important in this study. In general deceptiveness in the art of paintings was
connected to the vanity of the visible world, a metaphor which is repeated in many
circles over the century and which certainly affected Collier.15 From these important
notions of illusionism I cite one narrow notion from De Lairesse’s  treatise  which  shows  
that the status of still life painting did not change in art theoretical writings during the
era. De Lairesse states in his Het groot schilderboeck in 1707 that still lifes are
produced to support weaker minds. However, vanitas still lifes are acceptable because
of their strong tradition.16
The first biographical accounts of painters and lists of painters in the city
eulogies which were published in the seventeenth century influenced the biographies
written by the following generations up until the nineteenth century. When Abraham
Bredius and Cornelius Hofstede de Groot surveyed a large amount of archival data, the
legal documents that they gathered about Edwaert Collier did not make their way into
any of their publications.17 Nonetheless, some significant documents regarding Edwaert
13
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Collier were assembled during Bredius’  project. These documents are accessible in the
RKD and have been translated in this thesis and used throughout.18

Iconographical Approaches
The first fundamental studies of still lifes was introduced by A.P.A. Vorenkamp in
1933, in which he describes the historical development of antecedents in Netherlandish
oil painting and assorts still lifes into categories.19 Descriptive approaches to style
predominated in the study of still lifes, as well as the study of Dutch art in general,
before other methods were applied because the meaning of art was thought to lie in
realism. Soon after in 1936, J. G. Van Gelder used iconology as a tool in his article on
religious and vanitas symbolism in Dutch flower painting.20 It followed the iconological
method of Erwin Panofsky, who was a specialist in the field of German and Italian
Renaissance art. Panofsky applied an iconological approach to still life elements in
history paintings in Dutch art in his study of Netherlandish religious paintings in the
fifteenth and sixteenth centuries in 1953, which stimulated the use of the method
further.21 The impact of his wide-ranging adoption of iconology for the search of
naturalistic   detail   as   “hidden   symbolism”   has   been   under   debate for a long time. Jan
Emmens, Ingvar Bergström and Eddy de Jongh established the iconological method of
interpretation of Netherlandish art during the 1960s.22
The most pre-eminent work in this field concerning still life studies has
been Ingvar   Bergström’s   Dutch Still-life Painting in the Seventeenth Century.
Bergström organised still lifes into categories according to their type (flower and fruit,
early and later breakfast pieces, vanitas, game pieces), and part of the book is arranged
according to the masters of these types and their followers. The book tells about the
development of independent still lifes, of repeated and continuous representations of
compositions, and of the development of blending certain motives with different still
life genres. There are even early examples of creative artists who combined different
types of still lifes, and in this way, as Bergström notes, they  “enriched  a  particular  type  
in   some   fresh   and   personal   manner”.   According to Bergström, despite the
rearrangement of the compositions, it is possible with the help of the iconographical
method to trace them back to their simpler original forms and certain types of still lifes.
Nonetheless, the interpretation can vary depending on the compositional whole. This
means that objects that are represented in the still lifes are carefully chosen by the
artists, and not randomly produced.23 These two views are essential for this study as

Maler des XVII Jahrunderts (1907  and  1928),  which  was  a  revision  of  John  Smith’s  Catalogue Raisonné
of the Works of the Most Eminent Dutch, Flemish and French Painters (1829–1837). The remains of the
archives are nowadays in the RKD.
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well, namely, how personal a touch enters into Collier’s  paintings, and how thoughtfully
or randomly are the objects chosen.
Bergström introduces Collier within a group that illustrates the decline of
the vanitas genre during the second half of the seventeenth century, tracking down
artists’   contacts   with the Leiden group in which Collier belonged.24 One   of   Collier’s
painting that Bergström discusses has a text that refers to Leiden in a book entitled
“Beschryvingh van de Stadt Leyden”.  The context of the painting is interesting because
it includes a presumed self-portrait of Collier together with several vanitas symbols.
Later scholars have connected this type of self-representation to the special contexts of
portraiture and artistic values, and this will be further discussed in this study.25
Eddy   de   Jongh’s   iconological   method of interpretation in his various
publications and articles has been seminal in Dutch seventeenth-century art research. In
exhibition catalogues from 1967, 1971 and 1976, he discussed how Dutch paintings
were intended to instruct and delight viewers with their “hidden   symbolism”, or
“schijnrealisme”.  The joy of the viewer was to uncover concealed meanings, primarily
didactic or moral in nature, which were hidden beneath the realistic-looking surfaces.
These hidden meanings could be understood by the emblem books of the period, but
also with the assistance of different sources such as prints, poems, and popularised and
religious literature.26 His 1971 and 1982 articles looked at the interpretation of still
lifes.27 In the former, he argued that the symbolism in still lifes is similar to that of
symbolism in genre painting.28 In the latter De Jongh offers more methods to find an
adequate interpretation from the depicted elements. He seeks out an element (such as a
skull, a rose or a certain kind of bird) which sets the tone for a reading of the whole
picture.  These  key  elements  should  reinforce  each  other’s  meanings.  Still  lifes that bear
various connotations – vanitas, moral, economic and social – without obvious   “tonesetting” elements, raise problems in interpretation. Moreover, not all still lifes offer
specific content or only vaguely, and, as De Jongh reminds us the lack of theoretical
treatises from the seventeenth century puts us in a position in which it is difficult to get
direct answers for the meaning of the paintings.29
Eddy   de   Jongh’s   research has expanded our understanding of Dutch art
with the help of the published literature from the seventeenth century but he is also
known for his analysis of the concept of culturally constructed realism which relies on
conventions as well as definitions of apparent realism. Apparent realism does not
always match the pictoriality of the painted surfaces, the structure of the paintings, or
the compositions and the artist’s   personal   choices in the painting process. The textual
emphasis in De  Jongh’s  analysis has made us ask whether textual sources come prior to
paintings, although he does not argue against the power of pictorial representation. As a
result the risk exists that  some  of  De  Jongh’s  interpretations  of  Dutch visual culture are
too homogeneous and monolithic, and these interpretation have been questioned by
24
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other scholars.30 However,  one  useful  starting  point  in  my  study  is  De  Jongh’s  research  
into different styles of depicted texts in Dutch art. It shows the wideness of the
phenomenon and offers path for further analyses.31
De Jongh has examined Edwaert  Collier’s  Leiden Vanitas in the exhibition
catalogue Still Life in the Age of Rembrandt, arranged by the Auckland City Gallery in
1982.32 Just before the Auckland exhibition the art museums in Münster and in Baden
Baden published a large catalogue that accompanied the exhibition Stilleben in Europa
in 1979. It included 143 still life paintings, engravings or drawings by European artists
that introduced the historical development of the genre up to the 1960s. One of Edward
Collier’s   trompe   l’oeil   paintings from a private collection was presented in the
exhibition.33 Soon after this large exhibition, iconographical research and its
applications emerged internationally. This tendency was criticised by scholars, who saw
there were possible problems with over-interpretation and misreading, something which
concerned Eddy de Jongh himself.34

Catalogues and Dictionaries
N.   R.   A.   Vroom’s study A Modest Message as Intimated by the Painters of the
‘Monochrome  Banketje’ (1980) deals with the new genre of moderate breakfast pieces
first created in Haarlem. Even though painters followed the spirit of literary inspirations
Vroom states that most still lifes were painted out of  purely  “pictural  convictions”.  They  
were intended to attract viewers without necessarily being connected to classical
emblems or symbols. Vroom’s   review   of   Edwaert   Collier   covers eight paintings of
which four are introduced accompanied by illustrations and the remaining four are only
mentioned briefly. Collier is categorised as a follower of the Haarlem monochromatic
tradition because of his early sober tone paintings, which included tobacco (toebackje)
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and fruit still lifes. I have not included these themes in my study but the repetitions and
characteristics Vroom mentions, are systematically investigated.35
Abundance rather than modesty is the theme of Sam   Segal’s   illustrative  
exhibition catalogue A Prosperous Past: The Sumptuous Still Life in the Netherlands,
1600–1700 in 1988. These images of abundance provided the first insights into
pronkstilleven, which includes the depictions of precious products, such as those made
by goldsmiths, as well as vanitas objects. Segal is cautious in his interpretations but
asserts that the key message of the pronk still life concerns the need to balance between
prosperity and sobriety, and thus there is an ethical emphasis.36 In 1985, Segal discussed
the symbols and meanings of still lifes in his article in the Mauritshuis catalogue, in
which he concentrates on an explication of different approaches to the transience of life.
By this time the general consensus was that still lifes were theme-based, constructed
compositions of chosen objects probably even following a careful design and
incorporating both traditional symbolism from earlier centuries and the contemporary
fashion. In short, the vanity of earthly things was opposed to transcendental notions, and
death should be prepared for during one’s lifetime by acting piously and living
moderately. The vanitas theme is represented with the aid of a variety of objects which
are designed to make the viewer ponder the questions of what is good and what is
immoral, and consider the cycles of life, the temptations of objects and the senses,
while, at the same time, the viewer is urged to note the miracle of Creation.37
Vanities were also connected to the representation of music and musical
instruments which was well documented in Music and Painting in the Golden Age in
1994, a catalogue accompanying a Hoogsteder exhibition. It includes 47 paintings and
more than 30 descriptions of the contemporary musical instruments which are depicted
in the paintings exhibited. As the first scholarly publication of its kind it gives a
comprehensive overview of the range and variety of the painting categories and the
significance of music in Dutch seventeenth-century culture. Two of Collier’s  paintings  
are included: Vanitas (1662) and Vanitas Still Life with Books and Manuscripts, a Skull
and a Shawm (1663).38
An extensive still life catalogue Still-Life Paintings from the Netherlands
1550–1720 celebrated still   life’s   enjoyable formal and qualitative capacities
accompanied the Amsterdam and Cleveland exhibitions in 1999. The catalogue includes
74 entries of still lifes, but Collier is only mentioned in one footnote. Contemporary
scholars in the field have provided a wide range of essays on the cultural conditions of
the artists that range from general background information to a survey of dining habits
and types of food consumed. This volume also shows late tendencies in the field, values
in the art market and the values placed on artistic skills are also reviewed.39
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Furthermore, a specialist in still lifes, Fred Meijer from RKD, has reviewed the
catalogue in an article in which he openly discusses the differences that still exist
between the Anglo-American and the continental   research   tradition.   Meijer’s  
attentiveness both to detail and to wider perspectives provides valuable insights to
scholars.40
Collection catalogues are the most valuable sources for researchers
because collections as a whole are not on view continuously. The Heinz family
collection was exhibited in 1989 and included 44 still life paintings. Among these
paintings was   one   of   Collier’s   Vanitas, which is significant because it belongs to a
thematic series of an overturned crown with a skull, which is explored in chapter four.41
The   Ashmolean   Museum’s   catalogue   of   the   collection   of   Theodore and Daisy Linda
Ward published in 2003 is especially valuable because of its discussion of still lifes in
England. In tracing back Dutch and Flemish painters to seventeenth-century English
collections it examines an unexplored field.42 An exhibition catalogue for the Städel
Museum entitled The Magic of Things was published in 2008. It gathered together 101
works that represented German, Dutch, Flemish, and French still lifes from the sixteenth
to the late eighteenth centuries. Collier’s  enthusiasm  for  depicting Charles I as a symbol
of vanished worldly power is mentioned in the introduction to the vanitas section.43 A
thorough exhibition and collection catalogue was published in New York in 2007 in the
occasion of the 400th anniversary of Rembrandt's birth. It contains the whole collection
of Dutch art in the Metropolitan Museum of Art and includes the early Vanitas Still Life
by Collier which received a proper examination during the process.44
Collier is regularly included in reference books from the end of the
nineteen century. Among the most important dictionaries in this field is Holländische
Stillebenmalar im 17. Jahrhundert (1995) which includes  20  of  Collier’s  paintings  in  
different collections, and a reference in A Dictionary of Dutch and Flemish Still-life
Painters Working in Oils 1525–1725, which was published in 2003. The latter provides
an overview of approximately 850 painters, including their biographical data, and
includes categorized, signed examples of different genres of still lifes and their public
owners. The number of painters included in this dictionary reflects the extensive
production of still lifes at the time.45

Questions of Self-Reflexivity in Still Lifes
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An important source for my work has been the research of Celeste Brusati, especially on
account of her specific approach to seventeenth-century Netherlandish still life
paintings, to painters’   self-imagery and to the constructions of social meanings in
pictorial genre and literature.46 Her research has widened the scope of understanding
still life paintings as a significant part of artistic production. The mass production of still
lifes has until recently meant that scholars have not paid much attention to the details of
still lifes, whereas Brusati has noted that still lifes bear many meanings for different
specific purposes even though the sub-genres of still lifes were painted in large numbers
in the second half of the seventeenth century.
In her 1990–91 article Brusati focuses on self-reflective self-representation
which flourished in the Netherlands in the seventeenth century. She distinguishes three
different types of painterly skills which showed  the  painter’s  mastery  of  his  art.  The  first
is the skill of inserting reflections of the artist onto the shiny surfaces, the second,
inserting self-portraits of the artist – a painting, a print or a drawing – as one of a
number of other still life items, and the third skill is including trompe-l’oeil   subjects
with such high technical imitative skills that it calls attention to the painter himself. She
compares these special methods of self-representation to the tradition of Western
portraiture. According to Brusati vanitas paintings including portraiture are problematic
because the represented objects, such as skulls and commemorative pieces, bear high
symbolic values. However, she argues, a general interpretation of vanitas subjects
should be reassessed whenever imitative skills are used exuberantly.47 All these three
types of self-representation are present in Edwaert  Collier’s  production.
Brusati’s   sociological approach was new among scholars in 1995 when
she published her research on Samuel van Hoogstraten (1627–1678), but nowadays it is
considered as exemplar for research which focuses on understanding the context within
which Van Hoogstraten worked. One outcome of   Brusati’s   study was that it was
possible to understand the artist’s  approach  to  his specific genre as a conscious choice
which an artist made in order to attain his artistic   and   social   goals.   Brusati’s  
groundbreaking work in reading Van  Hoogstraten’s  paintings as a significant part of the
construction of his career is an important influence on my study. Collier was Van
Hoogstraten’s  follower in  the  style  of  trompe  l’oeils which Van Hoogstraten created in
England in the 1660s. When the same subjects are encountered in both Collier and Van
Hoogstraten’s   paintings,   then   the   theories   used   in research on Van Hoogstraten are
useful in order to understand some of the Collier’s   motifs. Brusati’s research can be
placed within the polemic tradition of Svetlana Alpers with its ideas on the descriptive
nature of seventeenth-century Dutch art, although  Brusati’s  work  is  distinguished  by  its
careful attention to literary sources and the use of archival material to justify her
hypotheses.  Brusati’s  1995  volume has been categorized as part of the discipline known
as New Art History, which was popular in England and in the United States at that
time.48
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Brusati’s articles in 1997 and in 1999 are compilations of larger texts on
seventeenth-century art which deepen her earlier ideas on underlying messages in still
lifes. The first article clarifies the question of the natural depiction of objects, pointing
out how the unnatural receives the status of natural artifice. She also explains
transformations in styles of depiction during the decades, the multifunctionality of the
paintings of this time being observed, within the context of the relationship between
painters and their admiring audiences.49 The latter article on self-imagery reconstructed
in  trompe  l’oeils  compares to Van  Hoogstraten’s  and  Cornelis  Gijsbrechts’s (ca 1630–
ca 1684) artistic oeuvres. Gijsbrechts’ life as a court painter is comparable to that of
Samuel van Hoogstraten’s, although the innovative details in their paintings are
different. The article also examines the taste of kings and considers the role of paintings
as an amusement for their spectators. Notions of honour and value, which are at the
heart of Brusati’s  study, are also discussed with reference to Edwaert Collier’s  trompe  
l’oeils.50

Monographs and Interdisciplinary Approaches
Insights from cultural history and literary history research have aided my awareness of
the social and cultural context of seventeenth century arts. Regarding literary sources,
Maria  A.  Schenkeveld’s   Dutch Literature in the Age of Rembrandt provided a general
guideline that proved useful in coming to terms with social concerns and the
relationship between seventeenth-century literature and different art forms. Peggy
Munoz Simonds has  analysed  Collier’s  Still  Life  with  a  Volume  of  Wither’s ’Emblemes’  
in the light of English Renaissance literature, which was a productive starting point for
me to distinguish and explore further the literary and visual information present in the
painting.51 Michael   Bath’s   Speaking Pictures furnished the best reference work on
emblem books that were read and used in England in the seventeenth century. Jan
Bialostocki’s   surveys   of   the   depiction   and symbolism of books and the contents of
artists’  bookshelves  illustrate  the importance as well as ambiguity of the books, and his
findings have been complemented by recent studies on the same subjects.52
Amy  Golahny’s  notes  and interpretation of Rembrandt’s use of the books
he owned compared to book production and the ownership of volumes at the time
helped her explore the concept of the learned artist, and this has been helpful in my own
analysis.53 Another significant Rembrandt researcher, Perry Chapman, has studied the
role of artists in society and their changing social and intellectual status, and her work
has informed my own on Collier.54 A master like Rembrandt, however, has a research
tradition of its own, and its results can only be used in the present study as background
49
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information on the Dutch art world of the time. However one of  Rembrandt’s  paintings  
which has been an obvious model for a Collier portrait, is investigated more thoroughly
in my study. That particular painting is explored following Ernst van de Wetering’s  
approach.55
Monographs published in recent decades have widened my understanding
of the world in which Collier lived and worked. The earliest of these is Kristine
Koozin’s  1990  monograph  on  Harmen Steenwyck, which deals with  artist’s  use  of  the  
vanitas genre in Leiden, where he was active during the 1630s and 1640s. Koozin
reconstructs the essence of the common knowledge of the seventeenth century viewer to
perceive paintings with memento mori metaphors. She considers the vanitas still lifes to
be complex metaphors, where mundane but idealised objects bear universal
implications. Overtly chosen calm aesthetics makes   Steenwyck’s pictures appealing
even though they are reminders of the eternal light after death. Other insightful
monographs include Ingrid Cartwright’s dissertation on the dissolute self-portraits,
Henry Duval   Gregory’s   dissertation   on Haarlem tabletop still lifes, Erin Griffey’s  
dissertation   on   artist’s   roles   found   in   self   portraits   and Tanya   Paul’s   dissertation   on
Willem van Aelst.56 Monographs on the still life painters Pieter Claesz and Willem Kalf
have been used in taking the measure of pictorial conventions and of new innovations in
still lifes.57 A different viewpoint on the interpretation of depicted objects is offered by
Julie Berger Hochstrasser in her cultural and material historical studies.58
The cultural historian Professor Dror Wahrman published Mr. Collier’s  
Letter Racks – A Tale of Art & Illusion at the Threshold of the Modern Information Age
in   2012.   Wahrman   analyses   the   texts   found   in   Collier’s   trompe   l’oeil   paintings   in   the  
context of a new culture of printed texts and the circulation of information provided in
London at the end of the seventeenth century and in the beginning of the eighteenth
century. The political news printed daily or serially in newspapers, flyers and pamphlets
received individually modified forms in representations of reproductions in   Collier’s  
paintings, which were explored by Wahrman. Some of the archival sources which
Wahrman has found complete my own findings when reconstructing the image of
Edwaert   Collier’s   person.   However   Wahrman   also   extended   his   research   to   Collier’s  
followers, which I have excluded from my study, although I have mentioned them as
signifiers of the posthumous fame of Collier. I will comment on his argumentation or
observations where appropriate in my research.59
In Debra   Pring’s recently published dissertation The Negotiation of
Meaning in the Musical Vanitas and Still-Life Paintings of Edwaert Collier (ca 1640–
1708) the objective was limited to an individual reading of a set of carefully chosen
paintings containing musical references in artistic, musical, organological, theological
and sociological contexts. This study is rare because it combines music iconology with
an interdisciplinary interpretation of a single artist instead of focusing on a theme or on
a single work, which enriches the interpretive content concerning the specific details of
the paintings. Pring has traced  Collier’s  works  containing musical content, identified the
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pieces of music and interpreted them. A detailed discussion will appear in this study
whenever Pring’s  argumentation  intersects with mine.60
Pring justifies her point of view by the statistical occurrence of music in
Collier’s  paintings.  According to her estimation, musical motifs occur in more than 75%
of them, including the appearance of certain instruments and notation in twelve different
motifs. An interesting result in these statistics is that Collier has used these musical
motifs with more versatility than was the norm during the period in vanitas paintings.
Usually Collier displays notations, recorders, shawms, violins and lutes (in this order) in
his vanitas and other still lifes, but also almost one third  of  his   trompe  l’oeils  contain
musical references.61 However, Pring also lists the non-musical objects in   Collier’s
paintings, which show a high occurrence of miscellaneous books, documents and
mottoes, as well as globes, timepieces and skulls. The combination of themes with
musical content and other themes brought to the   viewers’   awareness in the form of
different texts and objects result in a richer elucidation of Collier’s  paintings as a whole.
Earlier studies of music in Netherlandish paintings are provided by Pieter
Fischer  and  Roy  Sonnema.  Fischer  included  Collier’s  self-portrait (1684) as an example
of the way in which music is used alongside of vanitas items to indicate the life of
delights (vita voluptuosa) regardless of the commemorative nature of double portraiture.
Fischer claims that music always plays an emblematic role in these paintings and it
changes according to the composition; sometimes elements of music are portrayed as an
accurate imitation with all the details (often related to the Leiden school), while at other
times music is represented with the aid of single clues given by titles of songs or
melodies which show that the painters were familiar with those pieces of music. On the
other hand, musical allegory could be created by the addition of a series of random
notes which were not performable in real life.62 Sonnema’s   1990 dissertation
distinguishes between visual appearances of musical subjects that refer to abstract
conceptions such as harmony, and representations of actual musical experiences. His
research shows that music was frequently included in paintings. Sonnema estimates that
ten to twelve per cent of all Dutch pictures contain musical references in the form of
instruments, song books, and sheets of music. Although Sonnema does not deal with
many vanitas themes in his dissertation it provides a broader overview of the ways in
which music is included in different genres and his interpretations can be applied to
some  extent  to  the  analysis  of  Collier’s  paintings  as  well.
The number of and demand for art genres grew throughout the century,
even though according to Haak, the period after the 1680s is considered to be the
decline of the golden age and therefore it is not studied that thoroughly after many of its
masters were dead.63 This has shaped the research literature of the Golden Age in the
60
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way that the end of the seventeenth century and the beginning of the eighteenth century
have long been ignored. However, this period, in which Collier still worked, has
received recent attention in studies of Dutch art culture after the Golden Age, such as in
the catalogues of De kroon op het werk Hollandse schilderkunst 1670–1750 and
Netherlandish Art 1700–1800, in the compilation Holland nach Rembrandt Zur
niederländischen Kunst zwischen 1670 und 1750 and in studies of genre paintings, a
field in which there were successful artists who selected and continued some pictorial
traditions established already by earlier generations.64 Because of very limited
discussion of still lifes in these publications, they shape the overall changes in the art
market situation, new fashions and the predominant customs of buyers and collectors at
the turn of the eighteenth century.

Dutch Art in England
Export of the paintings and the painters themselves to England continued throughout the
seventeenth century. The lack of comprehensive studies of this subject might be a
reason for the patchiness of the available sources. The studies that have surveyed the
effects of emigration and artistic influences on English art have resulted in gradually
providing an overall picture, which depends on the author’s   viewpoint, the level of
consideration of immigration at large and the size of founded archival material, which
was at first very limited.65 Still today, there are no known sources where Collier’s  life in
England is recorded or reconstructed, even though there is no doubt of his success in the
English art market. Collier’s name rarely appears in the studies of emigrants, dealers,
painters or other travellers between England and the Netherlands, and when it does
appear, it is mostly in a footnote connected with the analysis of his stylistic relation to
Van Hoogstraten, or he is mentioned as a follower of Pieter van Roestraeten, who,
together with Van Hoogstraten, was part of the earlier generation of the Dutch artist
working in England.
The general overview of Collier’s   assumed   living and working
environment is reconstructed in articles that concern Dutch painters in England, such as
those by Eric Jan Sluijter and Fred Meijer, and the situation of the early stage of
collecting in England is outlined in studies by Christopher White and Christopher
Brown.  Collier’s  way  of  referring  to  the ruling kings before his own time has motivated
me to survey the development of attitudes towards the arts in England from a broader
perspective that goes beyond Collier’s   stay. The deeper insights into King Charles I
martyrdom and into the cult that formed around it, as well as the picture consumption of
the king is explored in the studies of Andrew Lacey and Hannelore Rodriquez-Farrar.
The phenomenon called the cult of King Charles I presented by Lacey can partly
explain   the   longstanding   and   appealing   use   of   the   portrait   of   the   King   in   Collier’s  
trompe   l’oeils.   A   deeper   art   historical analysis of The Eikon Basilike (1649), a key
publication concerning Charles I’s   martyrdom by Rodriguez-Farrar, offers a study of
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the prints made of Charles I during his reign.66 Anne Meadows’  dissertation clarifies the
collecting of seventeenth-century Dutch painting in England during 1689–1760 and
Carol Gibson-Wood’s   article   on picture consumption in London according to auction
catalogues shows the impact which Netherlandish painters had on English art.67

The Art Market and Patronage
Eric Jan Sluijter’s  in-depth research into Dutch Golden age painting and its formations
is used in almost all chapters of my study. These include the sections on Leiden
‘fijnschilders’,  contemporary  art  theories,  research questions about realism in Dutch art,
modelling transience in self-portraiture, relevance of published city eulogies and the
value   of   paintings   in   different   times.   Sluijter’s   studies   also   explain   the invasion of
Dutch painters in England and discusses the research situation of the art market.68
Research concerning the latter topic is ongoing and cannot be fully included in my
study.69 However, my sources for the contextualisation of Collier and his role in the art
market, as well as the rare proven owners of the paintings are based on publications
concerning art education, the guild system, channels of distributing paintings and of
patronage in the Dutch Republic, derived mostly from Michael North and Maarten Prak,
and on art market studies by Marten Jan Bok, Jan de Vries, David Ormrod, Neil de
Marchi and Hans van Miegroet. The general demand for still lifes and the values of
these paintings are compared according to painters, regions and time periods and in
order to place Collier in perspective with other painters.70 The Yale University
economist Michael J. Montias’   groundbreaking research on Dutch inventories, first in
Delft and later in Amsterdam, have been important in understanding the relations
between the patronage of the paintings and market forces, and it has diversified the
analysis of many scholars concerning the development of genres.71 Invaluable evidence
on Haarlem inventories was brought to light by Pieter Biesboer, and it includes useful
background information about the developments that took place in Haarlem and exact
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figures concerning the amount and value of paintings owned, and about artists working
in the city. It also serves as a case study of one of the owners of  Collier’s  works.72
In   my   study   Collier’s   success   is   described   through   his   preserved  
production and his scarce living details, because he was not known to be involved with
any   famous   circles,   such   as   significant   commissioners   or   masters’   studios. Although
still lifes were extremely popular among the public in the seventeenth century, in
research circles they did not attract much interest until about thirty years ago. This
interest resulted in a number of exhibitions on still lifes and new theme-specific focuses
in research. Collier’s   works   have been shown and referred to in these exhibitions but
they have not been studied in detail apart from a few exceptions.73 This lack of focused
research is a pitfall for research in special genres, such as motifs in vanitas and trompe
l’oeil   paintings,   and   it   means   that   the   discussion   about   these   styles   has   been   limited,  
especially at the end of the seventeenth century and in the beginning of the eighteenth
century.   In   order   to   understand   the   themes   of   vanitas   and   trompe   l’oeil   produced   and  
updated by Collier, his works are first explored in the context of underlying trends using
a city-by-city approach, and with the help of theme-specific and monographic literature.
Contemporary art theories of illusionism are cited   when   they   relate   to   Collier’s  
paintings.  My  discussion  focuses  on  Collier’s  personalizing  styles  found  in  his  paintings  
and the artist’s  possibilities  to  choose these styles, an approach influenced  by  Brusati’s  
work. Discussions of the art market are connected with the popularity of his paintings
but are also linked to the above-mentioned parameters namely; are his paintings
influenced by artistic choices or by market-orientated decisions, or both? To answer
these questions  Collier’s  own  artistic  capability  is  compared  with  the  oeuvres  of  other  
painters and his abilities are explored and analysed by looking at his most frequently
used motifs. In this thesis meanings are explored in iconological and material cultural
analysis depending on the emphasis found in the paintings, relating, for example, to
religion, politics or the arts. Until now, there have been no comprehensive studies of
Collier’s   life   work.   However,   two   other   scholars   have   worked   with   the   subject   from  
their own points of view.74 Their findings and bibliographies from various disciplinary
areas have been collected together for this study in order to construct a comprehensive
image of Collier, from his early periods to his latest, without forgetting the artistry and
the instructive canon he maintained in his paintings.
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2. Collier’s  Biography  according  to  Legal  
Documents
Edwaert Collier’s birth records remained undiscovered until recent times, and the
available data on his own family was limited as well, but now additional archival
sources have been found, which cover and set straight earlier information on his life and
background.75 The foremost source in the reconstruction of the path of his life follows
Bredius’  notes with a few insertions from original sources.76 The majority of the known
archival sources of Collier’s  life are located in Leiden, which is where he lived most of
his life. According to the Leiden marriage records, he came from the city of Breda,
which is why it has been assumed that he was also born there around 1640.77 The Breda
archives show that Edwaert Collier was born on 26 January 1642 to Joses Colier and
Elsken Engelberts.78 Joses Colier, which was probably a name variant of Joris Collier
(Colier/ Collyer / Coljer/ Kollyer), was a tobacco seller who lived in the city, and was
married to Aeltien Engelborghs.79 What is confusing is that Edwaert   Collier’s mother
was registered as Elsken Engelberts, who might have been the first wife of Joris before
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Aeltien Engelborghs. The other option is that all the name variants refer to one and the
same person, which is supported by two other facts. First, Joan, the first child of Joris
Collier was born in 1639. Her mother was Aeltge Engels, which could be a name
variant of both Aeltien Engelborghs and Elsken Engelberts. Furthermore, the other
younger siblings have a mother whose name is closer to Aeltien Engels than to Elsken
Engelberts. The mother of Joris (b. 1644) is not recorded and his first name follows his
father’s patronymic; the name of Thomas’ (b.1646) mother is given as Aeltien Colier;
Margaritha’s (b. 1648) mother is registered as Aeltien Engelborghs, and Ingelbertus’ (b.
1650) mother is called Aeltien Engelberts.80 As demonstrated, all the first names of the
registered mothers are alike, registration depending on pronunciation, and the way it
was heard by the registrar. Joris Collier died in 1651, which means that Edwaert was
only nine years old when he lost his father. After his   father’s   death, Aeltien
Engelborghs married a soldier named Gerhart Bogemaker in 1659.81 As a result, Gerhart
became Edwaert Collier’s   stepfather.   A second proof of the identity of Edwaert
Collier’s   mother   is   the   document where she gives permission to her son (Eduard) to
marry Marya Franchois in Leiden (1670).82 In this document, signed by own hand, her
name follows the variant Aeltien Engelborghs.83 Marriage approval had to be given by
the parents when their offspring were under thirty, and because of the earlier death of
her husband, consent was given by Aeltien.84
As mentioned earlier, Joris Collier is given as a tobacco seller,
“Tabakverkoper”, in the document of transaction concerning the buying and selling of
the Breda house, which most probably was the place where Edwaert spent his first years
of childhood. It is documented that a tile maker Denemercken sold the house, called
Little Fox, to Joris Collier for 1,369 Rhenish gold guilders,85 which was to be paid in
two instalments, the first in 1643 and the second in 1644.86 The records then show that
Joris Collier, a citizen of the Breda, still owed 300 Rhenish guilders to Denemercken.
According to the document, the last instalment on the house had to be paid by 6
November 1647.87 After this, we find that Joris Collier sold Little Fox, to Mr C.A.
Martijn for the sum 1,150 Rhenish guilders in 1649. The terms determine that the price
should be paid in two parts and if the buyer cannot pay either one of the instalments, the
80
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house would be sold to other buyers. The first half was to be paid immediately, and the
second half by 20 February 1650. The records confirm C.A. Martijn bought the house
on 23 February 1650, which seems to be the date when Joris Collier was able to pay the
last instalment on the house previously owned by Denemercken.88 It is also clear that
Joris had to sell the house for a lower price than he had paid for it seven years earlier.
This was Joris  Colier’s last known transaction and there is no information regarding his
last two years before he died at the end of 1651.
It  is  not  known  how  Edwaert’s  keen  interest  in  becoming  a  painter  started  
or who his first  teacher  was.  Collier’s  possible  teacher or early inspirer in Breda could
have been Philips Gijsels (died 1663/1665), who worked there during 1653–1665 as a
still life painter. He painted still lifes of kitchens, fruit, fish and even one vanitas is
known.89 Collier interest in art is shown by the fact that he was registered as a member
of the Haarlem  painter’s  guild,90 and based on the similarities between his paintings and
those of his contemporaries it is likely that he trained in Haarlem before settling down
in the city of Leiden. Collier’s   early   still   lifes   follow the tradition of the Haarlem
School’s still lifes, including the monochrome style. Resemblance in style, in the
depicted objects, and in compositions with the Haarlem painters Pieter Claesz (ca 1597–
1660), Vincent Laurensz van der Vinne (1629–1702), and Johannes Vermeulen (before
1652–ca 1674) is clear in   Collier’s  paintings.91 Contacts with Van der Vinne’s  family  
are plausible, not only through their shared interest in vanitas paintings, but also through
the guild. As a descendant of an artistic family, Vincent van der Vinne was an active
guild member and he recorded the artists of St. Lucas Guild in Haarlem, where Edwaert
Collier is also registered among the other artists.92 As a registered guild member, he
must also have been a resident of Haarlem because otherwise he would not have been
accepted into the local guild.93 Three   of   Collier’s   paintings   were listed in Haarlem’s
inventory by the textile merchant Harmanus Capoen when Harmanus’   wife Maria
Geraers died in 1669.94
The best-documented and oft-cited period  of  Collier’s  life  is between 1667
and 1691 when he stayed mostly at Leiden. The earliest evidence is recorded in 1667
when Edwaert Collier was a witness at the baptism of Barbara Collier, the daughter of
his brother Johannes.95 However is not certain whether he was then living in Leiden, but
the next document shows that he lived there in 1670, when he married Marya
Franchois.96 Collier  joined  the  Saint   Luke’s  Guild   in   Leiden  in   1673.  He had paid his
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annual payments of 15 st.97 for   the   painters’   guild between 1673 and 1680, and then
once again in 1685, which marks his temporary return to Leiden from Amsterdam.98
Marya Franchois had relatives in The Hague with whom Collier rubbed
shoulders over financial matters. In February, 1672, Collier rented a house with his
brother-in-law Johan Franchois from The Hague and later that same year in June he
gave Johan permission to take out a mortgage of 1,000 florins. The same document
attests that Collier owned two-thirds of a house that was located in The Hague, near two
taverns named “de  Orangieboom”  and  “de  Coningh  van  Sweden”.  Later Collier took out
a mortgage with Jacobus van Tongeren for 1,000 florins on a house which was situated
on the West side of Hofstraat   in   The  Hague.  Jacobus  van  Tongeren  was   Collier’s  late  
wife’s  father-in-law.99
By dint of his real estate property in The Hague, Collier was able to earn
some money by renting the house to a merchant named Olof Lamb (from The Hague),
who was already living in the apartment when the rental agreement was renewed in
February 1672.100 Nevertheless, they (Johan Franchois, Edwaert Collier and Van
Tangeren) sold the real estate on 4 May 1675 at the price of f. 4500.101 Collier’s  share
was two-thirds of the price (f. 3000). With such a large amount of money Collier could
have purchased a whole house considering the average values for property which artists
paid at that time. This fact by itself identifies Collier as a middle-class citizen. Above
this income level in highest position in the social hierarchy were the regents, in second
highest position were rich merchants, businessmen and incumbents of high offices and
third well-to-do craftsmen, the category into which Collier can be placed.102
In 1673 the same year that Marya died, Collier had trouble over another
relationship. He was made to pay f. 100 for indecent conduct with Gerrittie Jans
Croesdonck, but the intimacy between them continued even after the incident. It ended
with a claim for alimony for a son who was born in December 1673, and describes how
Collier is accused of breach of promise. A noteworthy detail in the first legal document
concerning Gerrittie tells that Collier had a guarantor, Johannes Apeus de Bye, who also
owned   two   of   Collier’s   paintings.103 A vain attempt at marriage took place in 1674,
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when Collier proposed to  marry  Maria  de  Pyper,  from  ‘s-Gravenhage (The Hague), but
this proposal was turned down on 4 May 1674 because the bride had already promised
to marry a certain Pompeus de Bye.104
The second marriage was contracted on 29 October 1677, when Edwaert
Collier, who now lived in Breestraat, Leiden, married Cornelia Tieleman from The
Hague. They made a prenuptial agreement concerning their joint inheritance and
payments to be paid to other parties before they got married. This document was signed
on   11   October   1677   by   “Not.   Ennis   den   Haag”.   By   the   time   Cornelia   fell ill in 1681,
they had signed two new documents in Leiden, both testaments. Lastly, they agreed that
the person who lived longer would inherit the  other’s  estate  and,  by  doing  so,  agree to
raise their children until they reached the age of 25. However, were the painter to stay
childless, he would pay the amount of f. 25 to each of his sisters and brothers.105
Shortly after Cornelia had passed away, Edwaert Collier married Anna du
Bois, the widow of Willem van Bambergen, on 27 November 1681.106 According to
Bredius’   notes,   Anna   du   Bois   made her will soon after their marriage was
consummated. In this will, written on 20 December 1681, she declares her sisters to be
her inheritors and omits, for reasons unknown, her brother Jacobus du Bois. According
to Bredius’  notes,  there  is an interesting document with the same date in Anna  du  Bois’  
will:  “Lijst  der  goederer  die  Colyer aan  zijne  vrouw  medebrengt”.  This   document is a
list of things that Collier brought to their shared home, constituting half of the assets of
the Breestraat property. The most expensive items include an estimation of their value:
f. 100 for silver and golden wares, f. 180 for movables and a large ring purchased for
f.115. The list also included six silver spoons, 25 ducatons (125 guilders) in plain
money, 31 paintings without frames, and 26 paintings and their frames. In addition, to
valuable movables, beds, blankets and the small ‘burgerlijke’ movables were mentioned
separately.107
By the time Collier was in his forties, he already belonged to the well-todo middle-class in Leiden. As a point of comparison, in the rural regions the value of
four silver spoons would have been equivalent of a peasant’s   yearly income in the
1690s.108 In Amsterdam around 1700, most people earned less than 300 guilders a year.
Journeymen earned approximately 330 guilders and craftsmen about 370 guilders a
year.109 On the other hand, cities consisted of 5–6 different social classes and what these
classes could afford varied greatly. For example, the cost of an ordinary bed typically
found in houses owned by a common merchant or a carpenter would be between 15–25
guilders, while in the homes of rich merchants the best bedrooms would contain a bed
costing 40–60 guilders.110 Artists’   incomes   could   vary   greatly depending on their
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general success and the sources of their income. Usually artists come from a middleclass background, which included craftsmen, tradesman, artisans and lesser merchants.
They could climb in their social hierarchy through marriage or inheritance but they were
rarely the sons of wealthy merchants.111
Even if it is hard to construct or imagine the nature of Edwaert Collier’s  
character, there are some clues to his  temperament  in  Bredius’  notes.  In 1682 a dispute
arose between Collier and a theology student Jacobus Sappius,   arising   from   Collier’s  
jealousy over his wife Anna. Collier later settled this dispute by taking back the harmful
remarks he had made about Sappius. The early will made by Anna and the strange
jealousy episode suggest there might well have been continuous disagreements between
the couple. As expected, the differences they had did not end, and it did not take long
before Anna du Bois petitioned for divorce.112
In 1682, after only five months of marriage, Edwaert Collier and Anna du
Bois had divorce papers drawn up. The first papers concerned from bed-and-board,113
followed by a final separation of assets and loans with the promise that they would not
“torture”   each   other   any   longer.114 However, in the following year Collier received a
demand for payment of maternity costs from someone whose name is not recorded in
Bredius’  notes,  but  was most probably Anna du Bois. The alimony request included the
costs of clothes for the child and the  child’s maintenance for one year. The next record
shows that their first child was born in Leiden, though the child died when still very
young.115
Subsequent records show that they left Leiden together and moved to
Amsterdam in April 1686, and it seems by that time they had resolved their
differences.116 Working as a painter in Amsterdam was allowed even if the artist was
not a citizen.117 However, Collier is registered  as  a  member  of  the  Amsterdam’s  guild  in  
March 1688.118 There are no notarial documents known from the periods Collier stayed
in the city, though four more children are recorded: Alida, baptized on 15 June 1687;
Johanna, baptized on 19 December 1688; Joan, baptized on 15 June 1691119 and Tomas,
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baptized on 28 October 1693.120 It is interesting to note that Joan was registered as
having been born in Leiden, which suggests that they moved back and forth between
these two cities. It is also reasonable to believe that Collier stayed in Leiden in 1692,
because he and his wife witnessed the birth of Bernardus Koorz and Maria Kappelle’s  
child there.121 The records show that Collier and Anna du Bois then moved to London
from Amsterdam on 2 May 1693, though the birth of Tomas in October 1693 is
recorded back in Amsterdam.
After their move to London in 1693, it is assumed that Collier worked
mostly in London judging from the signatures on his paintings, but it seems that in fact
he travelled between the Netherlands and England.122 Their move to London was after
the Revolution of 1688 and Collier managed to pursue a successful career as a painter of
vanitas   still   lifes   and   trompe   l’oeil   paintings. Unfortunately, this period lacks archival
documentation to follow his new living circles, though we do know that from time to
time he returned to Leiden for family reasons and the signatures on his works also show
that he served Dutch clients.123 Three travelling documents support such movements
with family members back to the Netherlands in July 1695 and May 1697.124 In these
documents, only two children, John (probably referring to Joan) and Alida, are
mentioned by their names. Even though they were documented as travelling together to
England, the death of Anna du Bois is registered in Leiden in 1704.125 The last record of
Edwaert  in  Leiden  is  as  a  witness  at  his  nephews’  wedding  in  1706.126 The next archival
documentation is the burial record of Edward Collier on 9 September 1708, according
to which he is believed to be buried at St.  James’s  Church,  Piccadilly,  London.127
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These records show clearly that Edwaert Collier had been a member of the
Dutch Reformed  Church,  and  Collier’s  Protestantism  will  be  considered  as  a  significant  
factor in his paintings later in this thesis.
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3. Tradition and Change in the Sub-Genres of Still
Life
Still life was recognized for the first time as a subject in its own right in the
seventeenth-century Dutch republic.128 Vanitas painting flourished at the beginning of
the century, especially in Leiden and Haarlem, but the demand for the symbolical
images of vanitas declined by the middle of the century. This did not mean the end of
the vanitas still life genre, but, rather, it signalled a transformation to the versatile use of
vanitas items along with other elements in still lifes during the second half of the
seventeenth century. This also changed the pictorial style of the paintings and enlarged
the interpretation to integrate vanitas overtones with other meanings that the paintings
conveyed.129
In this chapter, I return to the history of still life and trace its division into
independent subgenres. I will examine in chronological order the tradition of still lifes
in the cities where Collier worked, focusing on the sub-genres of still lifes, mainly on
vanitas,  but  also  on  the  early  examples  of  trompe  l’oeils.  I  will  explore  the  sources  and  
128

Still life subjects existed in pre-Classical, Classical and Renaissance art, but it was not recognized as a
distinct genre in Western Europe, especially in the Netherlands until the seventeenth century. The term
still  life  was  known  in  France  as  ‘vie  coye’  meaning  ‘silent  life’  and  later  as  ‘nature  morte’,  in  Italy  as  
‘natura  morta’,  in  Germany  as  ‘Stilleben’  and  in  Spain  as  ‘bodegones’.  The  English  term  ‘still  life’  has  
been used since 1685.   In   the   Netherlands   the   term   ‘stilleven’   appeared   in   the   inventories   in   1650   and  
1657, after which it was frequently encountered in Holland. Chong 1999, 11–2. See Oxford Art Online,
Hans J. Van Miegroet.  “Still-life.”  (1 September 2012).
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See, for example, Chong 1999, 12–14; Meijer 2008, 149–152.   According   to   Bryson,   the   still   life’s  
reliance on emblematics and the intensity of spiritual meditations weakened considerably by the end of
the seventeenth century and of the eighteenth century. Instead they merely became displays of the
painter’s  professional  virtuosity.  In  Bryson  1991,  13–15.
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predecessors he used to create his own production of specified subjects in his still lifes.
I will also discuss the existing social conditions and the potential links in society which
helped disseminate knowledge of different sciences and fashions which influenced the
arts in local contexts.
Bergström has drawn up an extensive list of frequently occurring objects
in vanitas paintings which each signify the condition of earthly existence, and allude to
arts and sciences, wealth and power, and tastes and pleasures. Books, scientific
instruments, and the materials and tools used in the various arts symbolize literature,
painting, sculpture, music and other sciences. Purses, deeds, settlements, jewellery, and
other valuable objects made of precious  metal,  collectors’  pieces  such as shells, banners,
crowns, sceptres, weapons, and suits or pieces of armour – all these generally denote
wealth and power. Goblets, pipes and other smoking requisites, musical instruments,
playing cards and dice symbolize various tastes and pleasures. These three categories of
earthly existence correspond to the concepts of vita contemplativa, vita practica and
vita voluptaria, which originate in antiquity and were used to explore the contradictions
between earthly and transcendental matters.130 Symbols representing the transience of
human life can also be represented by skulls, sometimes by whole skeletons; by
instruments for measuring time like watches, clocks, and hour-glasses; by candlesticks
and oil-lamps that are sometimes still smoking; and by soap bubbles and flowers,
especially by roses and anemones.131
Symbols of resurrection and eternal life are often represented by ears of
corn and sprigs of laurel or ivy that are often twisted around a skull. In Christianity one
should remember death and prepare oneself for it by living a good life so as to achieve
an eternal afterlife. Following the Christian tradition, the inevitability of death is
brought about by the Fall of Adam and Eve. In representations of the Crucifixion on
Golgotha, it is possible to find skulls and the bones under the cross. They are the
symbols of Adam’s  grave  and  the  sins  of mankind  that  are  to  be  redeemed  by  Christ’s  
death and stigmatization. This pictorial tradition is known to have existed from the
Middle Ages onward.132
In the Renaissance, the use of a skull as a metaphor can be seen in
paintings depicting religious visions, in the pictures of Saints, on the reverse side of
early portraits and in transi tombs (tomb sculpture). Representations of St Jerome (ca
340–420) in his study, where the skull is used as an instrument for meditation, have
been  exemplary  for  later  vanitas  still  lifes.  For  example,  Albrecht  Dürer’s  (1471–1528)
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Bergström 1983, 154, n.2. According to Bergström, the Dutch scholar and writer Hadrianus Junius
(1511–1575) examined the Judgment of Paris with these terms from Antiquity which originate from
Socrates.   They   are   used,   for   example,   by   Segal   in   his   interpretation   of   Pieter   Aertsen’s   Still Life with
Christ in the House of Mary and Martha,   1552,   by   Simonds   in   his   interpretation   of   Collier’s   Still Life
with a Volume   of   Wither’s   ‘Emblemes’,   1696,   and   by   Sutton   in   his   interpretation   of   N.   L.   Peschier’s  
Vanitas Still Life, 1661. Segal 1985, 94. Sutton 1990, 234–5, n. 17. However, according to Fisher, music
in vanitas is mostly a symbol of a life of delight (vita voluptuosa) but can be also a symbol of the
contemplative life (vita contemplativa), and it is rarely seen in the context of an active life (vita activa),
see Fischer 1975, 65–7.
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Bergström   1983,   154,   n.2.   Bergström’s   categorization   explores   the   repertoire   of the items that are
depicted in vanitas paintings, although it is not complete and the combinations of the items could change
the interpretation in isolated paintings. Bergström stresses that the interpretation always depends on the
pictorial context even though the items might be the same.
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Klemm 2004, 70–1.
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engraving St Jerome in his Study (1514) represents St. Jerome immersed in his work in
his study, which is carefully represented in perspective. On the left side on a windowsill
is a skull placed in a beam of light. In another representation of   St   Jerome,   Dürer’s  
painting from 1521, the skull is placed under the pointing finger of the saint, where it
lies in the middle of his working table as an object of meditation to remember human
mortality as well as salvation after death through religious belief. The change in style
between these two representations was influenced by the memento mori tradition133 and,
in the latter depiction, the doctrines of Luther, whereas the earlier followed the doctrines
of Erasmus of Rotterdam. Dürer painted the latter during his trip to Antwerp, where the
Flemish master Quentin Massys (1466–1529) was a celebrated artist. The descriptive
position in which the left hand points to the skull and the right hand to the saint’s  head  
became a common motive among painters in the Low Countries, among them Joos van
Cleve and Lucas van Leyden.134
In general, it can be said that the vanitas tradition is a continuation of the
ideas presented in the memento mori tradition. Even though the central idea of memento
mori was to remind one of the blessings of death, it also reminded one of life. The
metaphor consisted of abstractions, namely the limited span of life, worldly vanities and
death itself. Single objects representing the memento mori tradition can be found in
portraits and in the backgrounds of Gothic wing altars. Some renowned examples are
Diptych of Carondalet, 1518, in the Louvre by Jan Gossaert van Mabuse (1478–1532),
Vanitas Jane-Loyse Tissier, 1524, in the Kröller-Müller Museum by the German painter
Barthel Bruyn the Elder (1493–1555), and Rogier   van   der   Weyden’s   (1399–1464)
Triptych of Jean de Braque, ca 1450, also in the Louvre.135
In the Netherlands vanitas painting flourished first in Haarlem and Leiden,
which both received an influx of merchants, craftsmen and intelligentsia as a
consequence of mass emigration from southern Spanish parts to the Northern provinces.
The fall of Antwerp in 1585 was preceded by bitter battles over religion and power
which led to a split between Protestants and Catholics. Scientific developments in the
recently founded University of Leiden and in the two cities’   intellectual   circles   are  
counted among the positive consequences of the historical events of that time. The
university enabled biological and botanical experiments to be carried out as well as
developments in optics. Dissections were made in the anatomical theatre, under the
public’s  eyes  in  the winter time, and this increased the knowledge of the human body
and of medicine. All these aspects were closely connected to advances in humanism,
philosophy and the arts. As a consequence, new information from the various sciences
was used in the service of art. True to life effects based on a knowledge of the human
body and the natural sciences were disseminated through art forms, and at the same time
new intellectual developments were incorporated into the messages that still lifes
conveyed.136
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Despite the separation between the Southern and the Northern
Netherlands, the interaction between the two continued throughout the seventeenth
century. The wealth of Flanders led to the development of painting styles and the art
market there, but quickly spread to the North. For many decades one of the most
popular still life painters, Jan de Heem (1606–1684), made a flourishing career in the
cities of Utrecht and Antwerp with his still lifes of feasts, and he acted as a mediator
between the Northern and Southern styles of painting. Local artists’   communities in
different towns in the Northern Netherlands grew and developed new styles of their
own.

Early Years in Haarlem
Collier lived in Haarlem as  a  painter’s  guild  member  for a significant period during his
early years. The training itself was expensive, and it had for many years to be paid for
either by his parents or by other patrons.137 Although the circumstances of why and
exactly when Collier moved to Haarlem from his birth town Breda are unclear, we do
know that he immediately adapted to a stream of influences in still life painting. This is
shown by the fact that already in the Haarlem period Collier’s   paintings   varied   from  
simple, skull-centred, soberly-toned still lifes to complex arrangements of multiple
objects. The former group contains a series of still lifes in which Collier addressed the
theme of fading powers in the vanitas context, including the early Vanitas from 1661,
currently in the Sinebrychoff Art Museum, Helsinki (fig. 1). The latter group includes
such as Vanitas Still Life (1662) paintings nowadays in the Metropolitan Museum of Art
(fig. 19), and Vanitas Still Life with Crown, Globes and Books (1662) in the
Rijksmuseum (fig. 30), showing globes, books, royal paraphernalia and some personal
items which declare the painters ability. Only one dated painting of a tobacco still life
is known from this period, namely Still Life with Jug (1664), which shows that he was
then concerned almost solely to improve his vanitas still lifes.138 The cultural, religious
and economic climate of Haarlem, which is where he first learned to be an artist, is an
important stage in the understanding of Collier’s  lifework.139
Even though vanitas paintings were in demand in Haarlem it was largely
the centre for banquet pieces. The Haarlem inventories show that for every vanitas still
life (inventoried by the households as vanitas or skulls) there were ten banquet pieces in
the 1650s and 1660s. However, the same inventory shows that number of still lifes
doubled between the 1650s and the 1660s.140 This means that when Collier arrived the
demand for still lifes was rising. Haarlem still lifes were influenced by the Southern
Netherlands’  style,  which  originally  came  from  Antwerp  painters  such  as  Clara  Peeters  
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and Jacques de Gheyn, and this style was soon adopted by such masters as Jan Davidz
de Heem and Abraham van Beijeren with great decorative richness and abundance.141
The rich heritage of different styles of arts developed together with
novelties produced by immigrants such as the engraver Hendrick Goltzius (1558–1617),
the painter and theoretician Karel van Mander (1548–1606) and a famous portrait
painter Frans Hals (1582–1666) before Collier came to Haarlem. Monochrome tone
introduced into still life painting first originated in Haarlem in the landscapes of Jan van
Goyen (1596–1656) and Pieter de Molijn (1595–1661) and the genre scenes of Dirck
Hals (1591–1656) and Adriaen Brouwer (ca 1605/6–1638) among others. In 1628 the
poet and minister Samuel Ampzing (1590–1632) wrote Beschrijvinge ende lof der stad
Haerlem in Holland to promote the city of Haarlem, mentioning some contemporary
artists.142 These kinds of city eulogies later  appeared  as  a  subject  for  Collier’s  paintings.
Despite the extensive use of this motif in his paintings the title each of his city eulogies
connects Collier to its local circles, just as Connoisseur’s   Studio, 1675, links it to
Haarlem (fig. 28).143 All of the above-mentioned masters greatly   influenced   the   city’s  
artistic scene, which Collier, among other artists, later exploited.
The most important Haarlem predecessor for Collier was the esteemed still
life painter Pieter Claesz (ca 1597–1660), who moved from Antwerp to Haarlem and
stayed there permanently after 1621. They could have met in the late 1650s but this
cannot  be  verified  because  Collier’s  exact  time  of  residency  in  the  town  is  unresolved.  
Pieter Claesz continued the tradition of still lifes with his fully-laden tables but he also
reshaped compositions innovatively and found an original style which meant that he did
not have many competitors.144 He began to paint leftovers of meals in contrasted with to
glimmering glass, silver and pewter objects on white crumpled tablecloths. They
contained a symbolical meaning contrasting the practice of virtue and moderation.
Passage of time was pointed out by watches and smouldering candles. Claesz adopted a
monochromatic palette in the tabletop still lifes during the 1630s and the 1640s. The
great demand for Claesz’s  paintings  changed  his  painterly  style  so  that  it  became  more  
loose and inexact in his later period.145 In some, the number of objects depicted
increased and vines appeared in compositions which contributed to the effect of these
sumptuous still lifes. The deliberately arranged objects have almost a meditative nature
in   Claesz’s   paintings,   and his influence on his followers, among them Collier, was
remarkable.146
Similarities between   Claesz   and   Collier’s   paintings   can   be   observed   in
many details. The earliest example showing   Claesz’s   impact   on   Collier is a copy of
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Claesz’s  painting  dated  1661 (figs. 85 and 95) in which Collier follows the master even
in the slightest detail: the order of the coins on the table, the folded corner in a book and
a tassel on a violin, etc. However, Collier has changed Claesz’s  column at the back of
the painting to a curtain as well as the  contents  of  the  book.  Collier’s  book  has  a  picture  
showing a group of convicted victims who are about to be executed. There is also a
legible heading in the book: “De   Historien   der   Martelaren”, which gives an
explanation for the meaning of the whole picture as a book of the history of martyrs.147
Similarity with Claesz in the style of his monogrammed signature has been pointed out
cases where Collier has signed his paintings by combining together the letters E and C.
In his early period, however, Collier used his surname as a signature.148
There are no signs that Collier would have been interested in following the
tradition of richly laid tables, but he undoubtedly knew about compositional details and
the   symbolic   vanitas   repertoire.   Claesz’s   oeuvre   included   seventeen vanitas paintings
made during his active period (1624–1660) and eight of them were completed before
1630.149 The details which Collier incorporated into his still lifes and continued to use
were skulls in varied positions, open books, a violin with a broken string and reflective
glass roemers, and these motifs are all discussed later. Royal paraphernalia appeared in
many of Collier’s   compositions,   one   of   which   contains   a skull placed inside an
overturned crown with a sceptre piercing the ensemble (fig. 1). The diagonally placed
sceptre catches the eye of the viewer, which  is   comparable  to  Claesz’s earlier Vanitas
Still Life in Vienna, Galleria Sanct Lucas (fig. 17). Claesz’s sceptre rests on the back of
a skull, which points left and upward towards a source of light. Various riches from
overseas lie on the table and in the background one of the items is the skull crowned
with a wreath of laurel. Only the forehead is visible as a large roemer is placed in front
of it and a thick garland wreath covers the lower part of the skull. The   text   “FINIS  
CORONAT OPUS”  meaning  ‘The  end crowns the work’  is  legible  on  a  crumpled  piece  
of paper in the foreground. In this painting, besides the items themselves, an important
aspect is the variation inside the composition with objects overlapping each other in an
intriguing   way,   which   attracts   the   viewer’s   attention.      Otherwise   Claesz’s   vanitas   still  
lifes are classically harmonious, as his earlier laden tables in which objects are painted
closer   together   than   in   Collier’s   compositions   providing   Claesz   with   greater   depth.  
Collier developed a style of his own, but Claesz was one of his masters.
The painter Willem Claesz Heda stayed in Haarlem after 1625 and also
experimented with monochromatic painting. Collectors liked Heda’s  overflowing  piles  
of luxury items in his tabletop still lifes and this stimulated the output of still lifes
among his Haarlem colleagues and competitors.150 Heda’s  influence  on  Collier  and  on  
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the vanitas genre in general is not direct, but he was influential in the sub-genre of table
top still lifes. His reflective glasses, knives that protruded over the edge of the table and
finely decorated glassware were exquisitely painted, showing great skill in representing
real-life fantasy still lifes. As part of the Haarlem still life tradition the elegance of his
paintings raised the appreciation and level of the laden table genre.
A  significant  model  for  Collier’s  has  been  Johannes (Jan) Vermeulen, who
registered in the Haarlem guild in 1651–2 and 1655. This is shown by a comparison of
the still lifes which Collier painted almost without any changes in the style of
Vermeulen (figs. 5 and 6).151 This is a typical example of a composition which Collier
continued to paint: a variation of basic items such as a lute, a book and a globe, a
number and a set order of objects depicted, the corner of a table as a setting and a
column in the background, and the same clarity and depth in perspective. Collier’s  
painting is dated 1662 and  Vermeulen’s  is  undated,  but  it  is  clear  that  Collier’s  painting  
is based on Vermeulen’s  earlier  dated  still  lifes  (see  e.g.  fig.  9).  Vermeulen’s  earlier  and  
later paintings differ significantly in their style. In the former piles of objects are often
fuller and taller, and different objects such as flags, scepters and musical instruments,
sticks out in different directions and lack the serenity of his later still lifes. Collier kept a
couple of stylistic ideas derived from Vermeulen with him throughout his artistic life:
the way in which prints, books and papers are represented as dangling beyond the edge
of table, and the incorporation of human figures in some of these papers. The likeness of
Charles   I   is   the   same   in   Collier’s   repertoire   (figs.   96–98)   as   it   was   in   Vermeulen’s  
works (fig. 99).152 Vermeulen’s  life  is   little  known  and  only   about 20 of his paintings
are known to exist. He might have worked later in Leiden, although there are some
uncertainties in documentation.153 They might have known each other but because of
lack of biographical data about both artists during that time there is no actual evidence
that they met.
Collier must have been known to Van   der   Vinne’s   artistic   family   in  
Haarlem, because they were involved in the administration  of  the  painters’  guild.154 The
still life, landscape and signboard painter Vincent Laurensz van der Vinne was a pupil
of Frans Hals for nine months in 1646–47. Van der Vinne travelled during the years
1652–1655 in Germany, Switzerland and France but returned to Haarlem and served as
a  warder  and  treasurer  in  the  painter’s  guild  in  1662–3 and 1666. Even though his early
period shows an identifiable style of vanitas motives akin to those of Vermeulen and
Collier, he was still better known as a landscape painter, depicting the subjects seen in
his journeys abroad and in the Netherlands.155 Brown tones are a profound element in
Van der Vinne’s   early paintings as they are in Collier’s   early   work, and the
compositions include a skull in the centre, set within an upturned crown that is
with three columns and a bekerschroef (ornate glass holders). This new style focused attention on the
carefully chosen and depicted objects themselves.
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provocatively pierced by a sceptre.  Even  though  one  of  Van  der  Vinne’s  simple still life
is   almost   identical   with   one   of   Collier’s (figs. 1 and 10), their styles and connections
separated soon after.156 Van der Vinne started a family and stayed in Haarlem, as a wellto-do burgher with additional income coming from a fabric store, whereas Collier
moved first to Leiden, married there several times and then travelled to other cities. Still
lifes known around 1660 contain similar objects in both painters, such as musical
instruments, and vast piles of books and papers that were arranged in disorderly fashion
in the compositions. Papers included portraits of themselves as well as those of King
Charles I (figs. 5 and 12). The self portraits were drawings or prints which hung over
the  edge  of  table  and  celebrated  art’s  ability  to  commemorate the depicted person long
after they were dead.157 King Charles I also became an important subject for Collier in
his later still lifes in the 1690s because of his affairs in England.158 All these objects
signified the activities of a sophisticated human life albeit within a perishable world.
The  difference  is  that  Van  der  Vinne’s  compositions  mostly  contained  more  details  in  a  
tight composition, such as strings, ribbons, crumpled textiles, feathers and small sets of
flowers, which hang over or overlap each other  in  such  a  way  that  Collier’s  paintings  
look quieter, representing a more neatly set arrangement of objects. Also the skull is
often   represented   with   its   jaw   in   Van   der   Vinne’s   paintings,   as   it   was   also   in  
Vermeulen’s  compositions,  but  without  a  jaw  in Collier’s.
Collier followed the most important Haarlem still life painters Claesz,
Vermeulen and Van der Vinne in his choice of items which were associated with the
tradition of vanitas painting, both in the chosen details as well as in composition. They
all developed the vanitas compositions to reflect the historical events of the day by
adding elements that pointed to changes in power during those times. Collier did this in
his later oeuvre as well. Even though there are many similarities with his predecessors
and colleagues Collier soon developed a recognizable style of his own with his repeated
representations of globes, books and musical instruments on a table covered by a dark,
fringed and silky tablecloth. The tonal colour scheme typical of Haarlem painters is also
seen in Collier’s  paintings.    

Appreciation of Vanitas Still Lifes and its Variations in Leiden
Vanitas paintings had a good breeding ground in the university town of Leiden. The
growth of intellectual circles within the liberal religious atmosphere enabled both
scientific and artistic developments from around the 1620s onward. Statistics show that
between 1650 and 1679 312 still lifes were found in Leiden household inventories,
representing 11.3% of all paintings. This figure constitutes a peak in the total number of
paintings found in Leiden households in the seventeenth century, and shows that there
was a market for a newcomer like Collier as well. Landscapes were most popular,
amounting to 35.1 % of all paintings during this period. The number of still lifes was
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more than double compared to the earlier period of 1620–1649.159 The economic growth
of the city came from cloth manufacturing and Leiden became one of the most
important centres of the textile and wool industry in Europe.160 Lucas van Leyden and
Rembrandt Harmenz van Rijn had been the local masters of the earlier generation, and
their history and mythology paintings which were in top demand according to
household inventories in Leiden between 1600 and 1619.161 Soon after Leiden fine
painters became famous for their refined painting style.
An original and subtle style of brushwork was developed in Leiden. This
almost illusionistic style was in fashion among the group of artists called Leidse
fijnschilders, namely Leiden fine painters.162 The name itself suggests their smooth,
extremely detailed and illusionistic way of painting. Their painting technique involving
the meticulous application of paint, often in several layers, resulted in a heightened
expression of the different textures that are depicted. The size of the paintings remained
small, but their three-dimensional effects were still striking and the detailed minutiae
were fascinating. Gerrit Dou (1613–1675) and his pupil Frans van Mieris (1635–1681)
were the leading figures of the movement and they had a whole school of followers.163
The forementioned painters also received extremely high fees for their works, such as
600 guilders for one painting, which was many times the price of most paintings, which
generally sold for 15–20 guilders.164 The   success   of   these   painters’   was exceptional
because they achieved fame among their contemporaries and the art theorists of the
time, buth they also garnered an international reputation. They were appreciated in the
writings by several persons who visited their studios such as a French traveller and
diplomat Balthasar de Moncony and English writer and diarist John Evelyn.165
Even though Dou was a specialized genre painter he had painted a few
early still lifes containing a globe, a lute and books, and pendant still lifes representing a
money pouch and an hourglass as the main objects.166 The vanitas theme of the
evanesence of time passing is clearly shown in his Still Life with Candlestick and a
Watch (fig. 79).167 It is certain that Collier could not avoid acknowledging the esteem of
the group of fine painters and their praised painting methods as he lived in Leiden most
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of his adulthood between 1667 and the 1690s and for some period even in 1700s.168
Fine style echoed in some of Collier’s  works  in  the  1670s,  which  were  mostly  small  and  
detailed paintings, for example in Still Life in Vaduz (fig. 38) and in Vanitas in Leipzig
(fig.  29).   In  both,  Collier’s  painted  layers  are  smoothly  but  precisely  painted  in  a  way  
that they glow with their shimmering objects and vivid shadows. The represented
objects look credible although the thematic subject is abstract vanities. Besides the
exemplariness of the meticulously depicted items, along with their vanitas connotations,
Dou’s   paintings   elevated the   motif   of   the   scholar   in   his   study   and   the   painter’s   selfportraiture in his studio surrounding.
During his Leiden period Collier produced some self-portraits within
vanitas still lifes, which promoted him as a still life painter to his audience.169 By this
time Collier had reached a mature age. Collier had painted already convincing and
grand still lifes in Haarlem, but the strong stream of varying books and texts in his
paintings suggest that he was well aware of the still life trends in Leiden as well.
Haarlem was only four hours away and he might easily have visited the city.170 If we
take a look to the period 1670 to 1685, when he was mostly and most certainly actively
painting in Leiden, only 18 paintings are dated and their sizes were small. Eight of those
are not vanitas still lifes including one fruit still life, one still life with smoking
accessories, one portrait of a woman and five genre paintings.171 A scale model in
Weimar, which resembles the city hall of Amsterdam, includes three sketches by Collier
for  the  murals.  Collier’s  participation  in this plan might be one of his early contacts with
the Amsterdam circles at the end of the 1670s. His subjects for the mural paintings were
The Treaties of Peace of Nijmegen (fig. 69), The Parnassus and The Seven Liberal Arts.
All of these are allegorical portraits and include a large group of people in the same
scene, although the actual sizes of the paintings are small.172 These works suggest that
Collier was also interested in other genres, but their subject matter stayed marginal and
experimental in his oeuvre, whether for reason of lack of demand or his lack of aptitude.
Vanitas still life with books and texts remained his main subject. In 1672 a deep
recession hit which disrupted trade and reduced sources of incomes.
The Leiden style of vanitas painting was developed by many artists.
Jacques de Gheyn (1565–1629) and his pupil, the Leiden-born David Bailly (1584–
1657) were the early advocates of this tradition. It is presumed that De Gheyn and
Bailly introduced and tutored the vanitas themes when they were teachers of the
younger artists. In their production there are only a few vanitas paintings but some of
these are crucial for the development of the genre.
The Antwerp-born De Gheyn became an important draftsman and
engraver and worked mainly for the court. He was widely admired for his large
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production of over 1,500 drawings and more than 400 engravings and etchings. His
subjects varied from a series of drill manuals for armed foot soldiers to accurate
depictions of flowers and insects. But most interesting from our perspective is that he is
credited with creating the first independent vanitas painting (fig. 58). This allegorical
painting was executed in 1603 and depicts a skull placed in a niche. Human vanity is
represented both pictorially by a conspicuous translucent bubble and with the words
“HUMANA  VANA” carved in the arch above the bubble. Counterposed to symbols of
the hereafter and the transiency of human life are mundane experiences, such as the
objects reflected in the bubble,173 and in the corner of an arch are representation of
philosophers, Democritus and Heraclitus, who were important in Renaissance literature.
Dying flowers and a smoking urn are situated on both sides of the arch and in the
foreground there are coins and medallions, all common motifs of vanitas paintings. De
Gheyn and his wife lived in Leiden from 1596 to 1601 and after that in The Hague.
During their stay in Leiden, De Gheyn became acquainted with David Bailly, who
became his pupil.174
Bailly’s  primary  subject  was  portraiture  but he included vanitas motifs in a
complex self-portrait Vanitas Still Life with a Portrait of a Young Painter (1651), which
has become an iconic work when the combination of vanitas and portraiture is discussed
(fig. 53). The sitters’ relations to other depicted persons in a portrait-within-a-portrait
are represented in an inventive and elegant depiction of the other vanitas items in
relation to each other, and this stimulates the viewer to search for further narratives
inside the composition.175 Later   executions   of   Collier’s   self-portraits have been
compared to this painting and it was influential in the development of Dutch   artists’  
self-portraiture in general.176 Bailly served for six years as the leading figure in a
coalition of Leiden painters (which formed the guild of St Luke in 1648), and he was a
teacher   of   Steenwijck’s   brothers,   whose   still   life   paintings   influenced the work of
Collier.177
One generation before Collier the brothers Harmen (ca 1612–1656 or
after) and Pieter (ca1615–1656 or after) Steenwijck painted in the Leiden circles.178
Harmen is the better known of the two brothers for his vanitas paintings. His still lifes
have a specific, calm and concentrated mode which is achieved by means of his careful
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choice of elements and the arrangement of his compositions where objects could be
observed in a very specific way by being highlighted by serene rays of light. This
almost holy light effect was his speciality, as in Still Life (fig. 33). Harmen does not use
blurred tones or outlines and dark backgrounds, but emphasizes the arrangement with
tones and rays of light, which make it easier to see objects individually.179 Sometimes
he separates one or two of the objects from his favourite triangularly-shaped
composition which immediately attract the   viewers’   attention, as with the sea shell, a
much-desired item  for  a  collector’s  cabinet.180 The skull, book(s), and the recorder were
always depicted, but the other objects varied.181 Compared to Collier, Harmen had a
limited number of objects that he repeated in his paintings. Collier depicted many of the
same elements as Steenwijck brothers even though the emphasis in the iconography
altered  over  the  years.  In  both  the  viewer’s  attention  is  caught  by  the  texts  represented  in  
books,  which  allude  to   worldly  activities.  Collier  inherited  some  of  Steenwijcks’  calm  
and harmonic aesthetics in tones but he did not play with light effects by which
Steenwijcks created a sense of harmony.
The Utrecht-born Jan Davidsz de Heem (1606–1683/84) became the most
significant still life painter in the Netherlands during the seventeenth century. His
impact especially on styles of flower painting and pronkstilleven (ostentation) was
influential both in southern and northern Netherlands.182 His early period (1625–1636)
in Leiden includes small still lifes that depicted books featured sober, brownish and
greyish tones.183 In addition to skulls, globes and musical instruments he pictured
peaceful studiums (studios for learning) and later disordered still life compositions
which also carried vanitas implications through other objects. An interesting early
example and forerunner of the depiction of books and signs that were meaningful at the
time is the simply composed still life from 1628 in the Frits Lugt Collection (fig. 76).184
The legible headings carry the message of the transience of earthly life in the form of
Bredero’s  (1585–1618) play Treur-spel  van  Rodd’rick  ende  Alphonsus (The tragedy of
Rodd’rick   and   Alphonsus)   in   which   the   two   men   who   are mentioned in the title have
fallen in love with the same woman, which then tests their friendship. Another book on
the left has the inscription ‘VAN AMADIS den [Gaule]’, which refers to the tales of
Amadis. These early popular knight-errant tales included the same Spanish romance
plot  as  in  Bredero’s  play.  The third book is by the poet Jacob Westerbaen (1599–1670)
as   indicated  by  its  title  “Kusies”  (Kisses).185 The tradition of depicting books arose in
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Leiden, where the books in paintings are symbols of knowledge and wisdom and
reminders of moral thoughts.186 How Collier connected books and texts together and in
connection with other objects in his compositions  became  an  important  part  of  Collier’s  
still   lifes,   both   in   vanitas   and   trompe   l’oeil   paintings.   Like   De   Heem,   Collier   often  
emphasized  the  message  of  vanitas  by  his  textual  references  but  he  also  fed  the  viewer’s  
imagination by depicting new books, as he does in Vanitas Still life from the Burrell
Collection,   Glasgow   (fig.   32).   Here   we   see   Sir   Jonas   Moore’s   Mathematical
Compendium, published in 1674, which celebrates achievements in mathematical
practices at this time.187 De Heem used romantic stories of his own time both for moral
purposes and to suggest that all knowledge, like human life, is transient. The latter
theme became a popular aspect of vanitas paintings and Collier included a range of
historical books concerning the fates of whole nations in his vanitas thematics.188
The Dordrecht-born Jacques de Claeuw (1623–1694) lived in different
places but he is known to be a member of the Leiden guild between 1651 and 1666 and
that he returned to Leiden in the1680s and 1690s, which means that he could have
known Collier. He has  many  still  lifes  which  have  some  stylistic  similarities  to  Collier’s  
paintings but also strong differences. One detail they share is the inclusion of a portrait
print of Anthony van Dyck in the still life arrangements which, such as in Vanitas Still
Life with a Portrait of Anthony van Dyck, 1670–90 (fig. 78). This is repeated in at least
three different paintings by De Claeuw.189 Collier included prints of Van Dyck in his
still   lifes   around   1690,   and   in   one   of   his   trompe   l’oeil.190 Collier’s   motive   lies   in   his  
move into the English art markets but it also reflects the influence of De Claeuw who
positions the print in such a way that it gives additional meaning to his compositions.
Picturing the arts together in a stage-like composition sets art apart from a perishable
world. In certain periods De Claeuw uses special brownish tones and a loose and
sketchy treatment in his paintings with varying proportions, and this has its origins in
his time in Leiden, although he might have inherited this style from his father-in-law,
Jan van Goyen. The  handling  of  paint  in  such  a  translucent  way  is  not  found  in  Collier’s  
style nor are their visible differences in the size of objects, though they did share the
same repertoire of objects. De Claeuw continued the tradition of combining books,
papers, a skull and a globe in his paintings (the last signed painting is from 1689),
though this changed into representations of piles of disordered abundance in a manner
which was not as consistent as in Collier’s  oeuvre. The number of known paintings by
De Claeuw is just over 30 and they contain fruit and flower still lifes. The violin is also
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featured in many arrangements as  it  is  in  Collier’s;;  however,  there is no close stylistic
unity between these two painters.191
One more painter is worth comparing to Collier is N. L. Peschier, even
though it is not possible to establish a direct personal connection to Collier. Five vanitas
still lifes by Peschier are signed during 1659, 1660 and 1661, the years when Collier’s  
still lifes with the same subjects and sizes were painted.  Peschier’s  background  is  barely  
known. Similarities to Collier are to be found both in individual objects and in their
combination, which are always set at the edge of a table so that it is hidden under a pile
of objects. The first similarity is to be seen in Peschier’s depiction of a violin, and some
other musical instruments and the notes, which are badly crumpled as in Vanitas Still
Life in the Rijksmuseum (fig. 111). These objects should be interpreted in two ways: as
representing pleasure but also as a reminder of the fleetingness of time. Inclination to
pleasures is emphasized in a print by Van de Velde titled  “Various  Most  Pleasant  Sites”
included   in   Peschier’s   Vanitas at the Philadelphia Museum of Art (fig. 110). Besides
these prints, there  is  a  portrait  of  a  peasant  nailed  on  the  back  wall,  as  a  trompe  l’oeillike illusion.  The  skull  is  still  very  central  in  Peschier’s  compositions  even though other
objects encroach upon it. What distinguishes Peschier’s  still  lifes from Collier’s is the
amount of crumpled paper in the form of treaties, books or notes placed in complicated
and unlikely positions within the compositions.192 As to Peschier’s  style, it is supposed
that he had contacts with the Leiden and Amsterdam circles, though it is likely he was
born in France.193
It is not exactly known for sure when Collier moved to Leiden and when
he left but it is certain that Leiden had a strong influence on his still lifes and in
particular on his vanitas paintings. By the time Collier came to Leiden demand for
vanitas still lifes had boomed although it soon declined after the 1670s. The success and
characteristics  of  Leiden  fine  painters  are  also   reflected  in  Collier’s  style,  in  the  small  
size of the paintings and in their refinement. Furthermore, the style of fine painters and
the modes of portraiture overlapped with still lifes and developed personalized styles
which  highlighted  the  painters  themselves,  as  witnessed  seen  in  Collier’s  self-portraits.
Multiple   ways   of   depicting   books   and   different   texts,   as   in   De   Heem’s   paintings,  
remained   an   essential   part   of   Collier’s   presentation.   There   was   no   particular   artist   or  
school with whom Collier would have been worked as closely as in Haarlem, but some
individual artists shared similar stylistic ideas, such as Peschier and De Claeuw,
however with the latter the influence could have been vice versa. The low number of
dated and stylistically similar paintings by Collier between 1670 and 1685 is in part
explained by his move away from Leiden to bigger cities, first Amsterdam and then
191
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London. He did for family reasons travell back to Leiden on a number of occasions but
the signatures on his paintings in 1692, ca 1703, 1704 and 1706 clearly show that he
was identified as a Leiden painter.194

Diverse Styles of Still Lifes in Amsterdam
The records show that Collier entered the Amsterdam circles in the 1680s. He was
certainly there already in 1686, which was the year he was recorded as moving to
Amsterdam and also in 1687, 1688 and in 1693 when his children Alida, Johanna and
Tomas were born in Amsterdam. In addition, his name appeared in the guild list, which
shows he had a certificate (vrijceel) to obtain a cheaper guild membership.195 In his
Amsterdam years only eight dated paintings by Collier are registered, all still lifes in
which the composition is set on the corner of a table,   and   one   trompe   l’oeil.196 The
legible title ‘Amsterdam’   is   painted   on one of these dated paintings, and two other
undated paintings are known to have the same composition. This largely confirms the
idea that his changing environments are reflected in his paintings.197 However, Collier
experimented  with  trompe  l’oeil  letter  racks  in  the  style  of  Van  Hoogstraten  as  early  as  
1684   and   from   1692   on   there   are   many   trompe   l’oeil   paintings   with   his   signature.198
From   Collier’s   Amsterdam   period   there   are   no   known plausible predecessors or
recognizable similarities in style and subject matter with fellow artists; instead we find a
group of mature artists who were renowned for their recognizable still life styles. This
lack   of   vanitas   still   lifes   like   Collier’s   in   Amsterdam   and   more   restricted   markets   in  
Leiden were the most likely reasons for Collier finding new markets in Amsterdam.
Amsterdam was a junction for the staple market of world trade and its
growth in wealth was shown by the growth in the demand for art. The city had become
famous for its great portrait, history, mythology and maritime painters, such as
Rembrandt, Bartholomeus van der Helst and Willem van de Velde. One of
Amsterdam’s enormous projects was the building of the city hall, known as the Dam,
between 1648 and 1655 by the architect Jacob van Campen, and the decorations
required offered a great opportunity for many artists. Allegorical paintings were
commissioned from Jan Lievens, Govaert Flinck, Jan van Bronckhorst, Nicolaes van
Helt Stockade, and Ferdinand Bol. What is most important for our study is that Cornelis
Brisé (1622–1670) painted   his   trompe   l’oeil   Account Ledgers of the City Treasury of
Amsterdam for  the  treasurer’s  office  in  1656.  It  depicts  eight  boards  hanging  on  knobs,  
which are mounted on a wooden wall. Each board contains a collection of papers and
receipts, representing the daily activities of the finance office. The boards are labelled
‘travel   money’,   ‘legal   actions’,   ‘building   works’   and   so   on.   These   lifelike   papers   are  
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accompanied by artistic details at the lower edge of the painting, such as additional
drawings and which   have   been   partly   cut   off   by   the   painting’s   edge,   representing   a  
visual trick for the viewer. This painting  worked  as  an  early  example  of  trompe  l’oeils  
produced for a public space. Collier would no doubt have known this work because
Brisé was celebrated for his skills, and Van den Vondel had described the room which
contained the painting in detail and he even composed a poem on it. Brisé has also
decorated the organ shutters in the Oude Kerk making  it  a  second  trompe  l’oeil  public  
work, an impressive achievement in this genre.199
In 1688, when Collier was in Amsterdam, there were 350 to 400 members
in the Saint Lucas Guild and it is estimated that about half of them were painters of
art.200 Around 1700, approximately 200,000 people, including new immigrants, lived in
Amsterdam. The tax records show that 77 % of the citizens earned less than 600
guilders a year. At the richest end 12 % of citizens earned more than 1000 guilders a
year. Good incomes were made by 10 %, and that group included goldsmiths and
silversmiths, tinsmiths, wine merchants, bookstore owners, surgeons, and so on. Only
some grocers, tobacconists, tavern keepers, hatters, carpenters, bricklayers and bakers
could earn this much. All these groups were potential buyers of inexpensive and midrange priced paintings.201
North’s  table  of  attributed  paintings  in  Amsterdam  homes between 1620–
1689 gives a general overview of the subjects of paintings that hung in these houses. In
North’s  comparison,  between  1680  and  1689,  when  Collier  was  active  there,  the  most  
popular works of art were landscapes (353 pieces), then genre paintings (116), third
were history pieces (112), fourth portraits (98) and lastly still lifes (72).202 These
statistics reflect the fact that the classicizing style was already in fashion, and that the
wealthy burghers who bought large canal houses that needed new suitable décor bought
more wall and ceiling paintings than contemporary art. Many of them already had a
collection of seventeenth-century paintings which discouraged them for making new
purchases.203
Amsterdam did not play an important role in the dissemination of still lifes
although a variety of still lifes were produced for the demands of the growing city for
decades. Amsterdam, however, became the centre for a certain type of pronk still life.204
By the time Collier came to the city, there were still active painters who produced
ambitious still lifes, such as Willem Kalf (1619–1693), Jurriaen van Streek (1632–1687)
and Barend van der Meer (1659– between 1692 and 1703), whose styles differed
noticeably   from   Collier’s.   This   underlines   Collier’s   endeavours   to   find   new   clientele  
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and a fresh working environment for his own recognizable style of still lifes. Obviously
this  in  itself  was  not  sufficient  because  he  did  his  first  trompe  l’oeils  in  addition  to  his  
familiar still lifes during that period as a new innovation. A comparison of still lifes in
Amsterdam at this time show that only certain features of pictorial conventions have
been  retained  or  applied  to  individual  painters’  works.  
Willem Kalf’s extreme, dramatic style in the depiction of luxury objects
against a dark background was admired for its originality. It emphasized the lifelikeness
of the materials and the details of the objects in such a way that the viewer would seek a
narrative explanation from the figures painted on the moulded cups or on porcelain. At
same time the depicted objects looked poetic, ephemeral and unique. Kalf was a
renowned art dealer and appraiser, an occupation to which he devoded his final years.205
Jurriaen van Streek was impressed by Kalf’s eloquent style and continued
it with his personal compositions of fruits, fish and vanitas, which included interesting
combinations of imposing military equipment. Literal references to events and the
people involved in those events were also depicted, as well as versatile self-references
in   a   manner   comparable   to   Collier’s.206 Both Van Streek and Kalf depicted imported
porcelain with such accuracy that the characters pictured on the sides of bowls and
vases came to life. Such works were like trophies from a foreign culture as the new
Asian market opened up. Another motif which Van Streek shares with Collier is the
detail of a carved table leg, which reappears in at least four paintings.207 The face
represented on the table leg is set slantwise, reminiscent of the figurehead on a sailing
ship. The motif works as an addition to the narrative that the still life construes, as in
Collier’s   self-portrait from 1684 (fig. 48). One unresolved connection between Van
Streek and Collier appears in one of typical still lifes with writing utensils, papers and
books and a globe in the background. The left page of the depicted book is signed and
dated   “VAN   Streek   1653”.   However,   the   overall   style   of   the   painting   is   Collier’s   and  
not  Van  Streek’s.208
Barend van der Meer was born in Haarlem. He studied and joined the
guild there in 1681, later than Collier, but lived from 1683 onward in Amsterdam. Most
of his still lifes include bunches of fruit, and the dark backgrounds show the influences
of both Kalf and Van Streek. One abundant still life is loaded with examples of finely
designed imported items, yet each of them is represented carefully as a single item of
luxury. Two figures are also pictured in this painting, in the background is a darkskinned boy, and in the foreground a sculptured figure in place of a table leg.209 Another
anomaly   in   Van   der   Meer’s   oeuvre is   a   trompe   l’oeil   where   a partridge hangs from a
nail on a wooden panel. This is the only known trompe  l’oeil showing game by him, the
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other   known   painting   with   a   trompe   l’oeil   effect   is combined with a still life.210 The
trompe  l’oeil  details  found  in Van  der  Meer’s  paintings, such as objects jutting out over
the  table’s  edge echo elements used by Collier.
In Amsterdam two important flower painters were admired in the
European courts, Willem van Aelst (1630–1683) and Maria van Oosterwijck (1630–
1693). They lived in Nieuwe Keizersgracht in the 1670s onward. Both were skilled in
representing reflective flower vases, shiny marble table surfaces and in occasional
details, such as watches, insects or shells.211 They had subtle but comprehensible
nuances of vanitas paintings, including even abundant representation of bouquets. Van
Aelst has three mid-career examples, all painted in 1659, where he added his indistinct
self-reflection on the side of a roemer, which has been interpreted as self-promotion in
the Amsterdam markets and to assert himself as the creator of his painted works.212
Maria van Oosterwijck’s   Vanitas Still Life, 1668, (fig. 112) is a rare example in her
production, which includes many of the same elements that are found in most of
Collier’s   still   life   compositions: a recorder, a wreathed skull, books and papers
containing text, an hourglass, a quill, a celestial globe and a purse surrounded with
coins. Particularly interesting supplemental messages are depicted by the books. A
mercantile book represents the balance of life and forthcoming death, and the other
depicted book refers  to  Jacob  Cat’s  publication  Christelijke Self-stryt,  1620.  This  ‘SelfConflict’  dealt  with adultery from a moralistic perspective.213
Not   much   attention   has   been   paid   in   earlier   studies   of   Collier’s   stay   in  
Amsterdam and his attempts to succeed in the urban circles of a larger city. He offered
still lifes with themes that are familiar in his oeuvre but he did not sign them a painter
from that particular city as he did in Leiden and London. It was while in Amsterdam,
however, that the most noticeable changes in his art took place, namely his inclusion of
trompe  l’oeils  in  his  still  lifes.  Besides  the  rare  examples  of  Van  der  Meer  and  Brisé, the
portrait painter Wallérant Vaillant (1623–1677)  had  painted  trompe  l’oeils  in  roughly  in  
the same years as Brisé in Amsterdam.214 Collier moved with his family from
Amsterdam to London in 1693. Connections between Amsterdam and London were
close and in all probability Collier had good sense of the English art market, although,
his personal connections cannot be proven. The art in demand was at a different stage in
London compared to the Netherlands when Collier went to England. The English art
210
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market had accelerated because private people among the aristocracy, as well as
burghers, had begun to collect art, which was probably an important reason why Collier
travelled there. There was still a demand for Dutch art and Dutch artists in England,
which meant broadened to include imported artwork.

New Formats of Dutch Still Lifes in London
The quantity and quality of Dutch paintings in England were at their highest level in the
1670s and 1680s. The variation of the subjects in the paintings, the change in patronage,
both inside and outside the court, and the art trade all increased the prospects for
painters. The urban growth created a demand for decorative additions both in city
dwellings and in country houses. London had more than twice the population of
Amsterdam. One reason for the popularity of still lifes was the secularization of
subjects, which began as early as the time of Charles I when conversion to
Protestantism became a major topic of political disputes. This was also one reason for
legal restrictions on the import of paintings before 1695. One consequence of
iconoclasm was the restriction of religious subject matters and mythological histories,
which fell under the control of the customs.215 Other reason was protectionism which
prevented native painters from entering more fruitful markets.216
An important change took place in  Collier’s  style at the same time as he
moved to England in the beginning of the 1690s. He started systematically to paint vast
numbers of  trompe  l’oeil pictures, consisting of a group of small items arranged behind
horizontal lether strips in a letter rack, which a viewer might confuse with a real rack at
first sight. Collier often included different kinds of papers to these compositions and
English texts were added to widen his repertoire for a new audience. The theme of
vanitas was less frequently represented in Collier’s  paintings  after his move to London
and to some extent the content changed.217 The elements depicted in these still lifes
were more mundane than his earliest ones. Trompe  l’oeil  paintings  could   not depict a
wide range of large objects, and they had their own laws of depiction and illusion,
which proved to be an important  addition  to  Collier’s  oeuvre.218
In the English art market Edwaert Collier is mentioned as the follower of
Pieter van Roestraeten (1630–1700) one of the most successful Dutch artists living in
England at that time. In one source Collier is even said to  be  Van  Roestraeten’s  pupil  
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but there is no evidence of that kind of a contact.219 Van Roestraeten was born in
Haarlem. He became a pupil of Frans Hals in 1646 and he entered the Haarlem Guild as
a   portraitist   in   the   same  year.   In   1654   he   married   Hals’s   daughter,   Adriaentje,   who   at  
that   time   lived   in   Amsterdam.   Van   Roestraeten’s   family   moved   to   London in the
1660s.220 It is said that Sir Peter Lely introduced Van Roestraeten into high circles and
he even met King Charles II, but then Lely secured his own share of the portraiture
market by refusing Van Roestraeten the right to act as a portraitist.221 Van Roestraeten
painted still lifes with collectibles and á la mode luxury items, such as tea sets. Some of
the depicted items belonged to the artist himself, but he clearly referred to his patrons
by placing the luxury items in the middle of a composition. By doing this with smooth
and delicate artistry, according to the finest Dutch doctrines of painting techniques, but
carefully following English taste, he became a name in the history of English art.222 Van
Roestraeten was appreciated among collectors and it is highly probable that he worked
for the Marquess of Lothian and Lord Clifford of Chudleigh.223 Three of the still life
paintings became a part of the King’s collection and in one, Van Roestraeten
emphasized his respect for the monarchy by including a medallion of Charles II which
hangs over the edge of the table in a conspicuous fashion.224 He was also recognized in
Arnold Houbraken’s biography of the Dutch artist in 1712, which ensured his place in
all published biographies since that time.225
Appealing objects and extremely fine layering   wereVan   Roestraeten’s  
trade mark and he became successful among a certain sort of clientele. Even though
Collier was unable to achieve or did not strive for a refined style and continued to paint
objects found in studiums instead   of   the   luxurious   objects   seen   in   Van   Roestraten’s  
paintings, nevertheless, they shared the continuous use of vanitas as an underlying
subject, including, still lifes with the easily recognized symbols of candles and skulls.226
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In   Van   Roestraeten’s   Vanitas Still Life with an Ornamented Silver Vase
(fig. 18) we encounter important motifs which Collier worked with for a long time
throughout his production. The tripartite representation of a crown, a sceptre and a skull
in still lifes was used to some extent by Van Roestraeten and was a motif that Collier
repeated in his vanitas still lifes from the beginning of the 1660s. Van Roestraeten
concentrated on the portraiture-like depiction of intricate luxury items such as the
decorated vase in the middle in the painting, reminiscent of the adventurous style of
Kalf, who was in Amsterdam at this time. Behind this monumental vase is a crown on
the left and a wreathed skull appears on the right. The model of the crown is different
from that of  Collier’s  and  supposedly  it  is  a  model  of  St.  Edward’s  crown,  which  is used
in the coronation of British monarchs. Sometimes it is accompanied by an orb, which is
topped by a diamond-covered  cross  signalling  the  monarch’s  role  as  the  Defender  of  the  
Faith. It was used since the coronation of Charles II in 1661 to symbolize the triumph of
Protestantism over Catholicism.227 Protestantism became one of the focal subject
matters  in  Collier’s  paintings,  and  was  a  theme  which  he  systematically repeated. In this
still life by Van Roestraeten the imperial orb reflects the painter himself at work, and it
became   one   of   the   ways   in   which   the   painter’s   profession   was   emphasized.   Both,  
representing the self and repetition, were tools which helped make him recognizable to
buyers. Other identifiable motifs included his chosen collectibles, highly decorated pots,
vases and candlesticks, ensembles of which he repeated from one painting to the next.
Van Roestraeten adopted himself to his English customers’  needs and this
required a continuous observance of contemporary fashion and adjusting his art to suit
different upper-class customers, both Catholics and Protestants. Van   Roestraeten’s  
reputation for specialization, in this regard, provided an important predecessor for
Collier, although Collier ended up specializing in a certain style of still lifes and trompe
l’oeils.228
As  pointed  out  above,  Collier’s  earliest  trompe  l’oeils  followed  the  style  of  
Samuel van Hoogstraten (1627–1678). Van Hoogstraten and his wife Sarah Balen were
resident in England from 1662 to 1667. This  was  earlier  than  Collier’s  arrival,  but  his
trompe   l’oeils had drawn the attention of the English audience. He also painted
perspective scenes, perspective portraits and perspective boxes in an experimental and
unique way. In August 1651 Van Hoogstraten received a gold medal from the Holy
Roman Emperor Ferdinand III during his stay at the Viennese court. This honour was
soon pictorialized in his paintings together with a group of other self-referential objects.
December 2009, no. 310. See also Leurgans number 36a (page 159), where the same pot is again placed
in the middle of the composition but the skull on the right with a wreath has a portrait medallion leaning
against it. Leurgans 1994, 157–8.
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During the London period Van Hoogstraten painted Trompe  l’oeil  Letter  Rack (fig. 101)
in which he represented the treasures that the emperor had given him, such as the
portrait medal and an eight-strand chain but also some feminine items such as a pin
cushion, sewing thread, a pearl necklace and hat pins. Literary activities are indicated by
way of writing implements, a leather-covered book with the year 1664 on the cover and
a rolled-up booklet on marbled paper, which  only  reveals  one  ‘N’  and half a letter. An
antique cameo on a silk ribbon introduces further elegance. At a very centre is a sealed
document  on  which  he  has  placed  his  signature  and  the  date  ‘London  1664  1/20’, thus
giving the exact date of the painting.229 Van Hoogstraten included in his trompe  l’oeils  
material which was connected to contemporary cultural life in London, such as
pamphlets and literature and this was the manner which Collier continued to an extent
not hitherto seen. It is likely that Van   Hoogstraten’s arrival in England not only
prepared the way for Collier’s  popularity among the English audience but also showed
an  intelligent  way  include  multilevel  representations  in  trompe  l’oeils.230
Literary references are even more direct in   Van   Hoogstratens’s   Trompe
l’Oeil   Letter Rack (fig. 70) in which he included his literary output and demonstrated
his supremacy over ancient predecessors.231 The revealing document is a poem stuck in
the upper right corner of the letter rack. It is written by the Austrian nobleman Johann
Wilhelm von Stubenberg (1619–1663), and it compares Van Hoogstraten to the
forefather of illusionism, Zeuxis.232 Brusati has noted that Van Hoogstraten places his
achievements in the field of literature as a subject in his paintings but his excellence in
illusionist painting adds the profession of painter to his skills.233 This Dordrecht-born
multitalented artist, who returned to his home town after he had worked in the cities of
Vienna, Rome and London, was famous for his illusionistic art but also for his literary
output, including a theoretical book on painting in 1678.234 He was certainly known by
Collier, who could profit from Van  Hoogstraten’s  innovations in London long after he
was dead.
It is clear that Collier had followers and even exact copies of his art works
have been made, suggesting he was considered a painter of note in his time.235 English
artists  did  not  have  a  still  life  tradition  of  their  own  and  they  mainly  used  trompe  l’oeil  
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effects in wall decorations in houses. In time English artists produced work of a very
similar  kind  to  Collier’s  still  lifes.  There  are  examples  of  both,  trompe  l’oeil  paintings  
and still lifes, which were emulated by such Englishmen as Henry Howell (1660–1720),
William Brasier (1690–1710), William Palmer (active 1700–1750), Thomas Warrender
(active 1673–1713) and Samuel Goodwin (active 1748–1755) and Robert Robinson
(1651–1706).236 Robinson’s   engraving   which   depicts   similar   objects   to   those   found   in  
Collier’s  paintings  has  raised  some  confusion  about  the  origin  of  this  subject  matter.
When new ideas in painting led to fashionable copying, the identity of the
creator of the original idea of the composition or the subject matter has often raised
debate among scholars. For example, James A. Ganz argued  that  Collier  has  “faithfully”  
copied baroque candlesticks from Robinson’s mezzotints. This claim is based on one of
Collier’s  painting  Vanitas Still Life, 1703, which contains the same objects as found in
Robinson mezzotints (fig. 68).237 Later, Ganz suggested that these two painters must
have   had   some   kind   of   “undocumented   association”   or,   at   least,   Collier   was   aware   of  
“Robinson’s   printed   oeuvre”,   but   he   provides no further evidence on this point.
However, I would argue that the influence went the other way. It is more likely that
Robinson   copied   Collier’s   themes,   especially   considering   the   general   situation   in   the  
English markets. After all, one reason why Dutchmen went and stayed in England to
become trend-setters had to do with the market niche. For instance, in the case of Van
Roestraeten and Collier, the public admired the still lifes which were represented in the
Dutch style. Furthermore, there is evidence that Collier painted candlestick motif
following Adam van Vianen’s   model   before   settling   in London, namely Vanitas Still
Life with Candelabrum and Regalia,  which  is  signed  and  dated  “E.  Collier.  1669” (fig.
14), where the ornamental candlestick is recognized as coming from Van Vianen.238
Collier moved to London at the   beginning   of   the   1690s,   and   Robinson’s   preserved
mezzotint, which has the same kind of candlestick, is from the period ca 1685–88,
which means that Collier would have painted the known model a lot earlier.239
Additionally, the English objects that appeared in the depictions of Dutch still lifes are
signs of transference into the new market areas in which the artist came to work.
Collier’s  personal  contacts  are  not known at the time he moved to London
but his talented predecessors among Dutch still life painters were Pieter van Roestraeten
and Samuel van Hoogstraten. Collier did not follow their style exactly after he had
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copied  his  first  Van  Hoogstraten’s  trompe  l’oeils but he derived artistic ideas from both
or them. Van Roestraeten’s   achieved success as a still life painter by adjusting his
pictorial choices to his audiences and from Van Hoogstraten Collier learnt how to paint
letter rack trompe  l’oeils and it also gave him belief that he could succeed as an artist.
Collier’s   Dutch   predecessors   created   a   slim   niche   market   in   still   lifes   which   Collier  
could fill. The group of followers Collier had in England suggests the success which he
achieved during his lifetime and even after his death. The following chapters will focus
on  Collier’s  uniqueness  by  investigating  recurring  themes  in  his  oeuvre.
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4. The Motif of the Overturned Crown and the Skull
Most of Edwaert Collier's known works from the first decades of his career are vanitas
paintings. One of the earliest works in his oeuvre and the first dated Vanitas painting in
1661 is in the museum of foreign art, the Sinebrychoff Art Museum, Helsinki (fig. 1).
240
The painting represents the compelling combination of a skull pierced by a sceptre
set   on   an   upturned   crown.   It   belongs   to   Collier’s   so-called monochromatic period,
which was in fashion in Haarlem and Leiden, where he lived during his early years as
an artist. Even though the colour scheme and the composition were formed during his
early years he continued to paint this theme of the skull and the crown throughout of his
life: his paintings dated 1689 and 1704 still have this eye-catching combination.
The starting point of this chapter is the Vanitas painting in Helsinki, and
the second objective is to analyse all his compositions which are of a similar kind. The
aim  of  this  comparison  is  to  show  Collier’s  continuous  use  of  this  theme  and  the  way  he  
personalized it so that would be recognized as his. Collier responded to the market for
vanitas paintings by adding personalized elements to the composition, even though the
combination of skull, sceptre and crown was in fact first painted by Jan Vermeulen in
the 1650s. Another predecessor was Vincent van der Vinne, whose dated paintings from
the 1650s show a connection with Vermeulen as well and later on in the beginning of
the 1660s with Collier. It is likely that Collier developed this thematic further at the
same time as Vincent van der Vinne did. This chapter, will look in detail at paintings
which contain this   thematics   to   demonstrate   the   extent   and   variation   of   Collier’s  
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paintings in that short period. These works are important because the choice of this
motif was one of the first made by Collier and it signposts his career as a vanitas
painter. Collier was the only one of these three painters who continued with this theme
throughout his lifetime. We also know which objects Collier added to this basic
composition over the decades, such as certain history books or prints depicting Charles
I. Some of these became central in his other favoured subject matter, like the depiction
of outsized volumes symbolizing knowledge in large vanitas paintings and later in the
1690s references to the monarchy  in  his  trompe  l’oil  paintings.        
I this chapter I shall analyse the pictorial traditions which underlie this
group of paintings, both the subject of the overturned crown but also a number of the
other depicted objects. One special detail in some of these paintings occurs is a drawing
of an old man and his problematic identification will be discussed further. Eddy de
Jongh has suggested in his interpretation of a Leiden Vanitas (fig. 26) that the man
drawn on a slip of paper used as a bookmark would be the author of this book. The two
books in the painting create a half arch in the composition, and pride of place is given to
a popular Jewish history book of the time with the title text Flavius  Josephus  …  Seven
boecken van die Joetsche oorloghe en de destructie van Jerusalem.241 According to De
Jongh the old man depicted on the slip would be Flavius Josephus (ca 37–100), a priest,
soldier and scholar.242 In this painting, this drawing of a man is a lot smaller than in
other paintings by Collier and, thus, would seem to have a less valued position in the
composition. I will explore first the series of paintings with the overturned crown which
bears the same depiction of an old man in a drawing, and seek to answer questions
concerning  the  depicted  person’s  identity. I will also analyse other repeatedly depicted
objects which form a pattern in a series of paintings and serve as a complementary
narrative to the basic symbolical meanings.

The Repetition of the Overturned Crown and a Drawing of an Old Man
In   the   centre   of   Collier’s   Helsinki   Vanitas (1661) (fig. 1) is a human skull that is
crowned with a wreath of ivy set on an opulent upturned coronet. Both the skull and the
coronet are pierced by a sceptre in a striking fashion, forming a strong opposite diagonal
to the triangular shape of the overall composition. The background contains an
hourglass with a roll of paper on top of it, and more papers lie beneath it. To the left of
the skull is a closed book with a scallop shell on it and beside it a wooden leper clapper.
The tablecloth with a pattern remotely resembling the coat of arms on the left and the
drawing of an old man on the right dangle over the edge of the table. The year, 1661,
and the monogram, EC, which acts as a signature, are in the middle of the lowest
section of the three-part wooden table corner.
The vanitas symbolism is obvious: the skull refers to the inevitability of
death, but the wreath of ivy is a symbol of resurrection, and both the crown and the
sceptre stand for the vanity of earthly power at the hour of death.243 The leper clapper is
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also a reminder of our forthcoming death and the span of our life is measured by an
hourglass.244 The book and papers can be read as a source of knowledge, and the
drawing of the bearded man can be understood as a symbol of wisdom, with the
understanding that all of human actions are transient in nature. The scallop shell stands
for earthly treasures, but used as a vessel for soap it becomes associated with the
bubbles which are also symbols of the brevity of life and the suddenness of death.245
The darkness of the background reduces depth perception of the
perspective. Most of the back parts of the still life have softened edges and the clear
borders of the table are seen only in the foreground. The dark background of the vanitas
still life enhances the impressiveness of the represented objects. When items partly
disappear into the background they become even more weightless and ephemeral.
There are no texts in any of the books or papers to provide further context
for the objects. The drawing of the old man is set right under three branches of the
crown. The man pictured has a stern face and he is also frowning. The watchful eyes are
directed to the left, a little bit above the viewer. He has a beard, a moustache and curly
hair, but there are also bald patches on his forehead. Judging from the collar, this man
wears a rope or a long coat without any signs of being upper class, and, hence, it is more
likely that this man belongs to the antiquity or to religious circles. In this painting there
is no clear evidence of his identity, and it has been assumed to be an attribute of the art
of painting or to represent melancholy.246
The combination of the crown, the skull and the sceptre became frequently
used collectibles in Collier’s vanitas still lifes. The composition of the represented
objects is very similar to Vanitas with Skull and Coronet from 1663, in the Heinz
Family Collection, Washington (fig. 2). The corner of the table and the table cloth with
its patterns that is laid aside, the model of a crown, a simple decorated sceptre, the leper
clapper and the place of the drawing look nearly the same in these two paintings, and
Collier repeated this subject with only slight changes. The hourglass has been moved to
the right and the globe of earth is now behind the skull. The words “AMERICA”,
“MARE”, and   “PACIFICUM” are legible in block capitals on the globe. In addition,
there is an upturned lute, an open book, a string of pearls and a money bag. Soap
bubbles rising from the scallop shell add activity to the painting, as opposed to the
Helsinki Vanitas, where the shell remain empty apart from a barely noticeable red straw
which still leans against the   scallop.   The   bubbles   are   known   as   a   symbol   of   ‘homo  
bulla’ (man is a bubble), that is the transitional nature of life, thus completing the
message of the vanitas still life concerning the futility of riches and earthly possessions.
The pearl necklace and the money bag are symbols of wealth and riches, desired by vain
humans. Besides the sceptre penetrating the skull and the crown, the viewer is reminded
Contrasted with holy pictures, the crown symbolizes worldly power, and when it is accompanied with a
sceptre, it encourages a spiritual interpretation.
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of the perishableness of mundane power by the Latin book of a history of Macedonia
(also known as a book of universal history) as well as by the globe, which can refer to
the domination of new lands and the Pacific. The original author of the book was the
Roman historian Trogus Pompeius, who wrote of the achievements of Philip as the
leader of the Macedonian monarchy, explaining both its rise and decline. However, the
preserved edition after Trogus Pompeius is from around A.D. 200 and it was prepared
by Marcus Junianus Justianus known as Justin.247 The   signature   “E   kolier   1663”   is   in  
the  same  place  as  the  monogram  “EC  1661”  in  the  Helsinki  Vanitas, as if carved in the
pedestal of the wooden table.
The book included in Vanitas in the Princely Collection of Liechtenstein,
Vaduz Castle (fig. 3) reads  “van de Eydelhydt des mensche LEVEN”, which  means  “the
vanity  of  people’s  lives”.248 I agree with De Jongh’s observation that the painted books
were chosen according to their content because they deal with creation and
destruction.249 The broken pillar in the background, the extinguished candle and soap
bubbles as referring to the fragility of human  life  (“the  homo   bulla”   reference) are all
signs of the disintegration of worldly pursuits. The text “SIC   TRANSIT   GLORIA  
MUNDI” (Thus passes the glory of the world) lies between the sheets of another book,
which confirms the notion of the meaningless of earthly power. Under the upturned
crown is a skull with a laurel wreath around it. This construction casts a shadow over
the page of the book, which is carefully painted. The brushwork is subtle throughout,
the faint blue smoke of the candle curls upward against the dark background and the
‘bubbles  of  life’  are  perfectly  translucent  due to the light reflections. The colour tone is
not as monochromatic as in the Helsinki Vanitas, as Collier used spots of bright blue
and red in this setting, for example, his  signature  ‘E.  Colier’  is  painted in bright red in
the middle of the left edge of the canvas. Some intangibles remain, such as the
significantly shorter sceptre and a smaller portrait of a mysterious lady.250
In all these three paintings the drawing of the old man is a significant
element in the composition. The same kind of character is included in the Vaduz
Vanitas, where the portrait of an old man is drawn on a sheet of shrivelled paper that
conveniently for the viewer extends over the edge of a table. However, none of these
paintings has a formal or pointed connection between the man in the drawing and the
books depicted.
A further significant point is that there is one painting by Collier where the
portrayal of an old bearded man is found on a column, this time in the background of
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the painting (fig. 5).251 The composition of this painting largely centres on the corner of
the table but different objects are represented than in the above-discussed paintings.
Instead of a skull and a crown it has a large open book in the middle, which is
surrounded by musical instruments, other smaller volumes, an hour glass, a globe and a
money bag. The heading on the opened page seems to form the words   “...Wetten
Sechere   Geloove”,   which   I   have   not   been   able   to   connect   to   any   original   text.   The
reason for the different composition could be that this same arrangement was also
painted by Jan Vermeulen (figs. 6 and 7), though he has added a printed piece of paper
to a background column which does not have a portrait of a man but a text which is
illegible.252 Jan Vermeulen worked in Haarlem and possibly in Leiden, but he might
have lived a short life because after 1655 there is no certain evidence of his
movements.253 Collier’s   painting   is   signed   “E.Kollier   A°   1662”.   This suggests that
Collier  must  have  known  Vermeulen’s  painting  and  most  probably  copied  it.  This is not
to say that they might not have known each other or trained together in Haarlem, but
Collier's painting is definitely made later. It would seem to follow that the
representation of  the  man’s  head  also originates from Vermeulen's works, because many
other similarities are obvious. These pictures share the same props in a same position: in
the centre of the still life there is a large book (not identifiable), musical instruments and
a notebook, a globe and a purse. Extra cloth is folded   decoratively   around   the   flute’s  
neck in both paintings. Whereas the drawing of an old man became a part of the
repetitive composition to Collier, Vermeulen used different drawings in his
compositions. Vermeulen has a single drawing of a young woman and a man with a
turban and a sheaf of drawings covered by a half seen figure of a woman and in another
painting a hairy creature.254 This demonstrates the wider use of the additional drawings
in these types of still lifes.
The identity of the drawn old man stays arbitrary in  Collier’s  works but it
raises questions about the additional elements in the vanitas theme. I see this question
twofold: is there really a connection between the man and the textual references
depicted in the paintings, such as the headers of the books? Did Collier own the drawing
of the bearded man himself or is there perhaps a connection with a buyer? If there was,
how much did the patron of the painting influence the content of the painting, which
would then have an impact on the choice of the objects? What we know, is that the
character was usable for several paintings which implies that it was not a case of
uniquely customized works.There are also comparable still lifes in which Collier
included portraits of recognizable people and, more often than not, their names are
spelled along the paintings, for example Jacob Cats and George Wither, and later,
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beginning of 1690s, Charles I and Erasmus of Rotterdam.255 The difference is that their
depictions simulates an engraving or a print of a model bearing caption of their names
but the old man is in a sheet of drawing without any texts. All of the portrayed people
are well-known historical figures who are not haphazardly chosen and who are
represented within the vanitas genre. We can find many variants of these paintings with
re-arranged  vanitas  objects  in  Collier’s  repertoire.  In  this respect, if the person depicted
in a drawing would have identification it would be easily recognized or textually
pointed  out  compared  to  Collier’s  other  paintings.  
In conclusion, for the time being the drawing of an old man by Collier
cannot be identified as representing any specific person. The same figure is depicted
with many textual references in different paintings, which makes earlier hypotheses
about the drawing as depicting an author implausible. More likely, the depiction of the
old man in a drawing refers to a certain idea, hinting to ancient times and the history of
human knowledge included in vanitas theme. These themes were in fashion in the early
vanitas tradition and it is quite possible that Collier adopted them as well.

The Pictorial Tradition and Continued Use of the Motif of the Skull, the
Sceptre and the Crown
Laurens J. Bol, Bergström and later scholars have noted that the group of Leiden
painters included objects in their still lifes that signify power and in the context of
vanitas refer to the ephemerality of worldly things.256 The temporality of power was
testified cruelly in 1649 when the English King Charles I was beheaded publicly, which
upset nations around Europe. This historical event became a significant subject matter
to all of these three painters, in Vermeulen’s,  Van der Vinne’s  and  Collier’s vanitas still
lifes.257 Insertation of the drawing of easily recognised Charles I has been noted widely
in literature, but Vermeulen and Van der Vinne worked different styles of vanitas still
lifes in the 1650s, with many different combination of symbols of power and additional
texts and drawings. The skull set in a crown which was turned upside down and the
pierced mouth of skull by the sceptre became an imposing detail in Collier’s   works,  
which was acquired from his colleague artists and developed further.
The first dated work of Vermeulen is from 1654 which contains already
the combination of crown, the sceptre and the skull, but in different order than Collier
painted it (fig. 9). The painting bears textual messages such as “MORS   OMNIA  
VINCIT”,   “VANITAS VANITATUM ET OMNIA VANITAS” (Death conquer
everything / Vanity of vanities, all is vanity) and in the cover of a music partbook title
“Bassus”   signifying a low pitch with ornamented signature of the painter and a date.
Vermeulen’s objects seem to be in a more chaotic order than Collier’s. In details
Vermeulen is not as accurate as Collier, and more often his titles of the books are not
legible. The subject of the crown, the sceptre and the other riches were also found in
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other  Vermeulen’s  works  that are definitely followed by Collier (fig. 8). For example, in
Vermeulen’s  paintings,  the depiction of an ornate sarcophagus instead of a simple table
is a recognizable element. In five different works, the crown is capsized on the right
side of the skull and the sceptre sticks from the left so that the skull is resting its jar on
it. In two of them the skull is wreathed with ivy.258
A pierced crown is found in several paintings by Van der Vinne.
Obviously following Vermeulen’s   model, Van der Vinne has placed a crown which
looks similar to Collier’s   amidst a disordered collection of items, and he places it
perilously so that it might fall (fig. 11). The handle of a sceptre rests on the base of the
crown. An intriguing detail in the painting is the handle of a sword, which juts out of
from the edge of the table. By the use of vividly detailed objects vanitas painters at this
time personalized their works in what would otherwise be repetitive paintings. The
same kind of handhold, neck of a cello and a flute are protruding out of the edge of the
table in the other Van der Vinne’s painting, though in this case the upturned crown
contains a plummeted helmet (fig. 12).259 A completely different kind of crown appears
in three paintings by Van der Vinne, where its imbalanced position and piercing clearly
suggest the evanescence of earthly power (fig. 43).260 Van der Vinne painted vanitas
still life compositions in the style of Vermeulen in the 1650s. Three dated works, two in
1656 and one in 1657, show this connection, but the combination of the crown, sceptre
and  skull  which  became  Collier’s  trade  mark   are not found in these paintings.261 They
obviously worked in Haarlem at the same time.
However, the composition of crown, skull and sceptre that is most similar
to   Collier’s is by Van der Vinne (fig. 10). The   crown   is   the   same   as   in   Collier’s  
paintings, having a three-leaf design and decorated with pearls. The corner of the table
is also made of wood with two added heightenings, and it is done in much the same way
as   in   Collier’s   Helsinki   Vanitas, 1661, (fig.1) and the Heinz Collection Vanitas, 1663
(fig. 2). Furthermore, the signature is like an embedded text in the table leg in both
artists’  works.  Compared  to the Helsinki painting, the leper clapper, the wreath of ivy
around the skull, the book on the left and the hourglass with a roll of paper on top of it,
are set in a very similar way. The unbalanced positioning of objects including the paper,
which hangs over the table edge suggests strong connection between these paintings.
The only differences are in the pattern of the tablecloth, the subject in the drawing, and
the substitution of a flower vase for a scallop shell and the inclusion of the mouthpiece
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(Bayerische Staatsgemäldesammlungen, inv. no. 6514), 42 x 38 cm (auctioned in Den Haag, J. A. de
Waart 17 September 1963) and 74 x 58 cm (auctioned in New York (C) 18 May 1994). The lastmentioned is discussed in Bernström and Rapp 1958, 87.
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Later on the helmet became part of Collier’s  compositions  as  well.  See  Chapter  6 for a discussion of
the inclusion of military references in the still lifes.
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Also in the RKD manual archives Vanitas Still Life, 105 x 80 cm (auctioned at Bukowsky, Stockholm
24–7 April 1947) and Vanitas Still Life, 102 x 83 cm (auctioned in Amsterdam (S) 2 June 1986). These
three paintings are united by the subject of the added portrait print of Charles I, which is discussed further
in Chapter 7. According to Bernström and Bergström, the crown depicted is made of paper and used for
decoration or for the theatre, and this would mock the power of rulers even more, see Bernström 1958,
103; Bergström 1983, 178.
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See the RKD database art work number 59091, Vanitas Still Life with Books and Music Instruments,
1656, canvas, 64 x 82 cm and in the RKD manual archives Vanitas Still Life, 1656, 92.5 x 87.5 cm,
(auctioned at Douwes, London/Amsterdam, 1981) and Vanitas Still Life, 1657 (auctioned J. Goudstikker,
Amsterdam, before 1940).
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of a recorder in Van der Vinnes’s   work.   The   work is not dated and looks somewhat
empty and sketchy compared to his other, overloaded compositions. However, shared
subjects are found in many other paintings by Vincent van der Vinne, strongly
suggesting that they were close colleagues at that time.
Compared   to   Vermeulen’s   and   Van   der   Vinne’s   painting   Collier  
simplified the composition and afterwards used it repeatedly. In the next dated Vanitas
Still Life (1664), Collier has placed heavy bones under the crown and a sarcophagus
replaces the table, in a style that reminds one of Vermeulen’s  works  (fig.  13). Also the
neck of a cello in the right foreground and the tip of a horn in the right middle of the
painting are familiar from earlier depictions both by Vermeulen and Van der Vinne.
Collier’s   composition   of   a   laurel-wreathed skull in 1669 (fig. 14) contains new
surrounding elements on the table: the twisted necklace of pearls at the edge of the
table, the startling design of a candlestick   after   Adam   van   Vianen’s   model   and a
decorated urn behind it   remind   one   of   the   fine   ware   familiar   from   Van   Roestraeten’s  
still lifes. The candle is fading as is proper for the vanitas theme,262 and a sheet of text
“NEMO ANTE MORTEM BEATUS DICI POTEST”   (Nobody can be called happy
before his death) lies over the edge of the table. This Latin phrase links it to other works
by Collier that are dated 1689 and 1704.
In 1689 Collier inserted an open jewel casket overflowing with pendants
and a finely forged nautilus shell cup with human figure decorations into his
composition (fig. 15).263 Next, in 1691, there is a version with an open book that bears
the text “FINIS CORONAT OPUS” (The end crowns the work) placed in the
background of a very simple version of this series of skull and crown (fig. 27). This
time the skull is crowned with a wreath of dry grain from which the ears hang on both
sides of the skull. This vanitas is thus comparable Collier’s  earliest works which contain
only a few items in small-sized paintings, though in this case the message is completed
by the text “Coninck  bedelaer  /  Kleyn  of  Groot  /  nooit  Geluchig  /  Voor  de  Doodt” (King
or beggar, small or great, there is no pleasure in the face of death) placed beneath the
upturned crown.264
As late as 1704,  Collier’s late period, we find a signed Vanitas, composed
in the same recognizable manner as in the previously examined paintings though this
late work has further historical and political implications (fig. 16). The painting bears
the familiar but eloquent composition of an upturned coronet containing a skull
crowned with a laurel wreath. An eye-catching feature is that the laurel leaves are in a
more vertical position than in other paintings by Collier, and the lower jaw of the skull
is also depicted, which is not the case in his earlier paintings. This gives the skull an
almost cheerful expression. The irony of the painting comes from the Latin motto,
placed on a sheet of paper in the very centre of the composition stating “Nobody  can  be  
called  happy  before  his  death”.  It  is  a  quotation  from The Histories of Herotodos, giving
Solon of Athens’   words   to Croesus. The sceptre is placed beneath the crown on the
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This work is evidence of the early contacts of Collier with the English art market as can be judged
from the depicted objects. See Chapters 3 and 6 for a discussion of the use and popularity of Adam van
Vianen’s  new  styles.
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All of the depicted items also appear in other paintings by Collier.
264
The skull is wreathed only by stalks of corn as was the style, for example, in the vanitas still lifes of
Jacques de Claeuw. See, for example, the catalogue in Bergström 1970b, cat. 7.
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table,   as   in   Vaduz’s   Vanitas, as opposed to its Helsinki counterpart where the sceptre
dramatically  pierces  the  skull’s  mouth.
The texts that surround the central motif offer more historical references:
the spine of one of the volumes gives the name of the author as  “PLINIVS”. This refers
to the first natural history book known as Naturalis Historia by the Roman author Pliny
the Elder. The roll of paper on the top of the hourglass bears the barely legible heading
“SPAENIEN”.   According   to   the Gothenburg Art Museum, this might represent a
bulletin with news from the ongoing Spanish war of succession.265 By that time Collier
had included books by classical authors in many other still lifes he had produced and
had introduced news items referring to political events around the world in his trompe
l’oeil  paintings designed for the English audience. By this late period, however, he now
included political messages in his much-repeated vanitas motifs.
In the Gothenburg Vanitas the drawing of a man is replaced by a
songbook, and the inscription   “E,   Collier,   fe.   An   ˚   1704”,   is done in a manner of
decorative penmanship with the written curls merging with the broken strings of the
cello immediately in front of it. The signature on the cover of the book is a common
feature in many of Collier’s   works.266 An arrangement of partially seen musical
instruments fills the right side of the composition along with the scrolled pages of note
books. On the left is a leper clapper, a book with a slip of paper, a scallop shell with
rising soap bubbles on top of a book, and a torch which is fading away. As usual, the
Latin   mottoes   “Memento   Mori”   and   “Vanitas”   are   to   be found as warnings and
reminders of oncoming death. A burning torch is a new element in the composition, and
it replaces the normally seen fading candle as a symbol of time and transience.
Only a few items are depicted in the Helsinki Vanitas compared to those
that are piled full of different kind of objects. Moreover, there are three more undated
paintings with the combination of a crown and a skull and these call the viewer’s
attention to additional objects, such as a portrait print of Augustus, a folio size history
book of Jerusalem and a contract (not legible in the picture), as well as a globe with a
reflection of a tiny portrait of the painter at work (fig. 46).267
The skull as a central element in the composition is provocatively placed
upside down in Vanitas Still Life (fig. 4) in Mauritshuis, emphasizing the hollows of the
skull. This painting has arranged on the table from left to right: an ink case with a quill
pen, a little behind it an hour glass, an inverted skull in the middle and an elegant pink
rose  next  to  it.  The  book  is  opened  so  that  the  heading  “Van de Eydelheydt des levens”
is visible. In the foreground a legal brief with a wax seal hangs over the table edge is
only kept from falling by the skull. The only legible text is a reference to an unidentified
person in the  title  “Men  Heer  Stoffel  Wagemans  en  d...” with the signature of the painter
and the year 1675 given at as the sender and date of the brief. Neither the long text in
the brief or the booktext is legible.
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I thank Barbro Ahlfort for information about the painting, private correspondence 20 January 2008.
The museum texts were written by the former director, Björn Fredlund.
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See,   for   example,   Collier’s   painting   at   the   Museum   De   Lakenhal   in   Leiden   (fig.   26)   which   has   the  
signature  “E.  Kollier”  on  the  cover  of  a  note  book,  and  Vanitas Still Life, 1684, in the Gemeentemuseum
Den  Haag  (inv.  no.  Sch.  17)  with  the  signature  “E.  Collijer”  in  the  same  place.
267
See the composition containing with the print of Augustus in the RKD database art work numbers
4680 and 111479 containing a book on Jerusalem.
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The jawless upturned skull is highly spherical and is painted with careful
detail. In no other painting by Collier is the skull placed upside down. As an anomaly it
suggests that Collier had tried out different positions for the skull but did not find this
particular position appropriate for continuous use. Even though this particular position
is  rarely  seen  in  Collier’s  compositions  the  same  type  of  experimentation  with  vantage  
points is found in the earlier paintings of Aelbert Jansz van der Schoor (active 1640–
1672)268, Gerrit van Vucht (ca 1610–1697)269 and Petrus Willebeeck (active 1632–
1646).270 The   rose   is   rarely   included   in   Collier’s   still   lifes,   although   it   is   a  commonly  
used prop with other still life painter, it is included, for example, in a painting by Van
der Schoor, Vanitas Still Life. Here the rose is full-blown and thus will soon wither,
supporting the vanitas theme, though the motif is softened by a surrounding table cloth
and a tasseled curtain.271
As I have demonstrated, Collier used the combination of a skull set inside
a crown almost throughout his lifetime, which means that he returned to his early
subject   even   though   he   moved   on   to   new   forms   of   trompe   l’oeil   after   the   1690s. He
acquired his first vanitas painting models and style from his older colleagues, namely
Jan  Vermeulen’s  and  Vincent  van  der  Vinne’s  works  from  the  1650s.  It  is  unfortunate  
that the large number of paintings produced with this subject matter in the 1650s and
1660s are not dated, which blurs the exact transitions of stylistic development during
this  time  period  in  which  this  fashion  began.  However,  many  of  Collier’s  paintings  are  
dated, which means that Collier painted this thematic from the beginning of the 1660s
and developed it in a recognizable way that was suitable for his audience, over a long
period of time. The number and variety motifs that Collier and Van der Vinne shared
before the latter turned to landscape painting strongly suggests their mutual interest in
vanitas still lifes at the beginning of the 1660s.
The paintings gain emphasis from their representation of additional
objects that enlarge the narrative of the whole, leading the viewer in the direction the
painter wishes. In this series of a tripartite representation of a skull, sceptre and crown,
the skull is centrally placed as if it was posed. In many larger compositions which
express the theme of the ephemeral nature of power the skull is placed less centrally in a
side role and among other objects, with the exception of the Mauritshuis painting.
Collier painted a variety of traditional subjects, and these paintings were known by his
fellow artists, but he also adjusted them to suit his customers. During his productive
years he altered his compositions to adjust them to contemporary topics or to make
statements in the field of arts.
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See https://www.rijksmuseum.nl/en/search/objecten?q=schoor&p=1&ps=12#/SK-A-1342,5 for
Vanitas Still Life, ca 1650. Objectnummer SK-A-1342. Rijksmuseum.
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See Meijer 2003, 320–1.  Van  Vucht’s  Vanitas Still Life with a Skull, the Ashmolean Museum Oxford,
Daisy Linda Ward Collection, is not signed but follows the style of the Leiden early vanitas and book still
lifes. He typically diminishes the size of his objects which are viewed on a plain table. The skull
alongside of a candle tilted at a slant remind one of mortality. The sense of fragility in the composition is
emphasized by the nearby transparent glass bottle.
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See Sander 2008, 170–2.  The  skull  is  turned  aside  in  Willebeeck’s  Vanitas Still Life, ca 1650, Städel
Museum, Frankfurt am Main. The other narrative besides the theme of vanitas may be a miscarriage or a
stillbirth suggested by a little doll which was used to signify the news of a pregnancy when put to float in
a bowl. Here the doll is placed over a pistol and set beside a skull and a Christmase rose.
271
Idea  of  a  rose  as  vanitas  symbol  was  spread  for  instance  in  Cesare  Ripa’s   Iconologia. See further in
Segal 1985, 95.
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The objects related to knowledge represented in vanitas contexts, such as
the   writing   implements   and   texts   in   books   and   letters,   appear   repeatedly   in   Collier’s  
repertoire. These symbols of knowledge and their sources are discussed further in the
following chapter, which also places the traditional genre of vanitas into the wider
context of the development of the modern world.
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5. The World of Knowledge Visualized in Still
Lifes
Besides straightforward vanitas still lifes Collier painted opulent still lifes which form a
net of items referring to knowledge of the world. They incorporate painted books,
prints, notes, globes, maps, musical instruments and riches, such as money, jewellery
and decoratively gilded collectibles. Collier systematically introduced into his ample
and personalized vanitas still lifes elements from vanitas-studium still lifes, disordered
compositions of book still lifes, trophy still lifes and ostentatious and ornate still lifes
which  are  all  known  subgenres  of  vanitas  still  lifes.  Most  of  Collier’s  paintings  contain  
a book as the centrepiece of a composition and knowledge of books was central in the
transformation of the painters from craftsmen to learned and intellectual artists.
Collier’s   paintings   follow   a   pattern   of   repetitions   which   are   examined   in   this   chapter  
first in the light of the influence of book production during this time. Collier chose to
paint  famous  contemporary  books  such  as  Flavius  Josephus’  publications,  city  eulogies
and books and objects which are connected to up-to-date scientific interests. Secondly, I
examine two deeper insights concerning the substance of these books, first emblems as
an inspirational source for the artist and then the religious overtones of the books
depicted in the paintings. This is contextualized within the tradition of picturing the
knowledge of the world and vanities by exploring in detail a selection of paintings. In
particular, objects which especially catch the eye, such as untypical vessels or musical
instruments, are discussed. Arts drawn from the days of antiquity are sometimes
Collier’s   subject   matter,   and   the   connection   between   the   sister   arts   of   painting   and  
poetry  are  discussed  in  the  context  of  Collier’s  paintings,  as  well  as  the strong link with
music.
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Musical instruments are a feature of seventeenth century paintings because
they were well-crafted objects of art, and also because the artist wanted to demonstrate
their knowledge of the world of music.272 In addition, the art of music had a higher
status than the art of painting. According to the ancients music was categorized
alongside of arithmetic, geometry and astronomy (among the Liberal Arts), as a subject
which should be taught in order to educate the free man, unlike the visual arts. Although
contemporary writings might on occasions compare art and music, in practice they were
not considered equal in status. Karel van Mander compares musical harmony to the
harmoniously unified composition of a painting, and colour was expected to be as
delightful as the melodies produced by stringed instruments. Franciscus Junius
emphasized that proportion was as important in good music as in the arts, while Samuel
van Hoogstraten called for a pleasant harmony of colours, which would be akin to the
harmony  of  sounds  in  music  that  affected  the  beholder’s  responses  and  feelings.273
Collier included a wide repertoire of textual messages in his paintings on
little slips of paper (usually containing a Latin motto, such as ‘Vanitas…’),   letters,  
parliamentary speeches, almanacs, newspapers, manuscripts, printed portraits with
inscriptions, the headings of songbooks, books of maps, historical books and emblem
books. Collier has undoubtedly used the most often and widely textual messages in his
still lifes among the artists of his generation.274 Books became a symbol of knowledge
in painting, and Collier used them in his representations in various ways. Headings of
different sorts of publications referred to admired poets and emblematists, to different
towns, to continents or to the entire world, to wisdom, to religion, and finally, to the
painter himself as a learned artist who was able to combine the texts and significations
they conveyed with his visual profession, the art of painting. The vanitas theme itself,
borrowed from the Biblical story of Ecclesiastes, sets the mode for a general
understanding of Collier’s work. Other Biblical references are found in the texts of
Collier’s  works,  which clearly shows his continuous defence and support of a Protestant
world view. The various sources for the books represented will now be examined.

Increasing Book Production and Its Influence – Applied Themes in
Collier’s	
  Paintings	
  
Still lifes that depicted books and readable headings, titles and authors enjoyed
continuous popularity in the Dutch Republic in the 17th century and it paralleled the
enormous book production of the time which included collections of proverbs,
272

Kyrova 1994, 47; Sonnema 1990, 5.
Kyrova 1994, 57–8; Sonnema 1990, 103–106.
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Offeringa 1989, 67–103.  Michael  Offeringa  studied  39  of  Collier’s  paintings  which  contain  books.  In  
17 cases the source book was identified, and although in a few cases the words were painted in a different
form or order, they still clearly referred to a typical theme and/or actual publications. Apart from Collier,
Offeringa found and researched the literary sources of A. Bernardt, Pieter Claesz., Jaques de Claeuw, Jan
Fris, Jan de Heem, Jan van der Heiden, Anthony Leemans, Simon Luttichuys, Pieter Potter, Bernard
Schaak, Petrus Schotanus, Pieter van Steenwijck, Jurriaen Streeck and Abraham Susenier, and an
unidentified painter (Anonymous). This study clearly proves the widespread use of literary sources in
paintings.
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illustrated broadsheets, illustrated songbooks, iconologies and emblem books.275 The
best-known illustrated book since the medieval times has been the Bible. Later,
Evangelists and the Church Fathers engaged in reading and writing depicted in
paintings, with books seen as symbols of divine calling of their scholarship. In this
tradition, books translated into religious symbols, but they were also symbols of the
divine wisdom. Secular scholars were immortalized in the portraits of the humanists,
and many artists, such as Rembrandt, Teniers and Vermeer, continued to spread this
imagery of specialized professions, such as philosophers, alchemists or geographers.
The representation of St. Jerome and related motifs were amongst the main precursors
of early vanitas still life painting. Even though these isolated thinkers are rarely seen in
Edwaert  Collier’s  paintings,276 many of his still lifes include books. As the repertoire of
the books that were displayed in the paintings expanded beyond the Bible and its
references to divine matters to worldly knowledge by different authors, the ambiguity of
their symbolism became evident in the Baroque era. In general, books can be read as
symbols of learning and intellectual proficiency, but they may also be attributes of
people. If they are connected to particular persons then they may express gratitute to
one’s ancestors and their professions. In a broader sense books affirm the intellectual
interests  of  one’s  culture,  often  pictured in portraits, where books can point to a certain
school of thought. Books may be a source of morals, erudition, and culture. The
moralizing aim of books made them objects in vanitas painting, functioning as a
warning against too much pride in learning. When the Leiden tradition of vanitas
paintings became widespread, books were seen as a regular source of human intellectual
skills, as transient as life itself. The transience of human life was compared to the
impermanence of the intellectual life when books and a crowned skull are juxtaposed.277
The works of Flavius Josephus (37– ca100) were among the first books
included   in   Collier’s   paintings.   In the Rijksmuseum’s Vanitas Still Life with Crown,
Globes and Books from 1662 we find an open book entitled   “Beschrijvinghe van de
deerlijcke destructie ende ondergan[g] der stadt Jerusalem door de keijser
Vespasianum met veele ende verschijden gheschie[de]nisse der Joden” (fig. 30).278 In
this text, Flavius describes how the Emperor Vespasian quelled the Jewish revolt of 66
and afterwards normalized the political and economic situation. Flavius Josephus was
himself a Jewish resistance leader who became a Roman. The other book depicted also
refers to ancient cultural areas on the globe, namely SYRIA and Middellantsche (zee),
which can be read from the titles.279 Here imperial power is overwhelmingly depicted.
Objects are spread over a shiny reddish cloth, creating with shadows as faithful an
illusion of treasures as possible and, at the left side, a crown and sceptre are perilously
poised. The jewellery is most probably the   fruit   of   the   artist’s   own imagination. The
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Westermann 1996a, 53–70; Schenkeveld 1991; De Jongh 1998, 175–6.
At present the only known painting by Collier of this type portrays a scholar with a book by Marcus
Cato, fig. 35. See also page 83 in this thesis.
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Bialostocki 1988, 42–63;;   Bergström   1983,   155.   For   example   the   saying   “De   wetenchap   tot  
hooghmoedt drijft”   (Knowledge   leads   to   pride)   is   known   from   Bredero’s   book   Rodderick ende
Alphonsus,  which  is  depicted  in  De  Heem’s  Still life, 1628, in Mauritshuis.
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The depicted title does not match published titles by Josephus in seventeenth-century Holland, but
several editions were translated about Jewish history. Offeringa did not find any correspondence either.
Offeringa 1989, 69.
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All   legible   text:   “Naturali   li..   Naemen   de   eijlanden   en   voor…   gheleikjken   in   dit   onderste,   zij…  
Middelandtsche/  Syria.”  
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origin of the central positioning of the tall gilded cup is unknown and it was probably
painted after various models that Collier might have seen in other pictures. The base and
the upper part of the cup might have been painted after real objects which are joined
with coral-like shapes.280 By contrast, the book with a red cover which is most probably
the Bible, looks real because of its buckle.281 The painting refers to wealth and power
but also to destruction and new beginnings, which are incorporated into the vanitas
theme as moral choices of humankind.
The Destruction of the City of Jerusalem and other accounts by Josephus
Flavius were widely read and available in Dutch during the seventeenth century and it is
still a usable source of Jewish war histories.282 The familiar stories were vividly told
with detailed insight, which must have fascinated artists. Artists used Josephus stories
when they needed a more personal or unconventional view of Biblical episodes.283
Imagination   and   seeming   realism   are   separated   in   Collier’s   Rijksmuseum   painting:  
imagination drawn from the book on Flavius is used in the depiction of the left side in
the ample and ornate eastern riches that evoke wealth and power. Most of the stories
are also found in the Old and New Testament, but are not as detailed as they are in
Flavius’  books.
Flavius’  book is also central in the Leiden Vanitas (fig. 26). It is related to
the same theme of destruction and a new beginning as found in the Rijksmuseum
Vanitas. The book concerns the destruction of Jerusalem and the history of the Jewish
War, translated into Dutch in 1553 though Collier painted the year 1550 on the book.284
The illustrated version, was probably a more highly priced volume at that time than the
text edition depicted in the Rijksmuseum Vanitas. The image in the book in the Leiden
Vanitas represents an encounter with soldiers in a village. The large edition next to it on
the right is De weke der scheppinghe (Creation of the World), a book of poetry by the
sixteenth-century French Calvinist Giullaume du Salluste du Bartas (1544–1590). This
Dutch translation was published in The Hague in 1622 by Wessel van den Boetzelaer.285
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I thank Dirk Jan Biemond for discussing this subject with me, Rijksmuseum, 10 September 2008.
The  book  might  be  a  Bible,  if  compared  to  the  Bible  in  Petrus  Schotanus’  Vanitas Still Life, 1650, 84 x
60 cm, inv. no. S1953–072, in the Fries Museum.
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Golahny 2003, 77–83; Bialostocki 1984, 18. See also an article by Susan Anderson, which lists the
library of the artist Cornelis Dusart (1660–1704) from Haarlem in detail (over 200 volumes), and
compares it to some extent to the libraries of Pieter Paul Rubens (probably over 500 titles) and the lawyer
and amateur draugftsman Jan de Bisschop (1628–1671) (over 1000 titles). What is interesting is that all
these three collectors owned a copy of Flavius Josephus (Anderson 2010, 132–136). In my rechecking of
the 18 painters that Bialostocki listed as having owned libraries in Bredius, I found two more owners of
Flavius Josephus, namely the Antwerp-born Amsterdam painter and engraver, Adriaen van Nieulandt
(1587–1658), and a landscape painter from Amsterdam called Barent Teunisz (1615–1680). In Van
Nieulandt’s  inventory  the  value  of  Flavius’  book  was  set  at  10  florins.  See  Bredius  1915,  175,  288  (vol  I).
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Golahny 2003, 77–83. Rembrandt owned a version of Flavius Josephus writings in German, illustrated
with 111 woodcuts by Tobias Stimmer, called Een hoogduytsche Flavio Fevus, gestoffeert met figueren
van Tobias Timmerman. It contained all the works of Josephus and it was reprinted 14 times by 1630.
According to Golahny, Rembrandt used Josephus as a source of inspiration, for example, in the painting
King Uzziah Stricken with Leprosy, 1635.  Rembrandts  graphic  works  also  reflect  his  study  of  Stimmer’s  
illustrations.
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De   Jongh   1982,   199,   202n.The   text   reads   “Flavius   Josephus   …   Seven boecken van die Joetsche
oorloghe en de destructie van   Jerusalem”   (The   seven   books   of   the   history   of   the   Jewish   war   and   the  
destruction of Jerusalem). The original book was printed in Antwerp by Claes van de Woueren in 1553.
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De Jongh 1982, 199, 202n; Wurfbain 1983, 96. The original book is La Sepmaine ou la creation du
monde and it was translated into Dutch in 1609 and in 1616–28.
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The epic poet relates the creation of the world and the history of man. Here the
illustration follows the creation story of Genesis depicted within circles. The subject
matter of destruction and creation of both these books are closely related, as De Jongh
has noted.286 The other two booklets that hang over the edge of the table are concerned
with music. One  is  a  book  of  notes  with  the  signature  “E.  Kollier”  on  the  title  page  and  
the other is an amatory book of love songs entitled Cupidoos Lust-Hof and symbolizes
pleasure and love. According to Pring, despite the true-to-life appearance of the
songbook, it does not represent exactly any known song or emblem book. The
illustration, even though it is somewhat unclear, depicts a shepherd milking a cow in a
landscape. It seems that Collier’s design combines known and popular books of the
time, catching viewer’s   attention   by   offering the familiar format of songbooks.287
History, poetry and the romantic songbook might together refer to the saving love of
Christ, even though worldly power is constantly changing.
De Jongh considers the   terrestrial   globe   with   the   note   “VANITAS  
VANITATUM   ET   OMNIA   VANITAS”   to be the key for all further interpretation,
alongside of the theme of creation and destruction evoked by books. The watch and the
hourglass are indications of the march of time, the money bag stands for the
worthlessness of money, and the songbooks for temporality. Only the celestial globe is
an open question to De Jongh. Possibly it is perhaps a symbol of a heaven that is open
to those who have lived a chaste life, or a heaven whose members have already been
chosen. Although De Jongh also says that it is hard to know precisely what Collier
might have meant due to the lack of any seventeenth-century theory of still lifes,
nevertheless, I agree with his observation that the texts Collier included do not seem to
have been chosen at random.288
The book by Flavius was a well-known edition but it does not itself
explain   Collier’s   wider   use   of   so   many   books.   One   explanation   is   that knowledge of
books indicated  an  artist’s  erudition  which elevated the status of the painter to a learned
and intellectual artist rather than a craftsman. Book production became more
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widespread during the seventeenth century and was part of the material culture that
developed alongside of the international commercialism, and which was also wellestablished by then. More information on this process has been sought by analysing the
private libraries of artists. The oldest known source is Bredius Künstler-Inventar.289
According to Bialostocki, eighteen painters in Bredius’  extensive  research material had
prominent collections of books.290 Based on the occurrences of titles in these collections
Bialostocki demonstrates a relationship with an ancient model that came into fashion
through modern philosophy. Classical authors like Ovid, Plutarch and Virgil were
represented three times, and works on philosophy by Descartes and Boëtius were also
found. Calvin appears 7 times.  Karel  van  Mander’s reference work Schilder-boeck was
found 14 times and was, thus, the most popular book, although Dürer, Serlio, Junius and
Palladio can  also  be  found  on  artists’  bookshelves.291
Seeing that learning did not only depend on a large library, art
theoreticians instructed painters to have “expertise   in   historical   matters”. Therefore,
learning was also closely connected to the rising status of the painter’s  craft, as in the
case of Junius who, according to Golahny, “did   not   expect   book   learning   to   be   a  
substitute for the practice of art as a craft, but rather as a means of raising art to the level
of other professions in which knowledge of history, nature, and poetry played crucial
roles”.292 Furthermore, in 1712, when Gerard de Lairesse published his treaty Groot
Schilderboek, he stressed the historical context as a starting point for history painters,
but insisted on original compositions instead of copying their predecessors without any
thoughts of their own. Carefully chosen books were needed to serve as visual sources
and to arouse the imagination. The eligible works and authors would have been the
Bible, Homer, Virgil and Ovid which were to be read in full, while Apuleius, Tasso,
Plutarch, Livy, Tacitus, Herodotus, Philostratus, Claudian, Cicero and Macrobius could
have been inspirational sources to some degree.293 In  Collier’s  paintings the names of
many of these classical authors are inscribed on opened volumes or on the spines of
books.294
One explanation for the relatively small number of books found in
Bialostocki's survey was most likely the price of books. Even though book production
was substantial, only small and unillustrated books were cheap, while large books with
illustrations were relatively expensive. Folios with illustrations in woodcut or copper
plate could cost anywhere from two to five guilders.295 This is supported by the fact that
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when the holdings of painter Coenraet Adriensz Schilperoorts’s  were  inventoried  upon  
his divorce in 1632, some of his books had been borrowed from other painters. For
example, Flavius Josephus’ Antiguitates Judaeorum was borrowed from the widely
admired Leiden painter David Bailly.296 When Edwaert Collier married Anna Du Bois,
an inventory of his possessions was drawn up on 20 December 1681, listing the items
that he had brought  to  their  new  home.  “Een  hoopien  boecken”,  ‘a  number  of  books’,  
was also listed but no detailed information or monetary values were given.297 From this
we might conclude that Collier did not himself own any remarkable books or library at
that time even though they were central subjects in his paintings.
One remarkable group of books which Collier included in his vanitas still
lifes were city eulogies. City eulogies were written during the seventeenth century to
celebrate the superiority and notable residences of particular cities. They frequently
occurred in Collier’s paintings, making their first appearance in 1662 and their last in
1706.298 Collier had personal connections with Breda, Haarlem, Leiden, Amsterdam and
London. From the compositional point of view, titles of city eulogies are comparable to
paintings by Collier which include the names of ancient cities, such as Rome and
Jerusalem, as were seen in the depictions of the books of Flavius. The names of these
cities were painted in large letters, though the books themselves were history books.
The repertoire of depicted accounts expanded later in   Collier’s   representations   to
include descriptions of the continents and the whole world.
The towns that are known to be connected to Collier’s early career were
his birth city of Breda and Haarlem, where he lived in his early years. They are depicted
in paintings in the open book format with legible headings that start with the words
“Beschryvingden   de   stadt…”. In the course of the seventeenth century, two eulogies
were written of the city of Haarlem. The first was by Samuel Ampzing, in 1628, and the
second by Theodoor Schrevelius in 1648.   Schrevelius   followed   Orlers’   example   by  
adding living artists to his book on Haarlem, but there were others who refrained from
discussing contemporary art.299 Collier’s  Connoisseur’s  Studio, 1675, (fig. 28) contains
an open book, which does not exactly match the books of either author. The actual
names of books are longer than those that Collier painted.300 This can be explained as an
artist’s  licence  to  change  names to a generally understandable allusion that is applicable
to the subject matter of the painting. Moreover, the book which is shown in Vanitas Still
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Life with Nautilus Cup in Leipzig (fig. 29) referring to Breda, does not represent any
identifiable book, because the first known city eulogy of Breda was not published until
1744.301
Noteworthy features in these two paintings are the references to other art
forms and artists, and the strong artistic heritage from the towns of Haarlem and Leiden,
which is recognized in the style and the subject matter. It was in those cities that Collier
studied to become an artist. The Connoisseur’s Studio can be seen as a celebration of
the Italian master Michelangelo (1475–1564), whose portrait is represented in the print
in the foreground. The inscription reads:   “MICHAELANGELVUS   BVONAROTVS  
NOBILIS   FLORENTINVS…”.302 A replica of his statue looking at the book and
pointing to it with its right forefinger stands in the middle ground of the table. No
statuette like this is found in any   other   of   Collier’s   or   his   colleagues’   paintings,   but  
certainly   it   reminds   one   of   the   vividly   painted   statuettes   by   Collier’s   predecessors   in  
Haarlem and Leiden, Jacques de Gheyn II and David Bailly.303
Vanitas Still Life with Nautilus Cup is painted with extremely fine
brushstrokes, exemplifying Leiden’s fijnschilder tradition (fig. 29). Within this small
painting, Collier has included on a draped table a globe, a nautilus shell with crafted and
finely gilded decorations304, a skull, a watch, a sword, an open music book which the
title shows is the bass part, and partly visible musical instruments.305 The legible title of
the opened book is BREDA. The message of vanitas is enhanced with two slips of paper,
reading  “SIC  TRANSIT  GLORIA  MUNDI”  and  “FINIS  CORONAT  OPUS”.  The SIC
TRANSIT slip of paper is set on the right of the painting on the edge of a celestial
globe, emphasizing the transitory nature of the secular life in opposition to the celestial
after-life. A wrapped flag behind the globe contains a similar thought. A striking
additional element is a bust, resembling a Roman emperor, which is in the same place as
the statuette in Connoisseur’s Studio. Parts of statues were common studio props, and
are usually represented in studio scenes in self-portraits, though they can stand for items
or replicas of the collector’s   objects as well. The same bust as in the Leipzig Vanitas
Still Life with Nautilus Cup is found in two other paintings, Vanitas Still Life (fig. 55)
and Vanitas Still Life with Bust and a Skull,306 which therefore doubled or multiplied the
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allusions to different art forms – and as a painted declaration, the viewer here is able to
look at its best form, the painting itself. In the first, Still Life, we   see   Collier’s   own  
portrait included in a composition and the latter, Vanitas Still Life with Bust and a Skull,
contains a portrait of a lady and a drawing book.
Legible headings in the depicted city eulogies allude to Collier’s  personal
connection to the cities and his reputation as a still life painter there. A different
explanation for the use of the names of cities may have to do with the buyer. If the
painting was commissioned, it is possible that it has a reference to the home town of the
new owner. As in the miniature portraits, it was possible in still lifes and trompe  l’oeils
to leave empty the part of a painting which gives a name and fill it in according to the
buyer’s wishes.307 This  is  the  case  in  Collier’s  self-portrait, which contains a city eulogy
of Leiden (fig. 48). Both painter and the owner lived in Leiden, and here the city eulogy
stands for pride in the city and its artists.308 Moreover, the above-described paintings
express the dignity of the painter’s profession, knowledge of ancient masters, and a
contemporary view of the seventeenth-century mastery of the still life genre within the
vanitas theme. The capacity of paintings to create spatial illusions on flat surfaces
represented “semblance  without  being”,  as  Philips Angel put it in his praise of Leiden
painters in a lecture given in 1642. Paintings had a much better ability to represent
different materials, including insubstantial things, through colour and reflected light,
than sculptured art.309 This pictorial accuracy as a tour de force is supported by the fact
that both the history book on Breda and the notes on Leipzig vanitas are illegible. They
first  allure  the  spectator  into  the  world  of  ideas,  and  then  turn  one’s  attention  back  to  the  
pictorial play from one object to another, such as the protruding handle of a sword,
whose very representation stands for the mastery of illusionism.
Scientific activity is shown in book titles such as “Description   of   the  
WORLD”, included in Still Life from 1699 in the Tate Collection (fig. 31). Collier
changed his text to English when he moved to work in London, and also  “Description of
London”  books  appeared  in  his repertoire.310 In the same category of artistic fascination
with other sciences we could include the painting in the Burrell Collection, Vanitas Still
Life, which features an interesting volume by Sir Jonas Moore entitled Mathematical
Compendium containing “Useful practices in arithmetick, geometry, and astronomy,
geography and navigation, embattelling, and quartering or armies, fortification and
gunnery, gauging and dialling explaining the logarithms, with new pendulums: with
projection of the sphere for an universal dyal” (fig. 32). The book was published in
1674 which also sets the earliest possible date for the execution of this painting. It is
connected to contemporary achievements in cartography a theme constantly repeated in
Collier’s  paintings. Collier painted both celestial globes and world maps in the form of a
globe, and while larger still lifes included both of them, in smaller ones only one or the
other was painted, depending on the subject. These have been interpreted symbolically
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as a choice for the pious path of life,311 especially at the end of life, but they are also
associated with the learned artist displaying his knowledge of the scientific
developments of the time.
What is of note in the Vanitas Still life in the Burrell Collection is that the
writers of volumes painted in the background are given. The inscriptions are only barely
legible   as   “ERASMUS”   and   “PLINIUS”, referring to ancient thinkers. As already
mentioned the volume of Pliny is also found in Vanitas, 1704, in Gothenburg (fig. 16),
and editions of Cato and Aristotle are found in Collier’s  Still Life with Flute, 1695, in
Charlotte (fig. 34). Those paintings are like illustrations of the guidelines that were
written by the contemporary authors discussed earlier.
The veneration of ancient thinkers and the contemporary humanistic
tradition is seen throughout Collier’s paintings. Erasmus of Rotterdam and Charles I
were the most depicted figures from more recent history. Their depiction can be
understood as comments on the culture and its development as well as comments on
faith and the power of individuals in the vanitas context. An ancient figure, whom
Collier has depicted in a genre scene (fig. 35) studies the book of Marcus Cato titled
“Tucht Meester van Romen”. Cato is one of the ancient thinkers whose name appears
on the spines of books in the background of   Collier’s   still   lifes. The scholar is in his
study surrounded by objects that are familiar from different still lifes: a time piece,
candles and writing utensils.312 The globe, the books and the notes are in the
background, whereas the curtain is pulled aside to remind the viewer of the privileged
scene. The deeper interior space is reminiscent   of   Jan   van   der   Heyden’s painting A
Collector’s   Cabinet, ca 1670 (fig. 36). Its studiolo is filled with remarkable
miscellaneous objects, which are painted with extremely fine brushwork. The other
similarity besides the formal handling of space between these two paintings is that the
interpretation also lies in textual sources. The Bible is opened at the point where Psalms
end and Proverbs begin. It is a source of wisdom, justice and instruction if the text is
followed.313
Collier inserted into his paintings well-known   volumes   such   as   Flavius’  
but  he  also  depicted  a  long  list  of  authors’  names  on  the  spines  of  books,  chosen  from  
the classical repertoire recommended by contemporary art theorists. As city eulogies
became widespread Collier included them as a fashionable reference to his personal life
and  to  his  customers’  neighbourhoods. Rare classical works alongside of handy books
of instructions were deeply linked to the production of the contemporary cultural
climate and its producers and users. The genre representing ancient thinkers in their
studiolos remained   marginal   in   Collier’s   oeuvre,   suggesting   that   the   still   lifes   which  
emphasized the erudite artist that he developed as a newer trend were in demand. The
multilevel use of books, even indirectly depicted in paintings, represented a meaningful
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participation in a progressive world view, and at the individual level it represented the
precondition of a learned artist.

Emblems as an Inspirational Source – Occurrence	
  in	
  Collier’s	
  Paintings
Edwaert Collier depicted a book with the heading “A  COLLECTION  OF  EMBLEMES.  
ANCIENT  AND  MODERNE”  in  his  vanitas  painting from 1693 (fig. 25). The book is
open on the corner of the table with the familiar order of a mounting composition to the
right where a broken cornerstone ultimately stands. A sheet of paper hangs from the
cornerstone behind   the   terrestrial   globe   which   reads   “VITA   BREVIS   ARS   LONGA”.  
The broken cornerstone points to decay and the transience of life like the vanitas theme
in general.314 However the   ‘ars longa’ theme is exemplified here by George Wither’s
well-known emblem book although neither his name nor his picture are represented.
This work was followed by  another  in  1696  where  Wither’s  emblems  have  
became a central element in a large still life, nowadays in Tate Britain (fig. 24). Here
the book is depicted in such a detailed way that the viewer is able to read the texts from
both open pages. These texts are explored in this chapter in order to show the
compositional consistency of the emblem books in the vanitas context and the reasons
for the choice of this depiction. To do this, I will discuss the increased publication of
emblem books and the discussion which arose among scholars. But first, I will return to
the dialogue about the sister arts among scholars and the art that was produced on this
theme.
Horace’s   well-known doctrine ut pictura poesis, ‘as   is   painting,   so   is  
poetry’,  which was among the most discussed topics in literary circles, established the
“sister  arts”  of painting and poetry in the seventeenth century.315 This principle provided
an explanation for how emblems communicated meanings in paintings. Jean Seznec has
noted that the science of emblems merged pagan mythology and Christian teaching, and
this was approved by humanists. At the same time, it established an esoteric means of
expression that was didactic and attainable for everyone.316 The author of the
Sinnepoppen emblem book, Roemer Visscher (1547–1620), describes how emblems
open up to the reader:
“…   a   short,   pithy   utterance   which   at   first   sight   cannot   be  
understood by every Tom, Dick, and Harry, yet is not so obscure that, by
guessing, one may hit yea or nay; nevertheless, some reflection and deliberation
are required in order to savor the sweetness of the kernel or pill.”317
The close relationship between visual art and literature is manifested in
emblem books, which also served as a mediator between the arts and the public. The
public consumed emblem literature, which included combinations of words and images
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as metaphors, or in other words, picturebooks composed of symbolic pictures and
explanatory words.318 These popularized forms of subject matter were also used
extensively by painters though paintings can be distinguished from the art found in
emblem books. Emblems might explain the attitudes of the time, but emblem books
cannot be used as direct explanations for the meanings of still lifes.319 As shown by
Collier’s   vanitas   still   lifes,   he   developed   several   different   ways   of   combining   new
subject matter which referred to other arts.
In Still Life (fig. 40) Collier referred to one  of  the  times’  most  prominent  
poets and playwrights, Joost van den Vondel (1587–1679), both through the books
Collier included in this painting and by implying through the objects represented the
rivalry between poetry and painting as art forms.320 In his time Van den Vondel
provoked discussion of the arts and acted as a mediator between ancient and
contemporary art and artists and above all brought ut pictura poesis into contemporary
discussion. He worked in the cultural centre of Amsterdam, where his translation of
Horace’s  odes  was  published  in  1654.   Van den Vondel included a foreword, in which
he clearly subscribed to the relationship between the visual arts and literature. He stated:
Although each form of art has its own rules, yet some arts are closely linked by a
singular bond of fellowship, being like kinsfolk. Such are poetry, painting,
sculpture and other arts, that, being similarly based on measure and number,
cannot   do   without   mathematics.   […]   On   everyone’s   lips   is   now   Plutarch’s  
adage that a painting is voiceless poetry and poetry a speaking painting,
because the painter portrays his thoughts by means of stroke and color and the
poet   pictures   his   reflections   in   words.   […]   In   his   Ars   poetica,   Horace   often  
unites poetry with painting.321
According to Horace’s phrase ut pictura poesis the   painter’s   task   was   to  
raise pride in his work to the level of the man of letters, and in practice this did not lead
to any continuous confrontations between artists in the seventeenth century. On the
contrary, literary authors and pictorial artists found themselves involved in common
tasks. They cooperated in publishing emblem books, in generating epigrams for
paintings and in inspiring each other in creating theatrical plays and settings. They had
strong social ties and they also had many shared patrons. For example, many poets
praised painters’  abilities322 and many painters had a talent for poetry or rhetoric, like
318
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the poet-engraver Jan Luyken (1649–1712) and the writer-painter Samuel van
Hoogstraten.323
De Jongh  called  the  poet  Joost  van  den  Vondel  a  ‘pictorialist’,  because  his  
poetry repeatedly included technical painting terms. In addition to Collier, many artists,
such as Jan Davidsz de Heem, Cornelis Brisé and Jan Vermeulen, used texts to
emphasize the message of their paintings for different purposes, which could be
anything from honouring someone to just amusing the viewer. Cornelis Brisé’s    textual
connection is obvious; Brisé painted into his 1665 Still Life a quotation from Van den
Vondel’s   verse,   “On a Painting” (1660) (fig. 62).324 However, some rivalry has been
found between Van den Vondel   and   Rembrandt.   Van   den   Vondel’s   poem   in   Anslo’s  
portrait  is  interpreted  as  a  criticism  of  Rembrandt’s  art,  and  Rembrandt’s  doubleportrait  
of Anslo has been regarded a response to that criticism.325
Decades earlier, in 1642, the painter Philips Angel gave a lecture in
Leiden where he argued that painting was higher than poetry. The didactic or lofty
pretensions set by prevailing humanist art theory for poetics and rhetoric did not apply
to visual art. Instead, paintings should be a distinguished and respectable craft whose
overall function was to appeal to and delight viewers. The highest praise was reserved
for   painting   “because   besides   the   pleasure   it   brings,   it   produces   gain”   and   poets   only  
seek laurels and fame:
I earn a lot of money, I paint great works,
And also I know how to portray monarchs in print.
With this I conduct trade, free and with great profit,
And that is useful for home and family.326
The audience of this lecture probably included immediate predecessors of
Collier, such as Bailly and Steenwijck.
In practice, authors enjoyed a higher social status than painters, while
artists who created pictures fared better in the free market if we estimate their success
by the number of patronages.327 The painter was able to support his family unlike the
poet, as Angel twisted the words of poet Jacob Cats, who originally mocked painters for
their excessive commerciality.328 Aside from artists, art theoreticians emphasized the
monetary value of paintings, which were commensurate with the skills that the learned
artist had acquired.329 Likewise, painters did not strive to be practitioners of the liberal
arts, as was done in Italy, but instead wanted to improve their status in the eyes of new
323
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buyers, and this meant pursuing a better position within their guild. The issue was
demonstrated in Haarlem in 1631, when it was decided to make the artistic training
more academic, though at the same time artists were opposed to resigning from their
common guild. This points to the close relation of craft and arts, a connection which is
suggested by many of the objects depicted in paintings at the time.330 In this way it leads
the  viewer  to  judge  the  painter’s  skills, which should be used in as profitable a way as
possible and which make paintings more akin to an individual tour de force on the part
of the painter himself.
In   Tate   Britain’s   Still   Life   with   a   Volume   of   Wither’s   ‘Emblemes’ from
1696, Collier depicts the literary production of the English poet and satirist George
Wither (1588–1667) on the left side of painting, while, no less noteworthy, he has
depicted various musical instruments on a table, and a cello is the foreground leaning
against another smaller set of still life items in the left corner (fig. 24).331 The open
sheets of a notebook rest on top of the array, and almost in the middle of the
composition is a pronkbeker, a decorated drinking vessel, which cuts the picture space
in two.
Wither’s  emblem  book depicted in the painting first appeared in 1635.332
Although the pages of the book look real, they are in a different order than in any
known editions of the original volume. In the original volume there are 13 pages
between the title page and the page which has an engraved portrait of the author
himself. Furthermore, these pages were different in size, unlike in the depiction in the
painting where they are combined into a single edition.333 The portrait of Wither is
made after an engraving by John Payne.334 Beneath the portrait is a legible verse by
Wither:
What I WAS is passed by;
What I AM away doth flie;
What I SHALL BEE none do see;
Yet in that, my Beauties bee.
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In the painting the rest of the text and the page are under the neck of the
cello.335 Yet, as we have noticed, the pages of the book do not follow the original, but,
rather, they were selected by the painter to catch the attention of the viewer.
On the left side   is   another   text   namely   the   title   of   Wither’s   work:   A
COLLECTION OF EMBLEMES, ANCIENT AND MODERNE and it continues:
“Quickened   With   METRICALL   ILLVSTRATIONS,   both   Morall   and   Divine:   And  
Disposed  into  LOTTERIES,  By  GEORGE  WITHER”.  Wither’s  poetry  was  devotional  
and ethically puritan, and it was written for middle-class readers. Its doctrine was an
anti-Catholic version of the earlier religious emblem-writing. What was surprising in
this volume was the added Lottery, a game at the end of the book where players could
find verses and pieces of wisdom by giving numbers. This parlour game became
popular, and was not known before emblem books appeared,336 and   shows   Collier’s  
interest in depicting up-to-date trends in literature.
Both pages look as if they had been read a lot as suggested by the dogeared corners, indicating both the popularity of the book and the decay of time. Abstract
time is represented also in a small emblem on the original title page.337 It consists of a
winged skull, a bone, a scythe, an hourglass and a balance below the skull, and the
motto  “NON  PLVS”, which means ‘NO  MORE’.  We  should  also  bear  in  mind  that  in
seventeenth-century imagery, the winged skull denoted the transitional state itself. It
was the state before judgement and immediately after death, the transitional moment
before resurrection. This iconography was used as a neutral emblem by puritans who
did not believe in the certainty of salvation before the time of death.338
The main reason for a choice of this emblem book for this painting lies in
Collier’s   willingness   to   please   his   new   middle-class audiences. The growing
individuality   and   the   more   conscious   artist’s   role   of   the   period   influenced   the   artist’s  
choice of subjects. The date of   the   first   painting   in   which   Wither’s   emblems   are  
introduced (fig. 25), is the same date, 1693, when Collier left for London with his
family. The latter painting from 1696, shows that he obviously succeeded in appealing
to an English audience because he felt that Wither was worth alluding to in his
paintings. The use of Wither as a well-known character in his paintings is quite logical,
even though Wither had by this time died.339 Collier uses textual messages in his picture
to demonstrate to his audience his knowledge of English society and, at the same time,
to arouse the interest of his audience with cautious statements about the society of his
day. Collier had included references to Dutch writers of emblem books in his earlier
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paintings, so it was not a new idea though it does show his willingness to depict up-todate items and not just ancient or traditional elements in his compositions.
It would seem that all still lifes are, to some extent, artists’  promotion  and  
in that sense also a form of self-portrait.  As  we  have  seen,  Collier’s  references  to  writers  
are quite clearly alluded to, and usually the name of an author is painted in large letters.
At the time painters wished to distinguish themselves from the anonymous mass of
artists. In fact in  trompe  l’oeil  paintings  the  artist  exposes his artistic position even more
than in hiding it by  what   Simonds  calls  ‘making-magic’.340 And by the 1690s, Collier
had  already  created  many  trompe  l’oeils for the art market, which reflects his endeavour
to create a unique series of paintings which included self-referential elements.
The painting Still   Life   with   a   Volume   of   Wither’s   ‘Emblemes’ depicts a
large number of musical instruments: a lute, a flute, a cittern, a recorder, a violin, a
shawm and a cello. Two types of notations are also depicted; one is an open book,
which lies on top of a cittern, with one corner leaning against a lute. The other notation
hangs  over  the  edge  of  the  table  behind  the  cello’s  neck.  The  origins  of  the  notations  are  
not specified, and they do not in fact make structural sense, most probably on purpose.
Bar lines, clefs and staves are absent, as shown by a technical study of the notes.341 The
style of the notes also indicates that the notations are not related to each other ant the
notes  behind  the  cello’s  neck  are  represented  in  an  old-fashioned way.342 It is important
to pay attention to the overall decay of time: wormholes in the cittern, a watch in pieces,
an   emblem   of   death,   an   urn   and   a   skull   in   the   upper   left   corner.   Pring’s   research   has  
shown that Collier might have depicted the notes following a real source or might even
have composed the music himself, but it is still an open question why these notes do not
follow any known melody in a painting which is filled with musical instruments. One
explanation for that could be that the viewer is seduced by the world of ideas, as
conveyed by the notes, but is not taken further by giving the exact name of a song or
melody. Instead, the viewer is left to the world of perceptions: the art of music, the art
of painting and the art of poetry. They all are offered in the same painting for
comparison, in a traditional setting of the vanities of the world.343
Considering the previous demonstrations   of   Collier’s   way   of   using   texts  
and references to known authors it would also be an underestimation, not only of the
knowledge of the public, but also of the changing tendencies of thought and their
fashionable phenomena, to leave the texts unobserved.344 Despite the prevailing vanitas
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theme, it is possible to gain further information about the depicted texts. Sam Segal has
interpreted texts in   De   Heem’s   paintings, each work individually, but releasing the
spectator to see and explain what one sees from his or her own starting points. Although
this view adds unpredictability and choices to the process of interpretation, Segal,
nevertheless, warns us about excessive interpretations.345 The next question that arises is
how necessary is it to read the content of the depicted books in making an overall
interpretation of each painting? Moreover, what is the difference between books in
which only the headings are legible and those where the exact pages can be recognized,
and to what extent is it reasonable to seek meaning from the illustrated text? It has
become clear that Collier does not follow exactly the texts as they were in the original
but provides  enough  to  gain  the  attention  of  the  viewer.  The  painter’s  tool  seems  to  be  
repetition, which releases him from following the original sources and allows him to
vary the compositional topic from work to work. This variance had grown from the
tradition of book depiction, from the tradition of vanitas still lifes, and from the
discussion about the relationship between arts by contemporary scholars. Whenever
exact names of the books or authors were clearly represented by Collier, it has firmly
tied the work to its context.
One further item draws the attention in the Tate still life, which is the
pronkbeker, a decorated and tall drinking vessel or centrepiece. The exact model for this
object is not known and the most probable reason for this is that it came from  the  artist’s  
imagination. Even if there had been a real model taken from other paintings or prints,
the painter might have used only parts of these known objects for his own design for the
painting.346 This   supports   the   idea   of   emphasizing   the   artist’s   work as that of an
intellectual practitioner and particularly his own marketing strategy in which personal
settings are included in familiar arrangements in painting compositions for the audience.
This decorated vessel has also been suggested to be a chalice,347 though this Catholic
elemenent seems an unconvincing suggestion as Collier was a staunch Protestant.
Collier’s whole oeuvre is programmatically filled with references to historical figures,
to neo-stoical intellectuals and to the defenders of the Protestant church, including many
poets and emblematists, like George Wither. Collier’s   painted   texts   tend   toward
puritanism and his personal commitment might also have some relevance for reading
this picture. Next I will focus on the paintings which show Collier’s   continuous  
endorsement of Protestantism.

The Protestant Emphasis
In this chapter I will examine the group of paintings which include Protestant texts and
show how these texts are connected with other items depicted nearby, and how they
construct and update their meanings in the vanitas context in which they are observed.
with by other scholars and in the context of other paintings and painters. Alpers 1983, 169–187; De Jongh
1998, 183–4.
345
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The Vanitas Still Life in New York (fig. 19) represents a volume of the Dutch edition of
The Decades, or Fifty Sermons Divided into Five Decades, by the Swiss reformer
Johann Heinrich Bullinger (1504–1575). On the left leaf only Sermoon X can be
discerned and on the right part of the text are readable although its varying level of
painted intensity: DE DERDE ENDE / VIERDE DECAS DER SER. / MOONEN
HENRCHI   BVLLINGE…   /DAT   TWEEDE   DEEL/JESVS./DESE IS MYN LIEVE
SONE/.348 Bullinger’s  Decades was his most important work, a series of sermons in five
collections of ten sermons, each on the basic doctrines of faith. It was widely translated
into German, Dutch, French and English in the seventeenth century. The pages of the
book, which are depicted wide open, are from the beginning of the third collection of
sermons. The text is not legible in the painting, but infact it discusses proper owning
and possession of wealth:
…a  law  is  given  for  the  true  getting,  possessing,  using  and  bestowing  of  wealth  
and worldly substance; to the end that we should not get them by theft or evil
means, that we should not possess them unjustly, nor use or spend them
unlawfully. Justice requireth to use riches well, and to give to every man that
which  is  his:  …’Thou  shalt  not  steal.’…    349
What is also seen is an emblematic picture, including three figures in the
middle  of  an  oval  shape,  which  is  the  printer’s  mark.  Only  a  few  letters  can  be  seen in
Collier’s  painting  but  the  text  encircling  the  image  in  the  original  printer’s  mark  reads:  
“het   rike   der   hemelen   is   al   seen   verborgen   schat   in   den   acker   math”   which   is   from  
Matthew  13:44:  “The  kingdom  of  heaven  is  like  treasure  hidden  in  a  field”.  The parable
continues  “When a man found it, he hid it again, and then in his joy went and sold all he
had and bought that field”. The figures on the open page are represented as digging for
treasure, which can be interpreted as a moral act. The emblem is a symbol of people
seeking their faith, pictured as a treasure, even though the means can be thought morally
questionable.   This   printer’s   mark   was   used   by   the   Emden   printer   Gellius   Ctematius,  
who was a principal publisher of Dutch Calvinist texts during the second half of the
sixteenth century. Gellus Ctematius printed many Protestant books, such as the first
Dutch printing of the Heidelberg Catechism in 1563 and texts by Bullinger, Beza and
Calvin. By that time Emden in the northwest Germany was known to be an important
city for Protestant refugees and a central place for the printing of polemical and
dogmatic works.350
Collier’s   1662 Vanitas (fig. 19) contains a portrait print of the famous
writer Jacob Cats (1577–1660) which lies over the edge of a table cloth and alongside a
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notebook.351 It was painted after an engraving by Michael Natalis with slight textual
changes, and it was published in Alle de wercken van Jacob Cats, 1655. The original
engraving was done   after   Pieter   Dubordieu’s   portrait   of   Cats. Collier does not
straightforwardly indicate the origin of the print, printmaker or the book where it was
printed. Instead, he enlarged the text of the print and positioned it in a frame. However,
contemporary viewers would no doubt have recognized the popularized print of the
portrait of the famous author. The print of Cats is interpreted as a remembrance of an
exemplary person whose moral advice circulated from one generation to another in the
catchy form of rhymes. The style of honouring people by including portraits within still
lifes is a well-known tradition, and, therefore, I suggest that the reference to Jacob Cats
in this context is an allegory of poetry.352 While all  the  proper  goods  are  in  ‘turmoil’  on  
the table – an expression borrowed from the warning of Bullinger – the arts of craft,
music, literature and painting still remain. Although Jacob Cats died on 12 September
1660, his life’s   work   lived on, and he remained an important author until the mid
nineteenth century. As a moral emblematist of marital life, he was also known as post of
the administrative mission of Leiden University. However, in this composition, Cats’  
life’s   work   is   emphasized   by his rank as Grand Pensionary of the State of Holland to
position he was appointed to in 1636, and which he retained for fifteen years. The
Grand Pensionary was the principal public servant, and as the representative of
provincial interests to the State General, it has an influential political position. Jacob
Cats, however, was better known for his artistic skills than his political mission.353 His
military service to the State of Holland is also referred to by a flag in the background
and by the gilded vessel in the middle of the painting. The flag stands for service in the
military or in the civic guard and a vessel (tazza) of this type is known from early
militia portraits to be used as a militia cup. The small lizard in the middle of the
abundant ornaments in the cup is eye-catching even though it is unsual.354 The gilded
cup would seem to refer to both the arts and power. In this particular painting the
connection  between  Bullinger’s  Decades and Cats lies in their moralizing works, which
show people how to behave and deal with the seductive material world and pay heed to
the message of vanity. The painting deals with wealth and moral behaviour, providing
lessons in life and death.
Besides Protestantism this painting addresses transitional time
allegorically with its many references to the measuring of time with a pocket watch, an
almanac, an extinguished oil lamp and an hourglass, while, at same time, it is well
attached to its own time through references to a contemporary public figure and the
painter himself. There are also personal allusions to Collier himself such as the painted
351
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inscription with ornamental twists in the almanac with a quill pen next to it which refers
to the precise moment of time of the act of painting when the artist was present.355 Also,
the ring with its monogram EK seems to have an owner, most probably the artist
himself. The ring was one of those rare items that we are sure he owned, because it was
included in his 1681 inventory.356
There is a noticeable congruence between the Vanitas in New York and
The Still Life in Paston School, North Walsham (fig. 21). The Still Life in Paston School
is more vertical in its form than the Vanitas in New York, but the arrangement is almost
the same. The texts in the open book on the right this time refers to Theodore   Beza’s  
(1519–1605) volume The Moral, Ceremonial, and Political Law of God, Drawn from
the Books of Moses and Divided into Various Categories, which was published in 1577
and translated into Dutch by Willem Vink Dircksz in 1611.357 Theodore Beza was a
French author, translator, educator and theologian who assisted and later succeeded
John Calvin as the leader of the Protestant Reformation that was centred in Geneva.358
In his letter to the reader, he specially mentions the work of Calvin as a major influence
on this volume.359 If in the New York Vanitas the bow pointed arbitrarily to the nonreadable text, now it clearly points to the words: MEMENTO MORI. Throughout this
depiction, the decorations are personal and the texts are easily read, and, to my mind,
deliberately so. The second change is the portrait in the print, which has not yet been
identified.
A counterpart to Bullinger’s  book from the Vanitas New York, is found in
another painting by Collier, Vanitas Still life with Books and a Skull, 1663, in the
National Museum of Western Art, Tokyo (fig. 20). Here the readable headings are
Sermoon VI and Decadis.IIII. from the identified folio Huysboec, Viif Decadis, Dat is
Viiftich Sermoonen, while the text itself is an unreadable series of chapters.360 The
content of the sixth sermon contains praise of Christ, his origin from the Word and his
divine and human nature is also discussed.361 Meanwhile in the middle of the
composition we can easily read on a sheet of paper:
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This style of twists is repeated by Collier in the broken string and ribbons on the books in various
paintings. Wealth and power is emphasized by a pillar, a flag and a money-bag. The celestial globe has
been interpreted as symbol of salvation (De Jongh 1982, 201) and as science (Liedtke 2007, 132). Pieter
de Ring has signed his paintings symbolically by painting a ring, which, interestingly enough,
corresponds  to  Collier’s  signature  in  the  ring.  
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“Examine me, O Lord, and [prove me]; try my reins and my heart. For thy
loving kindness is before mine eyes: and I have walked in thy truth. I have not
sat with vain persons, neither will I go in with dissemblers. I have hated the
congregation of evildoers, and will not sit with the wicked. Psalm  26:2.”362
In short, one should keep to the straight and narrow path.
Between the Psalm and the book lie a massive bone and a Dutch shawm, a
wind instrument. Together they lead our gaze across the painting under the fragile glass
beaker, which is particularly imposing in size. At the end on the left is a skull, which
appears to be playing the shawm. This compositional choice might come from the
practice that psalms were meant to be sung with musical accompaniment.363 The word
psalm is derived from the Greek psalmoi, originally meaning “songs sung to a harp”,
from psallein “play  on  a  stringed  instrument”, but also the simple pipes like the shawm,
a hurdy-gurdy or bells can be considered musical instruments to accompany the Psalms
of David.364 In this painting the shawm can be connected to the psalm with the
expectation that it will accompany it.
The pious religious texts all together support the vanitas message of the
painting, which are highlighted by a bright ray of light coming from the left. The
transience of time is represented in the same way as in the New York Vanitas, with the
dying light of an oil lamp, a pocket watch and an hourglass. The inevitability of death is
emphasized with a long bone in front of the skull, but the ivy on the skull is a symbol of
resurrection. On the left side of the table is an almanac in precisely the same place as in
the New York Vanitas, but the inscription has been changed to a drawing of a young
man with curly hair. It might be a self-portrait of the artist.365 These signatures of the
painter function as signatures of religious and moral messages that the painting conveys.
This meets Norman Bryson’s idea that self-reflexivity is essential for still lifes which
announce the moral statements of their own depictions, even though the objects may be
ordinary. It ensures that they could speak authentically about sensuality and
transcendence in general. The painter, the studio and objects reflect back from various
detailed objects, forming a comment on their position in this genre.366
One eye-catching and frequently used element in all these three paintings
is the glass roemer, a drinking vessel. It is where the X-diagonal composition crosses,
and its reflectivity and transparent nature are carefully painted. The window reflections
also express the direction of the light. The roemer (also known as a rummer) was not a
rarity in paintings and it was widely used in households for drinking wine. Henry
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Gregory’s thesis shows that in Haarlem still lifes it was commonly in an upright
position and filled with wine. It was more infrequent to see it overturned, a position
which  became  central  in  Collier’s  compositions.367 Collier’s  predecessor  and  model  for  
this formulation was most probably the Haarlem painter Pieter Claesz. There are two
paintings by Claesz in which roemers are in a focal position, Vanitas Still Life with
Violin and Glass Ball, ca 1628 (fig. 22), and Vanitas Still Life with Skull, Writing
Utensils, Book, Notebook, Roemer, and Oil Lamp, 1628 (fig. 23).368 The latter (fig. 23)
centres on a compelling skull with its accurate shape and shiny teeth, which continues
the tradition of vanitas, while on the other hand, it can be interpreted more specifically
owing to the centrally placed folder of papers and writing utensils, commonly known
from the representations of the studios of a scholar or a philosopher as seen in the
former painting (fig. 22). Given the way hte theme of the vanity of knowledge is
expressed, these paintings are reminiscent of other vanitas painting where the portraits
are set next to a skull, evoking a belief in a spiritual life after death, contemplated by
their owners. The composition is also extraordinarily complex because the irregularly
shaped objects are unsteadily placed against each other.369 Vanitas Still Life with Violin
and Glass Ball has, to some extent, the same elements and placement, but, at the same
time, it refers to the vanities of arts connected with self-reflection by means of the
reflected image in the glass ball.370
In particular, shiny and especially overturned roemers are also found in the
work of other artists, such as Willem Claesz Heda and Pieter van den Bosch (1613/14–
after 1663). Van den Bosch’s paintings included impressive bekers (gilded cups) and
some contain foreshortened objects with nuances of reflected light.371 It certainly
became an objective for artists to demonstrate their skill by representing challenging
compositions and different materials. A good example of both technical prowess and a
foray into this subject matter is Simon Luttichuys’ Vanitas with Glass Ball, 1645, which
is comparable   to   Collier’s   use   of   the   reflective   surface   of   roemers as signs of the
fleeting existence of human life.372
To summarize, Edwaert   Collier’s   way of using textual references from
contemporary literature, contemporary authors or translations of classical texts in his
comparatively large paintings clearly shows painted elements of emblem and Protestant
literature. What seems to be common to these authors is that they were all Protestants or
supporters of the leading Protestants of the day. Jacob Cats was a known reformer and
so was Johannes Bullinger, both represented in the Metropolitan Vanitas (fig. 19).
Theodore Beza painted in the Paston School Still Life (fig. 21) was a Calvinist
theologian. The Tate Vanitas (fig. 24) represented George Wither, whose texts are anti367
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Catholic, and the Leiden Vanitas (fig. 26) included a book by the French Calvinist Du
Bartas, which is clearly on display. Also the Psalms were extremely popular among
those who followed the Reformed tradition, referred to in the Tokyo Vanitas (fig. 20).
Studies of the commissioned paintings have also shown that clients preferred to order
their paintings from artists who shared their own religious views, although this was not
always the case.373
Collier’s   painted   elements of language, painted words or expressions
explain the relationship between the artist and the surrounding culture and have in most
cases provided additional meaning to Collier’s   paintings.374 This theory supports
Brusati’s   observations   of   the   ambivalent   nature   of   the   interpretation   of   many still-life
objects, which definitely do not preclude each other.375 There is substantial evidence of
motifs and representations whose communicative intention convinces us that the subject
and meaning of the works of art were of relevance to the painter and his public.376
Through his textual choices Collier clearly connected himself with the Counter
Reformation with growing Dutch Republic nationality through allusions to promotional
city eulogies and with fashionable philosophies which discussed of the art of painting in
connection with other arts. All these thematics were eloquently pictorialized within the
still life genre but with his own special style. This personalized style is, amongst other
things,   shown   by   Collier’s choice to paint rare objects that did not have direct
precursors, or objects that were most likely imaginary. These include objects such as the
unusual pronkbeker in the Rijksmuseum and Tate paintings. Personal items such as
rings and spectacles can also be included in this category when they are represented
within a broader theme, such as knowledge and vanitas, and especially when the
paintings feature book titles that lead to a specific text. Personal items underscore the
profession of the artist as decision-maker and, moreover, as the creator of illusions.377
Collier was aware of tendencies towards individualization in sister fields, such as the
production of emblems. In   Collier’s   paintings   repetition was a way to achieve fame
while it was also a symptom of the free art market, for when painting time was saved,
more profits were generated. As can be seen from the number of paintings that Collier
produced, he succeeded in finding an audience over a long period of time. In the next
chapter I  will  focus  on  Collier’s  self-portraits, both represent his profession and update
his self image for his customers.
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6. Picturing the Self within Still Lifes
In 1963, H. van Hall published Portretten van Nederlandse Beeldende Kunstenaars,
listing five self-portraits by Edwaert Collier. Two of them were traditional
representations of the painter in his studio; one was a half-figure portrait with a still life
and two other portraits were represented as drawings or prints on sheets of paper
alongside numerous still life objects. Four of these are still known today, while one of
the five portraits representing Collier in his studio is unknown.378 In this chapter I will
analyse eleven of  Collier’s  self-portraits along with two further paintings which seem to
contain his reflections in the objects represented. Only five of these works are dated,
and their chronological range varies from 1662 to ca 1700.
This section discusses how Edwaert Collier depicted himself and in this
way   participated   in   the   painters’   attempts   at   social   recognition,   and   in   particular  
recognition as a learned artist. Collier stresses learning in multiple ways which grew
from the portraiture tradition in Leiden and the art theoretical discussions which
elevated   artistic   attitudes   there.   In   addition   to   discussing   Collier’s   portraits   within   the  
Leiden tradition I will also compare   Collier’s   portraits   with   the   commonly   known  
humanist tradition of self-portraiture. I will examine what his relationship to
craftsmanship was, the growing self-confidence of artists, and how he commented on
the role of the artist and the status of artistry through portraiture.
Edwaert Collier represented himself in at least three different ways. First,
as working in his studio where he is surrounded by his studio props and holding his
tools in his hand as the traditional trade mark of an artist engaged in his craft. Second,
he painted his self-portrait in the form of a print placed in a still life, and, third, he
represented his portrait as a framed miniature in a still life. Without doubt, he was aware
378
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of the more conspicuous forms of representation, used earlier, for example by the
Flemish still-life painter Clara Peeters (1594–1657). Peeters represented herself in the
reflections on the surface of objects. Thus, in these reflections the viewer can see the
painter engaged in her craft in the reflected image of herself. An element of wit also lies
in recognizing that all this is ultimately painted craft. Collier’s Still Life at Vaduz (fig.
38) contains elements that can be compared to Peeters’ self-promotion, in which the
representation of glossy jewellery becomes a sign of mastery in the craft of painting.
This is further discussed in the first section. In the second section, I  examine  Collier’s  
studio settings. Although the depiction of the artist in his studio is thought to be the
traditional form of artist self portraiture, it also gave an opportunity to add something
personal alongside the resemblance, for example, items that signified a special artistic
talent or underlined  the  artist’s  position. The third part discusses paintings where Collier
has added a portrait as a print or as a drawing among the other objects in the still life. A
variety of messages can be found in the painted books, the slips of papers and,
sometimes, in notes. Portraits which are painted into vanitas still lifes with a military
context are examined in the fourth section. Last, I discuss a Collier self-portrait that is
known only through a photograph in the RKD archives. This fourth way of portraying
himself is painted in a style familiar from genre scenes. The subject of the portrait is
copied   from   Rembrandt’s   Dresden   portrait,   entitled   Rembrandt as a Prodigal Son (ca
1635). The last section also summarizes terms and modes for   Collier’s   repertoire   of  
portrayal.

Still Life Objects Containing the Reflection of the Artist
Collier’s   small   Still Life at Vaduz is signed but not dated.379 Its composition appears
familiar compared with his other still lifes with its open jewellery box, sceptre, open
and closed books, a print with the head of a portrait at the edge of the table, a crown, a
globe further behind and dark drapery drawn aside in the background (fig. 38). The
portrait depicts a silhouette of a statue of the Emperor Augustus (63 BC–AD 14). What
is especially striking in this painting is the glimmering and shiny spots on the surfaces
of the objects that make the whole painting more subtle and precious, and distinguish it
from vanitas still lifes with monochrome tones. The craftsmanship of the objects in the
foreground seems   to   signify   power   as   well   as   the   artist’s   position   in   connection   with  
power. The curves of the polished surfaces are carefully in line, on the left is a sceptre
with a two-headed dragon, precisely in the middle an elaborate golden goblet, and on
the right a crown with the same kind of golden and shimmering surface. Glossy pearls
can be found in form of earrings and there is a string of pearls in the jewellery box, a
few pearls are on the sceptre and the crown is studded with them. The table cloth pattern
is also decorated with small pearls and it frames the base of the painting as a whole.
One of the most interesting objects is the locket or medallion that hangs
over the edge of the table with an embossed portrait on it. Despite its relatively small
size, it is possible to recognize the long curled hair and features of a young man, and I
assume it to be the artist himself. It is in the middle of the composition between two
379
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other oval shapes: on the left-hand side a medallion with the figure of female on the
table and on the right a portrait of Caesar Augustus on the oval frame. The chain of the
medallion is placed under a heavy golden goblet that stands in the middle and invites
the viewer to inspect more closely. A careful look at the painting reveals a mirror-image
of  the  studio  window  that  is  repeated  in  the  goblet’s  convex  decoration.  Additionally,  in  
at least one globular curve is a very fuzzy image of a person, which in this case is likely
to be the artist with his tools, his head and working hand upraised (fig. 38, see detail). It
is  easy  to  imagine  this  to  be  the  case  when  we  compare  the  painting  to   Clara  Peeters’  
classic Still Life with Gold Goblets and Collectibles, 1612 (fig. 39). Self-reflection
within still lifes became a classical way of self-inscription for artists. Brusati speaks of
the   transformative   power   of   Peeters’   artistry,   referring   to   the   visual   play   between   the  
depicted  objects  and  the  materials,  which  draws  attention  to  the  viewer’s  recognition  of  
crafted conversions. This transformative power is suggested not only in preceding
conversions of crafts among the golden objects, but also in her self-reflections in these
objects, represented precisely from the   painter’s   perspective.   By   reflecting   herself  
Peeters also emphasizes her own imitative skills in a very close connection with
craftsmanship. Her tiny face and artistic tools diminish even more depending on the
distance of each globular surface of the golden goblet from the viewer. Its high level of
technical execution is also closely related to the concept of reflexy-const, which Karel
van Mander employs as a critical as well as an ideological term. It refers to the versatile
artistic skills in employing light that falls on different surfaces in nature, and to the
artist’s   ability   to   convert this into painting and produce the imaginative power of the
painter’s  art.380
Assuming  that  both  portraits  in  Collier’s  Vaduz  Still Life are images of the
painter, then they are multiply depicted in the painting, depending on the perception of
the reflected images on convex bubbles. It is certainly an approximate reflection, but the
formation  of  the  golden  chain  also  points  to  Peeters’  precursory  role.  The  exceptionally  
polished  surfaces  in  Collier’s  Still Life can be seen as a variation of the requirements of
reflexy-const. According to Brusati, these paintings became rarities because of the
depicted collectibles and aesthetic commodities, which were carefully chosen. They
enhanced their own value by offering the viewer luxury items, albeit only painted
items.381 Collier’s  Still Life is connected with power and royal authority through unique
luxury items. Unique items, which are not in common or daily use, are reproduced by
Collier from one painting to another. A similar composition and similar items are to be
found in one of his paintings auctioned in 1958 (fig. 40). Whereas texts in the Vaduz
Still Life refer to ancient Roman history and its imperial power, in the work auctioned in
1958 the reference points are to the Dutch rulers of the House of Nassau (Huys van
Nassouwe) and the Dutch poet Van   den   Vondel’s   translations   of   the   greatly   admired  
ancient writer Publius Vergilius Maro alias Virgil.382 The globe is set in the same
position in both paintings, symbolizing the global power that was achieved by both the
Dutch and the Ancient Romans in their overseas colonies. The centrally placed gilded
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cup, the crown and the two-headed dragon sceptre are all identical.383 The jewellery,
however, is diffrent and in the 1958 auctioned painting a turban with opulent
decorations is placed in the background, bringing to mind the riches of the Vanitas
painting from 1662 in the Rijksmuseum (fig. 30).
This makes us ask: because the vanitas symbols of the transience of
human life, such as skulls and candles, are minimized, are these paintings supposed to
be read solely as a celebration of power, even when the same objects together with a
skull become vanities? Because painting includes reflections of the painter, the Vaduz
Still Life can be understood as a celebration of the skills the painter has shown through
representing the gilded objects of power: a shiny golden goblet, a crown, a sceptre and
medallions. However, we also learn from the iconography of the Rijksmuseum Vanitas
from 1662 that Collier represents richness as symbols of vanity. One intriguing detail
can explain this tension in the Vaduz Still Life. It is a text in Greek on a piece of paper
that hangs from the frame of the globe on the extreme right; the text, placed at an angle,
reads,  “God’s  lot  is  always  lucky”,  meaning,  when  the  Gods  cast  dice,  their  numbers  are  
fortuitous. It is most probably a quotation from a fragment of text by Sophocles (frg.
895).  The  original  saying  has  changed  over  time,  and  in  Collier’s  use  Zeus  serves  as  an  
archetype of all the Gods, as in this citation.384 It suggests that this refers to the
randomness and transient role of power. It could be read as a vanitas symbol and a
reference to the inevitable transience of human life.
The extremely delicate style of the Vaduz Still Life, as previously
mentioned, suggests that it was painted in the 1660s or in the 1670s at the latest.
Likewise, the book with the red cover under the crown, which I presume to be a Bible,
is precisely the same as in the Vanitas from 1662 in the Rijksmuseum. On the whole,
the manner of depiction of the royal jewellery, like the turban, is stylistically the same
as in the Still Life auctioned in Berlin in 1958. Collier’s   later   depictions   of royal
paraphernalia, as in still lifes with prints of emperors, were somewhat inaccurate and
loosely painted.385
According to Celeste Brusati, compositions with reflected artist images
have been the most appreciated technique for painters to make themselves appear as
supreme craftsmen. It differed from the generally known humanistic portraiture
tradition by inserting self-imagery in multiple ways into the other elements of a picture,
usually   in   still   lifes,   to   draw   attention   to   artists’   attempts   to   identify   themselves   with  
their production, the representational craft of painting. The idea was to praise artisanal
supremacy rather than to merely differentiate the practice of a craft from the intellectual
profession of painting. Moreover, Brusati does not see any signs of personality or
individuality in these portraits. This way of representation is a claim to mastery, to the
technical prowess and the imitative superiority involved in painting. The tiny reflection
of Clara Peeters has its counterpart in the portraits of artists, displayed with the tools of
their trade in their hands. This convention generalized in the mid-sixteenth century, and
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it is known to have survived through the seventeenth century.386 The difference is that
Peeters did not separate her representation as an artist from the representation of her art,
but  as  demonstrated  in  Collier’s  later applied portraits, the reflections are an important
and distinctive matter, and can also be used to show the connection to a tradition.
Clara  Peeters’  self-reflection  involves  artistic  power.  As  Brusati  claims,  “it  
is in her command of that replicative artifice and the power it offers her that she gives
form  to  her  professional  identity”.  The  artist  is  found  in  an  “eyewitness”  position  with  
regard to her work.387 This tradition goes back to the early post-medieval period, with
painted reflections of an image in a mirror or the shiny surfaces of metal objects, which
often appear in religious pictures. Fifteenth- and sixteenth-century painters such as Jan
van Eyck and Titian used round convex mirrors to enlarge the picture plane outside the
pictured space, and this cultural tradition continued in the special form of mirrored
globes that are usually depicted hanging from the ceiling.388 Simon  Luttichuys’  Still Life
(1646) is an allegory of art par excellence (fig. 44). In the painting the treasures of a
collector lie on the table piled closely together, which reinforces their meanings in the
groups or pairs. They create an extraordinary illusionistic play of objects. The engraving
of Rubens and sculpture of Apollo, for example, may refer to the kinship of painting
and poetry and to their fame. The number of different types of representation of works
of arts made by other artists is exceptional. Details include a fly walking over a seascape
painting, under which is a drawing of a crawling shipwrecked man. A thighbone, a sign
of mortality can be connected to any of the figures but can also refer to everlasting art,
as in the saying ars longa, vita brevis. All this is crowned by a sphere with a reflective
surface centrally placed at the top of the picture in which everything is mirrored once
again.389
The  mirroring  sphere  itself,  like  that  found  in  Luttichuys’  painting,  could  
be interpreted as illustrating the idea of Homo bulla, or Man is but a bubble. It has been
interpreted as an imperial orb, functioning in this case as an image of mundus, the world
that will decay.390 One intermediate source for the theme of inserting a reflective ball
originates  from  the  Jesuit  author  Willem  Hesius’  emblem Emblemata sacra de fide, spe,
charitate (1635) (fig. 45). In the emblem, a winged young man is holding a glass sphere
in front of the cross. The poem in the emblem proposes that the extensiveness of the
reflection of the universe is comparable to the human belief in God.391 How is the
artist’s reflection suited to these iconographical settings? Brusati says that in the secular
world the orb is compared by its formal qualities to other technical inventions which
allow humans to enlarge their understanding of the physical world. Here, as a reflexive
artifice, the ultimate message deals with the total power over the image through the
artist’s  eye.  The position of the reflective orb is to be an eyewitness in all corners of the
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Allegory of Faith ca 1671–4, Metropolitan Museum of Art, by Wheelock 1995, 192 and Liedtke 2001,
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earth. Thus, Brusati summarizes that the artist himself is the beholder, a subject and
creator of the painting, which is a statement of his pictorial omnipotence.392
Collier also has a painting with a motive of the reflective orb (fig. 46). In
it  the  artist’s  reflection  is  seen  in  a  suspended  glass  or  metal  ball  poised  above  the  still
life items, which include fruit on a plate in the foreground, an impressive gilded cup
with a nautilus shell and a lute in the middle, and a globe and a flag in the
background.393 A roemer with a peeled lemon and notes are depicted on the left and on
the right there is the familiar setting of an upside-down crown with a wreathed skull on
it  and  a  watch.  I  would  regard  these  objects  as  evidence  of  the  painting  being  Collier’s.  
In addition, the gilded cup has counterparts in other paintings, such as in the Leipzig
Vanitas (fig.  29).  The  reflection  of  a  man  wearing  artist’s  garments  in  a  studio  setting  is  
clearly seen in the orb with the bright light coming from a window behind him, and in
front there are the collectibles of a still life which are about to be painted by the master.
Although  Simon  Luttichuys’  painting  with  an  orb  was  exemplary  with  its  
multilevelled contents, it is more likely that Collier drew inspiration from the paintings
of Pieter Claesz, Vincent van der Vinne, Pieter van Roestraeten and Abraham Beijeren.
They were all lifelong users of mirroring as a tool in their still life paintings but there
were differences in its symbolic form between earthly and heavenly implications. They
also all share the predilection for representing luxury items, and they share some parity
in style in their depiction of violins, medallions, skulls and embossed richness. Pieter
Claesz’s  use  of  a  reflective  metal  ball  in  one  of  his  early  vanitas  paintings  with  a  violin  
can be seen as a model for the other artists (fig. 22). Pieter Claesz was a master of
reflective surfaces of different materials, whether metal or glass, which appeared in his
early vanitas pieces and, later, in the sumptuous table still lifes. His accuracy in painting
and  depicting  objects’  relations to each other was inventive and concentrated. Vincent
van der Vinne developed the idea of using a reflective glass ball on a base in the middle
of a still life, an eloquent example being today in the Pushkin Museum (fig. 67).394
Pieter van Roestraeten regularly incorporated pictures of himself in a reflective orb,
adding it to at least nine still lifes. In the reflection we can clearly see him working.
Usually the orb was set above tables or in open spaces. Twice the reflective ball is
depicted in front of a mirror, thus showing the still life doubled, but in reverse. 395 The
accuracy   of   reflection   in   Collier’s   painting   is   comparable   to   the   style   of   Van  
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Brusati 1990–1, 177–8.
Collier has rarely depicted fruits to this extent within vanitas themes. Here the fruits are clearly in the
centre of the piece, and one is cut, as was often done to show a talent for depicting different surfaces.
Another exception is his Still Life with a Volume of Wither’s  ‘Emblemes', 1696 (fig. 24). These paintings
raise a question whether Collier painted these fruits himself or not. Collier has painted fruit still lifes but
they are a minor part of his production. RKD art work number 2865 bears similarities to the painting in
question: the silver plate contains decoration (though it is not identical), the lemon and its exaggerated
peel appears in both paintings, and there are plenty of grapes with leaves whose decorative sprigs are
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60.
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See Leurgans 1994, 76–7, 82–4, 131–2, 156–7, 140–1, 164–5 and Still Life with Music Instruments in
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Roestraeten who used it repeatedly in his still lifes, which were undoubtedly directed
towards English audience. Van Beijeren reflected himself in the middle of abundant still
lifes of food, drink and sumptuous objects (pronk still lifes), mirroring himself in
reflections from jugs.396
Still lifes emerged as their own genre, and so did still lifes including selfportraits of artists. This was one response to the requirements of high technical mastery
in imitative skills and the precision that painters should show in their works. These
skills were required by art theoreticians, and such qualities were also highly admired by
the public as shown by the lively art market. However, Brusati notes that craft guild
practices were one reason why painters were willing to be considered supreme
craftsmen rather than practitioners of a liberal art.397
Collier used a reflective surface in his still lifes for self reflection in two
paintings, first in a shiny reflection in the golden goblet (fig. 38) and then in a reflecting
ball,   howering   above   the   still   life   with   Collier’s   known   motive   of   overturned   crown,  
sceptre   and   skull   (fig.   46).   Although   in   Collier’s   works   the   use   of   reflective   surfaces  
with self reflection was marginal, his representations compared to predecessors such as
Peeters  and  Luttichuys  show  Collier’s  knowledge  of  this  special  pictorial  ingenuity.  The  
forerunners who used the eyewitness role of orbs visualised questions about the artist’s  
identity and about different art forms. Collier as a learned artist introduced ingenious
elements for his viewers to connect himself to this continuum. The connection with his
forerunner Van Roestraeten is direct because Collier gained fame in his footsteps in the
market for still lifes in London. However, paintings in which Collier experimented with
reflective self-portraits  were  more  related  to  his  own  oeuvre  than  to  anyone  else’s.  His  
style included comparable motives that explore specific questions on time, for example,
the question of the paragon and the commemorative aspects of sheets of prints that he
added  in  his  still  lifes  and  trompe  l’oeils.  The  above-discussed  inscription  ‘homo  bulla’  
has its counterparts in many other paintings by Collier, for example, the slip of paper
with   the   text   “HOMO   EST   SIMILIS   BULLÆ”   which   is   used   as   a   bookmark,   and   is  
easily noticed by a viewer. The book can be accompanied by a shell and hovering soap
bubbles, which refer pictorially to the fragility of life itself. These references are
included in still lifes that have further visible symbolical elements to transmit the ideas
that they seek to convey.398

The Artist in his Studio Setting
The artist working in his studio with a maulstick, a palette and brushes in his hand,
belongs to the St Luke Painting the Madonna tradition, which has its origins in the
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Segal 1988, 165–177; Meijer 2003, 162, 168–9. Abraham van Beijeren (ca 1620–1690) lived in
different cities during his life time, first in The Hague, and then in Leiden, Delft, Amsterdam, Gouda and
Overschie. His output was substantial, providing more than 400 works in the RKD database. In the
Ashmolean Museum catalogue Meijer has listed five other works where reflective pitchers appear, and
the theme is also found in several other still lifes.
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Brusati 1990–1, 168–82.
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RKD archives. See, for example, figs. 14, 15 and 54. The latter painting with a self-portrait is
discussed further on page 113. Vanitas composition is discussed further in Chapter 4.
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depictions of the patron saint. It was popularized in the Netherlands from the second
half of the fifteenth century onwards, and painters started to include pictures of people
that  resembled  themselves  to  indicate  the  theme  of  pride  in  the  artists’  craft.399 Studies
on artist studio motifs have shown that the studio scenes are portrayed largely imaginary
pictures of the ideal painter, and are made to enhance the image of the artist. Studio
paintings are stages where the profession of the artistic craft is represented in an
accessible manner, and it is also the way in which the idea of the artist is formulated for
viewers. Usually dramatic effects were imagined though there were sufficient realistic
elements to suggest real workshops and homes, though still communicating a sense of
make-believe. What was stressed was that the artist should paint uyt den gheest, from
the imagination, and not by using a model.400 The artist’s studio is frequently
represented as a site of play and leisure and of course, as a place for a buyer to visit. The
artist was depicted as performing other roles besides the act of painting such as making
music, drinking and smoking.401 He was willing to entertain his clients in such ways but
this way of depiction belongs to a pictorial tradition where artists were depicted as lazy
and having bad habits.402 Theatrical curtains or niches, artful props and artists’
antiquated attire completed the required athmosphere of these meeting places. These
sites symbolized the playful deceits and illusions of the artist.403
Collier’s  only  known  studio  portrait  is  from  1683  and  is  at  present  in  the  
National Portrait Gallery in London (fig. 47).404 The depicted studio setting is spacious
although the painting is relatively small in size. The artist’s   gaze   is turned towards a
book which he uses as a model, but the artist’s  tools  in his hands point towards to his
unfinished still life that stands on an easel before him. The act of painting is carefully
presented by the concentration of the artist at work. His appearance is neat, he wears a
Japanese silk gown, which was generally worn by scholars, and his hair (probably a
wig) is curled in an up-to-date manner to emulate and attract his clients. The bulky folio
which the artist consults would seem to be a history book, and it is propped up by a
skull. The skull is also seen in the almost finished still life painting on the easel together
with books, a globe and a flag. Other studio elements are casually placed on the right:
papers, books, drawings, plaster casts and a map of Europe. The drapery observable in
the top left corner is a common prop in studio scenes.405
A conspicuous motif is a trunk with the seal of the Order of the Garter,
implied by the motto with a coat of arms. The motto reads “HONI SOIT [Q]UI MAL Y
PANSE”  [SIC],  “Shamed  be  he  who  thinks  ill  of  it”.406 The Order of the Garter founded
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effect during the seventeenth century. See, for example, the studio scenes in Eckardt 1971, plate 33 for
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by Edward III in 1348 is the oldest monarchical British Order of Chivalry and is still a
sing of Royal favour. This protestant society of 24 members, a fellowship and a college
of knights, is the apex of the English chivalric hierarchy. Accordingly, the motto should
be understood as a warning to those doubting   the   legitimacy   of   King   Edward’s  
claims.407
The  trunk  might  imply  Collier’s  move  to  England,  but  the  time  would  be  
too early for that because he is not assumed or proved to have moved there until the
early 1690s.408 Nonetheless, the reference to this medieval society is intriguing. Was it a
way of promoting himself as a successful artist in the manner of the knights of the
Order of the Garter or the Royal Arms of the ruling sovereign? There are no other signs
of  Collier’s  wealth  and  power,  such  as  a  coat of arms or medals awarded by the king,
which would stand for his rank and social status. It might also be just a notification of
the tradition of his new homeland and market area-to-be, an attempt to adopt himself to
English culture by displaying his social knowledge, and a way of arousing the interest
of his new clients.409 The depiction of trunks is by itself not that rare and they appear in
many parallel studio scenes, for example, in the paintings of Gerard Dou (1630), Aert
Jansz van Marienhof (1648) and Abraham de Pape (1645).410 Similarly, other studio
props are found around the painter-sitter,  such  as  model  books,  casts,  painter’s  tools  and  
even  a  foot  heater.  These  are  all  conventional  items  of  a  painter’s  studio,  even  though  
the studio itself as a space might have been reconstructed to give a polished image of
the painter and to distinguish and promote him with the help of his individual working
environment.411
The painter has carefully chosen to depict an intimate atmosphere, which
he has created with the fashionable clothes he wears and by depicting himself as
immersed in his work as a learned artist. His position is central, because in this way the
viewer is able to see both the artist and his painting face on. He is actually representing
the knowledge of the artist because he is simultaneously painting and looking at the
book seen on the easel. He is not making any contact with his audience by looking back
he tied it around his own leg. The King admonished the onlookers, in an attempt to defend the honour of a
court lady, saying, 'Honi soit qui mal y pense', which became the motto of the Order. In later studies, the
role of the garter has been questioned as female underwear and it has been suggested as having been a
belt or arming buckle, which symbolizes the ties of loyalty with the royal colours of France, blue and
gold.
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at the viewer, which is often seen, neither is he performing any symbolical act like
smoking or  playing  an  instrument,  which  was  also  a  custom  in   artists’  portraits.  Here,  
the painter represents himself as a scholar surrounded by props which refer to classicist
doctrines of academic or learned art. In addition, the subject in the painting on the easel
emphasizes the market area of the painter.
In this studio portrait Collier was 41 years old. The following year he
painted Self-Portrait with a Vanitas Still Life, 1684, now in the Honolulu Museum of
Art, Hawaii (fig. 48). There he sits at a table among the vanitas items that he normally
displayed;;  his  left  arm  rests  on  the  table  and  holds  the  painter’s  palette  and  brushes.  The  
Japanese silk gown that he is wearing in both self-portraits was a common robe for
painters in self-portraits, and gentlemen were also often portrayed in similar
garments.412 It was a common practice to picture the painter in his occupation and here
it is done expressively and with many small personal details that encourage the viewer
to   explore   painting’s   features   in   detail. Yet, like   in   Collier’s paintings in general, this
portrait is one of a series, a topic which I will return to later.413
The Honolulu Self-Portrait was probably first owned by Johan van der
Marck Aegidiusz, who lived on the same street in Leiden as Collier.414 It is a small
portrait, in which Collier is seated at a table covered with vanitas attributes, which could
also be read as personal items. The gaze of the sitter invites the viewer to explore the
mood  of  the  painting  and  the  items  in  the  sitter’s  hands.  The relationship with the lady
portrayed in a round frame in the print that the artist is holding is obviously a personal
one.415 The other hand holds a painter’s   palette from which a finger sticks out.
According to the laws of perspective this finger should appear to be behind the wine
412

Kettering 1997, 46. According to Kettering, Japanese dressing gowns and wigs were among the most
expensive articles in the wardrobe and conveyed the elite or sholarly status of the sitter.
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Seriality as a working method is also witnessed in other art works found in archives. A photographic
print of a portrait painting by Collier similar to Honolulu painting appeared in the RKD archives in 2008.
In this print the sitter looks slightly  different,  though  he  still  holds  the  painter’s  tools  in  his  hand.  Similar  
elements   included   a   portrait   print   in   the   sitter’s   hand,   a   notebook   hanging   over   the   edge   of   a   table,  
messages on paper slips such as MEMENTO MORI and HAC MEA VOLUPTAS, an open book without
a   legible   title   and   a   globe   with   a   world   map.   This   painting   is   a   significant   addition   to   Collier’s   artistic  
production, both as a vanitas painter and as a portraitist. For the image, see Pring 2009, 203. Vanitas Still
Life from 1687 also has the same setting as the Honolulu portrait but without the sitter. The glass filled
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RKD  archives,  art  work  number  113634.  On  17  April  2009  Collier’s  Still Life, 36 x 31 cm, appeared in a
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globe,   open   book   and   clay   pipe   on   a   cloth   covered   table”.   It   stylistically   interacts   with   other   paintings  
discussed in this chapter, the red table cloth, the figure-shaped table leg, the clay pipe and a wine glass
being especially notable.
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Pring 2009, 206, 213. Pring argues that the picture on the sheet of a paper is most probably Anna Du
Bois,  Collier’s  last  wife.  Using  a   music  iconological  approach,  she  connects  the  name  Anna  to  a  Dutch  
version  ‘Nan’  that  appears  in  the  title  of  the  melody  on  the  sheet.  See  also  note  423.
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glass  that  stands  at  the  table’s  edge,  but  instead  it  seems  to  touch  the  brim  of  the  glass.  
The glass is filled with white wine and its rounded surface reflects light from the
window and place where the wiever stands. The line of our gaze continues in curved
shapes from the violin to the globe and finally to the skull on the right, the ultimate
vanitas motif. The skull stands in line with the head of the artist-sitter turned a little to
the left. However, it is possible to see the setting as death lurking behind the person
portrayed. Even though the array of items ascends rhythmically to the right, finalized
with   the   flute   in   the   upright   position,   the   objects’   size   and   perspective   are   not   in
balance. The red table cloth is like a curtain in the bottom part of the picture, where the
side narrative continues in a form of a table leg, which is now shaped as a little winged
figure with a beast.
The clay pipe seen in the foreground might have a multifold task. Tobacco
was thought to stimulate   the   artist’s   inspiration   when   used   in   moderation.416 Here the
empty pipe suggest that its smoke is perishable, like life itself, and it replaces the
extinguished candle that is typically seen in vanitas paintings. Tobacco was a
fashionable commodity, at first imported, but later also cultivated in the Netherlands to
gain maximum profits.417 Tobacco items often appeared in artist portraits but it was not
very  common  in  Collier’s  settings.418 Harmen Steenwijck, for example included tobacco
items in his paintings.  Crossed  pipes  appeared  in  at  least  two  of  Steenwijck’s  paintings  
(London and Leiden) and in one, a wick and a pipe are placed next to each other
(Basel).419 The crossed pipes are placed in isolation at the corner of a table to attract
more attention. Koozin thinks that even though these still lifes contain the ideas of
moderation and temperance, the pipes worked as metaphors without any reference to
human personification or literary clarification. She concludes that Steenwijck succeeded
in transforming the association of the memento mori metaphor through the objects he
chose, such as the smoking accessories.420 Although Collier depicted explanatory texts,
nevertheless the items he chose to include in his compositions had divergent meanings
as is apparent  in  his  works  which  were  completed  after  Steenwijck’s  time.  
Collier creates a tension between the mental impression made by the
depiction of real contemporary objects and the imagery of traditional symbols. For
example, the recorder in the Honolulu self portrait has the   maker’s   marks   on   it:   “R.  
HAKA”,  one Richard Haka (b. London 1645/6 – d. Amsterdam 1705). The notes nearby
416
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was meant to be played with a recorder. They are “Tanneken – Jacob   van   Eyck”, the
sheet   of   Van   Eyck’s   Der Fluyten Lusthof, which appeared in 1646. The particular
melody   is   known   to   be   from   Nicolas   de   Vallet’s   Tanneken, from his Apollos soete
lier.421 Following Fischer’s   reading   of   Tanneken, the lust-hof (pleasure-garden) and a
flute are attributes of vita voluptuosa, the delights of pleasures in full. They probably
allude to the feelings between the portrayed persons.422 In further studies of notation,
Pring points out that only the first part before a repeat sign belongs to this known
melody, and the rest of it is unidentifiable.
Musical instruments have themselves vanitas significance when
represented in certain contexts. The fleeting nature of music is a symbol of transience,
and like the sound of a musical instrument, time passes as quickly as life runs to its end.
However, Pring asserts that by the legible headers and by the known melody of the
notes in the Honolulu self portrait Collier has made them more personal. She pays
attention to the size of the violin being relatively more massive in comparison to the
other items. Pring proposes that the large violin, which does not have real model,
symbolically represents manhood and the pictured painter. This is a central part of
Pring’s   interpretation   of   the   shaky   relationship   between   the   married   couple,   whose  
relationship is now being repaired.423
The  violin  has  a  central  position  in  Collier’s  Honolulu painting but a violin
with broken strings is often seen in earlier still lifes. It was a central theme in Pieter
Claesz’s   vanitas   paintings,   as   well   as   in   older   representations of a musical vanitas in
engravings. In 1622, the Matham family of Haarlem published a picture in which a table
is covered with musical instruments and a music book, the inscription   “VANITAS”  
appearing in the middle of the engraving. Gerrit Dou continued to create illusions of
music and its transience in his genre paintings in Leiden. His ambivalent violin players
in window scenes provoked many interpretations, sometimes seen as messengers of
love and sometimes as mediation between the arts by means of harmony.424 One
“vioolspeeler”   was   attributed   to   Collier   in   the   inventory   list which shows him
experimenting with genre paintings.425 Hendrick Pot, too, painted himself in The Artist
421

Griffioen 1991, 233–5. Pring 2009, 212. There are many contemporary song books named Tanneken,
which is the   name   of   the   target   of   one’s   love.   The   song   book   in   the   Honolulu   painting   is   Nicolas   de  
Vallet’s  version.
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which is certainly symbolically significant. For a detailed discussion of the recorder as being the most
suitable instrument for the represented notation, see Pring 2009, 217–8.  One  of  Pring’s  arguments  for  the  
use  of  multiple  musical  references  in  Collier’s  paintings  is  that  he  was  himself  a  musician,  or  at  least  was  
well-acquainted with the genre of music. If that is correct, it should be questioned why Collier did not
display himself as a musician, or a connoisseur of the music in his self-portraits? His abilities were, after
all, in the visual arts, even though he would have had a musical education. To my knowledge, in none of
Collier’s   painting   is   music played or performed in any way, although in the early Leiden inventories a
music player (een geselschapsmusije / een vioolspeelier) is listed.
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Kyrova 1994, 54–61; Brunner-Bulst 2004, 39; Klemm 2004, 89; Baer 2000, 104–5.
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RKD Bredius notes. Inventaris van Matthijs Huyist, Leyden 21 April 1719. See Appendix II. In my
opinion,  the  painterly  quality  of  Collier’s  genre  paintings  was  poor.  
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in his Studio with various musical instruments, though clearly here the context is the
vanities.426 Collier’s   own   oeuvre   contains   this   repeated   theme,   suggesting   that   one  
should not read anything further into the Honolulu self-portrait than a particular mood,
the notion of the learned artist and the connection to the vanity.
Other example of the combination of vanitas imagery and contemporary
objects to give an impression of sophistication is suggested by the depiction of books,
which has already been dealt with in some detail in Chapter 5. In the Honolulu SelfPortrait, an open book is depicted with the heading “Beschryvinghe DE STADT
LEYDEN”. The actual text, The Description of the City of Leyden by Jan Orlers (1570–
1646), was first published in 1614 and again in 1641, and it provides biographical
information on artists living in Leiden at that time. The main purpose of this book was
to   praise   the   city’s   history,   both   its past and its present, by listing the activities of
important and well-known persons who can be seen as a source of civic pride. In a
section on emperors and leaders, Orlers wrote a chapter  on  “All the Illustrious, Learned
and Renowned Men”, which was mostly devoted to the biographies of painters, but also
included a few scholars. In  Orlers’  texts  all  subjects  were  discussed  equally,  regardless  
of whether they were about history, portrait, genre, or landscape painting, and this
corresponded to the taste of the buying public. As a whole, the book presented the
painters as a welcomed source of civic status for the city, and it no doubt had a positive
effect on the self-esteem of living painters.427
Edwaert Collier is registered as being in Leiden in 1667 and his name is
not expected to be found in Orlers’  biography.  Only the art of Gerrit Dou was discussed
at great length and in detail by Orlers, and this indicates his emphasis on the Leiden
tradition in two ways: firstly, by describing the special subtle painting technique of the
fijnschilders (fine painters) and, secondly, in terms of the continuum of mastery in
painting, because Dou had been Rembrandt’s  pupil. Orlers was also Rembrandt’s  first  
biographer and therefore his writings are frequently examined by art historians. Orlers
had a close relation to art since he was also a collector. Upon his death, he left a
collection of almost 150 paintings.428 Instead of being a part of Orlers’   literary   works
these   publications   frequently   appeared   in   Collier’s   paintings   as   a   part   of   their   subject  
matter.429 Collier’s   motivation   for   using   this   particular   book   in   his   own   portrait   as   a  
painter is because of its association with his home town and its strong artistic heritage.
Among other objects, Orlers’ book seems well chosen, because it introduced and
supported contemporary artists.430 The artistic influence of Leiden on  Collier’s  oeuvre is
in fact indisputable.
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Almost in the middle of the composition of Self-Portrait with a Vanitas
Still Life lies  partly  covered  by  the  violin  a  painter’s  cap.  It  looks  soft,  and  it is made of
red velvet with a light blue plume. Its thin brim is only barely seen. Collier painted it in
at least three other still lifes but he is never represented as wearing the cap. The cap can
be seen as a sympathetic and subtle reminder of the producer of painting, whether the
painter is represented or not. It works as an attribute of the painter. The Hyde
Collection’s   Vanitas from 1684 and Still Life with a Violin from 1695 have the same
composition with a violin with broken strings, notes and a filled wine glass (figs. 49 and
50). The cap lies in the centre of the composition, behind the violin, and its soft plumes
are carefully pictured. When artist portraits became widespread in the seventeenth
century,  the  cap  or  a  beret  as  a  part  of  the  artist’s costume was carefully portrayed. For
example,  in  Rembrandt’s  self-portraits and in the works of his pupil Gerrit Dou, the cap
became   a   meaningful   part   of   the   artist’s   identity.431 When   the   painter’s   cap   is   placed  
among vanitas objects, it was consequently seen as a symbol of the vanity of life, as it
has   been   interpreted   in   the   context   of   D.   Witting’s   Still Life.432 It has also been
interpreted to symbolize resurrection in the same way that the skull crowned with a
laurel wreath does. A black beret on the head of a skull is found in a number of Harmen
Steenwijck’s  paintings,  as  well  as  in  his  brother’s  Pieter’s  famous  piece  To the Memory
of Admiral Maarten Harpertszoon Tromp (1598–1635).   In   Harmen   Steenwijck’s  
paintings, the victory of artistic fame over death is represented by a hard and a hollow
skull wearing a soft cap that is slightly askew.433
One further exceptional detail, the decorated table leg, is found in SelfPortrait from 1684.434 A winged cherub carved on the leg of the table can symbolize the
journey to the hereafter.435 Above the head of the cherub and on the edge of the wing is
the imaginary figure of a monster. I suggest that it was crudely done after the
silversmith   Adam   van   Vianen’s   models   (fig.   51),   but   Collier   varied   it   in   his   own  
imaginative way so that it takes part in the complex relationships depicted above the
table.  Van  Vianen’s  models  were  admired  because  of  their  unparalleled  artistic  designs  
and exceptional shapes. His designs were widely copied in paintings. The same
monster’s head is found in Still Life with a Violin from 1695 (fig. 50) alone, peeping
from the edge of the table cloth, without any other winged figures presented. We can
compare it to one of Collier’s   rare   genre   scenes (fig. 52). Here can be seen the same
kind of cherub as on the table leg this time positioned behind a patterned Persian rug
that  fills  half  of  the  foreground.  The  female’s  eyes  are  cast  down  and  above  her  head  are  
title is Korte besgryvninge van het Lugdunum Batavorum nu Leyden, and Collier was not mentioned here
either.
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decorated curves, although they could be the form of a scary beast. The mistress of the
house is sitting at a table counting money and is giving an assignment to a servant. The
little dog on the right is a sign of loyalty, providing a key to the whole scene. All the
expressions of the persons refer to a love affair, which is also implied by the
bedchamber at the back, the flower bouquet on the table and the violin on the wall.
A   famous   precursor   for   Collier’s   Honolulu   Self-Portrait with a Vanitas
Still Life,  1684,  is  David  Bailly’s  Vanitas Still Life with a Portrait of a Young Painter
from 1651 (fig. 53) which is indicated in several sources. It is a remarkable memorial to
Bailly himself and his art, and this painting had a direct influence on the Leiden artists.
What  then  did  his  precursory  role  mean  to  Collier?  To  begin  with  Bailly’s Vanitas was
meant to remind the viewer of the ephemeral nature of human life and the vanity of
earthly beauty, emphasized by the marvellous nature of the surrounding objects. The
artist   presents   himself   among   vanitas   objects   as   a   painter   with   his   painter’s tools
expressing   his   professional   pride.   Drawings   and   other   arts   point   to   the   painter’s  
capability to be as able as ancient masters, or an even better artist for his clients. He
compares himself to his ancient predecessors and presents himself as contemporary
Apelles. Self presentation required a mirror, an attribute of pride, in order for a painter
to study himself, and many vanitas compostitions include mirrors. Mirroring was a way
to incorporate both vanity and ephemerality and the transience of time, as   in   Bailly’s  
painting where the portrait of the older self is included. Multiple images incorporate a
realm of experience that goes beyond everyday reality. This was parallel to mirroring
the skull as a reminder of time, feature of fifteenth- and early sixteenth-century vanitas
paintings. By mirroring, a painter can manipulate time in his paintings, suggesting both
the transitoriness of a painter and the transience of art. However, a painter can capture
time and compete with death by immortalizing human subjects in his art. Besides being
a memorial to the painted persons the painter was able to triumph over death. This was
done by the illusionist power which the painter has. Illusionist power was represented in
the  painting  by  the  tools  in  the  painter’s  hands.436
The painter in his studio portraits flourished especially in the Leiden
paintings which incorporated a skull on the desk. A part from the mimetic virtuoso
displayed in self portraits, the skull and other vanitas still life objects found their way
into the portraits, such as in a portrait painted by Thomas de Keyser of David Bailly to
which Bailly himself added the still life objects. Gerrit Dou soon followed this model,
combining   it   with   his   master’s   Rembrandt’s   effect   of   painting   an   easel   in   the  
background, and following a Lucas van Leyden print of a young man holding a skull, he
painted   a   model   which   exhibited   the   painter’s   pride.   Dou’s   painting   contains   objects  
from other arts, including a paragon question by the sculpted figure in the foreground,
as well as allusions to the sciencies which link the painter with attainment of fame by
virtuous means, and in this way conquer death. This humanist tradition is incorporated
into   Collier’s   paintings   by   the   depiction   of   the   knowledge   that   the   painter   wishes to
attain.   Philips   Angel’s   statement   about   the   excellence   of   painting   over   sculpture  
certainly boosted the type of portraits that Dou and his contemporaries started to paint.
Furthermore,   Bailly’s   self-portrait (fig. 53) demonstrates the capability of achieving
Angel’s   claim   and   includes   many   forms   of   art   and   different   materials,   which   are  
impossible represent in the other art forms. A semblance without being, schijn sonder
436
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sijn, proves the superiority of painting because it displays the most sophisticated optical
illusions and artifices, by the simple means of paint.437
The young woman,  which  in  Bailly’s  picture  is  his  wife,  can  be  seen  as  a  
personification of Venus, Visus, Superbia or Vanity – beautiful and graceful images of
women who were sources   of   the   painter’s   inspiration   and   linked   him   to   his   antique  
predecessors.  Collier’s  self  portrait  in  the  National  Portrait  Gallery  contains  sketches  of  
women from antiquity. In the Honolulu portrait Collier holds a drawing or etching of a
woman whose features are hard to see but her youth and the low neckline of her outfit
are discernible. The pictured woman is however most probably someone who he knew,
even though there is no evidence for her identification.
Despite of numerous similarities between Collier’s   self-portraits at the
table with compositions without sitter, he did not use the exactly the same form or
arrangement in each composition.438 However,  Collier’s  compositions  are  familiar  from  
the existing canon of self-portraiture. Collier followed the Leiden tradition in multiple
ways in combining self-portraits with vanitas still lifes, representing himself as a
learned, well to do artist and who was fully capable of the mimetic skills required for
success. This series of paintings also reveals Collier’s working methods, and his portrait
paintings find their counterparts in his still lifes. A number of identifiable items link his
paintings into a series, such  as  the  painter’s  cap,  the  shape  of  the  wine  glass  and  the  leg  
of the table. The art markets of the time would appear to have been robust enough for
the production of a repeated series of paintings even when they were executed at
varying degrees of skill. Sluijter   maintains   that   Collier’s   self   representation   is   quite  
straightforward compared to Bailly’s  archetypal  self-portrait as a demonstration of the
painter’s   well-earned pride and abilities. According to Popper-Voskuil,   Collier’s  
composition   displays   a   more   “practical   mind   rather   than   inventiveness”   as   in   Bailly’s  
work, which I would call a delicate adaptation to his own purposes.439

The Portrait Print as a Picture within a Picture
A self-portrait etched, printed or drawn on paper placed hanging over the edge of a table
is found in five still lifes by Collier. This is an intriguing way of suggesting the different
roles of artistic display. While the still life genre did not usually include human figures
as did, for example, history paintings, artists included references to the person involved
in the still life narrative as a separate part of compositions, and, moreover, a part that
could be easily changed for different emphases. However, no original prints depicting
Collier himself have been found or none existed in the first place.
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A carefully painted small still life in copper from about 1670 is an
example  of  Collier’s  self-picturing as a nobleman without the tools of his trade in his
hands (fig. 54). He has depicted himself in a print, which hangs over the edge of a clothcovered   table,   allowing   the   viewer   read   the   name   variant   “EDWARDUS   COLYER
fecit”  at  the  bottom  margin  of  the  print.  In  the  picture  Collier  wears  strikingly  imposing  
furs and has jewellery around his neck. He is leaning slightly backwards rests on his left
elbow, while his right hand is clearly visible. His hair is in curls as was the mode at the
time, no doubt a fashionable wig, and his moustache is also prominent. The pillar in the
background of the print is echoed at the back of the still life.
Collier’s   scholarly   learning   is   indicated   in   an   open   book   illustrating   a  
chapter with   the   title   “T'Leven der doorluchtige Griecken ende Romeynen, tegen elck
anderen vergeleken door Plutarchus van Chaeronea”.   It   is   the most influential Dutch
translation of the Lives by the ancient Greek historian Plutarch. The Lives are presented
in pairs, for example: Theseus – Romulus, Demosthenes – Cicero, Alexander the Great
– Caesar, and so on. These noble figures were meant to provide patterns of good
behaviour, and moral and ethical values.440 “HOMO  EST  SIMILIS  BULLA”  meaning  
‘Man is like a bubble’   is   repeated   three   times   inside   the   picture,   both   textually   and  
pictorially. It appears in the text on a slip of paper, then in the form of actual soapbubbles and, finally, in the the rounded shape of centrally-placed roemer, which reflects
the light of a window. The imposing shell and the jewellery suggest desirable worldly
wealth and the globe represents the affairs of the world. A skull lurks behind the violin.
The painting suggests that fame too is ephemeral, even if one follows ethical role
models.
This modestly appointed message finds its counterpart in the sumptuous
Vanitas Still Life, dated  1662,  from  the  artist’s  earlier  period  (fig.  56).  A  large  number  
of vanitas items are enshrouded in soft textiles, cloths and drapery to please the viewer.
The same rarities as in the previous painting are depicted in a style that is characteristic
of Collier, like the special nautilus shell441 and the roemer. An ornate and overturned
tazza, as a militia cup, was included in the New York Vanitas Still Life (fig. 19) as well.
The book in the middle favoured by history painters is Flavius Josephus’ history book
of Jerusalem and the Jews. Repeated use of this book ensures the intellectual emphasis
of the painter and his work. However, here the emphasis on the art of music is
particularly obvious. The music score has been attributed to Jacob van Eyck, and it is
from Der Fluyten Lust-hof (The pleasure garden of flutes), published in Utrecht in 1646.
Collier painted the same score again in his portrait from 1684. It is not surprising as
Eyck’s  collection  of  solo  music  for  all  wind  instruments  is  the  most  comprehensive  in  
the history of European music. These songs were also admired among the young and
became the popular melodies of their day.442 Eyck’s  collection  worked  as  an  up-to-date
reference and as a vanitas motif connoted music as a healer. In this work the
impressively painted musical instruments include a bagpipe, a hurdygurdy, two
shawms, a violin, a flute and a theorbo. The bagpipe and the hurdygurdy are rarely seen
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in   Collier’s   paintings   and they were not fashionable among collectors either.443 The
artist’s  self-portrait is represented in a print under a pile of still-life objects above the
print, but it is still well situated considering the viewer.444 The score is to the right of the
portrait separated by the bell of a shawm. This time the palette of a painter, the brushes
and the maulstick are included inside the oval frame within a portrait and the inscription
reads  “Eduwaerdus  Kollier”.  At  the  time  he  was  still  a  young  artist.
The art of music is also brought into the discussion in the text in Still Life
which   reads   “MUSICA   LETITIAE   COMES   MEDICINA   DOLORUM”   painted   on   a  
sheet of paper that hangs from the supporting frame of the globe (fig. 55).445 This Latin
motto means “music  is  the  companion of joy, the healer of sadness”. Mottoes like this
are   generally   seen   on   virginals,   harpsichords   and   clavichords.   In   Johannes   Vermeer’s  
The Music Lesson a sitter plays such a virginal. The motto bears the idea that besides
healing, music is also capable of overcoming wickedness. In genre scenes a woman
behind  the  keyboard,  as  in  Emanuel  de  Witte’s  and  Gabriel  Metsu’s  paintings,  suggests  
amourous or erotic overtones.446 This is lacking from the static still lifes even if the
painting suggests that a lute and a recorder are the instruments that perform the art of
music. The   artist’s   self-portrait mainly resembles the depiction in a print of Still Life
from ca 1670 (fig. 54) because of the age of a man, his coiffure, his fur coat and the
position  of  the  palm,  with  the  exception  of  the  different  name  variant  “EDUWARDUS  
COLLIER”.   The   Still Life on the whole plays with the different art forms with its
depiction of the sculpted head of a young man, which resembles the heads of emperors,
the crafted handle of a sword and the musical instruments. The bust, globe and a book
on Rome are the standard repertoire of the learned artist. In the centre is a watch, the
vanitas item that besides music symbolizes the fleetingless of time.
By the side of the sculpted bust we can see the tuning part of the neck of
the lute, which is represented in exactly the same way as in another Still Life (fig. 115),
where, indeed, the whole composition follows the same formula: an open book in the
middle, a globe, a pillar in the background, and a few items on the cloth-covered
table.447 An interesting comparison can be made between the depicted prints: in one
(fig. 55) is a self portrait in the other (fig. 115) is a boy who is concentrating on lighting
his pipe.448 The print of the boy also   bears   the   signature   “E.   Collier”,   which   differs  
notably from the series of his assumed self-depictions in prints. In this painting, Collier
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mirrors the style of Pieter de Ring (ca 1615–1660), who was born in Antwerp, but lived
and worked in Leiden. In the two known paintings from private collections signed in
1650,  similarities  with  Collier’s  work  are  also   found  in   other  objects,   such  as  coins,   a  
violin, a sea shell, a moneybag (emptied on the table) and a globe. Some notes and an
open book with a drawing  of  a  young  man  with  a  pipe  resemble  Collier’s  drawing  style  
(fig. 116).449
The drawn portrait of Collier in Vanitas (fig. 57) is placed between a
recorder and a lute overhanging the edge of a table, here with a jacket and collar
reminiscent  of  an  artist’s gown. No signature is given on the portrait which immediately
suggests a self portrait but it is given in upper right, on a pillar. A similar composition
surrounds the portrait than in the paintings discussed above where the table is filled with
musical instruments but the pocket watch with a key is centrally arranged and stands
alone. The main written message of this painting is contained in the texts in the book
and refer directly to the discussion of the status of the arts. The title reads
“BROEDERSCHAP  der  SCHILDERKUNST”.  The  book  was  published  on  the  Feast  of  
St. Luke in October, 1654, when painters detached themselves from the guild of St.
Luke and formed a Fraternity of painters.450 The book has three chapters on the rivalry
of the arts, recalling the skills of artists in competitions which could also be organized
during the feast.451 At the time, Rembrandt was the leading artist in Amsterdam. In this
early work Collier openly and visually takes part in the discussion on the art of painting.
Collier’s  painting could be interpreted in several ways: it might be a personal comment
on his position as an artist and a supportive comment on the recently established
brotherhood, or it might be a general comment on the discussion concerning the
fragmentation of art into different forms.452 The slip of paper under the opened books
bearing   the   words   “VERNIE      NON   HOMO”   does   not   directly   respond   to   any   known  
motto.    Pring  suggests  the  Latin  can  be  translated  as  ‘A  slave  is  not  a  man’,  and  such  it  
could refer to social position of artists.453
On the whole, this kind of representation of self-portraits introduced into
still lifes to widen their narrative is comparable to the technique of paintings-withinpaintings which was frequently used in seventeenth-century Dutch painting.454 Around
449

The same figure of a boy is seen in Ring: Still Life, 1650, canvas, 81 x 63 cm, Collection Sir Edmund
Bacon. The RKD manual archives.
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The occasion was marked by the publication of an anthology: Broederschap der Schilderkunst,
ingewydt door schilders, beeldthouwers, en des zelfs begunstigers; op den 21 van Wynmaent 1654, op St
Joris Doelen in Amsterdam. One of the writers was Thomas Asselijn (1620–1701). Schenkeveld 1991,
120.
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Guilds could represent all craft occupations in the field of visual arts except painters, namely sculptors,
engravers, faienciers, embroiderers, tapestry makers, and glass painters (this example is from the
Amsterdam guild, which was established in 1579). However, during the seventeenth century painters
attempted  to  establish  their  own  guilds  to  detach  themselves  from  mundane  or  “coarse”  painters,  namely  
painters of houses.    Karel  van  Mander  wished  to  separate  painters  of  art  from  craftsmen’s  guilds  using  the  
argument that art was based on freedom from regulations, which he had expressed in his early work
Schilder-boeck (1604), but in practice the situation stayed the same. Prak 2008, 152.
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I  assume  that  the  work  is  early  because  the  form  of  the  signature  on  a  pillar  is  “E.  Coljer”.  See  also  the  
interpretation in Pring 2009, 17–19.
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Pring 2009, 19.
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The device of paintings-within-paintings became an established practice especially in genre paintings.
Paintings-within-paintings mean depictions of other paintings in settings which open up to another world
of narrative. Mostly these subjects enhance the subject matter in the main setting or scene, by explaining
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1660 his early colleague from Haarlem, Vincent van der Vinne, depicted himself on a
piece of paper hanging from the edge of a wooden table on which is piled still-life
objects (fig. 66). This was a time when Collier also was training himself to be an artist
in Haarlem. The unrolled drawing from the scroll represents Van der Vinne himself
wearing a hat and placing his right hand on his heart. The original portrait was drawn by
Leendert van der Cooghen (1632–1681), which helps date the painting. The shiny back
of  the  lute’s  echo  chamber  and  a  big  opened  folio   nearby  is   also   used  in  many   of the
above-discussed still lifes by Collier (figs. 55, 56 and 57). The drawn portrait within a
vanitas still life in the Frans Hals Museum by Van der Vinne refers to the   painter’s  
professional pride.   Like   Collier’s, Van   der   Vinne’s paintings openly depicted an
“awareness   of   the   singular   relationship   between   the   art   of   painting,   transience   and  
vanity”.455
All   of   Collier’s   five   painted   prints   of   himself   were   directly connected to
knowledge and the vanitas tradition. The paintings researched above are discussed
based on the archival material, which leaves some uncertainty about details. However, I
find it rewarding to scrutinize this set of paintings both as a separate series and also as a
continuation of Collier’s  artistic self-making. The painted prints of himself were painted
for the same purpose as the original prints of paintings. Prints were available for clients
in  artists’  workshops  to  market  their  talent,  just  like  Collier’s  painted  prints  of  himself,  
even though no original existed. The paintings were produced over a long period of time
suggesting the continuity of this specific style, inserting his self-portrait within the stilllifes, in  Collier’s  oeuvre.  Collier depicts himself as belonging to the upper-class but also
with the tools of the artist in his hands. He has connected himself in his self-portraits to
profound themes like the art of music and to many symbolical vanitas elements that he
uses throughout his production and in this way he established his attitude to the art of
painting. However, exceptions to this established canon can be found, such as his self
portrait with military accessories, which I will explore next.

Self Depiction in a Military Context
Collier’s   Denver Vanitas contains a small octagonal portrait in a setting of military
equipment (fig. 61). It includes a suit of armour, a sword, a rifle, a flag and a treatise on
the  art  and  science  of  artillery.  In  the  museum’s  description,  the  portrait  is  assumed  to  
be that of a soldier, but to me it looks more like Collier himself and can be compared to
his other self portraits. The depicted person does not wear any signs of a military career.
The portrait is also small which is comparable to the style of picture-within-a picture
presentation of portraits of painters at the time in the same fashion of this sub-genre,
such  as  Cornelis  Brize’s  and  Jurriaen  van  Streek’s  portraits. It is dated 1669, close to the
time when Collier painted himself in various prints in his vanitas still lifes. In this

it pictorially. For example maps, views into other rooms or other framed paintings could be included. This
style flourished in Flemish allegorical pictures which illustrated encyclopaedic collections of pictures,
prints, books, natural objects and other curiosities which alluded to the whole world. Collections of
paintings also displayed all of these subjects. See Muller 1997, 275.
455
Sluijter 1998, 196; Köhler 2006, 632–3.
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painting Collier combined military and pictorial values with self-imagery in the
depiction of warfare.
The composition is forceful, the shiny and spotless armour in the middle
and the helmet on the left are in an upright position and on the same line as the
jewellery box and books on the right. Soft textiles surround the whole setting,
emphasizing the differences between materials, the shiny steel of the armour and the
light plumes in between. The red cloth in particular unites the composition into a whole.
The distinct reflections of light, in the form of a studio window reflected on the helmet,
shiny reflections of light and colours of surrounding objects from the armour and the
pocket watch recall the pictorial inventions of Jan van Eyck and his compatriots in their
use of reflective surfaces.456
On the   left,   the   book’s   title   reads   “Van Kunstelijcke Bijerwercke
ONDERWYS  DES  LXIX  FEGVER” and  on  the  right  sheet  of  the  book,  “Van  Krijghs    
Instrument  LXIX”, which is a treatise on the art and science of artillery. The right sheet
of the book has a picture of a gun shown in action, with smoke and flames at the mouth
of the barrel. The two slips of paper in the painting advise the viewer to consult ancient
history. According to the textual sources, the piece of paper under the armour reads
“GALEATUM  SERO  DUELLI  PÆNITET”.  It  is  a  Latin  phrase  used  in  the   Satires of
Juvenal (a Roman author who was active in the late 1st and early 2nd century CE)
meaning “when  the  helmet  is  on,  it  is  too  late  to  repent  the  battle”.  In  Juvenal’s  Satire I
the narrator is described as an honest man who must write a satire because of his
frustration with the course of life in Rome with its horrors and corruption and its
brutalities towards mankind. The exact phrase is given in the last lines, stating that the
future cannot be worse than the present time, and that only dead people can be satirized
if one wants to live a secure in the future.457 This satire would not be appropriate to
commemorate the death of a soldier but it would suit the portrait of a painter. The slip
of  paper  on  the  right  reads  “ES  QUOD  ERAM  /FIES  QUOD  SUM/  I  NUNC  FIDE”. It
is saying by Horace, which might be translated: “I  was  what  you  are;;  you  will  be  what  I  
am” which ties the depiction to a vanitas theme as does the lurking skull behind the
book.458 The texts which refer to warfare are set in the moral context of a vanitas still
life. The war is not necessarily victorious but the pictorial abundance is overwhelming.
The medal overflowing from the jewellery box over the edge of table is set next to the
painter’s   portrait   as   though   it   had   been awarded him. The ring next to it refers to
loyalty.
The impressive plumed helmet is also reminiscent of Cornelis Brisé’s  
Vanitas Still Life from 1665 (fig. 62) and Jurriaen van   Streek’s   Vanitas Still Life, ca
1670  (fig.  63),  which  both  offer  interpretations  that  are  adaptable  to  Collier’s  painting.  
Brisé’s  vanitas  is dominated by a content of a poem by Joost van den Vondel:
Death equates both high and low,
Middling and rich and poor just so.
Bookish knowledge and marotte
Have equal wisdom in the grave.
456

See page 101 in this chapter. Bialostocki 1988, 93–107.
See  Britannica  Online,  “Juvenal”,  (20  June  2010).
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This  saying  recalls  the  verse  in  the  Tate’s  Still  Life  with  a  Volume  of  Wither’s  ‘Emblemes’ (fig. 24).
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The  digger’s  spade  and  bishop’s  stave,  
The bagpipes and the turban crown,
Are  just  as  fair  when  life’s  laid  down.
So let them bustle, those that will,
It all ends up by standing still. 459
The theme is the finality of death for all, both emperors and poor people
alike. Equality in the face of  death  implied  by  the  lines  ‘bookish  knowledge  and  marotte  
/   have   equal   wisdom   in   the   grave’   are   particularly   applicable   to   Collier’s   still   lifes.  
Collier repeated in multiple ways the connection of learning, vanitas and the pride of a
painter, which is now  placed  within  a  military  context.  Van  den  Vondel’s  poem  Op een
schilderij (On painting), had an additional title Sceptra ligonibus aequat (Sceptre and
spade by death are equally made), which was largely employed in the seventeenth
century in funerary inscriptions, emblems and prints. Briefly put, it had the same
message as the poem, namely, that the king and the artisan were alike when facing
death. According to De Jongh, the close relationship of the depicted objects and the
items mentioned in Van den Vondel’s  poem is due to the fact that the work was made
following the theme of the poem, even though the painting that is initially praised in the
poem is unknown today. No other identification is mentioned apart from Van den
Vondel, and the possible user or owner of the armour is not indicated. The grotto
environment and the sarcophagus ensure that the viewers do not forget the presence of
death.460
Jurriaen   van   Streek’s   Vanitas in the Pushkin Museum is dated ca 1670,
where  we  find  that  Van  den  Vondel’s books are depicted together with a long-plumed
helmet and a skull, and that the only reference is to the writings of Sophocles (fig. 64).
Neither  Van  Streek’s  nor   Brisé’s  paintings   contains   a  self  portrait  such   as  in   Collier’s  
Denver Vanitas, but both include military content in vanitas context in the 1660s. In
addition, Brisé has  signed  his  painting  on  a  book’s  cover  in  a  way  that  is  reminiscent  of  
Collier’s   style.   Van   Streek’s   painting   shows   the   philosophical   aspects   of   warfare.  
Collier’s   Denver   Vanitas (fig. 61) can be considered a philosophical work rather than
simply  about  the  life  of  a  soldier,  as  was  Van  Streek’s.461 In all of these three paintings
the   painters’   skills   are   represented   in   the   materiality   of   objects.   Arnold   Houbraken  
described the items in  Jurriaen  van  Streek’s  painting  in  detail  in  1719,  and  at  the  end  he  
summarizes   that   the   use   of   vanitas   motifs   in   general   “incites   one   to   virtue,   and   to   a  
pious  life”.462
An  earlier  comparison  with  Collier’s  depiction  of  a  small  framed  portrait  
of himself in a military context can be found in his early predecessor Pieter Steenwijck
459

De doot stelt hoogh en laagh gelyk: / En 't middelbaar en Arm en Ryk. / Het sterven is't gemeene lot, /
De boek Geleertheit en Marot / Zyn even schoon en wys in't Graf / De Delvers Graf en Bissopsstaf / De
Zackpyp ende Tulbantskroon / Staan al int uiterst even schoon / Laat woelen al wat woelen wil / Soo staat
het al ten lesten stil.
460
De Jongh 1998, 189. In his article, de Jongh demonstrates the closeness of the subjects in their
contemporary cultural climate even though he admits in the summary that there is no evidence for the
relationship between Cornelis Brisé and Joost van den Vondel.
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The museum’s   web   pages   suggest   that   the   globe   indicates   a   soldier’s   mission,   but   that   is   not   likely  
because the globe in question is a celestial globe.
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De Jongh 1982, 231.
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and later in   Willem   Kalf’s   compositions.   Pieter   Steenwijck   has   set   a   portrait   with  
military attire into a simple still life which includes papers and books. 463 The portrait is
in a small round frame, in the middle of piles of papers with different sorts of texts. One
of the texts might refer to Flavius Josephus, which is another common feature of
Collier’s  representations.  Willem  Kalf  has  a  large  undated  painting  of  arms  and  armours
in which his own picture is reflected from a back wall mirror.464 Brusati ties mirroring
and  the  painter’s  descriptive  skills  to  Van  Mander’s  concept  of  reflexy-const by which
Kalf asserts the power of art over arms.465
Collier’s   Denver   Vanitas belongs to a fashion of the time in which a
military context is connected to still life representations. Only one such work is known
in   Collier’s   oeuvre,   but   it   is   brilliantly   executed   and   shows   his   knowledge   of   selfimagery genres and deft combining of textual sources and pictorial traditions.466 Like
similar work by his colleagues Collier juxtaposes virtue in arms with the immortality of
the artist. Heroism   in   the   arts   or   in   the   military   is   set   side   by   side   for   the   viewers’  
consideration.467

Self Portraiture in Genre Scenes
Collier is known not only as a still life painter but also as a portraitist, which is clear
from the archival material and from earlier biographical sources.468 The surviving
archival  sources  show  that  he  also  made  a  contract  to  paint  someone’s  “conterfeytsel”,  
meaning portrait, at least twice.469 Some of the genre scenes attributed to Collier could
also be customized portraits or portraits of his circle of acquaintances.470 One particular
genre painting from the RKD archives deserves further attention (fig. 59). It is a scene
where a man, who looks much like Collier, is sitting with his arm around a lady. They
are depicted from behind, but both are looking back over their shoulders toward the
viewer. Collier himself raises a flute glass with his free arm.471 The setting is a
463

Pieter Steenwijck: Still Life of Books with a Portrait of a Man, 48.5 x 65.5 cm. Art work number in the
RKD database 8013.
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Willem Kalf: Still Life with Weaponry, Silverware and Mirror Image of the Artist, ca 1643–4. Art
work number in the RKD database 57350.
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Brusati 2004, 78–81.
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An indirect reference to army life is found in fig. 34, where the title of the music is The  Grenadier’  
March, which, introduced into Britain during the reign of William III, became a traditional marching
song. For the notation, see Pring 2009, 40–42.
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Brusati 2004, 78–81.
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Thieme and Becker 1907–50, 263; Wurzbach 1906, 317.
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RKD Bredius notes. 9 April 1670 with Waddenius van der Milde and 17 Jan 1684 with Johan
Schravesande. The current locations of the paintings are unknown. See Appendix II The Bredius notes.
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See, for example, the RKD database art work number 133651 and in a card file E. Collier 25.5 x 30.5
cm, a couple with musical instruments, auctioned London (Vlg. Keulen), 11 December 1989, no. 167.
Only one painting which can be considered a group portrait painted by Collier exists in the Weimar
Model (fig. 69). However, the subject in this particular painting, Treaty of Nijmegen of 1678, is more
important than the likeness of the people represented.The group portrait features 20 participants and was
planned to function as a wall decoration. Carasso-Kok 2003, 49.
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The card file states that the painting was attributed first to other painters (Z. Blyhooft or N. Leemans)
before being attributed to Collier in 1990 (by CAW. in RKD). My view is that the male figure and the
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simplified  version  of  Rembrandt’s  known  depiction  of  himself  and  his  wife  Saskia,  now  
in Dresden, Rembrandt and Saskia as the Prodigal Son in the Tavern from ca 1635 (fig.
60).472
Rembrandt’s   self-portrait in Dresden has been much discussed. It has
generally been considered a portrait of a happily married couple and has been connected
to  Rembrandt’s  life  with  Saskia,  although  the  tavern  scene  in  the  background suggests
something  more.  It  has  also  been  interpreted  as  a  portrait  of  Rembrandt’s  new  bourgeois  
lifestyle, though presented in an ironic way. Until the beginning of the twentieth century
that it was identified as the parable of the Prodigal Son. The  story  in  St.  Luke’s  Gospel  
is a well-known parable encouraging forgiveness of the repentant sinner. Rembrandt
was interested in this parable over a long period and returned to the theme in a number
of paintings.473
Collier’s   painting   is   a   complete   mirror   image   of   Rembrandt’s   setting.474
The female figure, the spouse or a mistress, is placed higher than the male, though this
is   more   striking   in   Rembrandt’s   setting.   Saskia’s   gaze   and   seriousness   have   been  
interpreted as conveying a warning.475 Collier’s   companion, by contrast, has a slight
smile   and   a   friendly   look,   though   her   expression   is   more   reserved   than   Collier’s.   He  
smiles with his mouth half open and makes a jolly salutation with his drink.
Rembrandt’s   gesture   is   identical,   though   his   expression   is   even more cheerful than
Collier’s.    
The cheerful atmosphere is created both by the happy male faces, but also
by the clothes worn. Rembrandt was famous for his theatrical costumes from different
periods and places and, here he wears lavish antiquated dress. As the prodigal son he
wears an imposing velvet hat with large white plumes. He is identified by his long
sword in the foreground as a wealthy man about town or cavalier. Rather than oldfashioned   garments,   Collier’s   sitters   wear   seventeenth-century costumes that are,
style of the painting are comparable to other paintings by Collier and this is supported by my discussion
with  Fred  Meijer  concerning  the  painting’s  authenticity.  Unfortunately, the picture is of low quality and,
therefore, comparisons are limited and done only on the basis of paper copies. Nevertheless, the subject is
clearly an important one and deserves to be discussed.
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Van de Wetering 1989, 134–136, 147 (Corpus III). The original size was larger, see further discussion
of the size in Van de Wetering 2005, 226 (Corpus IV) and about the repainted parts in page 225.
According to x-rays, Rembrandt had a lute-playing woman standing between the present characters, but
she was painted out during the painting process. It refers even more to the Utrecht tradition. See also
Chapman 1990, 117 and Cartwright 2007, 182.
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The first scholars who paid attention to the tavern scene in the background were C.A. Vosmaer, H.
Knackfuss and William   von   Bode,   while   Rembrandt’s   self-portrait was associated with the idea of the
rebellious artist-genius. Identification with the parable of the Prodigal Son was made by W. R. Valentiner
and Ingvar Bergström and commented on by C. Tümpel and A. Mayer-Meintschel, and this has changed
the interpretation. See Van de Wetering 1989, 142–146 (Corpus III), Van de Wetering 2005, 217, 225
(Corpus IV), and Chapman 1990, 114–5.
In the parable, a father has two sons, and he gives to the younger his share of the inheritance in advance.
The younger son wastes his fortune, repents and returns home and his father arranges a feast for his
homecoming. The older son is angry, because had worked for his father, and the father did not give him
even a goat when he needed it as a reward. His father has to remind the older son that everything the
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younger son. See Pyhä Raamattu 1992, 15:11–32.
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nevertheless,  very  luxurious.  The  lady’s  jacket  edged  with  spotted  fur  is  eye-catching.476
The   slit   in   the   jacket   is   in   the   middle   of   the   painting   and   ends   where   Collier’s   hand  
rests.   Following   Collier’s   arm,   his   gathered   sleeves   with   candy   stripes continue to his
shoulder and the costume is topped off with a fashionable wig. Collier, unlike
Rembrandt, is not wearing a hat, which emphasizes graciousness rather than prodigal
son’s  extravagance.477
Collier borrowed a pictorial motif from Rembrandt, from which he could
clearly benefit. The subject matter of the prodigal son grew during the sixteenth- and
early seventeenth century due to graphics and the Utrechtian convention of moralizing
paintings, such as the theme of the merry companies. The theme of the prodigal son was
popular troughout the entire seventeenth century, and by the time Collier painted his
version, it had been secularized by many other painters.478 Artists were painted in their
pursuit of bad habits that are connected with prodigality, which in turn were associated
with the tradition of the merry-maker. Allusions are made to loose-living and an
overwhelming interest in women. It has been suggested that the portrait of a couple in
this genre could also be a witty representation, that is, an in-joke for an audience who
could easily recognize the context.479 By this as it may, Collier undoubtedly chose to
paint   an   exact   composition   of   Rembrandt’s   from   the   mid-1630s, transmitting his own
message to a later audience through this well-known pictorial genre. Moreover, the
theme of the prodigal son gave rise to allegories of the vanity of earthly pleasures, and
this continued in a tradition with which Collier was already extremely familiar.
Collier’s   self-picturings surrounded by military equiptment and in a
cheerful painting of himself are relatively marginal in his oeuvre. It is tempting to see
the latter as connected to his marital problems, but the type of this genre is so general
that one cannot be definite. Rather than being a prodigal son Collier here looks like a
gentleman just as he has shown himself in studio scenes as a learned artist. This follows
the  Leiden  tradition  of  artist’s  self-portraiture which depicts the painter as a scholar with
a   repertoire   of   scholarly   props   around   him.   Collier’s   awareness   of   fashionable   selfpicturing and of earlier traditions is shown in the reflective images he experimented
with in some of his compositions. In the seventeenth century self-portraits were
connected with self-fashioning (fame) and required the demonstration of artistic skill.
The assumption that a portrait would include qualities such as resemblance (to the
extent that this was typical and in fashion at the time), signs of social status and age, and
476

The   jacket   resembles   jackets   that   are   often   seen   in   Johannes   Vermeer’s   paintings.   According   to  
Marieke de Winkel, these jackets were worn daily by middle and upper class women. De Winkel 1998,
329.  For  Rembrandt’s  historicising  costumes,  see  De  Winkel  1999,  67–72.
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A   scoreboard   and   a   peacock   reveal   that   the   setting   in   Rembrandt’s   painting   is   a   tavern   or   brothel,  
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even some signs of the artist’s  personality, are  in  Collier’s  paintings  subordinated  to  the  
vanitas   or   trompe   l’oeil   genre   and   the   laws   of   pictoriality governing these genres.
Collier’s  portraits  are  not  in  themselves  central,  but  if  the  person  portrayed  is  known  it  
significantly changes our understanding of the picture. Self-portraits carry with them a
sign-system of their own, like the textual systems or systems of understanding for signs
in music. This means that the technique with which Collier approaches portraiture
always communicates through a painterly medium and with other related items pictured
nearby. To what extent these separate items are interpretable remains arbitrary and is
dependent  on  the  picture’s  inner  organization  and  the  tensions  engendered.  The  heroism  
of a painter as the greatest imitator in the world overlaps with self-images in a military
context,   such   as   in   Collier’s   Denver   Vanitas, supported by the art theory provided by
Angel. Semblance without being, pictorial deceit, was both a source of pride to the
painter but also a cause for modesty, implying an understanding of the vanity of the
world, even though self-depiction could conquer death, at least for a while. This vanity
association  was  very  much  part  of  Collier’s  self-depictions, emphasized by the careful
imitation of objects, an endeavour which was much admired at the time. Multiple
painted prints of himself advertized his expertise as a vanitas painter and the motifs of
knowledge, vanitas and transiency were incorporated into these same depictions.
Having dealt primarily with vanitas paintings, I will now turn to the genre of trompe
l’oeils  and  their  special  subject  matter.
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7.  Towards  Trompe  l’oeil  Paintings  – Transitions
This chapter discusses what types of relations or motifs  are  found  in  Collier’s   trompe
l’oeil  paintings besides self-referentiality. Reference to the painter himself is shown in
the most central elements of his compositions, such as the depiction of letters containing
the signature of the painter as well as the implication that the artist is recipient of letters.
The second aim of this chapter is to focus on subject  variation  in  Collier’s  trompe  l’oeils
in order to, find out which subjects he stressed most. His subjects grew out of the
vanitas tradition, which represented the transience of time in multiple ways. New
subject matter was provided by news items, which varied daily, and thus worked as
symbols of the passage of time as well having contemporary relevance. A highly
illusionist painting technique appealed to his educated clientele and at the same time
tied his oeuvre to the Leiden tradition. I have grouped together sixteen trompe   l’oeil  
paintings by Collier. Twelve are wall arrangements with miscellaneous collections of
stationery and small objects, and four are eloquent portrait prints added to meticulously
painted wooden panels.  Many  other  trompe  l’oeils  of this sort are known from auctions,
and they are referred to in the course of my analysis. The feigned wall arrangements are
discussed first, and here I analyse the chosen elements and the effects they establish.
One observation is that given the politics of the time the letter racks and the memories
they evoke are deliberately vague, acceptable to both the new bourgeoisie and to the
most sophisticated audiences. Secondly, I explore the depiction of a single print or a
small number of prints that are attached to a background wall, becoming the principal
means of representation in   one   group   of   trompe   l’oeil   paintings.   The   earliest   wellknown example of this type of painting is Trompe   l’oeil with an Engraving of the
Triumph of Galathea from ca 1650 by Sebastian Stoskopff (1597–1657), which entered
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the collections of Emperor Ferdinand III of Austria (fig. 71).480 There the etching is
attached with sealing wax, with three seals on each side. The print is illusionistically
painted as being well worn with its edges curled at the end. The light print contrasts
with the dark background. It is said that on first seeing the painting, the Emperor
reached out to take the print in his hand. Edwaert Collier’s   practice of putting a
deceptively painted print on a wall had two main subjects, Erasmus of Rotterdam and
King Charles I, who I will discuss later in separate sections.481 My main focus is to
examine the different representational levels which can be discerned in these pictures,
bearing in mind that these choices reflect the new market situation in which Collier
worked. The reasons for the choice of these particular historical figures are explored,
and this refers us back to the question of pictorial means. In the final section I discuss
the pictorial tradition of illusions which influenced Collier, tracing his transition from
vanitas  still  lifes  to  trompe  l’oeil  themes,  and  discussing  some  of  the  anomalies  found  in  
Collier’s   oeuvre.   First,   I   recall   the   discussion concerning the relationship between
contemporary artists and the ancient masters.
Pliny the Elder’s  story from the History of Nature is frequently repeated
when discussing the classical methods of illusionist effects or comparisons between
different modes of illusionist artistry. The story concerns two ancient painters,
Parrhasius and Zeuxis, both considered they were the better illusionist. Zeuxis painted
such realistic fruits in his painting that birds came to pick them. However, the real
master of illusion eventually proved to be Parrhasius because he succeeded in tricking
his  competitor’s  eye,  by  painting  a  curtain  so  life-like that Zeuxis tried to pull it aside.
For painters working in the increasingly bourgeois Netherlands this story provided the
basis for developing theories about seventeenth-century Dutch painting.
In 1642 Philips Angel introduced a treatise in which, following the
anecdote of Parrhasius and Zeuxis, he argued that imitation was at its highest level in
the painting of Antiquity.   According   to   Eric   Sluijter,   Angel’s   remarks   provided   the  
motivation to pursue illusionism to the highest levels in seventeenth-century Leiden.
Stories from Antiquity were used devotionally. In the progress of illusionist art, Gerrit
Dou enjoyed a special position because of his technical expertise. Dou was later referred
to as “the  Dutch  Parrhasius”  and this association might have influenced his selection of
effects in his paintings.482 Praise for high illusionism is also mentioned in Arnold
Houbraken’s   biography   of   Samuel   van   Hoogstraten, in which he tells the story of
Ferdinand   III   Habsburg’s   reactions   before Van   Hoogstraten’s   paintings.   Van  
Hoogstraten offered the emperor three paintings, which were all still lifes because they
gave so much pleasure to viewers by deceiving them with skilfully painted layers. The
emperor kept one of the paintings and gave the imperial medallion to Van Hoogstraten
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Koester 1999, 238. The painting is nowadays in the Kunsthistorisches Museum, Gemäldegalerie,
Vienna, canvas, 65 x 54 cm, inv. no. GG 3553. Born in Strasbourg, Sebastian Stopskoff worked in Paris
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as  a  ‘punishment’  for  the  deceit, and as a consequence Van Hoogstraten reproduced the
medallion in his next paintings as a model object, and, thus, let his audience know about
the event and the level of this art and artistry.483
On the whole, there was a clear striving towards exquisite illusionism,
found in Karel van Mander’s   anecdotes   (1604), which were then related by Philips
Angel in the Leiden circles, and later included in the writings of Arnold Houbraken.
Edwaert Collier was undoubtedly aware of this discussion, which is evident in his still
lifes in which he refers to Pliny’s  texts. Collier referred to Pliny in his Vanitas Still-life
in the Burrell Collection, ca 1690s, where “PLINIUS” is written on a book spine, along
with a book by “ERASMUS”.  The 1704 Vanitas in Gothenburg Art Museum also has
two volumes of books in the background, one bearing the word “PLINIVS” on the
spine. This was the intellectual climate in which Collier studied and later followed the
path of painting trompe  l’oeils, although these were produced at the turn of the century,
when was completing his final works. Collier’s  move to London in the 1690s allowed
him to create new contacts with customers and this clearly expanded his repertoire to
include trompe  l’oeils. Some fascination towards illusionist tricks represented in trompe
l’oeils  is  found  in  Samuel  Pepys,  a  significant art connoisseur in his own right, who in
1668 expressed his admiration for lifelike paintings of boards: “which  board  is  so  well  
painted that in my whole life I never was so pleased or surprized with any picture...
even after I knew that it was not board, but only the picture of a board, I could not
remove  my  fancy”.484
Collier’s most skilful predecessors were Cornelis Gijsbrechts born in
Antwerp, who stayed in Copenhagen as a court painter; Samuel van Hoogstraten from
Dordrecht, who circulated in the courts of Vienna and London; Cornelis Brisé from
Amsterdam; and Wallérant Vaillant, born in Lille (France), but who settled to work in
Amsterdam. All these painters shared the subject of an illusionistic letter board and
stylistic tricks which Collier later imitated. Only two other little-known painters worked
in the Netherlands with the same   sort   of   trompe   l’oeils   which became Collier’s trade
mark in England.485 Many other painters were engaged in other kinds of  trompe  l’oeils,
such as pictures of dead game birds and hunting implements, bird cages and guns.486
This   kind   of   ‘trickery   art’   was termed bedriegertje, oogenbedrieger or
schijnbedrieger in the Netherlands, but as was the case generally with specialized
genres, seventeenth-century writers and inventories  referred  to  trompe  l’oeil  still  lifes  
mostly by their dominant subjects, such as comb case, letter board or cabinet door. The
483
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term  ‘still  life’  was  largely  used  from  the  1650s  onwards,  which  makes it challenging to
uncover the real volume of production.487
As the contemporary sources demonstrate, surprise and pleasure were the
main  purposes  of  trompe  l’oeil  paintings.  The owners  of  trompe  l’oeil  paintings  derived
pleasure from introducing these amusing paintings to their guests, which they often did
in their domestic surroundings where guests shared their admiration for the paintings
and their creators and, moreover, for their owners. Brusati distinguishes three categories
of  trompe  l’oeils. Following her classification,  Collier’s  picturing  method  belongs to the
category of feigned paintings, namely deceptively painted pictures which are not
counterfeits of something else. Brusati points out that the depicted objects, such as
writing implements, papers, combs, jewels or seals, are not only painted to deceive so
that they would be confused for the real ones, but also to emphasize their painted form,
and the fact that they really are painted.488
These letter-racks or quodlibets (“what   pleases”)   were filled with
numerous objects and painted from a very close up perspective. The depicted objects
can establish a web of different meanings. The self-referential objects of the painter
could make statements about his artistry, and together with other items, they were able
to imply certain values and attitudes, whether political, religious or social. Brusati
interprets   trompe   l’oeils   through   their   constructed   social   relations   and   looks for the
pictorial means by which painters improved their own market value.489

Feigned Wall Arrangements – Collier’s	
  Letter	
  Racks
A common feature of Collier’s  wall  arrangements  is that the same items appear in each
of them. These include a white sharp-pointed knife, a red wax stick, a white quill pen, a
newspaper and a wax-sealed letter.490 Other items appear randomly, like scissors,
spectacles, an inkhorn and a variety of papers. In addition, there are always three red pin
board straps in  Collier’s  letter  racks.  Most  of  the  horizontally  viewed  paintings  do not
have a feigned background, only a restful dark plane which shows the objects clearly. A
major element is the signature that he has incorporated into a letter-rack item, a folded
piece of paper, which instantly attracts the  viewer’s  attention.  
Bearing in mind signs of individualization, Still Life: A Letter Rack, 1692
(fig. 72), has an interesting letter for L de Haes, in addition to the signature of the
487
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painter on a paper that is folded in the middle. A pearl necklace with a blue bow on the
left of the painting is another new item in the repertoire of objects which are most often
depicted. Unfortunately, the identity of L de Haes is unknown, but it would seem to
refer to some personal contact either on the part of the artist or the commissioner. In
addition, a date is given in the claim letter. The medal of the King and the London
newspaper are English, and marks the journey Collier has taken from his hometown of
Leiden. In this particular painting, the hometown is pointed out by a text in English in
another letter: “Mr   Edwart   Coljer   Painter   At   Leyden”.   These   handwritten   signatures  
provide additional information about Edwaert   Collier’s   life. Signatures pointing to
“Leyden”   are   also   found   in   the   trompe   l’oeils   in   Leiden   from   ca 1703 (fig. 73), in
Schwerin from 1704 (fig. 93) and in the SOR Rusche Collection from ca 1706 (fig. 94).
Interestingly enough, Collier   has   signed   these   latter   trompe   l’oeils   in   Dutch, “tot  
Leyden”,   even though other parts of the visual arrangement may refer to his London
engagements, as in the Detroit painting.491 Signatures that refer to his London periods or
clients are found in seven institutionally owned paintings.492
Nearby these letters that bear the name of the artist we may often see the
back of another letter that is tucked under the strap. These letters are sealed by red wax
containing a pictorial emblem. This emblem is most probably a personal sign that
authorized the   sender.   Collier’s   wax   seals represent   a   man’s   head   in   profile.   Broken  
seals indicate that the letter has been opened and read. Another sign which often appears
in   Collier’s   unopened   letters   is the so-called   “Bishop   mark”, which indicates the date
when the letter has been received by the post office in England. It is a small circle that is
horizontally cut in two halves by a line above which we can see the first two letters of
the month and below the day of the month. The original aim of the mark was to speed
up the delivery of the post.493 Another   postmark   found   in   Collier’s   paintings   is   the  
official Penny Post stamp.494 It is a triangular shape with three words “Peny  Post  Payd”,  
with one word on each side of the outer triangle. The inner triangle has the dates of the
day the post was delivered and the initials of the post office. 495 Collier painted Penny
Post signs on opened letters in three paintings. In one, now in the Sarah Campbell
Blaffer Foundation   in   Houston,   “POST”,   “PAY”   and   “ANY”   are legible and in the
centre of the triangle are the letters “CO”, a hyphen  and  “I” (fig. 106). The exact place
of delivery remains obscure but this mark was used from the 1680s onwards.496
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Letters are private items, but when they contain the signature of the artist
it signifies an educated individual who could receive, read and write back, as
emphasized in the writing implements that are displayed nearby. Letter writing was by
itself a sign of social communication and indicator knowledge of a codified system.
There were infact manuals on how to formulate different types of letters. These manuals
originated from France but were also published in Holland in the seventeenth century.497
In London the manuals were also written in French after their French models but were
of little use to ordinary individuals and families because of the language and because
they were intended for commercial purposes among the higher society. It is suggested
that the manuals were also bought for social entertainment, and romantic or literary
interest. Epistolary literacy was learned through copying letters from the Bible, business
correspondence, account books and personal correspondence. Letter writing depended
on a certain level of literacy, which was high in Holland. The letters displayed in
Collier’s paintings come from his period in England, where the growth of literacy and
the exchange of letters were growing at great speed at that time.498 In   sum,   Collier’s  
letters function as private items and as social interaction among individuals in contrast
to the public announcements of daily politics depicted in other texts in the paintings.
They also suggest the intellectual circles Collier now takes part in, circles which took an
interest in the latest news, the decisions of rulers, politics and the opinions of the state
about their land.
The importance of mailing for individuals as well as for businesses is
indisputable. The British Post Office was unstable before the Restoration, after which it
developed quickly to improve its services even though its users still complained about
various problems. The Royal Mail also controlled the post by copying and censoring the
mail but in time it changed into a liberating force. The growth of print culture with its
pamphlets and newspapers that were shared in coffee houses and the benefits of the
postal system for the public increased reading and shaped public opinions after the
1680s even though the rise of this culture included a deal in the 1670s between the
postmasters and the government which ordered that postmasters would sell the
government’s  official  newspaper, the London Gazette, for a penny.499 The Gazette soon
began  to  appear  in  the  repertoire  of  Collier’s  letter  racks.  
A special feature of Collier’s   trompe   l’oeils   is   often   a   folded   newssheet  
that reads   “Her   Maje[sty's]   MOST   GRAC[IOUS]   SPEEC[H]   To   both   Hous[es]   [of]  
PARLIA[MENT]”, which refers to the reign of Queen Anne. The text has also an
additional symbol of a crown and the letter   “A”   in the bottom edge of the paper.500
Queen Anne ruled England, Scotland and Ireland for twelve years, beginning from 8
March 1702 until her death in 1714.501 With  Collier’s  inclusion  of “His  Maje[sty's]”, an
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allusion is made to King William III of England, Scotland and Ireland, who preceded
Queen Anne from the beginning of 1689.502 The arrival of King William III was
probably the impulse to the artist’s   choice   of depiction, because William was born a
member of the House of Orange-Nassau and he was the acting Stadtholder of the Dutch
Republic. Furthermore, King William III was a Protestant who could resist the aims of
the Catholic movements in Europe, first in the Dutch Republic and later in England.503
Parliamentary speeches also occur in   Collier’s   still lifes, which are
situated at the corner of the table, and where a shiny metal set of writing implements
with a quill and a candle is painted in the middle (fig. 31). The speech is put under the
leg of the writing stand which hangs over the edge of the table and provides a suitable
position for reading by viewers. Other surrounding items vary. Usually there are books,
a globe and seals, which are all familiar items from the earlier vanitas paintings, but
they appear without the skull. The Tate Still Life, 1699, clearly has the date of a given
speech,   “on   Wednesday   the   Fifth   of   February   1698”,   beginning   with   “His   Majestes”  
referring to King William III (fig. 31). The speech concerned the disbandment of the
army.504
The reporting of parliamentary proceedings was a part of   the   ‘print  
revolution’   when   enormous   numbers of cheap pamphlets and newspapers were
published. They were distributed in various ways through shops and street hawkers but
inside and outside of London. Parliamentary processes were reported and the public
were informed about decisions and resolutions and about forthcoming issues and
affairs.505 Jurgen Habermas has presented both the concrete and conceptual changes in
the social climate of England, which culminated in the coffee houses where the
aristocracy met the bourgeoisie on equal terms. Opinions about social and political ideas
were exchanged as well as sentiments about the arts. It is notable that the circle was
enlarged to include the middle class, among them craftsmen and shopkeepers. The
coffee shop debates resulted in the eventual publication of weeklies or periodicals for a
larger audience, such as the Tatler, the Spectator and the Guardian. Habermas considers
their role as “a self-understanding”   through   which   the   public   entered   itself   into
“‘literature’ as an object”. As a result, public debates increased also among
themselves.506
Another way of referring to political events was by representing of texts
from generalized journals. An example of increased political emphasis may be found in
the painting from the Indianapolis Museum of Art, Still Life (fig. 75), dated at the
earliest to 1696, based on the clues written on the sheets in the letter rack. In the upper
right corner is a newspaper, The Flying Post or The Post Master, in which the heading
“Turin,  May  I”  is  legible.  It  probably  refers  to  the  Duchy  of  Savoy’s  war  against  France
and the allies and the Treaty of Turin that was signed in 1696. In the same year, the
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disaffected Jacobite George Barclay organized an assassination plot against the King
that failed, an event that was referred to in   the   King’s  later  speech   Parliament.507 The
depiction of The Flying Post or The Post Master also occurs in painting in The
Hunterian Museum Glasgow (fig. 77), in which the date 29th of April is evident. In this
particular painting the date given on the almanac is 1676 not 1696 and this has led to a
number of interpretations. One suggestion is that it refers to the commemoration of the
Dutch Admiral Michiel de Ruyter, who died on 29 April 1676. I suggest that the
original year of 1696 is appropriate  for  the  Glasgow  trompe  l’oeil  and  parallel with the
trompe   l’oeil   in   Indianapolis (fig. 75), for in this year a government bill attempted to
take The Printer of Flying Post into custody because of the Post’s alleged increasing
incredibility about Exchequer Bills. The bill was   “to   prevent   the   Writing,   Printing,   or  
Publishing  any  News  without  Licence”,  but  it  did  not  gain enough support.508 Political
news also appears in a Leiden   trompe   l’oeil (fig. 73) in the form of the words
“Extraordinaire Leidsche”   [Courant] and   the   subtitle   “PORTUGAAL”, which could
refer to the Portuguese who were on the side of the Dutch and the English in the War of
the Spanish Succession, an event which matches the year in the almanac, 1703.509 A
depiction of Amsterdamse [Courant]   appeared   in   Collier’s trompe   l’oeil, now in
Schwerin (fig. 93),  which  contains  the  subtitle  “Engelandt”, showing reporting through
its correspondents on the latest news concerning England. The system of reporting news
from the major cities of Europe by means of correspondents is represented in several of
Collier’s  paintings,  often  right  next  to  a  letter.
The London Gazette newspaper, which was guarded by the court, is also
frequently represented item in Collier’s  letter-racks. If specific political message is not
announced on its front page, it can also be implied by almanacs and pocket watches,
symbols of fleeting time and the vanishing power of Kings. Like parliamentary
speeches, The London Gazette is found in one still life, hanging wide open from a
table’s   edge and surrounded by other items on the table such as coins, writing
implements, a book with a ticket that reads   “VANITAS”,   a box of seals, a globe, an
open atlas and documents with seals. In the shadows on the right lurks a skull.510
All these items – parliamentary speeches, newspapers and almanacs –
have been painted only partly visible. Attemps have been made to assign dates for the
execution of these paintings from the partly visible dates given on these documents.
507

This event is mentioned in an interpretation of the painting given by the Indianapolis Museum of Art.
See the museum web page: http://www.imamuseum.org/art/collections/artwork/still-life-colyer-edwaert
The speech was given to Parliament on 24 February 1696, and in it the King spoke about his narrow
escape.  This  exact  date  is  not  legible  in  the  painting,  however.  Peter  Mitchell’s  earlier  suggestion  for  the  
interpretation  was  King  William  III’s  speech  from  20  October  1696,  when  “the  Bank  in  England  was  in  
the   process   of   being   established   in   order   to   finance   the   Crown   Forces”.   This   was   based   on   the  
corresponding   work   in   Collier’s   production   (Still Life with a Globe, collection H. Sabin, picture in the
article), although the date of that painting is 1697, see Hilberry 1964, 13–14. As a result, I do not see any
connection between these paintings.
508
See:   “The   third  parliament  of  King  William:  Second  session   - begins  20/10/1696”,  The  History  and  
Proceedings of the House of Commons: volume 3: 1695–1706 (1742), pp. 25–73. http://www.britishhistory.acauk/report.aspx?compid=37655&strquery=parliament speech william 1696 flying post (13
March 2009)
509
Stedelijk Museum de Lakenhal, Leiden, archives. The first line of the text is also  legible,  “Lissabon  
den  10  Augustus”.
510
See picture in Gemar-Koeltzsch 1995, 259 (vol. 2), cat. no. 80/19. Vanitas Still Life with Globe, 73.7 x
61  cm.  Auctioned  in  Paris,  Galerie  d’Art  Saint-Honoré 1988–1989, inv. no. 17.
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However, the dates could refer to various contemporary events and the dates given and
the content of the headings do not necessarily match.511 One reason for this might have
to do with uncertainty over dates, though it might be the conscious choice of the artist to
puzzle the viewer, and raise thoughts of the illusionist ambiguity of representation.
Pocket watches and almanacs are allegorical vanitas  accessories  in  trompe  l’oeils,   and
music as a more traditional symbol of the progression of time (see for example fig. 93).
Consciousness of death is the main motif of vanitas paintings in general, but the genre
received a new impetus from contemporary devices for measuring time during the
seventeenth century.
Well-worn copies of the almanac The Apollo Anglicanus appear in
several  trompe  l’oeils,  situated almost the same place in the upper row.512 This almanac
was published between 1654–1747 under the name of Richard Saunders, and parts of
this name are in most cases carefully exhibited in the paintings.513 Collier painted the
title words of the almanac more legibly than the other texts, where the textual parts of
the news is mimetically represented without the necessity of being legible. Almanacs
offered the artist the opportunity to paint the date and the year. A magnifying glass is
placed on top of the almanac, but rather than magnifying and clarifying it blurs the
painted text underneath. The magnifying glass is a fascinating element in the pictorial
composition; it focuses our gaze and strategically placed above the calendar it reminds
us to use our time wisely. The magnifying glass makes the viewer look through it, and
this alongside of the textual clues emphasises the notion of visual play.514 A magnifying
glass increases the fabricated reality of a painting, emphasizing different materials in
depiction and making its own thin but important shadows. Almanacs in Dutch appeared
in the very early works and later, suggesting that Collier painted for both, the Dutch and
the English markets.515 Almanacs also appear in Collier’s early large vanitas paintings
511

Dates and heading in The Flying-Post or The Post-Master in the Glasgow and in the Indianapolis
painting did not match, and neither did The London Gazette in  the  Detroit  and  the  V&A  trompe  l’oeils.  
Burney Collection database. Wahrman (2012, 70–77) has discussed the problematic links between the
dates of the almanacs and the dates of the speeches.
512
See figs. 73, 74, 77 and 81.
513
Wahrman has paid attention to the name variants of Richard Saunders on calendars. He argues that in
the Hunterian painting (fig. 77) the almanac combines almanacs from 1696 and 1676. The name painted
by  Collier,  “Saunder”  without  an  “S”  is  from  the  1696  almanac  and  Richard  Saunders  title  has  changed  to  
“Student  in  the  Physical  and  Mathematical  Sciences”  from  the  earlier  “Student  in  the  Physical-Coelestial
Sciences”.  The  latter,  however,  was  the  form  which  Collier  chose  to  paint.  Wahrman  argues  that  Collier  
deliberately chose to indicate an astrological publication rather than a mathematical one. Be that as it
may, the comparison between the lines in the original publication and those represented by Collier do not
match. I believe the reason is a simply pictorial one. The painter chooses to paint a sufficient number of
written characters to achieve sufficient recognition of the name by his audience. Certainly, the characters
chosen and painted form together a further narrative which could bear more meanings, but not necessarily
after the first painting in a series has been displayed. See Wahrman 2012, 8–17.
514
I see the magnifying glass, like spectacles, to be a complex object. Both improve the visibility but used
in  the  trompe  l’oeil  paintings,  which  play  with  the  viewer’s  trust  in  what  he  sees,  they  point  to  multiple  
levels of representation. They can be personal items but spectacles may point to levels of truth, in which
the real and the false need to be distinguished. See Segal 1985, 96.
515
For   Collier’s   Dutch   almanacs   see,   for   example,   figs.   92   and   93.   Fig.   92   also   contains   a   portrait   of  
Erasmus (discussed on p. 151). In this painting the Comptoir Almanach is from the Amsterdam printer
Zaagman, but what is intriguing is that the year is hidden both on the middle left under the edge of the
magnifying glass and on the lowest corner on the right, where it is behind the letter on which we can find
Collier’s  signature.
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(see figs. 19 and 20).516 In these paintings almanacs are clearly marked as the artist’s
private items as one (fig. 19) bears Collier’s  signature  and  the  other (fig. 20) seems to
include a drawing of the painter himself.
Earlier French still life, Vanitas Still Life with Skull by Sebastian
Stoskopff, also has an illusionistically painted almanac that hangs in the dark
background from a sharp hook (fig. 113). The skull is set in the centre on top of two
books and an open note book with a score by Orlando di Lasso, whose content follows a
poem in which a debtor tries to postpone the inevitable. A candle and a clock both
measure time as does the torn sheet of an almanac.517 Two painters who Collier
presumably knew, Jacques de Claeuw and Cornelius Gijsbrechts, also included
almanacs into their multifaceted still life puzzles.   In   De   Claeuw’s   arrangement, the
almanac peeps out between other objects which symbolize temporality, such as music,
painting, smoking equipment and withering flowers.518 In Gijsbrechts’   trompe   l’oeils  
the almanac was a regular element, stuck behind the red tapes of the rack and sometimes
bearing the signature of the painter (fig. 114).519 Single pages from almanacs can also
often be seen in the middle of the banquet pieces where they served as a pepper plate,
curled into a roll.520
In addition to almanacs, the Glasgow  and  Leiden  trompe  l’oeils   (figs. 77
and 73) also have depictions of pocket watches and their keys pinned on the left side,
one (fig. 73) is on a chain and the other (fig. 77) is on a piece of tape. The Leiden
pocket watch with its shiny reflections recalls Gerrit Dou’s painting Still Life with
Candlestick and a Watch (fig. 79), in which the modish pocket watch hangs in front of a
niche. Other timepieces are placed inside Dou’s niche, like the hourglass next to the
candle. Another intriguing detail is that the clay pipe and tobacco rest on a sheet from
an old almanac. Dou’s  painting, which contains a wide variety of time-associated items
was originally painted as the cover of a case in which another painting was kept. The
case protected the more important painting inside it, which depicted a maidservant and a
young man meeting in a wine cellar.521 Thus, the vanitas painting on the case covering
was literally used against the ravage of time, not unlike the illustrations of skulls and
time pieces on the back of the portraits, which were intended as a memento mori.
The score of minuets522 catch the eye in   the  trompe  l’oeils   Trompe l'oeil
Letter Rack with Flute from 1704 in Schwerin, and Letter Rack, ca 1698, in Adelaide
516

The almanacs depicted are after the model of the edition Nieuwe Delfsche Chronijck Almanach,
published in Delft, which exhibit a coat of arms in the middle of a tripartite logo on the front page.
According to Salman, the local Delft almanac could have been acquired from some other town, such as
Leiden and Haarlem, like almanacs that were published in Amsterdam. At the time there was no local
printer for almanacs in Leiden. Salman 1997, 93–5.
517
Sander 2008, 160–1.
518
See page 51 in Chapter 3 for examples.
519
See the catalogue in Koester 1999. Plate 4, Trompe   l’oeil in Museum voor Schoene Kunsten Ghent
contains an almanac with a signature. See also Salman 1997, 98–9. Salman contains examples of Pieter
Claesz’s  still  lifes  which  include  almanacs, see Salman pages 96–7.
520
Hochstrasser  1999,  75.  See,  for  example,  Willem  Claesz  Heda’s  works.  See  also  Salman  1997,  97.
521
Laabs 2001, 30–32; Baer 2000, 110, n1, 49 n111.
522
The minuet was one of the most popular French social dances in the Baroque era. In Baroque
instrumental music, minuets were incorporated into songs and organ music and they were included in the
manuscript collections of music for guitar and lute. More often minuets were included in French keyboard
and ensemble suites. An important early corpus of minuets is the ballets and operas of Lully from 1664 to
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(fig. 80). The headings to the scores read   “Menuet” (French). The music books are
tucked under the straps so that the notes are recognizable to viewers. The Adelaide
trompe  l’oeil  also  has  a  title  on its cover but it is not legible. According to Pring, who
has transcribed the melodies, the origins of the sources for the depicted minuets cannot
be identified. However, the melodies are skilfully written and can be played by different
instruments. In both paintings, the notes of the minuets are placed beside a flageolet, a
popular woodwind instrument of the time.523 Other items around the composition are
typical of Collier, like the writing implements, scissors, combs and different sorts of
paper.  The  rolled  paper  on  the  right  in  the  Adelaide  trompe  l’oeil  contains the fragment
of a heading: “Humb/   Ess/   able   the/   poral/   Hed/   TS/   98”, which reminds us of the
titlepage of a play.524 It is important to take into account that these minuets do not only
appear in  four  other  trompe  l’oeils  but also in seven other still lifes. This shows that the
subject of minuets was not only a temporary detail for Collier. If the dates of the
paintings are correct, Collier had used this subject for over ten years, changing the
language of the headers from the French  “Menuet”  to  the Dutch  “Een  Minuet”  and the
English  “Minuet”  according to his needs.525
Measuring time was the opposite of the eternal and timeless kingdom of
God, yet it was very much part of the growth of science during the seventeenth century.
Wasting time was a traditional sin, but time measurement itself was changing
throughout the Western world, which was in the late sixteenth century changed from the
Julian to Gregorian calendar. As demonstrated, objects  in  trompe  l’oeils  already  existed  
in the earlier vanitas paintings, like almanacs, writing implements, music scores and
pocket watches. However, these objects were depicted slightly differently depending on
their viewing angle  because  of  the  flat  perspective  in  trompe  l’oeil  representation.  For  
example, pocket watches without exceptions were open in still lifes. Their interpretation
is also different, and the underlying message, which concerns reality and its
deceptiveness, now turns to the arts and the vanity of the canvas itself, which will also
decay through the ravages of time.526 On the other hand, the reason for depicting the
items that measure time is to halt time.
In practice, Collier’s watches rarely point to a certain moment of time. The
exact time is barely seen in his still lifes and only in the Glasgow Trompe  l’oeil (fig. 77)
1687, which consisted of 92 titled minuets. The minuet was also popular in England, both as a dance as
well as in the form of music for the theatre. See Oxford Music Online, Meredith Ellis Little,  “Minuet”,  
(24  April  2011).  Pring’s  theory  that  Collier  could  have  composed  these  minuets  himself  is  an  interesting  
one. See Pring 2009, 300–1.
523
A flageolet is a small duct flute which has a beak that is similar to that of the recorder. It has four
finger-holes in front and two for the thumbs behind. Flageolets were usually made of ivory, ebony or
boxwood. The flageolet was known in the Low Countries in the seventeenth century due to Richard Haka
(his  maker’s  marks  is  seen  in  fig.  48).  The   flageolet had also become popular in England by the 1660s.
Two instruction books were published in 1667 and it is known that Samuel Pepys and his wife learnt to
play the flageolet from these books. The term has appeared in French literary sources from the thirteen
century  onwards.  See  Oxford  Music  Online,  William  Waterhouse,  “Flageolet”,  (24  April  2011).
524
The date of the painting has been estimated from the numbers found in the  rolled  document  “98”.  The  
depiction of The London Gazette is dated April 5 169[ ], which supports the approximate date. Another
suggestion of the date is made by Rod Radford, who argues that 168[ ] refers to the revolution of 1688.
See Radford 2005, 152.
525
Pring 2009, 270–272. Pring has listed the occurrence of the different sorts of minuets found in
Collier’s  paintings.  She  uncovers  five  different  melodies.
526
Stoichita 1997, 271, 272; Koester 1999, 28, 156–7.
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can the viewer easily see that one hand points to ten. The watch joined element from the
early still lifes to the final trompe   l’oeils   in   Collier’s   painting,   representing   troughout
the transience of human life. Watches could also be painted onto the flat surfaces of
trompe  l’oeil  where other elements, such as oil lamps, hourglasses, withering flowers or
soap-bubbles would have looked odd.527
Royal favour has for centuries been shown by golden chains, and they
became a desired token among artists as well. Gold chains were awarded by courts in
recognition of artistic success.528 It is not known whether Collier received this honour
but he did regularly depict medallions   in   his  trompe  l’oeils.  The  medallion   in   Trompe
l’oeil of ca 1703, in Leiden (fig. 73), refers to King Charles I with a text that reads
“DEI. GRATIA. ANCA SCOT. FRAN.   ET.   HIB.   CAROLVS.”,   although   the   speech
behind the upper strip directly points to the period of the ascendancy of Queen Anne.
The previously painted Trompe   l’oeil from ca 1701, (fig. 74), also has a medal of
Charles   I   with   the   text   “[C]AROL[US]   .   REX.   PRIMV”.   Queen   Anne’s   speech   is
referred to, celebrating the continuation of the Stuart line from Charles I to James II, to
his daughter, Queen Anne. Her first speech to Parliament took place on 11 March, and
in that speech she  proclaimed  that  “I  know  my  own  heart  to  be  entirely  English”, which
helped to establish the immense popularity she enjoyed throughout her reign. 529 Yet
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Bergström 1983, 189,190. Ingvar Bergström has paid attention to pocket watches as deviant objects in
banquet pieces. He suggests that they symbolize temperance in emblem literature if time pieces are
included in still lifes to signify the virtue of moderation rather than symbolizing transience. Julia Berger
Hochstrasser challenges this interpretation by suggesting that pocket watches practically remind us of the
time  that  the  artist  used  to  finish  the  painting  in  question.  It  also  reminds  us  of  the  painter’s  ability  to  still  
the fleeting moment and record it in the form of a painting. She bases this interpretation on the
seventeenth-century habit of artists referring to themselves by pictorial means and witties. She also turns
to Karel van Mander, who warns us in his texts about wasting time, and says that it should, indeed, be
used diligently. It is connected to marketing values in which time meant money and consciousness of time
increased overall in the culture. See Hochstrasser 2002, 117–131 and 1999, 81–2. Henry Gregory found
that the timepiece played a crucial role in the Haarlem tabletop still lifes which were invented by Willem
Claes Heda and subsequently continued by Claesz. The watch in such works was usually shown as open,
probably because it needed to be wound every twelve or sixteen hours, and an open watch stood for the
contemplation of time passing. See Gregory 2003, 130–1, 176–7. Otherwise Tanya Paul in her research
on Willem van Aelst considers that watches depicted as separate objects can be interpreted too narrowly.
She aims for an approach which also considers artistic and mimetic skills and the fictional nature of still
lifes.  Paul’s  interpretation  of  Van  Aelst  shows  that,  besides  their  value  as  an  item  of  luxury,  the  pocket  
watch works as a signature of the mature artist whose presence close to a self-reflective image symbolizes
both the excellence of the artist and his capability of halting time as well as the efforts he has spent on
creating his fine painted layers. Here Paul follows the ideas of Hochstrasser. However, for Paul the
celebration  in  Vos’  poem  (1659)  of  Van  Aelst  supports  the  theory  of  the  stilling  effect  for  the  viewer.  See  
Paul 2008, 23, 24, 229, 230.
528
Brusati 1995, 147–9. Van Hoogstraten used the chain as a trophy with which he promoted his artistic
success. As Brusati has remarked, in his own writings he compared this reward to a military token of
victory.   Rewarding   artists   with   golden   chains   was   noted   in   Karel   van   Mander’s   lives   of   painters,   for  
example, Hans van Aken, Henricus Goltzius, Bartholomeus Spranger, Jan and Hubrecht van Eyck and
Antonis Mor. See Van Mander-Miedema 1994–1999, 200v03–04, 230v46–231r03, 273v09, 285r03,
290r41. Van Mander mentions the golden chain as the greatest favour and honour bestowed by a ruler.
This passage is also discussed in Cartwright 2007, 98.
529
The interpretation on this painting derived from private correspondence with Dr Mark Evans, Senior
Curator, Paintings Word & Image Department, Victoria and Albert Museum 31 May 2007. See further
about  the  dates  in  this  trompe  l’oeil  in Wahrman 2012, 72. Wahrman pays attention to the date 1701 in
the almanac, which refers to the time of King William by the Julian calendar that the English followed
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another example is found in the Detroit Still Life: A Letter Rack from 1692 (fig. 72),
where the medallion refers this time to, William III, and bears the text
“W.III.D.CAA.S.F. ET  .  H.  REX”.
Collier’s   earliest   known   version   of   the   medallions is in a Trompe   l’oeil
from 1684, where the medallion is firmly placed in the middle of the painting, creating a
round shaped horizontal line with the pocket-watch and with the miniature portrait of a
lady.530 The Dutch texts in the news and almanac also support its early date. What is
particularly eye-catching in this regard is its similarity to Samuel   van   Hoogstraten’s  
counterpart. The composition on the left side is taken from Van Hoogstraten. This
includes the bundle of documents with a seal and a curred ribbon at the front, and the
long neck tape for the medal that is tied in a showy bow in the upper left-hand corner,
which continues between the objects and ends at the middle pin which places the medal
in the centre.531 Collier used this exact form for a long time and it is also found in Wall
Arrangement from 1698 and Trompe  l’oeil from ca 1703 in Lakenhal Leiden (figs. 81
and 73).532 The early example also has rings, combs and a portrait of the lady, which
refers to a more private approach on behalf of the artist or the buyer in the painting.
Samuel   van   Hoogstraten’s   trompe   l’oeils have often been singled out for their selfreferentiality,   his   trompe   l’oeils   again   and   again   retracing his artistic periods, his
writings or his other achievements.533 Paintings were in fact objects of exchange, and
were central when an artist wished to enter certain circles, such as the new markets in
England.534
Parallels to the depiction of medallions include the miniature portraits
added   to   trompe   l’oeils.   Collier’s   trompe   l’oeil   painting   in   Glasgow   from   ca 1700
includes a miniature tied to the letter rack with a blue ribbon depicting a man, which
establishes a web of items around it (fig. 77). The man in question has been identified as
a military person judging from the objects around him, or it is assumed to be a portrait
of Collier himself, though there have been some doubts regarding his true identity.535
The person in the portrait could also be the artist’s patron. One way to interpret

and to the speech of Queen Anne who acceded to the throne in 8 March of 1702. The year changed in
England on 25 March, which affects the year painted by Collier.
530
Edwaert Collier: Trompe   l’oeil, 1684. Sale London, (S) 27 October 2010, no. 89. An image can be
found in the RKD manual archives.
531
An image of a similar painting was shown by Dr Michiel Roscam Abbing on the international seminar
of Samuel van Hoogstraten on 9 January 2009 in Amsterdam. This is also pointed out in Wahrman 2012,
108–9.
532
In  many  of  Collier’s  trompe  l’oeils  combs  stand out from the repertoire of the objects. Combs are of
different colours and their teeth thickness varies, probably for practical reasons due to changing fashions
in wigs. It was a private item that betokened a gentleman. It is noted that in emblem books by Roemer
Visscher and Jacob Cats the comb is included with   mottoes.   Visscher’s   Purgat et Ornat (It cleans and
adorns),  1614,  contains  a  picture  of  a  comb  in  a  landscape  and  Cat’s   Spiegel van den ouden en nieuwen
tijd, 1658,  included  the  verse  “Comb  your  hair,  comb  your  hair,  again  and  again,  and  not  only  your hair,
but   also   what   is   hidden   beneath   it,   right   down   to   the   bone”.   See   Koester   1999,   23.   Collier   has   not  
indicated this emblematic connection visually.
533
Brusati 1995.
534
I am grateful to Dr Michiel Roscam Abbing for discussion on this subject, 9 January 2009.
535
The Hunterian Museum and Art Gallery, University of Glasgow. http:// www.huntsearch.gla.acauk/.
See also Wahrman 2012, 110.
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quodlibets is also through the social networks that they establish.536 There is an obvious
connection with the affairs of English society in the form of a reference to a speech
given in Parliament. More evidence of a connection with events of the time is found in a
changed date in the Apollo Anglicanus almanac. According to the Hunterian museum,
the date was painted over and changed to 1676. Combined with the date of the
newspaper, it points to the history of Dutch naval warfare. On the 29 April, 1676,
Michiel Adriensz de Ruyter, the Admiral of Holland and West Friesland, died in a sea
battle in the Bay of Syracura.537 De Ruyter was an opponent of the House of Orange and
a naval hero in the Anglo-Dutch wars. However, the subject of the portrait does not look
like De Ruyter. A corresponding painting in Jerusalem, ca 1701 (fig. 96), has in the
same  place  a  miniature  portrait  of  Charles  I.  The  Glasgow  and  Jerusalem  trompe  l’oeil  
as  well  as  Collier’s  trompe  l’oeils  in   Leiden  and  London  all  have a similar black oval
frame for the miniature and for medallions. Clearly this place in the composition is
reserved for a significant person but needs to be understood in the context of visual play
that trompe l’oeils involve. In the Glasgow painting (fig. 77), the identification of the
person depicted remains questionable but certainly the figure in the oval frame with his
fashionable outfit, wig and scarf, is associated with recent history. Earlier examples
from  Collier’s  own  oeuvre  of  play over a person’s  identity  being part of the composition
and its message are found in the earlier discussed miniature portrait with a military
context (fig. 61) and in one small still life from as early as 1675, nowadays in Budapest
(fig. 37). It demonstrates the combination of vanities and an oval miniature portrait of a
lady which is poised precasiously over edge of the table with only a blue ribbon keeping
it in place. Ironically, however, the ribbon leads to the mouth of a skull which lies on
the table. Her identity is not known but it stimulates one to think of vanishing love
relationships.538
In sum, the letters in Collier’s  paintings  do not reveal their exact function,
and we do not know if they are business letters, parts of private correspondence or
simply used as a convenient surface for a signature. We do not know who has sent these
letters. There was also a genre painting tradition established in the Low Countries
during the seventeenth century that included the reading, writing and receiving of letters
as their subject matter, but Collier does not refer to this thematic in terms of emotional
relationships. Having said that, the writing implement sets in his still lifes are in fact
similar to those that are depicted in the genre paintings.539 His most probable motive is
to improve his standing in social circles which were actively engaged in daily politics,
and to represent the fictional communication within this middle class activity. The
536

Brusati 1999a, 60–61. Koester 1999, 262–5.  A  good  example  of  this  is  Wallérant  Vaillant’s   Trompe
l’oeil  – A Board with Letters, Pen Knife and Quill Pen behind Red Tapes from 1658, in Gemeldegalerie
Alte Meister, Staatliche Kunstsammlungen Dresden. The painting forms a cross of bright red tapes, under
which he has tucked several letters that refer to the period when he worked in Frankfurt. All these
references create an image of a successful artist who was in contact with and sought after by many
notable commissioners. On the other hand, there is no evidence of actual contacts. The painting also bears
various layers of representation as suggested by the seemingly carelessly painted date: the year, 1658,
seems to be casually drawn with white chalk to the upper part of the painting.
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mailing system in England had suffered from systematic censorship, and this might
form one political narrative suggested by the newspapers headings in   Collier’s   work.
News represented in speeches and newspapers in effect still time to the actual moment
of the political event. Sometimes the date is indicated, but more often they bear
approximate timing or even have conflicting dates, such as continental time in one
document   and   English   time   in   another.   Therefore   Collier’s   letters   would   seem   to  
generally symbolize the passing of time, connecting there painting to the vanitas
tradition,  which  was  Collier’s  speciality.  The  transitoriness  of  time  was  represented  in  
multiple ways by almanacs and watches, reflected actual changes in the measuring of
time in the early modern era. Sometimes the art of music played a central role in the
depiction, representing current fashionability as well as concept of fleeting time. Most
of  the  trompe  l’oeil  works  were  intended  for  English  markets   but   Dutch   texts   appears  
from time to time, serving the art markets in both countries. Different styles of prints,
drawings and etchings are repeatedly used as props in Collier’s paintings as well as the
printed pages of books, and in simple terms they celebrate the publishing industry.
Printing was a large-scale industry and played a significant part in art marketing.540 In a
way, Collier participates in the print market by picturing it. However, as far as I know,
there are no prints made of Collier’s  paintings  commissioned  by   the artist himself for
marketing purposes.
The attractiveness of trompe l’oeils lies in their excellence in mimetic
skills which entertain and satisfy an educated audience. In the course of time, a growing
middle class citizen, increasingly familiar with a mass print culture and with
illusionistic devices in art would become the ideal customer for Collier. The distribution
of news items depended on professional network of newsmen and functioning postal
system,   but   in   Collier’s   letter   rack   works   the   references   go   beyond   that   to   include  
allusions the users of the system and his work invites further speculation concerning the
senders and receivers of these letters. The distinction between the public and the private
creates an intriguing tension in these depictions. Allusions to monarchs acts are depicted
in an ordinary letter rack, and the everyday world of gentlemen is represented,
sometimes accentuated by a miniature portrait or a print of a private individual.
However, Collier usually chose to depict key figures in the society of different times,
such as Erasmus of Rotterdam and King Charles I, who will be discussed in the
following sections.

Depiction of a Print of Erasmus of Rotterdam
Edwaert Collier repeatedly depicted the humanist Erasmus of Rotterdam (1466–1536)
in his paintings in the form of a single painted portrait print and also as a part of a still
life or a wall arrangement. These single portraits, sealed on an illusionist wooden
background, are known today in six pieces.541 Although the dates for all of the paintings
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De Marchi & Van Miegrot 1994, 455–457.
Besides figs. 83, 84 and 94 the RKD archives have images of Wall-Trompe   l’oeil   with   Print   of  
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are not known, they were most probably painted at the beginning of the 1690s, in the
time  when  increasingly  Collier  began  to  paint  trompe  l’oeils. Readable years from the
signatures are 1692, 1693 and 1695, and it should be remembered that he moved to
London in 1693, though in the years following the move he returned to the Netherlands
from time to time. A common feature of these paintings is the print showing Erasmus,
positioned   in   the   middle   of   the   composition’s   painted   background   and   attached   to   a
wooden board with a varying number of red wax seals. The paintings have slight
differences: differently placed knots in the background, different line lengths in the texts
under  the  portrait  and  Collier’s  signature  after  the  text  is  subtly  adjusted.  Even  though  
the wording of the text is the same, the varying line length changes the hyphenation.
Only minimal changes occur in the model for the prints, and they were presumably
painted from the same model or repeated from each other. The inscription reads
“DESIDERIUS   ERASMUS   ROTTERODAMUS, qui patriæ lumen qui nostri gloria
secli”,  calling Erasmus the ‘light  of  his  country’ and ‘our  glory  of  the  century’  (fig.  83).
The text in Latin does not refer to any particular country or city where the painting was
produced, but once again it elevates the learning of the painter.542 The depicted sheet of
paper itself looks well-thumbed, especially around the edges. Small tears and the
crumpled appearance of the print look highly realistic. The illusion of the wooden board
in the background is achieved by carefully representing the grain and knots in the wood.
The board does not look particularly sophisticated, indeed it looks rather basic and this
increases  the  casual  mood  of  the  painting  and  perhaps  suggests  that  Erasmus’  greatness  
requires no further embellishment as it speaks for itself.
According to Raupp, the model for the engraving is from a renowned
painting by Hans Holbein Younger (1497/98–1543) and certainly there is a clear
resemblance (see fig. 87).543 The pose in  scholar’s clothing is the same, and the  cloak’s  
collar and the shape of the hat are recognizably similar. The pose of the hands is also
significant. In the Metropolitan Erasmus, the fingers are resting peacefully in Erasmus’  
laps in contrast to some other portraits by Holbein, where Erasmus has writing or
reading material in his hands. By  Collier’s  time Erasmus had attained the reputation of a
renowned humanist intellectual, and woodcuts of Holbein’s Erasmus spread and became
extremely popular.
Raupp   suggests   that   Collier’s   model   for   his paintings was made using a
mezzotint technique that was developed in the seventeenth century, providing softer
edges to the drawing line and the linear shading. Mezzotints became very popular in
England  around  1700  and  Collier’s  representation  of  it  showed that he knew this up-todate fashion. Raupp also suggests that  Collier’s  painted  model  is  based  on  an  engraving
by Pieter van der Berge (1659–1737), who was an engraver and printer in Amsterdam.
Copperplates based on P.v.d. Berge still exist and they are similar to Holbein’s
imprint.544 According to another suggestion, Collier used as his model an engraving of
the British printer Peter Stent (ca 1613–1665), who had a flourishing printing business
Erasmus, 1692, 57 x 46 cm, auctioned (S) 14 November 1988. These examples are registered in
November 2008 but other similar paintings might exist.
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By  comparison,  the  signature  on  Collier’s  letter  racks  reads  “The  Painter  at  London”.
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Raupp 2004, 90–93.
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Raupp 2004, 90–93; Saur 9 2000, 331. Pieter van der Berge spent the years 1689–1692 in Hamburg.
See   Van   der   Berger’s   engraving of Erasmus in the RKD database art work number 172011. High
cheekbones and certain other facial features could be subtly erased using the latest techniques.
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in London at the time.545 This view is supported by the fact that Collier had moved to
London in those years when he added the portrait of Erasmus to his repertoire. It seems
that engravings depicting Erasmus were widely available, although their exact origin is
not verifiable.546 According to recent Erasmus scholars, many portraits of Erasmus were
painted during his lifetime and they competed with the numerous portraits of kings and
queens.  Moreover,  copies  of  Erasmus’  portraits made by top-rated artists were widely
known, being produced in cities throughout Europe.547
Collier does not help us confirm his sources. On the contrary, he has
substituted his own name in the place normally reserved for the signatures of engravers
and print publishers. Conventionally, prints also bore information on the original
painting, but this information is also lacking from Collier’s paintings.  “E.  Collier  fecit”  
appears in most paintings, but the placing of this signature varies. It can be found on the
left,   right   or   the   middle   of   the   print’s   lower   edge.548 However, Collier has carefully
retained details of the model, like the fur-lined edges of the fur coat, a few flowing locks
under   the   black   cap   and   the   position   of   Erasmus’   hands,   all of which refer back to
Holbein’s   painting   in   the   Metropolitan   Museum of Art (fig. 87).   Collier’s   homage   to  
Holbein is also attested by another Trompe   l’oeil (fig. 88) that bears the inscription
“Effigies   Iohannis   Holbeini   Pictoris”,   which   honours   the older colleague and, at the
same time, alludes to   him   as   Collier’s predecessor who also made his career in the
English art world.549 Hence,  Collier’s  portrait  of  Erasmus   can be seen as a homage to
Holbein as a great illusionist who was able to combine trompe   l’oeil   trickery   with  
portraits and still life objects in a striking way, as in The Ambassadors, 1533 (fig. 89).
Holbeins’s   reputation   and   success   had   been   assured   both   in   the   Netherlands   and   in  
England throughout the seventeenth century because his paintings were valued as
expensive commodities by collectors and he was noticed by early biographies. In the
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Netherlands Karel van Mander included him in his Schilder-boeck as a great Northern
master. In England his paintings were reproduced as prints on several occasions from
the catalogue raisonné by Guy Patin in 1656 to the esteemed  engraver  George  Vertue’s  
notes on Musaeum pictoris Anglicanum in ca 1720s. The connection between Erasmus
and   Holbein   was   sealed   by   Erasmus’   book   The Praise of Folly, which included
Holbein’s  illustrations  and  a  short  biography.550
Erasmus of Rotterdam was one of the most authoritarian defenders of
Christian humanism and religious tolerance at a time of intense disputes between
Catholics and Protestants. His wide literary production concerned the humanist tradition
of philosophical and moral ethics in religious and ordinary life, often presented in a
satirical way. He avoided divisive debates and although a staunch Catholic he
nevertheless respected Luther. Erasmus was against idolatry and had strong opinions on
works of art that were suitable for churches. He was, for example, against the depiction
of lust.551
Erasmus wanted to determine the style in which he was publicly
portrayed. He ordered double portrait paintings in 1517 (fig. 90) and a medal in 1519
(fig. 91) from Quentin Massys for commemorative purposes for his friends and
patrons.552 These visualizations of Erasmus worked as models for later depictions, like
Holbein’s   and   Dürer’s.   It   has been pointed out that even though his body had by this
time become frail, Holbein’s  portrait  shows  Erasmus’ vigour at work.553 Later, Erasmus
waited  for  years  for  Dürer’s  representation  of  his  image,  calling  Dürer  the  ‘Apelles’  of  
his  time,  referring  to  Pliny’s  stories  of  the  most  glorified  ancient  painters  of  illusionism.  
Erasmus was not an art theoretician but as a   translator   of   Pliny’s   Natural Historia he
knew the ancient concepts of imitation and illusion, and like other scholars, he referred
to his own time as the great  ‘revival  of  arts  and  letters’  in  the  spirit  of  the  Renaissance.  
According to Panofsky, his aim was to refresh the conventions of the Middle Ages in
his texts as well as in visual arts.554
What then did Collier find so appealing in this particular portrait of
Erasmus? Erasmus, as a Dutch scholar who looked at art with a critical and sharpsighted eye, and who linked the art forms of antiquity with contemporary forms, was a
highly   appropriate   figure   to   bolster   Collier’s   claims   to   be   an   erudite   artist.   Erasmus’
learning, which looked on very favourably in England, was a subject matter for Collier
par excellence. Bath notes Erasmus’ profound influence on teaching rhetoric in schools
550
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and on the development of English emblem literature, a tradition that flourished
relatively late, in fact decades later in England than in the Netherlands.555 The continued
renown of Erasmus indirectly   enhanced   Collier’s   artistic success, who was about to
establish cultural connections of his own, and in   Collier’s   depiction   the   scholarly
achievements of the model became  a  means  to   Collier’s  pictorial ends. This raises the
notion of illusionism as an image-making process and the idea of ut pictura poesis.556
Volumes by Plinius and Erasmus are referred  to  in  Collier’s  still  lifes  by  
the   depiction   of   the   spines   of   books   which   bear   the   authors’   names,   but   also   by   the  
representation of prints, which are central items in the composition.557 The Jedburgh
Still Life has the same type of representation of a print in the middle of the composition,
hanging  over  the  edge  of  a  table,  as  is  found  in  trompe  l’oeils  where  it  is  the  only  item  
on the wooden board.558 The composition has similarities with the Rijksmuseum Still
Life as well as many others with shared objects, such as the necklace, the violin, the
thick volume with red covers and locks, the casket, the globe and the open book with
the title “Description of the World”.  Collier  has  signed  the  print  in  the  painting  “fecli  E.  
Collier   169?”   (5   or   6)   and   in   the   space   above   the   books.   In   these   still   lifes   Collier  
referred to Erasmus in two different ways, through the depiction of his books and
through the portrait of Erasmus. Yet there are further levels of representation because
the representation of Erasmus is still indirect. The books and prints are representations
of   other   mediums,   as   the   texts   and   portraits   of   Erasmus   are   brought   into   Collier’s  
trompe   l’oeils   as   a   representation   of   prints   of   Erasmus,   which   is   not   the   same   as   an  
original portrait of Erasmus.
What   comes   to   a   representation   levels   in   trompe   l’oeils Erasmus exists
there only by a representation of the print. Furthermore, the print is expected to look
real, which is in true painted. The medium of etching in the print is understood by its
visual appearance as a copy of the painting, the origin, which is somewhere else and
which is not referred or exposed by the print itself, unless the viewer does not recognize
the source. The misleading illusion of the worn-out print attached in the wooden board
is finished with the ordinary background, with grains of wood and marked wax seals.
Twice the red wax has made spare spots also in the white edge of the print, nearby the
‘real’  seals  in  the  edge  – just increasing the illusion of the attachment.
If  trompe  l’oeil  as  a  painting  technique  was  in itself a traditional element
of Collier’s  paintings the invention was the choice of the depicted person. As discussed
above, several paintings and engravings portraying Erasmus were known but to my
knowledge no other painter than Collier made Erasmus a part of their trompe   l’oeil
trickery. Some explanatory factors could be sought by examining Trompe   l’oeils in
which Collier has included the painted print of Erasmus portrait among miscellaneous
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objects (fig. 92). This  time  the  inscription  reads  only  “SCHYN  BEDRIEGD”  meaning  
‘Appearances   are   deceitful’.559 The title   refers   to   the   enlarged   edition   of   Erasmus’s
Colloquia familiaria, which was one of the most famous Dutch school books by him
and contained cultivated Latin conversations for social occasions. In addition, several
dialogues included philosophical and moral theatre plays, poems, explanations of
proverbs, study instructions as well as practical human issues. Therefore, it is said that it
was not a mere Latin text book. Schyn Bedriegt was a word pair for Sileni Alcibiadis,
which also meant a sort of fakery. The term Sileni describes the situation when someone
or something appears credible from the outside though this is not necessarily the case
when seeing it from the inside. This kind of critique was directed at high-ranking
persons who lacked the substance for real admiration and it was targeted especially at
the church fathers. Sileni Alcibiadis, as a moral publication, is considered to be a strong
statement in favour of reform.560
In  Collier’s  paintings,  the  Erasmus  portrait  in a print appears to stand out
from the picture and it draws the viewer’s initial attention and therefore defines the way
in which the picture is read.561 The Latin texts, which following the original language
and  inscriptions,  elevate  the  value  of  Collier’s  representations,  and  point  to  the  role  of  
the painter as a learned artist and suggest that the paintings were targeted at an educated
audience. The caption with in   the   portrait   “SCHYN   BEDRIEGD”,   separated   from   its  
context, underlines  the  painting’s  deceitful  nature  on  the  whole  and  is a good example
of the deliberate play and prominence of a created visual game. On the whole, Collier
seemed to have been chosen his models, Holbein, whose fame as a painter he
celebrated, and Erasmus, the celebrated humanist, on the strength of his English
audience and buyers who appreciated both learned masters.

Representations of King Charles I of England
Collier painted a considerable number of portraits of King Charles I using the technique
of paintings-within-paintings. First, he painted medallions, which were included into his
trompe  l’oeils,  second, he painted engraved portraits on a sheet of paper which he added
to   still   lifes   or   trompe   l’oeils   and, third, he depicted framed miniature portraits and
included them among other   objects   in   the   trompe   l’oeils.   These   types   of   portraits   are  
known from the archives and auctions and they add up to about 20 pieces. In this
chapter I will analyse examples from all of these groups of paintings and examine the
contextual expressions they construct. The subject matter also provides parallels with
Collier’s   contemporary painters and connections with the earlier vanitas tradition. I
explore from the cultural historical viewpoint the reasons behind the choice of
repeatedly depicting Charles I but also consider the personal approach of the painter.
King   Charles’   downfall, as well as his continuous fame throughout the century is
559
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discussed further. At this time large numbers of prints showing Charles I were in
circulation, beginning from the day of his execution.562 The continued picturing of
Charles I throughout the century is discussed here as a perfect stimulus for the reuse of
the pictures for artistic purposes, as was the case with Collier’s  paintings.
Collier painted prints of Charles I, as he did of Erasmus, mounted on a
wooden panel. The Trompe  l’oeil of Charles I in the Berger Collection in Denver where
the  engraving  is  inscribed  “Carolus  Rex  Primus, &”  and  the  King  is  depicted  in  an ovalshaped frame, mounted on a wooden panel with a pin (fig. 86). The bottom of the print
is signed “E.   Collier   fecit   London   1698”. Charles I wears armour and an impressive
medal around his neck. A closely similar painting is known from a private collection,
with slight differences (fig. 97). The first difference is that the pin which holds the
depicted print is replaced with red sealing wax on which the artist has embedded the
silhouette of Gaius Julius Caesar – the same figure as in the wax seals holding the
portrait of Erasmus, now in Museum Rotterdam (fig. 83 detail). Another detail that
connects Charles I’s   portrait   to Collier’s   self-portrait is the medal around his neck.
According to Bernström, it is possible to read in the painting the words “HON[I    SOIT  
QUI   MAL   Y   PENSE]”,   which   are   the   same words found inside the lid of the small
coffer  in  Collier’s  studio  setting  in  a  self-portrait (fig. 47), and refers to the Order of the
Garter. The third difference is that in this painting from the private collection Collier
has signed:  “A.  Van Dyck. Eques pinxit.  E.  Collier.  Fecit.”, which refers to an original
source of his print.563 The location of both the original painting and the print is
unknown. It is likely that   the   model   for   Collier’s   paintings has been engraved after
Anton  van  Dyck’s painting.564 Collier used the same model for all prints included in his
trompe   l’oeils   despite   the   fact   that   there   numerous   other   prints were available.565 Van
Dyck, the court painter to Charles I, produced numerous portraits of the King and
engravings were widely on sale and were certainly available to Collier.
Medallions showing the head of King Charles I are included in trompe
l’oeils in Leiden (fig. 73) and London (fig. 74).566 Here the medallions are surrounded
papers and everyday writing implements. Even though the brushwork is subtle and
precise, it does not leave the impression that the character of the medallion should be
the central icon or the sole subject of our interpretation. On the other hand, the social
historical context is supported by the depicted pamphlets of speeches that have titles in
capital letters “SPEEC..”, which refers as well to acts of roler. According to RodriguesFarrar, the coins and medals that were minted during the reign of Charles I had the
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special feature of being double-sided. It followed the medieval politico-theological
tradition according to which the King had two bodies: his physical natural body and his
eternal body as  God’s  representative  on  earth. This dual nature of the king is reflected in
the two sides of the coin.567 The nature of kingly authority is also the subject of
Collier’s  paintings.
The third way of depicting the portrait of Charles I is in a black oval frame
which is tied with a bow to the letter rack, as in the Israel Museum trompe l’oeil  (fig.  
96). Compared to the medallions, the framed portrait is more imitative in nature so that
it   attracts   the   viewer’s   attention   more, even though the other depicted items around it
are not changed. The depiction of the medallions is repeated inside the miniature
portrait in the medallions that Charles I wears. The legible   “VOTE   House   of  
Commons”, which reports the timetable of its activities, directs the focus of the picture
towards political issues, which is also the case with two other archive-based
photographs of paintings with parliamentary speeches.568
All these ways of picturing King Charles I derive from a time when
Collier moved to London at the beginning of the 1690s. By that time the reign had
passed to William III and Mary II, who connected the Dutch Republic with England. It
is assumed that Collier immigrated to England with the hope of earning a better income.
The boom in the sales of paintings was under way because of the growth of auction
sales. Another impetus to the economy was given by the decision to ease importation
regulations in order to fulfil the growing needs of customers, which comprised the
aristocracy but also the wealthy bourgeoisie.569 The court has always been an important
patron for artists, and their attitude to arts was a subject of wide interest to public as
well as connoisseurs. Art objects collected by monarchs demonstrated the wealth and
power of the ruler, and, thereby, the whole nation.
Charles I was a collector and patron of the arts but this is not the primary
reason why Collier decided to depict him from the 1690s onward. Charles’   court  
collected mostly Italian painting and the Golden Age of Dutch and Flemish painting
was largely unrepresented.570 Charles, however, favoured Dutch art and artists and this
boosted their status during his era. Charles was one of the greatest art collectors of the
time; a sophisticated man, he succeeded in creating a conscious court style.571 But by
the time Edwaert Collier arrived in London  there  was  not  much  left  of  Charles’ splendid
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collection. Soon after the King’s execution, his collection was sold, with the exception
of certain works retained by the Council of State. 572 The real reason for Collier’s  
continuous depiction of Charles I probably lies in his reputation that rose in different
political events during the era. These events stimulated the enduring popularity of the
printed images of Charles I which circulated among the public and among artists.573
Charles I (1600–1649) reigned in England, Scotland and Ireland from
1625 until his execution on 30 January 1649. In this period, he was often in opposition
with Parliament. This was also a time of religious conflicts, when Charles I began to
favour Catholics rather than the Church of England, and his marriage to the Catholic
princess, Henrietta Maria of France, created distrust among Protestants. He remained in
disfavour for imposing taxes to weather financial difficulties, and his beheading for high
treason and other major offences against the state signalled the end of the Second Civil
War. Despite his volatile administration, he was canonized as an Anglican Martyr soon
after his death and, furthermore, admired for his uncompromising courage in his final
days. He chose not to back down, even though in that way he could have avoided
execution.574
Charles I had become a cult figure, who was cherished regardless of his
continuous disputes over political power.575 The foundations of this cult had their roots
in the years 1647–1648   before   his   beheading.   People’s   anxieties over an unstable
Parliament and a powerful army spread the image of a suffering king, in which Charles
became the symbol of a suffering nation. According to Lacey, the King was a Christlike figure who suffered on behalf of his nation.576 The print of the beheading, and the
image of the king as a martyr was carved   on   people’s consciousness with the
publication of Eikon Basilike,  The  King’s  Book (1649), which express the thoughts of
Charles during his time in prison before his execution.577 The emotionally charged
allegorical frontispiece was the first symbolic image of Charles I’s kingship and his
position after death (fig. 103). Eikon Basilike was compiled based on known emblems
and the frontispiece combined explanatory texts, poems and prayers. Every element in
the frontispiece had its counterpart in earlier emblem literature and in Christian
mythology, including themes derived from George  Wither’s  A Collection of Emblemes,
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1635, which is one  of  the  objects  in  Collier’s Tate Britain still life.578 Interestingly, the
print depicts the King kneeling at the altar while holding a crown of thorns in his hands.
The earthly crown of England lies on the floor on which Vanitas is inscribed. He sees a
vision of the heavenly crown, on which is inscribed Gloria, the crown of a saint and
martyr.579 The narrative is represented in such a way that even a viewer who is not
familiar with emblems would understand the dilemmas of the King and the notion of the
vanity of worldly power, represented by the crown on the floor. Such images were an
important tool in a country with a relatively low level of literacy.
Charles’   cult   was   maintained   by   annual commemorative festivals which
were arranged on 30 January, which continued until 1859 with only slight changes.
From the 1660s onward the reading of Eikon Basilike to the public regularly became a
part of sermons.580 The last Catholic ruler King James II (reigned 1685–88), the son of
Charles I, elevated   his   father’s   cult by making amendments to the commemoration
sermons  in   order  to  emphasize  Charles’ innocence. When in 1702 the Protestant ruler
William III was asked to assume power by Bishops who had opposed James II, the
Stuart rule was over. From then on the picture of Charles I worked as a reminder of the
dark days that preceded the death of the King, and also his tragic end. As late as 1702–
1704 the Earl of Clarendon published History of the Rebellion, which ensured the
continuation of Charles I as the divider in the country’s political narrative. The Tory
party adopted it as their own and many publications were produced arguing both for and
against the debate.581 This was during the time when Collier was settling in London.
An official genre of portraiture was formed by court painters such as
Mytens and Van Dyck during Charles’ reign in the 1630s, who presented the image of
a powerful king who controlled own nature and his people. During the turbulent
governance of the 1640s, the portrayal of the King became more inconsistent and
unstable, and the frontispiece in Eikon Basilike preferred the allegorical style inherited
from the Elizabethan period.582 However, Collier chose for his model a print made after
a Van Dyck painting583 even though the time and the attitudes toward the historical
events had changed.
Collier was not alone in his manner of depicting the King in his still lifes.
During the 1650s and the 1660s, Jan Vermeulen and Vincent van der Vinne, whom
Collier most probably knew and whose works were his closest models, included a print
of Charles in their complex arrangements. At this time, Collier did not portray the King,
but instead his still life series contained the motif of the overturned crown, skull and
sceptre and further, the royal paraphernalia was used in many of his large still lifes, such
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as the Rijksmuseum Vanitas Still Life with Crown, Globes and Books (fig. 30).584
Laurens J. Bol has commented on habit of depicting the fallen Charles as a symbol the
fleetingness of worldly power and of all worldly beings.585
Jan Vermeulen did a series of still lifes containing the very same items in
each of them and with almost the same composition. Only the size of the painting varies
and the content of the overhanging print. In one of those prints is an image of Charles I
(fig. 99).586 As it is curled the text inside the print is not legible, but the portrait itself is
recognizable, even though most of the king’s   hat is hidden by the curved neck of a
cello. Two ample volumes lie open on the table, the position of one is propped up and
the other lies horizontally. A globe, an hourglass with a roll of paper on top of it and a
money bag are to the left of the books. On the right is a high pile of musical instruments
and papers one on top of each other. The texts of the books are illegible but in between
them is a slip of paper  which   reads   “VANITAS”.   The   whole   picture   is   draped   with a
curtain in the background, like a scene of curiosities.
It is obvious that Vincent van der Vinne was familiar with Vermeulen’s  
painting. The portrait of Charles I is similar to   Vermeulen’s   and   it   is   also   found   in  
several other still lifes by Van der Vinne.587 Van  der  Vinne’s  work  has  the same kind of
oblong book in the middle as  Vermeulen’s, a slip  of  paper  with  the  text  “VANITAS”,  a
globe, the same kind of pile of instruments as well as a curtain that frames half the scene
(fig. 11).   Van   der   Vinne’s   composition   is   more   disordered   than   Vermeulen’s   with its
added items of sceptres, a crown and a pocket watch that will occur in his paintings
which follow repeating the chaotic order. This particular painting has a version of a
print of Charles I that contains a longer text inside. It includes a  header  ‘MEMENTO  
MORI’   immediately under the oval frame of the portrait and after the continuous text
we can see a legible subheading that reads ‘MORS  OMNIA  VINCIT’  (death conquers
all). In other paintings, such as Van  der  Vinne’s Louvre still life (fig. 49), that contain
the King as an obvious conduit of the narrative, the repertoire of accessories that were
included varied from an open chest of riches to shells, a vase of flowers, broken wine
glasses, helmets with plumes and skulls. Other dictums also appear with the picture of
the king, such as   “Kan   Verkeren”   and   “DENCKT   OP   T’END” reminding one that
“Luck  may  change”  and that one should  “Think  of  death”. In  several  Van  der  Vinne’s  
compositions,  the  ruler’s  richness  and  the  national  flag  in  the  background  are juxtaposed
with objects associated with fleeting time and power which together with the regular
vanitas items have a central role in the paintings.588 An exception is made with the more
intriguing display of the reflection of the artist in a crystal orb, and at the foot of this
symbolic decoration we find a print of Charles I with a text in an opened letter with a
584
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seal, an account book and an almanac.589 The reflection of the artist can be interpreted
as an attempt to immortalize himself and his art, and, thus, to overcome time. The
model for the print of Charles I is, however, different from Collier’s.
Picturing   the   sovereign   has   remained   the   subject   matter   of   Collier’s  
paintings troughout his career. Collier resurrects the motif of Charles I around 1698 in
his  trompe  l’oeils,  by  adding  the  medallion  to  his  trompe  l’oeils,  by  including  miniature  
portraits of king and a single print on a wooden board. All of these forms of portraits
were repeated time and again; for example, a small portrait of the king in an oval frame
appeared   in   Collier’s   still   lifes   in   1691,   1702,   1703,   and   1706/7?.   His latest known
Vanitas with the English Royal Crown, 1707, was auctioned in Stockholm in 1958 (fig.
41). The depicted crown, the symbol of monarchism, which is not the same as in the
paintings addressed previously, is discussed in some length by John Bernström, who
auctioned the painting, who argues that it was originally the crown of St. Edward, made
in 1661, and displayed in the Tower of London at the time. Therefore, it could easily
have been seen by Collier on a visit to London. One contradiction in the painting is that
the portrait depicts Charles I, but the crown was used for the first time for the
coronation   of   Charles   II   in   1661.   Bernström’s   explanation   is   that   the   crown   was  
changed without telling the public, and, furthermore, when the new crown was
introduced in the Tower, it came to include false information that all the kings of
England had been crowned with this particular crown. This is also suggested when
comparing the coronation pictures or portraits of Kings Charles I and II, in which the
crown is also depicted. The sceptre and globes are, on the other hand, based on the
imagination.590 In this painting and its counterparts, in which the portrait of King
Charles is replaced by that of William III (fig. 42), the emphasis of the interpretation is
focused on rapidly or surprisingly changed world power through the personal histories
of the depicted emperors. William III died in 1702 and this change, representing the
transition of life and vanishing power becomes a vanitas theme, supported by the text in
book in the background,   which   reads   “HIER EINDIGD HET/ VERHAAL/ der
Werel.sche/ VERAND”,   meaning   “This   fading/   story/the   worlds../”,   the   last   word  
standing  for  ‘verandring’,  which  means  change.591 The painting asks us to reflect on the
temporal nature of all power (fig. 68).  In  Collier’s  still life from 1703 the rulers, King
Charles I of England, Henry IV of France and General Johan de Witt representing the
Dutch States, are surrounded with overwhelming richness but their true connection to
each other is that all three great men were killed on account of their actions and their
supremacy which others could not tolerate. It seems that these individuals’ fates
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fashinated the buying public. These pictures also shared the embodiment of the secular
and the religious in one person, which made them special figures compared to the
writers and emblematists whom Collier had pictured in his earlier still lifes.
As has been demonstrated, Collier’s  fellow  painters, Vermeulen and Van
der Vinne, used the image of Charles I in their paintings as early as the 1650s and
1660s, but Collier used it as a subject matter tight up until the 1690s.592 Other
inventions in his composition, such as the pierced crown and the sceptre, were shared
with Van der Vinne in the 1660s. Charles  I’s  beheading  in  1649  was  an  obvious  reason  
for the first depictions of him in vanitas paintings which symbolized the transitory
nature of worldly power, but his actions are redeemed by the divine right of kings.
Thus, Charles fate became the theme of vanitas. Collier lived a little longer than
Vermeulen and Van der Vinne, but neither competed in the English art market or
developed their art towards trompe   l’oeil   trickery,   which   for Collier became a selling
point in the art market of the time. The English art markets were the most obvious
reason   for   the   repeated   use   of   Charles   I   in   Collier’s   paintings.593 The predilection of
ordinary people to collect images of royalty has been commonly found by researchers,
as shown by kinds of paintings auctioned at the end of seventeenth-century England,
which clearly show the overall popularity of pictures of royalty.594 Collier’s  invention  
was to exploit this popularity by painting the illusionistic print of Charles I on a flat
surface rather than providing a depth perspective and by tucking the print into a letter
rack. Charles I as an icon of monarchism was represented by the side of up-to-date
rulers, and alongside of speeches and journals which present news and events
surrounding   Charles’   reign. One confusion is that Charles I was a Catholic, whereas
Collier was, as often demonstrated, a promotor of the Protestant faith. This
contradiction is explained by the painterly medium, first by the transition of vanitas
subject   matter   into   trompe   l’oeils   but   also   through   the   idea   that   the   viewer’s   eye   was  
deceived  by  the  illusionistic  trompe  l’oeil  medium,   which  is   constructed   and  not,   as  a  
cultured viewer would know, a true-to-life presentation. Thus, a statement posed by a
painting always contains the possibility of deception. The technique of a picture-withina-picture, more over, underlined artistic values as compared to the official genre of
portraiture. When portraits are presented as a picture-within-a-picture wider cultural
historical relations are suggested. They cease to be simply commemorative and take on
the additional element of self-referential artistic expertise. Moreover, the high
illusionism  of  Collier’s  paintings  suggest  an  audience  who  appreciated  and  enjoyed  the  
medium  of  trompe  l’oeil  technique as intellectual play.
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Chosen Motifs Transformed into Trompe	
  l’oeils
I  have  studied  many  levels  of  representations  in  Collier’s  paintings  by  examining  their  
details and their construction. Bearing in mind the many social and cultural elements the
paintings   evoke,   I   will   discuss   further   Collier’s   links   with   his   predecessors   and   the  
inheritance of pictorial tradition. I will provide examples of the continued use of certain
motifs – vanitas motifs, portrait motifs and motifs evoking the five senses – which are
transformed   into   trompe   l’oeil   subjects. Even though Collier constructed a pictorial
genre  of  his   own  within  the  genres  of  vanitas  still  lifes  and  trompe  l’oeils  by  seriality  
and repetition, he also disturbed the expected reception of the paintings by introducing
anomalies into the series. For example, the elevated status of his choice of subject, such
as in the trompe  l’oeils  of  Charles  I,  are  undermined  by the everyday subject matter of
his other paintings. I  will  next  investigate  Collier’s  pictorial levels and their status, but
first I will discuss the transition of vanitas   into   world   of   illusion   by   Collier’s  
predecessor, Cornelius Gijsbrechts.
Vanitas still   lifes   and   trompe   l’oeils   both   have strong cultural, historical
and pictorial traditions that they are generally presented separately. This separation is
further emphasized by their differences in perspectives. However, when we follow the
development of paintings by Gijsbrechts or Collier, a fusion takes place right in front of
our very eyes.   The   series   of   Cornelius   Gijsbrechts’   paintings that he produced in the
1660s demonstrate the combination and the transition of the vanitas theme into trompe
l’oeils.  The Vanitas from 1669 in which exemplary objects of the theme fill the corner
of the niche recalls the Flemish tradition (fig. 107). Illusionary effects are used for
objects that hang over   the   niche’s   edge,   including   the   artist’s   signature   on the
parchment. As Stoichita has stated, as a result of merging trompe   l’oeil   with vanitas,
appearance and illusion begin to interact simultaneously in one painting. Furthermore,
this   painting   would   a   century   earlier   have   been   “the   back   of   the   painting”.   When  
compared to the Boston Vanitas (fig. 108), the contemplation of the vanitas theme is
deliberately disturbed twice. In the upper right corner, the canvas is loosened from the
stretcher so that the underlying wooden corner is visible. In addition, the maulstick
across the right lower corner shifts the   viewer’s attention to the painting itself. The
reality of the painted illusion competes with the message of the vanitas theme.
According  to  Stoichita,  it  “also  represents  a  split  in  the  meditation  on  the  transience  of  
things”.595 Gijsbrechts’  Trompe  l’oeil with Studio Wall and Vanitas Still Life from 1668
(fig. 109), is a congruent painting that shows the  corner  of  the  artist’s  studio where the
vanitas painting is loosely mounted on the stretcher. Beneath it the   artist’s   equipment  
rests on a small shelf. The painting is about art and the artist himself, revealing the
painting process by representing the differently painted layers. This is emphasized by
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Stoichita 1997, 268–279. Koester 1999, 26. For Stoichita these paintings stand for the idea of paradox
“They  are  trompe  l’oeil  paintings  that  see  themselves  as  false  realities.  These  paintings  reveal  themselves  
to  be  nothing  but  ‘matter’  (…),  but  this  revelation  is  in  reality  a  lie,  for  the  revelation  is  ‘represented’  by  a  
painting.”  Stoichita  relates  trompe  l’oeils  to  the  literary  tradition  of  Agrippa  and  the  ideas  of  “the  futility  
of   knowledge   and   the   nothingness   of   literature”   and   to   the   discourse   ‘on   Nothing’   in   Tractatus  
philosophicus DE NIHILO, published in 1661. The latter idea was explored by Gijsbrechts in Painting
Turned Around, ca 1670–5, where he depicted the reversed side of a painting.
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the representation of percolating paint. The light background with the illusionary
vertical pine panels stops the depth of the picture, and the objects inside and outside the
vanitas painting create a continuum between these cleverly painted levels.
Gijsbrechts’   example   was   an   ultimate   revelation   of   the   painter’s   process  
with the vanitas still life. The balance between the illusion which painters wanted their
audiences to be deceived by and the willingness to prove their mastery as a creator of
that illusion is a critical decision an artist has to make. Collier rarely showed his
painterly process as openly as Gijsbrechts.596 Collier   directed   the   viewer’s   focus from
one item to another, first in his still lifes and later in his trompe   l’oeils. The portrait
engravings or the prints of speeches have special, well-founded contexts, and their
occurrences have strict links with each period’s   cultural   history,   as   well as with the
props that the artist chose to depict. Almanacs, pocket watches, keys, writing
implements, notes and some musical instruments also appear in both still lifes and
trompe   l’oeils,   being of transitional   character   in   Collier’s   oeuvre.   The other transition
towards   the   viewer’s   focus   concerns   the   textual   narratives.   Collier   goes   even   further,  
objects with their texts have a transitional existence just like the news items in the
leaflefts,  speeches  and  newspapers.  All  Collier’s  trompe  l’oeils  contain  text. This means
that the focus is quickly transferred to another system of perceiving, to another media.
Texts were also part of the last discussed painting of Gijsbrechts (fig. 109). The painting
represents two textual messages but in two different planes: one message is a
proclamation, overhanging the niche in the vanitas painting, and the other is tucked
between the ropes of the stretcher that contain  the  artist’s  signature.597 The painting can
be viewed on several levels which all function together. As Stoichita puts it, meditating
the   transience   of   things   through   his   paintings   is   an   indispensable   part   of   Gijsbrechts’  
representation, and “the philosophy  that  all  paradox  (as  a  ‘figure’ of art) is a vanitas is
inherent  to  this  meditation.”598
What is hidden and   what   is   shown   is   a   part   of   the   play   of   the   viewer’s  
perception   and   the   intellectual   participation   of   trompe   l’oeil   paintings.   In   one   of  
Collier’s  trompe  l’oeils  (fig.  82) is a portrait print of Abraham Cowley (1618–1667).599
At first it seems to belong to a series of authors who Collier has chosen to depict, but
there is another possible reason for his selection. Cowley was an influential English
poet with close contacts to the English Royal family. He had died almost thirty years
earlier and was now largely forgotten. If the poets and emblematists in Collier’s vanitas
paintings were chosen for their literary merit, this portrait may well indicate that
Cowley had made an impact on Collier. He might also have been chosen because of his
political activism. Collier’s  choice  to   paint  Cowley clearly refers  to   London’s  cultural  
life and the political upheavels of the time. Cowley’s play The Guardian was performed
in Dublin during the Civil War, and was printed in 1650. Another edition appeared in
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For   an   image   of   Collier’s   Trompe   l’oeil   Letter   Rack   with   Penner, 1696, 62.6 x 50.7 cm, where the
painted layers are mixed, see Wahrman 2012, 111.
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and  taste  of  the  patron  who  was  willing  to  support  the  painter’s  production  and  thus  possess  new  wonders  
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1663 when it was published under the title The Cutter of Coleman Street. Cowley was
on the Royalist side and was banished from England for twelve years. He returned to
London in the 1660s and continued his writing.600 The choice of Cowley would also
appear  to  have  been  influenced  by  Van  Hoogstraten.  Cowley’s play The Guardian was
part of a witty letter board in a 1662/3 painting by Van Hoogstraten.601 It is folded on an
upper   row   between   a   looking   glass   and   a   comb,   in   a   way   that   one   can   read   “The  
Guardia../COME.../Prince”.  Van Hoogstraten had a habit of leaving only partly visible
texts on his paintings for further inspection by his audience.602 Collier painted Cowley a
year before Still  Life  with  a  Volume  of  Wither’s  ‘Emblemes’ was finished, which means
it was one of his early forays into the world of the English art market. Interestingly,
Collier turned to the same reference as his colleague years before, but in a manner
which he was developed by his depictions of prints of Erasmus and Charles I.
Paintings portraying Erasmus and Charles I, signalled elevated subject
matter, as did the representations of poets and other learned persons depicted in
Collier’s still lifes. Erasmus and Charles I were both depicted in a single portrait print
inserted into an illusionistic wooden background and later, the same portraits were part
of the wall arrangements   in   Collier’s   trompe   l’oeils,   as   discussed   earlier. A similar
pattern may also be perceived in more common subjects. Collier has depicted the five
senses in a series of paintings which were probably ordered in 1706. The inscriptions on
the  paintings  read  ‘T  GESICHT  (sight),  DE  SMAECK  (taste),  DE  REUCK  (smell)  and  
‘T GEVOEL (touch); though the fifth sense, GEHOOR (hearing) is missing. Petrus
Stravenus originally painted this series of the five senses and the prints were prepared
by Abraham Blooteling (1640–1690).603 Collier then used these prints as the basis for
his   series   of   trompe   l’oeils.   Of   these,   at   least   ‘T   GESICHT   and   DE   REUCK   are   also  
found in the letter-rack (quod libet) installations, in which they are presented on the
upper edge of the paper that is placed in the middle of the upper row, while the lower
edge seems to extend towards the viewer (figs. 104 and 105).604 The letter rack contains
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Oxford Dictionary of National Biography,  Alexander  Lindsay,  “Cowley,  Abraham”,  (4  April  2008).
Brusati 1999a, 72 note 26; Brusati 1995, 363. The painting is Trompe   l’oeil   a   Framed   Necessaryboard, 1992–3, panel, 54 x 59.1 cm, Kingston Lacy Estate, Dorset, National Trust. See image in
http://www.nationaltrustcollections.org.uk/object/1257236
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a set of familiar items from Collier’s earlier paintings that are very similar to the objects
around the more elevated historical figures. It works as a background board to the
speeches and letters, but without a construed and rigid set of meanings. The repetition
and the partial   reuse   of   the   items   over   time   constructed   the   basis   of   Collier’s   own  
marketing strategy, which most probably enlarged his audience while, at the same time,
reduced the political weight of his depictions.
In short, the occurrence of the theme of the five senses is not all that
startling by itself and is opposite to the idea that Collier upgraded his status as an artist
by representing the success of others. The subject, the five senses theme, does not
deviate in fact from Collier’s print of Erasmus   containing   the   text   of   ‘SCHYN
BEDRIEGD’   (fig.   92),   as   it also points back to the pictorial questions of truth and
illusion when the senses are regarded as a source of false truths, as in the classical
Christian doctrines. The five senses forewarned of the sensual world and its dangers,
which required modesty to counter them. Even though the senses were illusory and
sinful, they were a widely depicted theme, originating from the ancient texts of
Aristotle. Both poems and paintings depicted sins with such devotion that they
distracted the  beholder’s  eyes  from the message of warning, and the theme appeared in
countless prints.605 Although pictorial means were foremost for Collier, most of his
subject matter carries contradictionary values  which  made  his  trompe  l’oeils  intriguing  
and part of a vital play of perception. The play of pictorial levels was an essential part of
transmitting and  reworking  the  theme  of  transitoriness  throughout  Collier’s  career.

painted among the documents, 52.6 x 66.7 cm, auctioned in London (C) on 17 November 1989. Art work
number 121557. Trompe  l’oeil bears a print of THE SMELL in fig. 106. The model is exactly the same as
in DE REUCK, but with an anglicized text, and with a carefully imitated vertical wooden background.
However, the language is not logical within the works since the represented texts are not wholly in either
English or in Dutch as was shown in the quod libets.
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Cartwright 2007, 157–161. For example, Joost van den Vondel Op de Vyf Zinnen published in 1644,
and painters like Adrian Brouwer, Jan Miense Molenaer and Adrian Ostade painted allegorical figures of
The Five Senses in genre scenes.
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8. Changing Art Markets and the Clientele
In the new art market situation there were many changes in both supply and demand
during  Collier’s  lifetime. As for demand, the church as a traditional patron disappeared
and a new and wealthy group of middle-class citizens emerged as potential customers.
The Protestant church did not accept the paintings as tools of belief because their
doctrine emphasized the reading of the Old Testament and salvation through personal
devotion.606 This   shift   created   a   continuous   demand   for   Collier’s   overtly   Protestant  
paintings throughout his active period from the 1660s to the 1710s. However, at the turn
of the century stagnation in the art market in the Dutch Republic was one reason Collier
sought new markets across the English Channel.
The aim of this chapter is to describe the general situation and the factors
that influenced the seventeenth-century Dutch art market from the artist’s point of view.
The focus is on changes in the art market which might have affected Edwaert Collier’s  
artistic choices, both in the Netherlands and in England. The general circumstances are
expanded upon with the details of the few known contemporary   owners   of   Collier’s  
paintings. Nine records have emerged from lists of inventories, which usually include
the names of the paintings’  owners  and,  in  some  cases,  their  occupations,  the  owners’  
residence at the time when the inventory was made and the value of the art work, where
it is given. The best example for a case study is the documented inventory of Harmanus
Capoen and Maria Geraers’  home  in  Haarlem.  Their  household  contained altogether 64
paintings, three of which were by Collier.
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Westermann 1996a; North 1997. On the other hand, Protestant sects included Lutherans, Mennonites,
Anabaptists and Calvinists, who were influential patrons for many artists, although naturally they only
bought paintings for their homes and private collections. Catholics too were allowed to worship in
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Some guidance on success and how to achieve a growing reputation as an
artist was provided by contemporary art writings. Seventeenth-century artists were
repeatedly compared to the ancient masters in the literature of their time, and, for
example, Gerrit Dou was regarded as the Parrhasius of his time. Certainly this was done
as a form of advertisement, but, as Melion explains in detail, Karel van Mander justified
the practice of specialization as a legitimate heir to ancient achievements in the
Schilder-boeck (1604). The ancient Greek and Roman masters concentrated their
efforts and avoided too large and complicated assignments to enhance their reputation
and acquire certain descriptive themes and skills. What also emerges is that the foremost
concern of both ancient and seventeenth-century painters, was to make a profit, and
their artistic skills were the commodity they sold. It was expensive to acquire a skill but
also profitable if it was used wisely in the art market.607 The Dutch painters’  relations  to  
the ancient masters was a topic of discussion in art theoretical writings throughout the
seventeenth century, first in the writings of Van Mander, next in a treatise by Philips
Angel (1642), then in the writings of Samuel van Hoogstraten, and later, in the
publications of Arnold Houbraken.
In  1678,  Samuel  van  Hoogstraten  introduced  a  saying  “the foot soldiers in
the   army   of   art”   with   regard   to   painters of inanimate objects. Van Hoogstraten,
following his French colleagues, separated painters into three different levels where still
life painters occupied the lowest level. The highest level was reserved for the history
painters and the second level for landscape painters, and this followed the natural order
created by God. Even so, a high artistic talent in imitating nature was better than being a
poor painter in a higher category.608
Even though still life painting was not regarded highly in art theoretical
writings, the new bourgeois audience desired variety in paintings, including a wide
range of still lifes, to support their growing social standing.609 The change in demand
broadened the ways of purchasing paintings, influenced the subject matter of the
paintings that were bought and had an impact on the working methods of artists. When
painters specialized in narrow painting subjects, they also developed new styles of
brushwork.610 The origin of this specialization lies in the second generation of
immigrants from Antwerp who produced similar kinds of paintings in the 1610s which
the first generation had previously imported from abroad. The difference was that their
paintings were inexpensive but of higher quality and that demand increased rapidly.611
When painters limited themselves to a very specific type of painting, they produced
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Melion 1991, 5–9, 28. These principles are the same as found in the first Italian art biographer Giorgo
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works which were recognizably theirs or from their studios by repeating subjects that
remained the same from one painting to the next with minor changes. It was necessary
for young artists to achieve a good reputation by producing appealing and lifelike
paintings and at the same time to keep the paintings’ production costs low,612 and as
Prak argues repeated motifs saved production and labour costs.613 These developments
were also true of the 1620s when the monochromatic style in still lifes became more
widespread.614 De Vries notes that especially in still life, genre and landscape painting
innovations developed to meet the new market situation, the changes in the buying
clientele from public institutions to private persons, and the changes in the art
profession itself, such as in the activity of guild practices and exporting.615 The situation
in the open markets did not lead to haphazardly made variations in pictures but, rather,
it directed certain paintings towards certain audiences with their own compositional and
thematic preferences. As I have demonstrated, the selection of certain themes remained
in   Collier’s   repertoire   for a long time regardless of the changing fashions. Thus, for
example,  Collier’s  motif  of  the  overturned  crown  with  a  skull,  is  still  found  in  his  works  
at the beginning of the eighteenth century.
Many Dutch artists worked on both sides of the English Channel,
especially during the 1680s when the number of Dutch painters moving to England was
at its height. This is explained by the fact that societal changes that took place on the
Continent the demand for paintings grew decades earlier than in England. However, the
discussion of the appreciation of still life painting in England followed the same pattern
as on the Continent; theoreticians valued it less than other art genres, though still lifes
were favoured by the buying audience themselves.616 Edwaert Collier, too, worked for
English buyers and, therefore, the situation of art collecting and the art market in
England  is  reconstructed  here,  although  the  documentation  of  Collier’s actions is, again,
unfortunately sparse.

Productivity and Dissemination
The number of new artists grew steadily until it reached its peak in the 1650s when 700
to 800 master painters may have been active in the Northern Netherlands. Immediately
after the 1660s the number of newcomers fell because of the overabundance of
paintings from the earlier generations. However, part of the older generation stopped
612
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actively working, and, thus, the number of artist stabilized. The number of painters
declined again after 1670 which was also a result of the war with the French in 1672.
Moreover, the number of active painters declined by one-quarter from the highest peak
by the end of the 1700s.617
The number of still lifes that were produced is collated from a number of
household inventories.618 Chong shows that 863 still lifes were listed during 1650–1674
and 811 between 1675–1699, while between 1700–1725 the total number decreased to
566. These numbers include all still lifes from all their sub-genres, such as flowers,
breakfasts, fruit, fish, vessels, dead birds or skulls. It is not certain in which category
Collier’s  works  would   fall,  or,  indeed,  if  they   were   given  a  specific category at all.619
Paintings portraying books and globes were rarely separately listed and they could be
included in vanitas pieces. Vanitas and skulls amounted to 11 % of the total of still lifes
in the third quarter of the seventeenth century, with 95 pieces. This figure covers the
period when Collier entered the art market as an independent artist, based on the
signatures from his first known works, beginning first in Haarlem in the 1660s and then
in Leiden. These statistics clearly show that the fashion changed in the last quarter of
the century because only 2 % of all still lifes, 16 pieces, were skulls and vanitas
paintings,  which  can  explain  Collier’s  decision  to  move  to   England. Later, in the first
quarter of the eighteenth century, 11 % of all still lifes, meaning 62 pieces were vanitas
and skulls paintings.620 As a whole, it is clear that still lifes were not very popular, and
among the subgenres the banquet pieces were the most popular until 1674. Between
1675 and 1699 the most popular motifs were flower vases (blompot) and fruit still lifes,
and between 1700 and 1725 flower vases again. This proves that Collier worked in a
very shall niche market with his specialized subject matter.
It is not known whether Collier had regular patronage. Legal
dissemination channels for paintings in the open art market took the form of sales
arranged by the guilds. Artists often met their buyers in their studios, but they also sold
their paintings with the aid of art dealers or book shops and in art fairs. 621 Normally
clients had to travel to other towns to seek out particular paintings due to the art
specialization in different cities. The yearly fairs were open to everyone, including
painters from other towns, who were allowed to sell their works unlike other occasions
when selling was restricted by guild regulations. Auctions (sometimes unlicensed and
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forced) and different markets (open-air sales) took place more often and provided an
irregular income for painters.622
It is impossible to reconstruct the distribution channels through which
Collier’s  paintings  found  their  owners, but what we do know is that Collier joined three
different guilds, first in Haarlem and then in Leiden, and, thus, we may suppose that he
felt that he benefited from them. However, in the city of Leiden, for example the
proportion of non-local paintings increased after the establishment of the painter’s
guild. This means that the overall activity surrounding the fine arts increased as well.623
As discussed in the Chapter three, the demand for still life paintings in Haarlem grew
between the 1650s to the 1660s, but its specialism was banquet pieces. In Leiden,
household inventories show that still lifes had been in demand between 1650 and 1679
even though the demand kept decreasing towards the turn of the century. Collier
confronted the same situation in Amsterdam in the 1680s, where he was also a guild
member. Obviously, membership in the guild did not prevent him from moving to
London in the 1690s, when the overall demand for still lifes was decreasing in the
Netherlands.
Although art purchases made by private homes grew, it was professional
art dealers who were the true accelerators of the art market. As mentioned, painters
themselves often acted as their own middleman because only guild members were
allowed to sell paintings that were made elsewhere. Moreover, sales that were arranged
outside the guild systems were a cause of constant contention. The main problem was
that the arrangers were often guild members themselves, these sales being made through
lotteries, charity raffles and different types of open auctions.624

Patronage	
  of	
  Still	
  Lifes	
  and	
  Collier’s	
  Buyers
Seventeenth-century inventories of households mostly classified paintings according to
what objects were depicted   as   subjects   such   as   ‘blompot’   for   flowers,   ‘bancket’   for  
banquets, ‘ontbjit’   for   breakfasts,   skulls,   vanitas and so on. Often inventories only
marked down ‘schilderij’  or  ‘stuckje’, and the size of the painting was given on a scale
that went from small to large, which means that often we cannot know the subjects for
sure. A common term, stilleven, became generalized rather late, ca 1650s, and the same
applied to the term ‘vanitas’.625 For example, in the inventory of W Daniel van den
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Bossche from 1693,  Collier’s  painting has been listed as “Een Fane-tasje door E.Coljer
12-0-”  (one  vanitas  of  Collier).626
As a common currency, paintings changed their owners when they were
bartered,   and   this   applies   to   Collier’s   painting   as   well.   It   was   possible   to   pay   for
groceries with paintings, for example in Leiden, on 9 April 1670, Collier agreed to take
baker’s products (pasteybacker) from Waddenius van der Milde in exchange for one of
his portraits (conterfeytsel) of him. This example reveals something of Collier’s  
everyday life: for the sum of one rycksdaelder the painter gets four hot pastries, of
which he has already enjoyed three, and, furthermore, Collier and his family receive
bakery products free of charge until the end of February, except for bakery for  Collier’s  
wedding, if such an occasion would take a place during the agreement.627 The other
legal document by Gerrit Barentsz Meül, 21 August 1676 in Leiden, shows that Collier
paid for furniture with a vanitas painting valued at 6 florins.628
We know only a few of the people who owned Collier’s  paintings  during
his life time. In addition to the aforementioned bartering partners, who were merchants,
we know of candle maker (kaarsenmaker) Gerrit Barentsz Meül (inventory made in
1676), Harmanus Capoen and his wife Maria Geraers, who were textile merchants in
Haarlem629 (inventory made in 1669), merchant (coopman) Johannes Apeus de Bij and
Maria Coone from Leiden (inventory made in 1678), dyer (verver) Jan Gerritsz Doude
and Maria Schepers from Leiden (inventory made in 1692), Daniel van der Bossche
from   S’Gravenshage   (inventory   made   in 1693), whose occupation is not known, and
burgomaster Mr Theodorus Schrevelius (Burgemeester) from Leiden (inventory made
in 1704). Two  of  Collier’s  paintings  were  auctioned in the sales which took place at the
beginning of the eighteenth century in Amsterdam, and one seller is known to have been
the well-known art collector Petronella de la Court (sales in 1707). One more owner is
known from Leiden, Matthijs Huyst, who was a draper (lakendrapier), but his inventory
was made  after  Collier’s  death (inventory made in 1719).630 Only twice was the subject
of their paintings recorded as a vanitas (fanetasje), twice it is a music player (een
geselschapsmusije / een vioolspeelier), once it is a portrait of a young woman (een
juffertge) and in the other inventories the subject was not specified (schilderij / feh. /
een stuek). Petronella’s   auctioned  painting  depicted  lovers   and  one   auctioned  painting  
subject is undefined.631 Most of the known owners are recorded to be from Leiden,
626
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where Collier was active throughout the 1670s and in other years until his death, and it
seems that owners were from both the upper-middle and labouring classes. Nonetheless,
the categorization and social standing of the owners of the paintings changed from one
decade to another. Due to the spread of prosperity more and more people were able to
purchase increasing amounts of new property.

Case study: The Inventory of Harmanus Capoen and Maria Geraers
In the home of Harmanus Capoen and Maria Geraers in Haarlem an inventory was made
on 19 December 1669 as part of a testament after Maria passed away in October of that
same year. Harmanus Capoen was a Mennonite textile merchant632 and Maria Geraers
was a housewife, and they had children from   Maria’s   previous   marriage   to   Abraham  
van der Schalcke. Their home, a real estate in itself, was worth f. 4350 (florins) in total.
Following  Biesboer’s  categorizing of Haarlem’s  social  structure, the Capoen household
belong to the second group of wealthy bourgeoisie on account of his occupation and the
value of the house.633 They had altogether 146 paintings hung in eleven different
rooms.634
Accompanying those 146 works were  three  Edwaert  Collier’s paintings.635
This is the best example among the scanty amount of sources on known buyers of
Collier’s   works, and even in this inventory detailed titles, subjects and measurements
are not given for most of the paintings. What is known, and what is interesting for this
study, is the placing of the paintings in the house, their value, and other painters’  names  
if known. We see, for example, how the paintings were hung together in groups in the
homes of middle-class burghers. The monetary value of the paintings was normally
given by an official appraiser, a schatster, who had a wide-ranging knowledge of
632
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various kinds of goods in the market, though he was not necessarily a specialist in
paintings.636
The first listed paintings by Collier were placed in the private room (inde
middelcamer) with fourteen other listed paintings. This painting (its object type is
identified only as “schilderij”)  is  quite  valuable  compared  to  the others because it is the
most expensive painting in this room with a value of f. 20, and it is the fifth most
valuable piece in the whole inventory. It seems that the painting was large in scale and
had some admirable features because it was priced so high.637 This private room
contains most paintings, 15 in total. Among them are genre painters like Jan Steen,
Adriaen van Ostade, Klaes Molenaer and Dirck Hals, and landscape painters like Jan
Both and Jan van Goyen.638 No other well-known  still  life  painters’  works  are found in
this room but we must bear in mind that neither the titles  of  Collier’s  paintings  nor their
specific subjects are known  to  us,  which  means  that  Collier’s  painting  might  be  a  genre  
painting as well.
The remaining two Collier paintings were placed, together with seven
other listed paintings, in the bigger private room on the second floor (opde groote
camer). These two were valued at f. 6 each. What is remarkable about this room is that it
contained three paintings from well-known still life painters, namely Abraham van
Beyeren, Willem Claesz Heda and Jacques de Claeuw. Heda’s   and   Van   Goyen’s  
paintings were the most costly in this room, both f. 15.639 This inventory includes one
more well-known still life painter, Pieter Claesz, who had one painting in a small room
(camertje) on the first floor. Even though Pieter Claesz was among the most successful
still life painters before Heda came to Haarlem, yet most of his works were valued in
the inventories at below f. 10.640 Collier was in his twenties when the inventory was
made, which means that he was among the youngest artist in the list and at the
beginning of his career.
The titles in this inventory   were   mostly   registered   as   “schilderij”, a
painting,   “stuckje”, a   piece   or   “conterfeytsel”, a portrait, except for the mythological
paintings by Jan van Bensom, which were registered as “Vijf sinnen”, Five senses (five
paintings valued at f. 5) and Reyer Jacobsz van  Blommendael’s  “Piramus and Tisbee”  
(f. 15). The other registered subjects were portraits of the housewife Maria Geraers and
her late husband Abraham van der Schalcke painted by Dirck Bleker, and a portrait of
the head of the house Harmanus and his late wife Claesge Jacobs. The most expensive
listed work was by Jan Porcellis, f. 36 (een stuck, a piece) and the cheapest was f. 1 (een
predicante conterfeytsel, a portrait of a clergyman).641
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Given that the average number of paintings in burgher households was 25,
including portraits, the Capoen house is rather special because it contained 60
inventoried items. Furthermore, several paintings are valued at more than 10 guilders,
and there were even unusual artists, such as Jan van Bijlert, which shows that Capoen
and Geraers had some knowledge of available paintings and some interest in art
collecting. Haarlem houses were modest in size compared to the new houses built along
the Amsterdam canals because new land was limited in the Haarlem city centre.
Likewise, the decoration of the houses was restrained and fitted to their size, which
meant that scope for collecting was also limited. There were some serious collectors
who had a sophisticated taste or important works of art, but none of  them  had  Collier’s  
paintings. It is noticeable that only after 1650 is it possible to find in the collections
works other than those by Haarlem artists. This suggests that the guilds controlled and
prevented   the   city’s   markets   for a long time, with the result that stylistic exchange
between the artists must have increased.642 One of the competitors was Jacques de
Claeuw, who was not based in Haarlem. Eight of his paintings are listed in the
inventory, two of which were valued at almost the same as Collier’s:   ten   and   six  
florins.643
Bob Haak has claimed that painters rarely got wealthy by selling their own
artistic work because, in general, the prices were not particularly high even when one
worked as a master.644 North’s   statistics   show   that   the   average price for a still life
between 1651–1675 was 23.84 guilders and between 1676–1700 it was 41.33 guilders,
which also supports Haak’s  claim  concerning low payments in this category. By way of
comparison, the most expensive works were religious subjects between 1651–1675 with
an average price of 70.26 guilders and genre paintings between 1676–1700 at 88.23
guilders.645 It is so rarely the case that we  know  what  was  paid  for  Collier’s  works  from  
household inventories that it is impossible to make any further conclusion on the
average  value  of  Collier’s  works.  The  eight  known  sums  ranged from four guilders to
twenty guilders. However, I presume that if his works had been valued at a high rate,
these sums would have appeared in many more inventories, and it seems likely that his
paintings fetched only the low to average sums paid for mass marketed still lifes.

The Art Market and the Clientele in England
After Edwaert Collier moved to England in 1693, he was involved both with the English
and the Dutch art markets.646 There were fundamental changes in the demand and in the
distribution of fine arts during the last decades of the seventeenth century, and this is
closely related to the changes in the subject matter and styles within these genres of
paintings. In the early 1690s, Collier   started   to   paint   trompe   l’oeil   paintings,   mostly  
642
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letter-boards. Collier’s  development of a new style is a significant change and leads one
to investigate more closely the art market which Edwaert Collier was working for.
Collier included different types of texts and inscriptions in his paintings, which might
well provide evidence of the social status of his clients. Furthermore, these inscriptions
might be the most significant indications of the manner in which Collier survived in the
English art market. It is useful to compare Collier with other painters who plied their
trade between the Dutch and the English art markets and the ways in which they
managed to break through in England.
During most of the seventeenth century the trade between England and the
Netherlands was continuous. Moreover, trade and exchange of all kinds of items was
disturbed from time to time due to the English-Dutch Naval Wars in the 1650s (1652–
4), 1660s (1664–7) and 1670s (1672), and these wars naturally restricted individuals
from freely travelling between these two countries.647 England and the Netherlands were
different not only in the production of painting, but also in many different trades, such
as textile manufacturing, the brewing industry, pottery, printing and publishing, and
entrepreneurs in these trades came to England from all over the Continent. Urban
growth together with accompanying economic changes altered the circumstances in
England during the last decades of the seventeenth century. Art collecting in England
during the early modern period expanded as did the range of subject matter. During this
time English court collectors were interested in seventeenth-century Dutch and Flemish
still lifes. English art collecting spread from the courts to the aristocracy, to the country
gentry and to merchants, and became more similar to that on the Continent.648 These
decades saw the arrival in England of arts as a luxury item as well as an influx of
foreign artists.649
Research has shown that painters from the Continent met with mixed
fortunes in different times. During the reign of Charles I the success of the Flemish
painter Anthonis van Dyck (1599–1641) was so overwhelming that it largely
overshadowed the recognition of other foreign artists. Royal patronage dictated the taste
of the court and consequently the demand for paintings. Later on, in 1672, economic
reasons persuaded painters to try their fortune in England, because demand for art
among the wealthier nobility and gentry had by this time grown. The Haarlem-trained
Sir Peter Lely followed Van Dyck as painter to the English court under the patronage of
Charles II (1660–1685), and was known as a successful painter of historical themes and
portraits. He also provided an important contact for his fellow countrymen, and it is said
that Lely assisted the still-life painter Pieter van  Roestraeten’s  access  to  the  English  art  
market.
At the beginning of the 1660s when Samuel van Hoogstraten came to
England, he too was dependent on aristocratic and court circles, which is evident from
the style change in the portrait pictures that he painted for his English patron, following
the new style of Van Dyck and Lely. However, his true victories were based on his
innovative use of perspective in the picture plane, which led to his success among the
elite, such as the treasurer to the Duke of York, Thomas Povey, and the naval
647
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administrator and well-known diarist Samuel Pepys. Connections with the court were
also crucial in the case of the Dutch-trained German Godfrey Kneller (1646–1723),
who, from 1674 onwards, worked as the principal painter in the court of Charles II until
the time of George I. However, when native-born painters began to compete in the same
market, the need for foreign painters decreased.650
The first documented public art auction sale took place in England in 1674
at the Marquess of Worcesters’ home; after this auction sales became famous and by the
1690s they had become almost a weekly entertainment for the wealthy citizens.651
According to Jurgen Habermas, the growth in public interest and the social exchange of
cultural products were the result of the emergence of public spheres, such as coffee
houses that freed discussion between the aristocracy and the bourgeoisie. It is notable
that these discussions were enlarged to the middle class, including craftsmen and
shopkeepers.652 As a consequence, even topics concerning art, never before discussed
outside of the institutions, became secularized. Similarly, the products of art became
available as a commodity. The process of change from craftsmanship to ars liberalis
came to a point where academies were established and exhibitions were held for a larger
audience. In the arts, the tradition of connoisseurship was still based on social
inequality, but became professionalized through the same process.653 Moreover, art
dealers as a new socio-economic group played an influential role as mediators of values
in art.654 A known example of professional art dealing was Gerrit van Uylenburgh, who
inherited his fathers’  art  dealing  business.655 Uylenburgh’s  enterprise  was  large,  which  
is evident from the number of paintings he sold from the stock that he had collected and,
also, from the number of arranged commissions from famous artists. He also dealt in
Italian art and worked as an agent exporting paintings to England.656 For the painters,
having an agent abroad broadened their clientele but it certainly had its risks as well.657
It is suggested, too, that Collier sold his paintings, probably through an art dealer, to the
English audience before he made the decision to move to England.658 Be this it may,
Collier moved to London in the 1690s, and most likely the markets there were better
those in Amsterdam, where the purchase of paintings from living painters by collectors
had already collapsed by the 1680s.659
The 1680s was a culmination point for Dutch painters who entered into the
growing art market, after which, little by little, English painters took over. In practise
the reign of the Dutch-born William III and his Englishwife Mary II, which began in
650
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1689 did not have a major impact on immigration from the Netherlands, even though it
might have influenced individual painters like Collier.660 William and Mary invited to
court the still-life painter Jacob Bogdani (1660–1724), who was born in Hungary but
who had already worked for the Dutch court in the Netherlands.661 Limitations on the
importation of paintings to private homes in England naturally increased the demand for
artists working locally and also tempted foreign artists to find work in England. These
restrictions concerning importation were abolished in 1694 by the Dutch-born monarch,
and this had an enormous impact on the art market.662 The act of 1695, which was
proclaimed in the previous year, became effective on 1 May 1695 and it permitted the
selling of imported paintings in public sales.663 Before that year, the public had to pay
higher import duties for luxury items such as paintings.
When Collier came to England the local markets were still favourable for
the Netherlandish still lifes and their painters.664 At that time successful still-life
painters like Simon Verelst (ca 1644–1721) and Pieter Gerrisz van Roestraeten (1630–
1700) worked there.665 Besides  foreign  artists’  paintings  works  of  arts  from Amsterdam
were also sold in England, such as hunting scenes, still lifes of game and decorative
canvases.666 Studies on the collecting of the seventeenth-century Dutch painting in
England by means of the auction sales between 1689–1694 show that Dutch still lifes
sold better than home-grown production. The Dutch still lifes purchased came from
artists working in either England or Holland. Artists from the Verelst family were most
often mentioned in sale catalogues in England as creators of fruit and flower
paintings.667 Still lifes that English collectors and travellers acquired from abroad
included paintings by the highly appreciated William Claesz Heda (1594–1678) and Jan
Davidsz de Heem (1600–1674).668 However, Gibson-Wood has shown that in the
1690s, middle class clients purchased their prints and paintings from nearby (in this
case from London) to decorate their homes at prices that matched their incomes. They
bought from local artists, shops or generalized auction sales.669 At least half of the
660
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inexpensive works sold in everyday auctions were painted by artists who lived and
worked in England, including Edwaert Collier. Other still life painters listed by GibsonWood are Lionard Knyff, Marcellus Laroon and members of the Verelst family.670
Stephanie Kollmann has listed by name 56 Netherlandish painters, who worked in
England during the reign of William and Mary (1689–1702). Her list included ten still
life painters or painters who had drawn still lifes, in addition to other genres of
painting.671
Because Collier was known as a still-life painter, he could have met with
some competition from Pieter van Roestraeten, although Van Roestraeten was already
much in demand because of his still lifes specifically depicting luxury items. Van
Roestraeten had been warned not to paint portraiture in order not to compete with Sir
Peter Lely.672 Although these events occurred nearly thirty years earlier, it is not
inconceivable that Collier, too, was warned not to encroach on the slim markets of Van
Roestraeten’s still lifes, and this could have incited him to take on the new genre of
trompe  l’oeil  paintings?  Alternatively, he may have realized that he could not compete
with Van Roestraeten, in particular, because he had already established a style of his
own which could not be adapted to emulate the personal and high quality work of a
painter like Van Roestraeten. However, another factor that might have influenced
Collier was the work Samuel  van  Hoogstraten.  Van  Hoogstraten  painted  trompe  l’oeils  
in London in the 1660s and died in 1678, though his oeuvre was not large enough to
create a demand for his work posthumously. It is likely, though, that Collier saw this as
his   opportunity   to   fill   a   gap   in   the   market   for   trompe   l’oeils. Collier succeeded in
regenerating  trompe  l’oeils  of  letter  boards  following  Van  Hoogstraten’s  lead,  though  in  
a way that was new and original enough to gain the buyers’  attention  and  in  this  he  met  
with no excessive competition. Collier sought customers by painting texts and subjects
that were related to recent history or up-to-date English culture, works that were easily
recognized by the new English art audience, such as references to Charles I. He also
painted into his works publications that were in daily use by the general public, like
newspapers and almanacs.673
Nowadays  Collier’s  paintings  are  found  in  many  important  collections, but
only a few owners from seventeenth-century England are known.674 Solitary clues to
670

Gibson-Wood’s  primary  sources  were  auction  catalogues  from  the  period  from  1689–1692 and from
the domestic inventories made between 1695 and 1715. Other painters living in England were: Francis
Barlow, Edward du Bois, Daniel Boon, Adam and Henry Coloni, William de Ryck, Adrian van Diest,
Gerrard Edema, Egbert van Heemskerk (father and son), other members of the Verelst family and
Thomas and John van Wyck.
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Kollmann 2000, 296; Willigen & Meijer 2003. Cross-checking   Kollmann’s   list   of   painters   with  
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1618), Robert Griffier (1688–ca1750), Simon Hardime (1664–1737), Leonard Knyff (Knijff) (1650–
1722), Marcel Laroon (1653–1703), Pieter van Roestraeten (1630–1700 ), Godfried van Schalken (1643–
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Shaw 1990, 403–4; White 1982, xlvii, 112.
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Parliamentary  speeches  appeared  both  in  the  trompe  l’oeils  and  his  still  lifes,  and  he   also referred to
English literature in his still-life settings.
674
Nine known paintings that are now institutionally owned belong to Paston School, Norfolk; Dyrham
Park, The Blaythwaite Collection, The National Trust; The National Portrait Gallery, London; The Tate
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possible customers are painted in as references within the pictures but this is not the
same as archival evidence. Lord Lothian from Newbattle Abbey is said to have been a
patron of a particular type of still life. According to Waterhouse, works by Van
Roestraeten and Collier have resided in Newbattle Abbey, but no exact painting details
are available. However, the Marquess of Lothian still has a large still-life painting by
Collier at Monteviot House, Jedburgh.675 The other indication of a collector can be
found in one trompe   l’oeil (fig. 98), where Collier has painted the message   “To   the  
Right Hono[rable]   /   Dr   Mountague   /   Deane   of   Durham   /   at   Durham”,   and   it   is  
reasonable to believe that this refers to John Montagu (1655?–1728), who became the
Dean of Durham in 1699 or 1700. Montagu came from a powerful family, and was the
fourth son of Edward Montagu, First Earl of Sandwich, who had political connections
with the Whig party. A family friend and a great art lover Samuel Pepys, gave his
endorsement to the young Montagu when he was elected as Master of Trinity College,
Cambridge.676
Pieter Verelst (1641/2-1702) was one known owner of a Collier still life.
He was the most successful still life painter of the Verelst brothers. Simon was best
known for his still lifes of flowers, but his brothers Johannes and Pieter both painted
mostly   portraits,   though   some   still   lifes   are   recorded   by   them.   Pieter’s   estate   was  
auctioned after his death   and   it   included   altogether   281   paintings.   Among   them   is   “A
piece of still life with the K.S. [King’s   Speech?]   by Collier”.677 This suggests an
acquaintance with the Verelst brothers, which could be expected.
In  sum,  very  little  is  known  about  Collier’s clients due to a lack of archival
material. A few contemporary owners of his paintings are known from the inventories
from the Dutch Republic and from England, which valued his paintings moderately
compared to the average sums paid for still lifes. However, it does become apparent that
Collier looked actively for niche markets for his still lifes. In the Netherlands he was the
most prominent supplier of vanitas still lifes, following the tradition formed in Haarlem
and Leiden in the early 1650s. For English customers he rediscovered illusionist trompe
l’oeils,  following  a  popular  genre  from  Van  Hoogstraten  during  the  time  art  markets  in  
the Dutch Republic declined and tastes and supply widened in the English art market.
Even  though  Collier’s  trompe  l’oeils were in demand judging from extant paintings and
the archival material concerning them he did not entirely stop painting still lifes and

paintings  which  could  been  Collier’s.  It  started  with  a  query  by  John  Corner  who  asked  ‘what  the  picture  
(described   in   the   advertisement)   fully   represents’,   to   which   he   received   answers   from   other   readers.  
http://archive.org/stream/s2notesqueries12londuoft#page/202/mode/2up/search/collier See also Wahrman
2012, 81-2, 238n7 and n8.
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For
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thus  many  dated  still  lifes  in  Collier’s  familiar  style  are  still  found  at  the  beginning  of  
the eighteenth century.
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Conclusions
During his sixty-six-year-long lifetime Collier was involved in many circles in different
cities and orbits, which resulted in a discernible painting style of his own. Born in
Breda, he did not come from an artistic family, but moved to join active art circles in the
Northern Netherlands. He spent his youth in the 1650s in Haarlem and his productive
years in the 1660s and 1670s in Leiden, then in his forties came to Amsterdam in the
1680s, and ended up in London in the 1690s, yet it seems that he travelled between
these cities to conduct his affairs. My research question was how did Edwaert Collier
succeed in the voluminous art markets with his speciality in still life painting. To find
the answers, I have examined his painterly premises and prospects in the art markets of
the time but it was the pictorial solutions in his paintings that properly clarified the
issue. The way in which Collier secured his position in the art market was clearly done
by incorporating fashionable phenomena into his still lifes, which were derived from
traditional vanitas still lifes and evolved into   trompe   l’oeils. These representational
levels satisfied his changing and educated audiences during the second half of the
seventeenth century and at the beginning of the eighteenth century, both in the Dutch
Republic as well as in England.
Collier was one of those artists whose name did not appear in the memoirs
of high prestige painters and in art historical writings he was only briefly mentioned as a
still life painter. His oeuvre received more attention in the twentieth century, a time of
growing interest in Dutch still lifes of the Golden Age. We know little about the
purchase of his work during his own time, but what we do know is that his paintings
were inexpensive, though not less than the average paid for still lifes at that time. Only a
few  of  Collier’s  paintings  have  been  proved  to  belong  to  highly  appreciated  collections,  
such as those by Petronella de la Court and Lord Lothian, during his lifetime.
A large number of his preserved paintings suggest continuous production
and his willingness to seek for new pictorial solutions for his customers. Systematic
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repetition in his output also suggests that he created works for open markets which
included multiple distribution channels. The neo-stoic world view sustained the vanitas
depictions in his early years, which include, for example, the motif of the overturned
crown, a skull and a sceptre. Also the large canvases including riches and references to
the power of Holland, suggest a promising start to his career. Collier used a wide
repertoire of motifs from the tradition of vanitas sub-genre but he also managed to
create an identifiable style of his own. He did this by painting a number of recognizable
compositions reminiscent with other painters which in time included his own up-to-date
references  and  chosen  items.  Collier’s  still  lifes  evolved  into  specific  representations  of  
various objects referring to knowledge of the world. His paintings include books and
collectibles, and the objects and literary sources he depicts seek to represent him as an
erudite  artist.  The  abundance  of  Collier’s  representations,  however,  had  the  underlying  
Calvinist thought  that  one  should  moderate  one’s  indulgences.  
The study of antiquity in the Netherlands art world was pervasive
throughout the seventeenth century. Illusionism was highly appreciated and
contemporary artists were compared to ancient masters with regard to their skills. This
approach also emphasized that the  painter’s  foremost  concern  was profit and skill was a
commodity that the painter sells. Seventeenth-century still life painters specialized in
sub-genres to enhance their reputations under pressure from competition. It resulted in
extraordinary developments in the depiction of the texture of objects, following both
traditional and fashionable styles.
Although still lifes received faint praise in contemporary works of art
theory, Collier continued in this genre throughout his life. His works make repeated
references to antiquity, and show awareness of ancient role models and the guidelines
they could offer on artistry. His oeuvre includes representations of engravings of ancient
emperors, books by ancient authors and Latin mottoes written on slips of papers which
show great illusionistic skill. All of these references defended and authorized the notion
that contemporary Dutch art belonged to a classical artistic tradition. By referring to
antiquity Collier included himself in a continuum of worthy painters.
A range of publications of different sorts, such as emblems, city eulogies
and  almanacs,  are  found  in  Collier’s  works  first  in  still  lifes  and  then  in  trompe  l’oeils.  
Many of Collier’s   paintings need to be read as much as viewed, and they call for
reception and comprehension at both levels. The details in his depicted texts demand to
be recognized. Most of the texts refer to publications of the time and have an indicative
and allusive function in the pictorial construction. The represented titles often contain
writing errors or inaccuracies compared to the originals, which has given rise to the
question whether this incompleteness is intentional. Literacy and knowledge of classical
literature is needed to apprehend these paintings fully, but it is not an absolute necessity.
Besides  the  literal  level,  Collier’s  works  include  references  to  the  art  of  music.  Although
these references of music are linked to traditional symbolism, some knowledge of music
would have enriched viewers’ appreciation of the paintings. The growth of a literate
society, activity in the musical world, and knowledge of the new sciences led in the
seventeenth century to an explosion of publications, including translations from foreign
languages. Because of the many translations and various forms of style and register,
diverse forms of writing became more common. Collier himself encountered language
differences when he chose to work for the English audience. Different writing forms,
notations  and  languages  are  shown  in  multiple  ways  in  Collier’s  paintings.
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In any case, the literal level of interpretation always stays incomplete
because of its fragmentary representation   in   Collier’s   works.   Cut   texts   turns   one’s  
attention back to the pictorial constructions which constitute the primary media of the
painting itself. On the purely visual level the viewer should be able to recognize the
content of the painting at one glance even if one does not actually read the written texts
in   the  painting.  This   is   the  case  because  Collier’s  paintings  contained   enough  familiar  
references, like recognizable pages from work by Flavius or decorative font types of the
title page of the almanac Apollo Anglicanus. Repetition in his paintings naturally
increased the familiarity of both the objects depicted in the paintings and eventually the
painter. As a result, the motto ut pictura poesis, ‘as  is   painting,  so  is   poetry’, became
implicit   in   Collier’s   painting   by   picturing   a   large   repertoire   of   textual sources both
classical   and   contemporary.   Thus   the   portraits   of   writers   represented   in   Collier’s still
lifes are presented to honour and commemorate, not to mock.
Self-picturing is known as a versatile way of artistic promotion. Besides a
few traditional artist self-portraits in the studio, Collier incorporated references to
himself in his still lifes in multiple ways at the time of his early signed works. The first
dated self-depiction is from 1662 and since then self-depictions occurred in every
decade. Collier’s  self-portraits were incorporated into the genres which he practised and
which made him successful, in other words, still lifes and   trompe   l’oeils.   Another
familiar feature of the time was to copy the known composition of some other painter
and replace the artist himself with the original artist, as I demonstrated with the theme
of the prodigal son originally painted by Rembrandt. This pattern was parallel to the
habit of rewriting the signature in the represented prints as though the print had been
created by the painter, and meant omitting the original engraver or painter. Collier
included multiple signatures in his work, both traditionally on the painting itself but also
by incorporating the signature on some object, such as a letter or almanac, or even
carved into a still-life base.
Collier also specialized in portraying other people in different pictorial
ways. He portrayed an impressive group of people in his still lifes, such as rulers and
authors, giving them eternal in this way a form of immortality even though they were
surrounded by items which remind one of the finality of death for all. Portraits were
depicted on such objects as drawings, miniatures or prints, which were placed among
the other still life objects. Notably, they also represented different mediums of art.
Depicted as a picture within a picture these portraits created a secondary level of
narrative  into  Collier’s  still  lifes  and  trompe  l’oeils.  The  people  portrayed  were  known  
for their courage, King Charles I being the most dramatic example. It was a conscious
way of drawing attention to a certain ideology or fate associated with the depicted
person, as well as positioning the painter himself in a continuum which linked antiquity
to the present time and beyond. In one of his works, Collier even recalled the tradition
of shiny surfaces in which the painter reflected himself. This in itself was a kind of
signature which immortalized the transitory life of man.
Collier  used  trompe  l’oeil  effects  as  a  part  of  his  still  lifes  such as objects
overhanging from the edges of tables, and skilfully drawn objects in obscure positions.
Illusionism   of   this   kind   continued   in   Collier’s   trompe   l’oeil   paintings.   At   its   best,   the  
skill of such paintings tricked the viewer into believing in an optical illusion. A typical
trompe  l’oeil  by  Collier  represented  objects  in  a  letter  rack  or  a print pinned to wooden
board. Such visual games also orient the viewer to read the painting an abstract level.
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Visually this experience was achieved by symbolical objects which partly showed the
titles of texts or notes. Certain words were recognizable, but the rest of the text would
be illegible, thus denying the whole story of a book, or the melody of a song or the
exact dates of an event, and this way total comprehension of the art work is also denied.
Sometimes the abstract level was emphasized by certain objects, such as a magnifying
glass or a significant text such as ‘SCHYN BEDRIEGD’ (Appearances are deceitful)
alongside of a print of Erasmus. However, abstract levels of thoughts were returned to
the present through pages from news items, which often included political messages.
The time periods indicated by the news items and the represented rulers were, however,
in harmony with the representation of abstract time both in Collier’s trompe  l’oeils  and  
early vanitas paintings. In these works transitoriness of time is stilled though the works
resonate with ambiguity. Collier’s   own social status is represented only in a limited
fashion and the political references do not increase the personality of the paintings, and
this  probably  reflects  the  demands  of  the  art  market.  However,  it  is  clear  that  Collier’s  
paintings are overtly Protestant, as shown by the texts and people represented.
In this study I have presented new   information   on   Edwaert   Collier’s  
oeuvre, his biography, the value of his still lifes among buyers, and the position of the
artist among other painters in the second half of the seventeenth century and at the
beginning of the eighteenth. Collier’s artistry renewed itself during the time when social
and cultural practices underwent considerable change. Without high prestige in his
lifetime,  Collier’s  works  have  more  recently  received  more  attention,  and  it  is  fruitful  to  
approach his work as a logical series of developments which show his endeavours as a
still life painter in the unpredictable art markets of his time. Having said that, many of
his paintings evoke further questions concerning their origin; what were the models for
the objects depicted, what transactions took place concerning the paintings, and how
were they received at different times? All of these aspects can deepen further studies of
his art and, more generally, the issue of his overall influence in transmitting the
traditions of still-life painting from the seventeenth century to the following generations
is well worth pursuing. This study has confirmed that Collier was an active painter who
captured various phenomena from his times in his artful still lifes. As such he represents
more widely the challenges an artist faces in adjusting to social changes, in surviving in
a changing economy, and in maintaining his artistic integrity.
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canvas
98 x 84 cm
Pushkin Museum
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65.
Ludolf Bakhuizen
Self-Portrait
1699
canvas
187 x 150 cm
Amsterdam Museum
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66.
Vincent Laurensz van der Vinne
Vanitas Still Life with the Portrait of the Artist
ca 1660
canvas
107.8 x 91.9 cm
Frans Hals Museum
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67.
Vincent Laurensz van der Vinne
Still Life with a Crystal Ball
canvas
64 x 49 cm
State Museum Pushkin of Fine Arts
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68.
Edwaert Collier
Vanitas Still Life with Regalia, and Portraits of Kings Charles I of England, Henry IV of
France and Johan de Witt
1703
canvas
88.5 x 125 cm
Private collection
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69.
Edwaert Collier
Treaty of Münster
1678
panel
25.3 x 35.3 cm
Amsterdam Museum, on loan from Foundation Weimar Classic
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70.
Samuel van Hoogstraten
Trompe l’oeil Letter Rack
ca 1666–78
canvas
63 x 79 cm
Staatliche Kunsthalle, Karlsruhe
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71.
Sebastian Stoskopff
Trompe  l’oeil  with  an  Engraving  of  the  Triumph  of  Galathea
1651
canvas
65 x 54 cm
Kunsthistorisches Museum, Gemäldegalerie, Vienna
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72.
Edwaert Collier
Still Life: A Letter Rack
1692
canvas
67.3 x 78.7 cm
Detroit Institute of Art
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73.
Edwaert Collier
Trompe  l’oeil
ca 1703
canvas
50 x 65.5 cm
Stedelijk Museum de Lakenhal, Leiden
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74.
Edwaert Collier
Trompe  l’oeil          
ca 1701
canvas
47.5 x 65 cm
Victoria & Albert Museum
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75.
Edwaert Collier
Still Life
ca 1696
canvas
48.6 x 61.6 cm
Indianapolis Museum of Art
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76.
Jan Davidsz de Heem
Still Life with Books
1628
panel
31.2 x 40.2 cm
Fondation Custodia, Collection Frits Lugt
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77.
Edwaert Collier
Trompe  l’oeil
ca 1700
canvas
48.9 x 61.6cm
The Hunterian Art Gallery Collections, Glasgow
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78.
Jacques de Claeuw
Vanitas Still Life with a Portrait of Anthony van Dyck
ca 1670–1690
canvas
123 x 156 cm
RKD
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79.
Gerrit Dou
Still Life with Candlestick and a Watch
panel
43.5 x 35.7 cm
Gemäldegalerie, Dresden
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80.
Edwaert Collier
Letter Rack
ca 1698
canvas
48.5 x 61.5cm
Art Gallery of South Australia, Adelaide
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81.
Edwaert Collier
Wall Arrangement
1698
canvas
63 x 76 cm
Private collection
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82.
Edwaert Collier
Trompe  l’oeil  with  a  Print of Poet Abraham Cowley
1695
canvas
44.0 x 33.0 cm
Private collection

255

83.
Edwaert Collier
Portrait  of  Desiderius  Erasmus  Painted  as  Trompe  l’oeil Paper Sealed in Wood
canvas
32.5 x 28.5 cm
Museum Rotterdam
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Detail of the seal in fig.83
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84.
Edwaert Collier
Composition with Engraving of Erasmus of Rotterdam
1693
canvas
46.6 x 38.1 cm
Private collection

258

85.
Pieter Claesz
Vanitas Still Life with a Rummer and a Violin
1655
panel
88.9 x 71.8 cm
Private collection

259

86.
Edwaert Collier
Trompe  l’oeil
Charles I
1698
30 x 24 cm
Berger Collection (Denver Art Museum, Colorado, USA)
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87.
Hans Holbein the Younger
Erasmus of Rotterdam
1528–32
Panel
18.7 x 14.6 cm
Robert Lehman Collection, 1975 (1975.1.138) Metropolitan Museum of Art, NY
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88.
Edwaert Collier
Tromp  l’oeil
canvas
61 x 46 cm
Private collection

262

89.
Hans Holbein the Younger
Jean de Dinteville and Georges de Selve (‘The  Ambassadors’)
1533
oak
207 x 209.5 cm
National Gallery, London
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90.
Quentin Massys
Double Portrait of Erasmus and Peter Gillis, 1517
left:
Desiderius Erasmus
canvas
58.4 x 46 cm
Galleria  Nazionale  d’Arte  Antica,  Palazzo  Barberini, Rome
right:
Pieter Gillis
panel
61.3 x 47 cm
Royal Museum of Fine Arts, Antwerp
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91.
Quentin Massys
Cast bronze medal of Desiderius Erasmus of Rotterdam
1519
bronze
diameter 10.8cm
British Museum

265

92.
Edwaert Collier
Trompe  l’oeil
1703
canvas
67 x 84.7 cm
Private collection
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93.
Edwaert Collier
Letter Rack with Flute
1704
canvas
61 x 50 cm
Staatliches Museum Schwerin

267

94.
Edwaert Collier
Letter Rack (“Quodlibet”)
1706
canvas
65 x 52.5 cm
SOR Rusche Collection
German

268

95.
Edwaert Collier
Vanitas Still Life with Skull, Musical Instruments, Books and Other Objects on a
Draped Table
1661
canvas
91.5 x 76 cm
Private collection

269

96.
Edwaert Collier
Still Life with a Portrait of King Charles I
1701
canvas
44 x 55 cm
The Israel Museum, Jerusalem
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97.
Edwaert Collier
Charles I
canvas
35 x 30 cm
Private collection

271

98.
Edwaert Collier
Trompe l’oeil Letter Rack with Miniature Portrait of Charles I
canvas
55.9 x 73 cm
Private collection

272

99.
Jan Vermeulen
Vanitas Still Life
canvas
56 x 74 cm
Private collection
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100.
Barendt van Eijsen
Vanitas Still Life with Portrait of King Charles II
canvas
97 x 117.5 cm
Private collection

274

101.
Samuel van Hoogstraten
Trompe  l’oeil Still Life
1664
canvas
45.5 x 57.5 cm
Dordrechts Museum

275

102.
Vincent van der Vinne
Vanitas Still Life
canvas
89.9 x 66.4 cm
Private collection
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103.
Eikon Basilike
Frontispiece by William Marshall and Wenceslaus Hollar
1649

277

104.
Edwaert Collier
A  Trompe  l’oeil of an Engraving of a Woman, entitled: 'T GESICHT
1706
canvas
42 x 34 cm
Private collection
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105.
Edwaert Collier
Trompe l'oeil of a Letter Rack with Writing Material and a Print: T'gesicht
1704 (in pamflet)
canvas
53.5 x 66.5 cm
Staatliches Museum Schwerin
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106.
Edwaert Collier
Trompe l`oeil
1695
canvas
62.5 x 52 cm
Sarah Campbell Blaffer Foundation, Houston, Texas
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107.
Cornelius Gijsbrechts
Vanitas Still Life with Skull and Candlestick, in a Niche
1669
canvas
87.5 x 69.5 cm
Private collection

281

108.
Cornelius Gijsbrechts
Trompe  l’oeil  with  Vanitas  Still  Life
ca 1667–1668
canvas
84 x 79 cm
Museum of Fine Arts Boston
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109.
Cornelius Norbertus Gijsbrechts
Trompe  l’oeil  with  Studio  Wall  and  Vanitas  Still  Life
1668
canvas
152 x 118 cm
National Gallery of Denmark
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110.
N. L. Peschier
Vanitas
1661
canvas
80 x 101.6 cm
Philadelphia Museum of Art
The Henry P. McIlhenny Collection in memory of Frances P. McIlhenny, 1986
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111.
N. L. Peschier
Vanitas Still Life
1660
canvas
57 x 70 cm
Rijksmuseum
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112.
Maria van Oosterwijck
Vanitas Still Life
1668
canvas
73 x 88.5 cm
Kunsthistorisches Museum Wien, Gemäldegalerie
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113.
Sebastian Stoskopff
Vanitas Still Life
1630
canvas
50.3 x 59.7 cm
Art Museum Basel
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114.
Cornelius Gijsbrechts
Trompe  l’oeil
canvas
101.9 x 83.4 cm
Museum of Fine Arts, Ghent
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115.
Edwaert Collier
Vanitas
panel
24 x 21cm
Private collection
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116.
Pieter de Ring
Still Life of Musical Instruments
canvas
105 x 81.7 cm
Private collection
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Appendix I
Edwaert Collier: Vanitas, 1661.
Sinebrychoff Art Museum, Finnish National Gallery. Inv. A3457.

This painting measures 63.5 x 47 cm, and it is a two-piece work on an oak panel. It has
some areas which have becaome damaged over the years and have been repainted, but
in general the panel is well preserved. The panels are 22 cm and 25 cm long and it is
bevelled on three sides (up, down and right). The joint of the panels can be seen in the
front. Where it is not bevelled, the thickness of the panel is 7–8 mm. A ultraviolet scan
reveals some areas which have possibly been over painted in earlier conservations.

Provenance of the Vanitas Painting in Finland
Edwaert Collier’s Vanitas (1661) became part of the Sinebrychoff Art Museum
collection when Eric Idestam bequeathed it to the National Museum of Finland in 1961.
The Finnish National Museum deposited the work in the Ateneum Art Museum of the
Finnish National Gallery, from where it was relocated to the Sinebrychoff museum of
foreign art. Judge Eric Idestam (1900-1960) had bought the painting from the Rapps
Konsthandel auction house in Stockholm in the summer of 1953 (cat. no. 6). The price
was a “little   over   100, 000   marks”,   according   to   Idestam’s   own   inventory   list   of   his  
paintings. The painting was in Idestam’s home for seven years until his death. Idestam
also had an extensive collection of oriental art. The donation to the National Museum
included the whole apartment and its various collections in Luotsikatu 9, Helsinki.
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Photograph:
Antiquities.

Eric Idestam, 1955. The Idestam collection. The National Board of

Edwaert Collier's painting was placed together with the Dutch portraits among the
various oriental sculptures and items in Hall  III   in   Idestam’s  home. The painting is in
the same place in the photographs that Idestam took in 1955 as in the photographs of the
National Board of Antiquities that Marta Hirn took at the time of Idestam’s bequest in
1961.
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Appendix II
Bredius’  notes  from  the  RKD  archives,  The Hague. Translated from Dutch into English by Rogier Nieuweboer 29 July 2011

1670

1670

9  April  1670.      d’Eersame  Eduwardt  Colier,
Constryck Schilder tot Leyden ... contracteert met
Waddenius van der Milde, pasteybacker wegens de
voldoeninge van selver (??) Conterfeytsel dat de voorn.[oemde]
Colier van hem van de Milde hadde geschildert.
Van der Milde sal hem Colier leveren: eerst vier heete
pasteyen, yder een rycksdaelder waerdich, waervan
Colier al drie tot sijn contentement genoten heeft, en
voorts  alle  ‘tgeent  de  voorn.[oemde]  Colier  hem  van  nu  af  aen  tot
den lesten february toecomende sal laten braden en
alle  ‘t  geen  hy  in  sijn  familie  sall  comen  te  consumeren,
hem daerinne tot die tijt sall breng[en] ??? voor niet. (Mocht
Colier comen te trouwen, soo sal hy niet gehouden sijn voor desselfs
bruyloft te braden.
Get.[ekend] Edwaert Colier
Not. B.v. Noll. Leiden.
Wadden Jansen

9 April 1670. The respectable Eduwardt Colier,
master painter in Leiden ... enters into a contract with
pastry baker Waddenius van der Milde for the payment
of the portrait which the former painted of the latter.
Van der Milde will deliver to Colier: first four hot pastries,
each worth the amount of one rycksdaelder, of which Colier
has already enjoyed three to his satisfaction, and
furthermore Van der Milde will bring the aforementioned Colier
free of charge everything Colier will ask Van der Milde to bake
until the last day of February and everything Colier
and his family will consume within this period.
(In case Colier marries, Van der Milde will not be obliged to
bake  for  Colier’s  wedding.)
Signed Edwaert Colier
Notary B.v. Noll, Leiden.

1671

1671

7 November 1670. Huwelijksche voorwaarden van
Sr. Eduart Collier, jongman, geass.[isteer]t met Sr. Johannes
Collier, zijn broeder, en Juff.[rouw] Maria François, Wed.[uwe]
van wijlen Sr. Joost van Tangeren, beide wonende te Leiden.
Not. J. van Noort. Leiden.

7 November 1670. Marriage contract between
Mr. Eduart Collier, bachelor, assisted by Mr. Johannes
Collier, his brother, and Miss Maria François, widow of
the late Mr. Joost van Tangeren, both residing in Leiden.
Notary J. van Noort, Leiden.
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1671

1671

1 Dec. 1671. Eduward Collier
teekent als getuige
Edwaert Collier

1 December 1671. Eduward Collier
signs as a witness
Edwaert Collier

Not. D. de Fries. Leiden

Notary D. de Fries, Leiden

Nog  meermalen  in  dat  jaar  |  en  in  1672  |  en  “schilder”
er by. Ook zóó Edwaert Colier

Several  more  times  that  year,  also  in  1672,  adding  “painter”.  
Also signed [using the spelling] Edwaert Colier

1672

1672

8 Febr. 1672. Mons. Johan François, M. Zwaerdveger in den Haag, mede vervangende zynen
Zwager, Eduard Collier, Schilder tot Leyden,
verhuurt een huis in de Zuythoffstraat v. d. Hage
Mr. C. Couturier
voor f 300,- 1 Jaers.
den Haag

8 February 1672. Mr. Johan François, master armourer
residing in The Hague, acting also on behalf of his brother in law,
Eduard Collier, painter residing in Leiden,
rents a house in the Zuythoffstraat in The Hague
for f 300,- a year.
Mr. C. Couturier, The Hague

1672

1672

5
13 Mey 1672. Eduart Colier,
Schilder, als lasthebbende van de
Wed.8uwe] Annetge van Coten, verhuurt
...huis te Leiden aan iemand
Edwaert Collier
Mr. D. de Fries. Leiden

5 13 May 1672. Eduart Colier,
painter, acting on behalf of
widow Annetge van Coten, rents
... a house in Leiden to someone
Edwaert Collier
Mr. D. de Fries, Leiden
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1672

1672

10 Juny 1672. Sr. Eduart Collier
Schilder, bezit twee vierdeparten in een
huis  in  den  Haag,  omtrent  ’t  Hoff
waer de Orangieboom en de Coningh van
Sweden uithangt. Hij geeft toestemming
aan zyn zwager Johannes Francois. Swaertveger in den Haag, f 1000,- hypotheek op dat
huis te nemen. Collier is getrouwd met
Juffrouw Maria François.
Mr. D. d. Fries. Leiden.

10 June 1672. Mr. Eduart Collier,
painter, is the owner of two quarters of a
house in The Hague, near the yard
where [the taverns] de Orangieboom and de Coningh van
Sweden are located. He gives permission
to his brother in law Johannes Francois,
armourer residing in The Hague, to take out a mortgage
of f 1000,- on that house. Collier is married to
Miss François.
Mr. D. d. Fries, Leiden.

Nog een Acte daarover,
waarin hy heel royaal is
tegenover zyn zwager
van Tongeren, die ook
¼ in het huis bezat.

Another legal document concerning,
this case, in which Collier is most generous
towards his brother in law
van Tongeren, who also owned
a quarter of the house.

1672

1672

1 November 1672. Testament
van Sr. Eduard Colier, Schilder,
en Juff.[rouw] Maria François, echte
man en vrouw, wonende op de
Bredestraat over de Schoolsteech
te Leiden. Over en weder erfgenamen.
Get.[ekend] Edwaert Collier
Mr. I. van Noort. Leyden

1 November 1672. Will
of Mr. Eduard Colier, painter,
and Miss Maria François, husband
and wife, residing in
Bredestraat near Schoolsteech
in Leiden. The partners will
inherit from each other.
Signed Edwaert Collier
Mr. I. van Noort. Leyden
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1673

1673

9  Maart  1673.  Testament  van  d’eersame
Eduard Colier, Constryck schilder en
d’eerbare  Maria  Francoys;;  de  laatste  ligt
ziek te bedde. De langstlevende erfgenaam.
Zy wonen op de Breestraat.
Get.[ekend] Edwaert Collier.
Not. B. v. Noll. Leiden

9 March 1673. Will of the respected
Eduard Colier, master painter, and the
respected Maria Francoys; the latter is confined
to her bed. The partner outliving the other will
inherit. They live in Breestraat.
Signed Edwaert Collier.
Notary B. v. Noll, Leiden

1673

1673

17  November  1673.  d’Eers.[ame]  Eduardus  Colier
Constryck Schilder, Wed.[uwnaa]r van za:[lige] Marya francoys
en Gerrittie Jans., meerderj.[arige] dochter maken een
accoord. De eerste heeft de laatste | niet | gedefloreerd
maar toch wel oneerlijk met haar omgegaan,
en betaalt haar daavoor f 100.- ééns, waarmede
hy voor goed alles voldaan heeft.
Not. B. v. Noll. Leiden

17 November 1673. The respected Eduardus Colier,
master painter, widower of the late Marya francoys [sic]
and Gerrittie Jans., over the age of consent, make
an agreement. The former has not deflowered the last, but he
has had indecent contact with her, for which he gives her
one single payment of f 100.-, thus settling everything forever.

1673

1673

17 Nove. 1673. Johannes Apeus de Bye blijft
borg voor Eduard Colier wegens Gerritje Jans.

17 November 1673. Johannes Apeus de Bye continues to act as
guarantor for Eduard Colier in matters concerning Gerritje Jans.

1674

1674

Notary B. van Noll, Leiden
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17 Maert 1674
Gerritje Jans Croesdonck,
contra
Eduart Colier, Constschilder; gedaagde.
Seggende, de waerheyt is, dat hy (ged.)*** haer met
vleyende woorden sooverre heeft weten te seduceren
dat hy met haer onder iterative gedane troubeloften verscheyde malen vleesschelyck heeft bekent geconverseert
waerdoor sy van denselven synde geïmpregneert, in December
ll. ... van een jonge soon is ... verlost.
(Als hy haar niet in facie ecclesiae wil trouwen
moet hy f 250,- voor defloratie betalen, en
f 60,-ä kraamkosten en voorts f 3:10 st.
’s-weeks voor alimentatie.
Eisch f 50,- binnen 3 dagen, nog f 150,- in drie
termijnen.
Dingb. Leiden

17 March 1674
Gerritje Jans Croesdonck
vs.
Eduart Colier, painter, defendant.
[The plaintiff states that it is true that] he (the defendant)
has seduced her with flattering words to the extent that he,
making repeated promises to marry her,
had carnal knowledge conversation with her on various occasions,
as a result of which she became pregnant and gave birth
to a young son in December ...
(If he does not agree to marry her in facie ecclesiae,
he has to pay f 250,- for defloration,
f 60,- for maternity costs and f 3:10 stuivers
a week in alimony.
Claim: f 50,- within 3 days, another f 150,- in three
instalments.
Court register, Leiden

1674

1674

4 April 1674. Eduwart Collier
Schilder, teekent als getuige, Leiden
Edwaert Collyer
Not. D. d. Fries, Leiden

4 April 1674. Eduwart Collier,
painter, signs as a witness, Leiden
Edwaert Collyer
Notary D. d. Fries, Leiden

1674

1674

24 Mey 1674. Eduard Colier, erfgenaam
van za:[lige] Maria Franchoys, zijn za: huysvrou,
die te voren is geweest Wed.[uwe] van Joost van Tongeren
laat f 1000.- hypotheek opnemen, met Jacobus v. Tongeren

24 May 1674. Eduard Colier, heir of the late
Maria Franchoys, his wife, formerly widow of
Joost van Tongeren, takes out together with Jacobus van Tongeren
(father of Joost van Tongeren) a mortgage of f 1000.-
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vader van Joost) op een huis aan de Westzijde v.d. Hofstraat
van  ‘s-Gravenhage. Get: Edwardus Colyer.
Not. L. v. Swieten, Leiden.

on a house located at the West side of the Hofstraat
in The Hague. Signed: Edwardus Colyer.
Notary L. v. Swieten, Leiden.

1676

1676

Taxatie Inboedel Gerrit Barentsz
Meul, Leyden 21 Aug. 1676.
een achtkante stuckie van Jan van Goyen
f 1-10-0.
Een Vanitas van Colier f 6.Not. N. v. Leeuwen. Leyden.

Appraisal of movables of Gerrit Barentsz Meul,
Leiden, 21 August 1676

1676

1676

1676 schildert Edward Colyer
voor f 18.- het doodwapen op de
begrafenis (chic!) van James Primrose
te Leiden.
Not. D. Toornvliet. Leiden

In 1676 Edward Colyer
paints the crest for the (stylish!) funeral
of James Primrose in Leiden, for the
sum of f 18.Notary D. Toornvliet, Leiden

1677

1677

7. 11 Oct. 1677. Huwelijksche voorwaarden
van Mons.[ieur] Edwaert Colyer, Schilder,
wonende tot Leyden, Wed.[uwnaar] van Maria Franscois
toecomende Bruydegom ter eenre, ende Juff.[rouw]
Cornelia Tielmans, jonge dochter, wonende
alhier in den Hage, toecomende Bruyt, ter andere
zyde. De goederen zullen gemeen zijn en

7. 11 October 1677. Marriage contract between
Mr. Edwaert Colyer, painter,
residing in Leiden, widower of Maria Franscois,
future bridegroom, on the one hand, and Miss
Cornelia Tielmans, young lady, residing here
in The Hague, future bride, on the other hand.
The couple marry on equal terms; profits and losses

- Octagonal piece by Jan van Goyen, f 1-10-0 (= 1 guilder, 10 stuivers)
- Vanitas by Collier, f 6.Notary N. v. Leeuwen, Leiden
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winst en verlies gedeeld. Sterft de
vrouw het eerst, dan zal de Schilder
den geheelen boedel en alle goederen
hebben, mits uitkerende aan hare ouders
de legitieme portie, of, als die dood zyn,
aan  hare  ‘vrunden’  100  daelders.  Sterft  
hy eerst, dan krijgt de Wed.[uwe] de helft en
de andere helft de erfgenamen van de
bruidegom.
De bruidegom ver...
gecochte
syn als 2000
meer getraceert
Not.[arius] Ennis, den Haag

shall be shared. If the wife dies first,
the painter will inherit all of the estate and all goods,
under the condition that he pays her parents their
legal share, or, in case they are deceased,
pays  her  ‘chums’  100  daelders.
If he dies first, the widow will inherit half of the
estate,  and  the  bridegroom’s  heirs  will  inherit  the  other  half.

1678

1678

Vredemakersboek
23 Febr. 1678 Marija Plyster en Eduard
Colier, Schilder. Over 48 st.[uiver] over 4
stopen  wijn.  Fiat  ...  (??)  mits  d’ey.re  (eigenaresse??) haer
schuld affirmerende.

Arbitration Court register
23 February 1678. Marija Plyster and Eduard
Colier, painter. Concerning 48 stuivers for 4
tankards of wine. Fiat ... [???] provided the plaintiff
claims her rights.

1678

1678

Inventaris zal.[ige] Johannes Apeus de By. Coopman, en Maria Coonen ???
(De By overleed 25 Sept. 1678 te Leyden)
een copytge tafreel na Ostade.
2 viercante fruytagiens van Loddingh
(= Loedingh)
een Juffertge van Collier
een lantschapge van Ruysdael

Inventory of the late Johannes Apeus
de By. Coopman, and Maria Coonen ???
(De By passed away on 25 Sept. 1678 in
Leiden)

De bruidegom ver...
syn als 2000
meer getraceert

gecochte

Notary Ennis, The Hague

- Copy of a picture by Ostade.
- 2 square still lifes with fruit by Loddingh (=
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een geselschapsmusyc van Collier
een stucgen van paerden van Wouwerman
een copytge na Molenaer.
een barbier van Jan Miense Molenaer
een stuc sijnde droncke boeren van Molenaer
een groot stuc vissen van Ruysdael
2 boeregeselschapges van Jan Miensz.

Loedingh)
- Damsel by Collier
- Landscape by Ruysdael
- Company making music by Collier
- Painting of horses by Wouwerman
- Copy of a picture by Molenaer.
- Barber by Jan Miense Molenaer
- Picture of drunken peasants by Molenaer
- Large painting of fish by Ruysdael
- Two peasant companies by Jan Miensz. Molenaer.
- School by Adr. Oostade
- Moonlight by Colonia.
- Still life with fruit by Van Druijnen
- Landscape by Van der Hart (Verhart)
- Abduction by Bleker
- Peasant fair by Oudenrogge.
- Drunken man by Bogert.
- Copy of an old woman by Dou.
- Another landscape by van der Hart (Verhart)
- Large still life with fruit by de Ring

Molenaer.
een schooltge van Adr. Oostade
een maneschijn van Colonia.
een fruytagie van Van Druijnen
een lantschap van Van der Hart (Verhart)
een ontschaking van Bleker
een boerenkermis van Oudenrogge.
een dronckeman van Bogert.
een Copij na Dou synde een besgen.
noch een lantschap van van der Hart (Verhart)
een groot fruytagiestuc van de Ring

1679

1679

5 Juny 1679. Maerten Jorisz.[oon] en Eduard
Colier. Om f 25-4-0 over geleverde
winckelwaren. De ey.r (eigenaar??) heeft syn regt geaffirm[eer]t
10/6/1679
Vredem.[akers] boek L.

5 June 1679. Maerten Jorisz.[oon] and Eduard
Colier. Concerning f 25-4-0 for goods delivered.
The owner has claimed his rights [???]
10/6/1679
Arbitration Court register, Leiden

1681

1681

31 Augustus 1681 maken de E. Sr. Eduard
Colier, Mr. Konstschilder, en de Eerbare

6

On 31 August 1681, the respected Mr. Eduard
Colier, master painter, and the respected
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6

Cornelia Tielemans, egte man en vrou,
wonende binnen Leyden op de Bredestraat
hun testament. (De vrouw is ziekelijk.)
De schilder teekent: Edwaert Colyer.

Cornelia Tielemans, husband and wife,
residing in Leiden in the Bredestraat,
make their will. (The wife is ailing.)
The painter signs: Edwaert Colyer.

Not. Q. Raven, Leyden.

Notary Q. Raven, Leiden.

1681

1681

31 Augustus 1681. Testament
van de E. Sr. Eduard Colyer
Mr. Konstschilder, en de eerbare
Cornelia Tilemans, wonende op de Bredestraet te Leiden. De vrouw is sieck
van lichame te bedde leggende. Vroeger
testamenten worden herroepen.
De langstlevende is erfgenaam,
maar zal de kinderen opvoeden.
tot hun 25e jaar. Mochte de schilder
kinderloos komen te sterven, dan
zullen zijne broeders en zusters elk
f 25.- hebben.
Enz – enz,
Edwaert Colyer
Not. Q. Raven. Leyden.

31 August 1681. Will of the respected Mr. Eduard Colyer
master painter, and the respected
Cornelia Tilemans, residing in the Bredestraet in Leiden. The woman is confined
to her bed. Earlier wills are
revoked. The partner who lives
longest will inherit from the other,
but he or she shall raise the children
until they reach the age of 25.
If the painter dies childless,
his brothers and sisters will each
receive f 25.-

Getuige is Wilhelm Tolner, een
soort kwakzalver, die er koorddansers
enz. op nahield.

Witness is Wilhelm Tolner, a sort of
quack, who kept tightrope walkers etc.

1681

1681

Etc. etc.,
Edwaert Colyer
Notary Q. Raven, Leiden.
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25 Nov. 1681. Huw.[elijkse] Voorw.[aarden] van
Ed. Collyer met Juffr.[ouw] Anna Du
Bois.
not. Q. Raven. Leiden

25 November 1681. Marriage contract between
Ed. Collyer and Miss Anna Du
Bois.
Notary Q. Raven, Leiden

1681

1681

30 November 1681 maken De E. Eduard
Colier, laatste weduwnaar van za.[lige] Cornelia
Tielemans en de Eerbare Anna de Bois,
Wed.[uwe] van Willem van Bambergen, huwel.[ijkse]
voorwaarden.
Not. Q. Raven, Leyden

On 30 November 1681, the respected Mr. Eduard
Colier, last widower of the late Cornelia
Tielemans, and the respected Anna de Bois,
widow of Willem van Bambergen, draw up a marriage
contract.
Notary Q. Raven, Leiden

1681

1681
28 Dec. 1681. maakt Anna du
Bois, huisvrouw van Eduard
Colyer | Mr. Konstsch. | testament. Zij is  “sieckelijck
van  lichame  te  bedde  leggende”
Hare eenige erfgenamen zijn
hare Zusters, Sara, Eva en Johanna
du Bois. Maar Jacobus de
Bois, haar broeder zal niets
hebben. Over hare minderjarige
erfgenamen zullen hare zwagers
D’s  Jac.  Boerhave  en  D’s  Eu??
Gommarius, voogden zijn.
Not. Q. Raven. Leiden.

28 December 1681. Anna du
Bois, wife of Eduard
Colyer, master painter, makes her will. She is
“confined  to  her  bed,
sickly  of  body”
Her only heirs are
her sisters Sara, Eva and Johanna
du Bois. But Jacobus de
Bois, her brother, will not inherit
anything. The reverends Jac. Boerhave
and Eu ?? Gommarius will act as legal guardians for her
underaged heirs.
Notary Q. Raven, Leiden
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1681

1681

28 December 1681. Lyst der
goederen, die Colyer aan zijne vrouw
medebrengt:
‘n  half  huis  en  erve  op  de  Bredestraat
omtrent de gouden Leeuw.
bedden, dekens, een kleine burgerlijke
inboedel.
f 100.- aan zilver en goud
f 180.- “uyt  mijn  inboedel  gemaeckt.”
6 silveren lepels.
een groote ringh gecocht voor f 115.-.
wat prentkonst,
een hoopien boecken.
een kas met lenden ??? enz.
een beeld van Prins Maurits.
een verffkassie.
25 Ducatons
31 Schilderijen sonder lyst.
26 Schilderijen met lijsten
een gouden fransche Croon en een silvere
penning. Enz.
(Nt. Q Raven)

28 December 1681. Inventory of goods
which Colyer contributes to the marriage:
Half a house with a yard in Bredestraat
near [the tavern]  de  gouden  Leeuw  (‘the  Golden  Lion’)
beds, blankets, small middle-class movables.
f 100.- in silver and gold
f 180.- “made  out  of  my  movables.”
6 silver spoons.
a large ring bought for f 115.-.
a couple of prints,
a small stack of books.
a chest with ribbons ??? etc.
a statue of Prince Maurits.
a small paint case.
25 ducats
31 paintings without frame.
26 paintings with frames
a golden French crown (= ecu) and a silver penning. Etc. (Notary Q. Raven)

1682

1682

24 Maart 1682. Sr. Edewaert
Colyer, Mr. Konstschilder, woonende
binnen Leyden, neemt terug alle
lasterlijke redenen die hy tegen den
student in de Theologie Jacobus Sappius

24 March 1682. Mr. Edewaert
Colyer, master painter, residing
in Leiden, withdraws all
slanderous remarks which he has made
about theology student Jacobus Sappius
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heeft gehouden. (Hy had o.a. gezegd, dat
deze met zijn – des schilders – tegenwoordige
huisvrouw Anna Du Bois oneerlijke
konversatie hadde gehadt.
Get.[ekend] Edewaert Colyer
Not. Q. Raven, Leyden.

(Among other things, he claimed that
the latter had had deceitful
conversations  with  the  painter’s
wife, Anna du Bois.)
Signed Edewaert Colyer
Notary Q. Raven, Leiden.

1682

1682

24 Maart 1682 betuigt Sr. Eduard Colier,
Mr. Konstschilder tot Leyden, dat hij terugneemt al wat hij ten nadeele van des |theolog | student
Jacobus Sappius (over oneerlijke conversatie
met des schilders echtgenote Anna du Bois)
heeft gezegd.
Not. Q. Raven. Leyden.

On 24 March 1682, Mr. Eduard Colier,
master painter residing in Leiden, withdraws
all harmful remarks he has made about theology student
Jacobus Sappius (concerning deceitful conversation
with  the  painter’s  wife  Anna  du  Bois)
Notary Q. Raven, Leiden.

1682

1682

10 April 1682. De predikant Ds. Jacobus Boerhave, intervenierende voor
zyne schoonzuster Juff.[rouw] Anna du Bois,
huysvrouw van Eduard Colier, ende Eduard
Colier, Mr. Konstschilder alhier, te
kennen gevende, dat er tusschen den
schilder
en  zijne  huisvrouw  “grote  misverstanden  en
oneenigheden”  zyn  ontstaan,  zoodat
Anna du Bois by schepenen reeds om

10 April 1682. The Reverend Jacobus Boerhave, acting on behalf of
his sister in law Miss Anna du Bois,
wife of Eduard Colier, and Eduard
Colier, master painter in this town,
declare  that  “large  misunderstandings
and  disagreements”  have  arisen    
between the painter and his wife.
Therefore Anna du Bois has already
requested a separation of bed and board,
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scheiding van tafel en bed had gevraagd,
en dat de schilder van den Not. Leffen
een huis op de Bredestraat had gehuurd
voor f 170.- | voor een jaar | maar dat des
vrouw daar niet intrekken wilde –
deshalve belooft de Dominee
de huur te zullen betalen en
den schilder vry te houden van
alle schade door het ledig staan
enz veroorzaakt.
Not. Q. Raven. Leiden.

and the painter has rented from Notary Leffen
a house in Bredestraat for one year
for f 170.- ,    but  the  painter’s  wife
refused to move there - therefore
the Reverend promises to pay the rent
and reimburse the painter for all
financial damages caused by the house
being unoccupied, etc.
Notary Q. Raven, Leiden

1682

1682

10 April 1682 laat Eduard Colier zich van
tafel en bed | scheiden | , 28 April 1682 wordt dit
nog eens bevestigd.
Edewaert Colyer
Not. Q. Raven. Leyden.

On 10 April 1682, Eduard Colier obtains a separation
from bed and board; on 28 April 1682 this is confirmed.
Edewaert Colyer
Notary Q. Raven, Leiden.

1682

1682

28 April 1682. Eduard Colyer en
Anna Du Bois, scheiden van tafel
en bed. Lange Acte. Ieder neemt
zyne eigen goederen en inboedel mede.
De schulden van de winkelnering
der vrouw blijven ten haren laste.
De schilder zal betalen eenige kleine
rekeningen van wijn. De vrouw
belooft nog eenige dagen f 85.-

On 28 April 1682, Eduard Collier and
Anna Du Bois separate from bed and board.
Long legal document. Each of the spouses
takes his or her own goods and movables.
The debts accumulated  by  the  wife’s  shop  are  
to be paid by her.
The painter will pay a few small wine bills.
The wife promises to pay f 85.- for another few days.
They  will  not  “torture”  each  other  any  longer.
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te betalen. Zy zullen elkander
niet  meer  “quellen”.  De  scheiding
zal van de puy van  ‘t  Raadhuis
publycq werden affgelesen.

The separation will be read out publicly
in front of the Town Hall.
Notary Q. Raven, Leiden.

Not. Q. Raven. Leyden.

1683

1683

3 Dec. 1683.
Philips Natarp contra
Eduard Colier om f 100
.
(f 25.- Craemcosten van syn vrou en
‘t  Koopen  van  ‘s  Kints  Kleeren
en f 75.- over een jaer onderhout
Vredem.[akers] b[oe]k. Leiden

3 December 1683.
Philips Natarp vs.
Eduard Colier concerning f 100.
(f 25.- maternity costs for his wife
and clothes for the child,
and f 75.- for  one  year’s  maintenance
Arbitration Court register, Leiden

1684

1684

Eduwardt Colier contra
Johan Schravesande
17 Jan. 1684. Vredem. Leiden.
Nog meer zaakjes van Colier. Dit
is  om  twee  ducatons  over  t’schilderen
schilders
van een Conterfeijtsel. Fiat condemnatie

Eduwardt Colier vs.
Johan Schravesande
17 January 1684. Arbitration Court
register, Leiden Other cases involving Colier.
This case concerns two ducats for the painting
of a portrait. Fiat condemnation

1684

1684
E. Colyer 1684. Met zyn portret
Sir Robert Gresley
Drakelow of Trent.

E. Colyer 1684. With his portrait
Sir Robert Gresley
Drakelow of Trent.
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by Burton on Trent.

by Burton on Trent.

1686

1686

12 Januari 1686. Eduard
Colyer, Mr. Konstschilder
wonende te Leijden, bekent schuldig
te wezen aan Sr. Nicolaes van Overvelt
brouwer te Leiden, 300 Gulden,
voor geleende gelden ...
(20 April 1686 is de Obl. geroyeert
en voldaan). Get.[ekend] Edewaert Colyer.
Not. Q. Raven. Leiden

12 January 1686. Eduard
Colyer, master painter
residing in Leiden, acknowledges to owe
Mr. Nicolaes van Overvelt,
brewer in Leiden, 300 guilders,
for money borrowed ...
(On 20 April 1686 the debt was paid
in full). Signed Edewaert Colyer.
present Notary Q. Raven, Leiden

1690

1690

3
20 Dec. 1690
Juff.[rouw] Sara du Bois
te Leiden, legateert aan
hare 2 zusters: Eva du Bois
Wed.[uwe] van Dr. Jacobus Boerhave
en Anna du Bois, huysvrouw
van Eduard Colier
ieder de helft van hare
nalatenschap

3
20 December 1690
Miss Sara du Bois, residing
in Leiden, leaves half of her inheritance to each
of her 2 sisters:
Eva du Bois, widow of Dr. Jacobus Boerhave,
and Anna du Bois, wife
of Eduard Colier.
Notary P.A. van Dorp, Leiden.

Not. | P.A. | van Dorp, Leiden.

1692

1692
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10 Juny 1692 Inventaris Jan Gerritsz Doude & Maria Schepers Leiden
2 feh. van Colier f 8,12 schilderijen - “  22  :1 van Jesebel van Beeldemaecker f 35.1 zeetge van Oostade
10,Not. Gersteeorg Leiden

On 10 June 1692 Inventory of Jan Gerritsz Doude and Maria Schepers Leiden
2 pieces of Colier f 8,12 paintings
-“22:1 of Jesebel of Beeldemaecker f35,1 seascape from Oostade 10,Notary Gersteeorg Leiden

1693

1693

Inventaris van W Daniel van den Bossche
s’Gravenhage  21  July  1693
…
Een fanetasje door E. Collyer 12-0-0
…

Inventory of W Daniel van den Bossche
In Den Haag 21 July 1693
...
One vanitas of E. Collyer 12-0-0
...

1704

1704

Leiden Notaris J. van Boekureyt
19 Nov 1704
Inventaris van den boedel van wijlen?
Mr Theodorius Scherevelius, raaden
Regeerend Burgemeester van Leiden
In de beste kamer
…
Een stuek schilderij door Coljer (Collier)
…

Leiden Notary J. Van Boekureyt
19 November 1704
Inventory of the estate of the deceased
Mr Theodorius Scherevelius, council of
Governant Burghers of Leiden
In the best room
…
One painting of Coljer (Collier)
…
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Auction Sales (posthumous)
1719 (Not. van Dieningen)

1719

schilder
Eduar Colier
Weesboedel Mathys Huyst (??) 1719: Een tafereel synde een
vioolspeler door Ed. Col.

painter
Eduar Colier
Child’s  inheritance  inventory  of    Mathys  Huyst  (??)  1719:  
A painting of a violinist, by Ed. Col.

1857

1857
E. Collyer

E. Collyer

An exquisite still life, painted in great detail.
Panel, height 27 inches, width 24 inches.
Auction ??? Miss Drekman, Amsterdam 14 April 1857

Een allerfijnst en zeer uitvoerig geschilderd
stilleven.
Paneel, hoog 27, breed 24 duim
Veiling Mejuf.[frouw] Drekman, Amsterdam 14 April 1857

1865

1865

E. Collyer.
Een stilleven
Veiling Deekens, Amst. 23 Mei 1865

E. Collyer.
Still life
Auction house Deekens, Amsterdam, 23 May 1865

1865

1865
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E. Colyer.
Un vieillard en méditations.
h. 18, l. 17 c. Bois.
Veiling Roos, Amst. 12 Dec. 1865

E. Colyer.
Meditating old man.
height 18 inches, width 17 inches, wood panel
Auction house Roos, Amsterdam, 12 December 1865

1867

1867

4 E. Colyer.
Een mediterend grijsaard.
h. 18, br. 17 d[ui]m. paneel
Veiling Schermacher, Carp. Amst. 16 April 1867

4 E. Colyer.
Meditating old man.
height 18 inches, width 17 inches, wood panel
Auction house Schermacher, Carp. Amsterdam, 16 April 1867

1867

1867

E. Collyer.
Een stil leven.

E. Collyer.
Still life

h. 94, br. 76 d. paneel.
Veiling Rotterdam, 28-29 Oct. 1867

height 94 inches, width 76 inches, wood panel.
Auction house Rotterdam, 28-29 October 1867

1871

1871

E. Colyer.

Een biddend grijsaard.
h. 32, br. 16 c. Paneel
Veiling Roos, 31 Oct. 1871. Amst

E. Colyer.
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Praying old man.
height 32, width 16 cm, wood panel
Auction house Roos, 31 October 1871, Amsterdam

Appendix III

The family tree of Edwaert Collier
Joris Colier
(†  1651)

Aeltien Engelborghs
1) x Joris Colier
2) x 1659 Gerhart Bogemaker
______________________________________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
|
|
|
Joan / Johannes
Evert
Joris
Thomas
Margarita
Ingelbertus
(1639)

(1642-1708)

x

1) x 6.11.1670

Anna Barleus/Barbens

Marya Franchois

|

x

(1644)

(1646)

(1648)

(1650)

-) x 4.5.1674

Barbara

Maria de Pyper

(17.6.1667)

2) x 29.10.1677

Joris

Cornelia Tieleman

(15.8.1668)

3) x 14.12.1681
Anna du Bois
|

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
|
|
?
Alida
Johanna
Joan
Tomas
(Dec 1683?-

(15.6.1687)

(19.12.1688)

(15.6.1691)

31.7. 1686)
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(28.10.1693)

Appendix IV
List of the paintings by rooms in the home of Harmanus Capoen and Maria Geraers
11 rooms
op het achter kamertje (small back room)
- een stuck schilderij van Pieter

Mulier f. 5:--:-- een stuck schilderijvan Roeloff van Vriesch f. 10:--:-- ses schilderijen met een conterfeytsel f. 30:--:--

in het achtercamertje onder het bove camertje (small back room under the upper room)

-

een schilderij van Piramus en Tisbee gedaen van Reyer van Blommendael f.
15:--:-twee cleyne stuckjes schilderij van Reyer van Oosterzaen f. 5:--:-een stuckje van Pieter Claesz f. 5:--:-een stuckje schilderij van Heremans f. --:12:-noch veertien stucx schilderij soo cleyn als groot onder malcander f. 21:--:--

inde middelcamer (middle room )

-

een stuck schilderij van Eduwaert Kolier f. 20:--:-een stuck schilderij van Van Deurs f. 4:--:-ses conterfeytseltjes van Claes oft Dirck Hals f. 3:--:-een stuck schilderij van Lelienbergh f. 12:--:-een stuckje schilderij van Decker f. 10:--:-een stuck schilderij van Jan Steen f. 12:--:-een stuckje van Willem Romeyn f. 12:--:-een copij stuckje van Mulier nae parcellis f. 3:--:-een stuckje schilderij van Jan van Goyen f. 4:--:-een stuckje schilderij van Pieter Breens f. 4:--:-een stuckje schilderij van Jan van Goyen f. 5:--:-een stuckje schilderij van Claes Molenaer f. 2:--:-een copij schilderijtje van Jan Bodth f. 3:--:-een stuckje schilderij van Oostade f. 2:10:-noch vier stucx schilderijen soo groot als cleyn f. 7:10:--

in het keldertje aent voorhuys (small basement room from? front room/entry)

-

een conterfeytsel van Abraham vander Schalcke ende desselfs
huysvrouwe door Bleecker gedaen f. 30:--:-een schilderij ontbijt van Heda f. 8:--:-twee cleyne stuckjes schilderij van Cornelis van der Schalcke f. 6:--:-vijff stuckjes schilderij sijnde vijff sinnen door Jan van Bensom gedaen f. 5:-:-een stuckje schilderij van Claeuw f. 6:--:-een stuck schilderij van Decker f. 20:--:-noch vijff stucx schilderij f. 20:--:--

int voorhuys (front room which usually contained entry )

-

sestien stucx soo conterfeytsels als schilderijtjes
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inde voorkamer (front room)

-

een stuck schilderij van Parcellis f. 36:--:-twee stuckjes schilderij van Decker f. 12:--:-een stuckje schilderij van Fabricius f. 6:--:-een cleyn stuckje van Thomas Wijck f. 8:--:-twee cleyne zeetjes van Zeman f. 12:--:-een schilderijtje met een conterfeytseltje van Adriaen van Ostade f. 24:--:-een stuckje schilderij van Jan van Goyen f. 9:--:-een stuck schilderij van Pieter Molijn f. 10:--:-een stuckje schilderij van Jan Miense Molenaer f. 10:--:-drie cleyne stuckjes vandeselven [Jan Miense Molenaer] f. 3:--:-twee cleyne stuckjes van Mulier f. 3:--:-een predicante conterfeytsel f. 1:--:-noch vier stuckjes schilderij f. 13:--:--

op het kelder camertje (small basement room)

-

twee conterfeytsels Harmanys Capoen en zijne Sa. huysvrouw Claesge
Jacobs f. 5:--:-twee conterfeytsels Harmanus Capoen en zijne Sa. huysvrouw Claesge
Jacobs f. 5:--:-vijf stucx schilderij soo groot als cleyn f. 15:--:--

opde camer boven de groote keucken (room above the large kitchen)
veertien stucx schilderije soo groot als cleyn f. 14:--:-int gaelderijtje (corridor)

-

een conterfeytsel vande overleden huysvrouw van Zalr. Abram van der
Schalcke [Maria Geraers] f. 8:--:-noch een slecht stuckje schilderij f. 1:10:--

op het camertje boven de voorcamer (small room above the front room)

-

negen stucx schilderij so groot als cleyn f. 24:--:--

opde groote camer (large room)

-

een stuck schilderij van Heda f. 15:--:-een stuck schilderij van Arnoldus van Antheunis f. 10:--:-een stuck schilderij van Jan van Goyen f. 15:--:-een stuck schilderij van Eduwaert Kolier f. 6:--:-een stuck schilderij van Jacques de Claeuw f. 10:--:-een stuck schilderij nae Bijlart f. 10:--:-een stuck schilderij van Eduwaert Kolier f. 6:--:-een stuck schilderij onbekent f. 5:--:-een stuck schilderij van Abram van Beyeren f. 8:--:--
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